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ABSTRACT 

Despite Brecht's emphasis on its centrality to his theatre, the concept of Gestus 
has only recently begun to receive more extensive analysis. This thesis contributes to 
the emergent research field through its exploration of several relatively unexplored 
areas. Firstly, it offers an account of the obscurity and scholarly neglect of the term 
'Gestus' especially with regard to conceptual, linguistic and translation difficulties. 
Secondly, it presents original archival research into how Brecht applied his concept of 
Gestus to acting during his work in Berlin between 1949 and 1956. And thirdly, it 
investigates the role and relevance of Gestus in contemporary Anglo-American theatre. 

The reconstruction of Gestus is supplemented by a deconstruction of its 

potential and limitations as a tool for creating political theatre which resists oppressive 
discourses. With regard to 'potential', this study examines those moments when the 
Marxist Gestus presents an alternative to dominant tendencies within Western theatre. 
With regard to 'limitations', two main types of constraint are addressed. The first can 
be defined as the 'transgression' of the Marxist parameters within which gestic 
performance was constructed. The second constraint involves the 'suppression' of 
useful possibilities within and beyond the confines of those parameters. 

By means of the deconstructive strategy, gestic acting is exposed as a rich site 
of contradictions. Chapter One focuses mainly on the tensions between a bourgeois 
individualist and Marxist approach to gesture and an oscillation between the assertion of 
Gestus as a new Marxist aesthetic principle and as an old rhetorical device. Chapter 
Two highlights the contradiction between a mechanistic and dialectical materialism and 
the aesthetic interplay between the flux of montage and the stasis of analytical tableau. 
In Chapter Three the major tension explored is that between an avant-garde 

experimental and a deictic realist approach to gestural style. 
It is in the final two chapters that the role of gestic acting within contemporary 

theatre is investigated. Chapter Four argues that Gestus is the key to the difference 

between Brechtian and Stanislavskian modes of acting and demonstrates the exclusion 

of the Gestus in recent mainstream British theatre where performance often remains 
dominated by a Stanislavskian-derived system. Here the gestic principle is presented as 

continuing to challenge ahistorical essentialist approaches to performance. In Chapter 

Five the appropriation and modification of the Gestus of showing within materialist 
feminist theatre is discussed and Brecht's application of Gestus in Berlin is revealed as 

preempting many aspects of recent feminist theory and practice. The study concludes 

with a summary of the hierarchical binary oppositions - public/private, 
inscription/agency, demonstration/experience, stasis/flux, populist materialist/avant- 

garde - which it maintains underpin and contribute to the complex status of gestic acting 

as both a reactionary and progressive apparatus for societal transformation. 
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It [Gestus] is at once gesture and gist, attitude and 
point: one aspect of the relation between two 
people, studied singly, cut to essentials and 
physically or verbally expressed. It excludes the 
psychological, the subconscious, the metaphysical, 
unless they can be conveyed in concrete terms. 
[John Willett, 195911 

Brechtian theatre deconstructs social processes into 
rhetoric, which is to say reveals them as social 
practices. 'Rhetoric' here means grasping language 
and action in the context of the politico-discursive 
conditions inscribed within them, and Brecht's ten-n 
for this is Gest. To view things gestically is to 
catch the gist in terms of the gesture, or rather to 
position oneself at the point where the one German 
word hovers indeterminately between the two 
English ones. [Terry Eagleton, 1986]2 

INTRODUCTION 

Area of Inquiry and Aims 

'Gestus'9,: Illuminating an Opaque Concept 

In his groundbreaking study The Theatre of Bertolt Brecht (1959), John Willett 

offered the English speaking world not only one of the first introductions to Brecht's 

richly complex theory of Gestus but a definition characterised by its quotable pithiness. 

Willett's presentation of Gestus as 6at once gesture and gist' continues to reverberate 

within Anglo-American scholarship, finding an echo even in the more recent work of 

Terry Eagleton. 3 In this thesis, the combination of the terms 'gesture' and 'gist' are 

transmogrified into a conceptual leitmotif. The appeal of this combination cannot be 

attributed simply to the 'magical' impact of alliterative overload. Rather, the phrase 'at 

once gesture and gist' suggestively alludes to the way the theory and practice of Gestus 

entailed a striving towards the artistic embodiment of a dialectic between bipolar 

categories, specifically the interplay between social being and consciousness, behaviour 

and ideology, signifier and signified. 

'John Willett, The Theatre of Bertolt Brecht, 3rd ed. (London: Methuen, 1967), p. 175. 
2Terry Eagleton, 'Brecht and Rhetoric', in Terry Eagleton, Against the Grain: Essays 1975-1985 (London: 
Verso, 1986), p. 168. 
3Willett, op. cit; Eagleton, op. cit. 
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As a synthesis of these categories, Gestus constitutes a vehicle and principle 

central to Brecht's application of Marxist historical and dialectical materialism to the 

micro-level of human interaction and its presentation in the theatre. This centrality has 

all too frequently been obscured by linguistic difficulties that have contributed to the 

opacity of Brecht's Gestus theory. In his introduction to the subject, Willett asserts that 

the concept of Gestus 'is a central part' of Brecht's doctrine, but that 'it is hard to make 

it so in English, for the equivalent term 'gest' (meaning 'bearing', 'carriage', 'mien') 

has become an obsolete word'. 4 The sheer brevity of Willett's own coverage of Gestus 

serves to emphasise his point. Willett attributes the paradoxical difficulty of 

centralising Gestus to translation issues. Having touched on a veritable minefield, he 

does not, however, take the matter any further. Recent scholarship has pointed to the 

more widespread nature of linguistic problems, focusing in particular on Brecht's 

polysemic use of the term, his oscillation between an idiosyncratic and traditional usage 

in particular. 5 

Given Brecht's own emphasis on the importance of Gestus, it is indeed 

surprising that serious analysis of the factors which have contributed to its opaqueness 

is a recent phenomenon. Kenneth Fowler's 1991 monograph on the problem of Gestus 

and musical meaning and Helmut Heinze's dissertation on the aesthetic of the gestic 

published in 1992, are the first studies to address the issue of terminology more fUlly. 6 

Fowler also explores the ideological implications of several terminological 

inconsistencies, pointing to a conflict between a bourgeois individualist and an 

emergent Marxist approach to gesture. 7 Carrying on from the work initiated by Willett, 

Fowler and Heinze, the following study broadens the depth and scope of their 

terminological discussion in several ways. Firstly, the opening chapter expands the 

investigation of the term's etymology and historical development and its complicated 

relation to words often used in conjunction with or in place of Gestus. The extent to 

4Willet, op. cit. 
5Kenneth Fowler. Received Truths: Bertolt Brecht and the Problem of Gestus and Musical Meaning (New 

York: AMS Press. 1991), pp. 27-51; Helmut Heinze, Brechts Asthetik des Gestischen: Versuch einer 
Rekonstruktion (Heidelberg: Carl Winter Universitdtsverlag, 1992), pp. 118-124. 
6ibid. 

717owler, op. cit., p. 29. 
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which terminological ambiguities intimate ideological conflict is then discussed not only 

in terms of Brecht's theory but with regard to performance practice at the Berliner 

Ensemble. In addition, Chapter One also incorporates an analysis of the German- 

English translation difficulties which have contributed further to the opaqueness of the 

topic, an issue raised but not clarified by Willett. While Chapter One unfolds 

definitional and translational problems, it simultaneously demonstrates that the concept 

Brecht was attempting to formulate can be distinguished, that it has a consistent even if 

contradictory 'red thread'. 

1.2 Centralising the Concept: From the Fringe to Centre Stage 

In the first comprehensive survey of both English and German-language 

secondary literature on Gestus and the gestic aesthetic, Heinze pinpoints a recurring 

discrepancy between the way the overarching gestic (or Gestus-oriented) principle is 

ranked as an important category in Brecht's aesthetic and yet dismissively relegated to 

the periphery of the discussion. Occasionally Gestus has featured as the main subject 

matter within a chapter of a book, yet even in the case of short commentaries and 

articles, at least until the 1980s, it has rarely been treated as the focal point of an 

analysis. Heinze also notes that while the contradictory and complex nature of the 

gestic aesthetic is often acknowledged, systematic interpretation is rarely undertaken. 8 

Instead, a common response has been to reproduce or paraphrase Brecht's incomplete 

and problematical writings. 9 My own survey of the field, referred to in Chapter One, 

corroborates Heinze's findings and demonstrates that it is only since the mid eighties 

that a group of book-length 'systematic interpretations' has begun to emerge. 10 

8Heinze, op. cit., p. 23. 
9See, for example, Helmut Jendreiek, Bertolt Brecht: Drama der Verdnderung (Dilsseldorf: Bagel, 1969), pp. 
61-64; HansjUrgen Rosenbauer, Brecht und der Behaviorismus (Bad Homburg: Gehlen, 1970), pp. 59-72; 
Gerold Koller, Der initspielende Zuschauer: Theorie und Praxis im Schaffen Brechts (Zurich: Artemis, 1979), 

pp. 27-30. 
1OHans Martin Ritter, Das gestische Prinzip (Cologne: Prometh, 1986); Barry Joseph Batorsky, 'Gestus' in 
the Theaters of Brecht and Beckett (Michigan: University Microfilms International, 1987); Fowler, op. cit.; 
Heinze, op. cit. Ritter's bibliography includes a reference to a Gestus-oriented study (to which I have not had 

access) which was published prior to the 'Gestus wave': Michael Kelbling's Das gestische Prinzip im Theater 

ýj , 
Tserkleirung, submitted for the the Staatsprdfung, the university degree Bertolt Brechts. Versuch einer Begrif 

required for the teaching profession, and published by the Freie Universitat Berlin in 1975. 
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The neglect of Gestus until recent times can be explained both in terms of 'the 

nature of the beast' itself and academic traditions since its inception. In comparison to 

his theorising about epic theatre and the Verfremdungseffekt ('defamiliarisation' or 'V- 

effect'), Brecht's writings on Gestus and related terms are relatively fragmentary and in 

some instances contradictory. They are also typified by an unusual dearth of material 

on the application of Gestus to Brecht's theatre practice, a topic which is either merely 

referred to in articles on other topics such as music and literary techniques, or presented 

in extremely brief theoretical fragments. II The contradictory mixture of an insistence 

on centrality with a sparse and fragmentary exposition, gives the writings on Gestus an 

air of uncertainty and incompleteness. It is as if they are at the heart of a new 

discourse, struggling to formulate itself. 

The erratic reception of Gestus in both the German and English speaking world 

is also attributable to a combination of historical events and the limited availability both 

of Brecht's theoretical writings and of performance documentation in translation. One 

feasible reason for the initial dearth of scholarship on Gestus in the German speaking 

academic community is the premature death in 1940 of Brecht's philosopher friend, 

Walter Benjamin, and the neglect of his essays on Brecht's theatre until the appearance 

of an edited collection in 1966.12 These essays were unusual in their interpretative 

approach for they provocatively accentuated the gestic principle. Their posthumous 

'suppression' contributed to a situation whereby in early days of scholarship no 

effective counterbalance was provided to match the widespread focus on aspects such 

as the concept of epic and dialectical theatre and the V-effect. During the late 1950s 

through to the early 1970s a small number of studies, articles and chapters specifically 

on the subject of Gestus began to emerge, but they were generally limited in scope. A 

characteristic limitation was the tendency to focus on gestic writing and speech and the 

relation of Gestus to narrative aspects such as the Fabel ('fable') rather than its 

centrality to Brecht's aesthetic and aspects of performance such as acting, directing and 

II See for example, Brecht, 'Ober gestische Musik', July/August 1937 and 'Ober die Verwendung von Musik 
fijr ein episches Theater', BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 155-164,329-331; 'Gestik', and 'Ober den Gestus', c. 1951, 
BFA, vol. 23, pp. 187-189. 
121 am indebted to Heinze's study for reminding me of this causal factor. See Heinze, op. cit., p. 18. 
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design. 13 The literary emphasis partly reflects the fact that one of the most 

comprehensive sources of information, Brecht's essay 'On Rhymeless Verse with 

Irregular Rhythms', itself focuses on gestic language and delivery. 14 It is feasible that 

the literary emphasis also stemmed from the predominance of established literature- 

oriented disciplines and the nascent state of theatre and performance studies within 

Western academia during that period. For scholars and theatre practitioners without 

German language skills, access to material on Gestus in both theory and practice has to 

some extent been restricted by the translation process. Even today the English- 

language audience is still quite reliant on John Willett's 1964 translation of writings by 

Brecht. Although this volume contains various seminal articles, it presents less than a 

sixth of Brecht's reflections on theory and very little on his practice. 

The rapid and overwhelming increase of interest during the 1980s not only in 

Gestus but in its relation to Brecht's theatre practice reflects a considerable shift in 

perspective within Brecht research. The shift can be explained partly by reference to 

three causal factors: developments in theatre pedagogy, the emergence of performance 

serniotics and the recent resurrection of Artaud's theatre of cruelty. Heinze argues that 

the discovery (or re-discovery) of the gestic as a central category can be related to 

Reiner Steinweg's work on the pedagogical Lehrsdicke and the tradition it inspired 

from the 1970s onwards. 15 This tradition is characterised by the way it discusses 

Lehrstiick theory in terms of its theatrical realisation, and practical application in 

everyday life. Brecht's theory of Gestus, involving the vividly theatrical presentation 

of social comportment as an alterable construct, is viewed by the Steinweg tradition as 

central to the Lehrstiick theatre project which aims to facilitate the rehearsal of 

alternative actions, ways of thinking and behaviour. The development of theatre 

serniotics over the past twenty years is another contributing factor in the recent upsurge 

13See, for example, Robert L. Hiller, 'The Symbolism of Gestus in Brecht's Drama', in Bernice Slote (ed. ), 
Myth and Symbol. Critical Approaches and Applications (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1962), pp. 
89-100; Gordon L. Tracy, "'Das Gestische" and the Poetry of Brecht', in Michael S. Batts and Marketa Goetz 
Stankiewicz (eds. ), Essays on German Literature (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1968), pp. 218-235; 
Peter Wagner, 'Das Verh5ltnis von "Fabel" und "Grundgestus" in Bertolt Brechts Theorie des epischen 
Theaters', Zeitschriftflir Deutsche Philologie, vol. 89 (1970), 601-615. 
14Bertolt Brecht, 'Ober reimlose Lyrik mit unregelmdBigen Rhythmen', March 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 
359-361. 
15Heinze, op. cit., p. 22. 
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of Gestus scholarship. The insistence on theatre as a sign-system bears direct relation 

to Brecht's description of Gestus as a semantic practice, comprising socially significant 

gestures or, in effect, signs. 16 With regard to the 1980s revival of Artaud's image of 

theatre and its relation to Gestus, it would seem that gestic theatre, owing to its 

emphasis on the corporeal gesture, has been viewed afresh as a potentially useful 

vehicle for the subversion of language and logos-dominated culture. 17 

Brecht scholarship in the 1980s and early 1990s has also been characterised by 

a spate of investigations into the relation between Gestus and music. Heinze attributes 

this phenomenon to the availability of comparative material on the subject. Not only 

did Brecht frequently discuss Gestus with regard to music, especially in 'On Gestic 

Music' and 'On Rhymeless Verse', but the two composers who worked 'closely' with 

Brecht, Kurt Weill and Hanns Eisler, have also written commentaries on the application 

of Gestus to music. Indeed, Weill's contribution to the formulation and practice of 

Gestus is noteworthy, for it was he rather than Brecht who first published an essay on 

both Gestus and its role in musical composition. 18 However, I would suggest that 

along with factors such as the opportunity for debate about the origins and nature of 

Gestus that comparative material can provide, a growth of interest in performance 

theory and practice has also played a role in the emergence of this new research field. 

For many of the studies of Gestus and music are concerned with performance issues, 

such as the singer's approach to delivery and comportment and the relation between 

I 6The following articles exemplify the extent to which Gestus is a fruitful object of investigation for 
serniotic analysis: Patrice Pavis, 'On Gestus' in Patrice Pavis, Languages of the Stage (New York: Performing 
Arts Journal Publications, 1982), pp. 39-49; Sarah Bryant-Bertail, 'Women, Space, Ideology: "Mutter 
Courage und ihre Kinder"', The Brecht Yearbook. Brecht: Women and Politics, vol. 12 (1983), pp. 40-61; 
'Gestic Writing and the True-Real Body in "Der Hofmeister"', paper delivered at the Eighth Symposium of the 
International Brecht Society (Augsburg: December 1991), pp. 1-13 
17Heinze, op. cit., pp. 14,22. See Stanton B. Garner, Jr. 'Post-Brechtian Anatomies: Weiss, Bond, and the 
Politics of Embodiment', Theatre Journal, vol. 42, no. 2 (1990), pp. 145-164 for a counterargument. 
18Kurt Weill, 'Ober den gestischen Charakter der Musik' in Kurt Weill, Ausgewdh1te Schriften, ed. David 
Drew (Frankfurt on Main: Suhrkamp, 1975), pp. 40-45; Hans Bunge in discussion with Harms Eisler, Fragen 
Sie mehr iiber Brecht: Hanns Eisler im Gesprdch (Munich: Rogner and Bernhard, 1972), p. 27; Kim H. 
Kowalke, Kurt Weill in Europe (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1979), pp. 492-493; Anneliese Schneider, 
'Zum Wesen des Gestischen im Liedschaffen von Hanns Eisler', Weimarer Beitrdge, vol. 29, no. 2 (1983), 
208-223. The issue of Weill's contribution to the formulation of Gestus is discussed in greater detail in 
Chapter One. For further reading on the subject of Gestus and music see: Michael Morley, "'Suiting the 
Action to the Word": Some Observations on Gestus and Gestische Musik', in Kim H. Kowalke, (ed. ), A New 
Orpheus: Essays on Kurt Weill (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1986), pp. 183-201; Michael John T. 
Gilbert, Brecht's Striving for Reason, Even in Music (New York: Peter Lang, 1988); Fowler, op. cit. 
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music, text and 'on-stage' action. 19 At last Gestus is being centralised, not only in 

terms of its role within aesthetic theory, playscripts and oratory, but as a corporeal 

performance practice. 

1.3 Centralising the Performer: The Historical Practice of Gestic Acting 

This thesis is firmly aligned with the 'performance- oriented' approach to 

Gestus. However, this orientation does not simply reflect its position within the 

contemporary discipline of theatre research. Instead, it is derived from the very nature 

of Gestus itself. Rather than launching now into a discussion of the complexities of 

that subject matter, an aspect which will be addressed more fully in Chapter One, it 

suffices here to describe Gestus as entailing the aesthetic gestural presentation of the 

economic and socio- ideological construction of human identity and interaction. Or, as 

Eagleton puts it, Gestus constitutes Brecht's revolutionary attempt to reveal human 

language and action 'in the context of the politico-discursive conditions inscribed within 

them'. 20 In this presentation of social inscription, human action constitutes both the 

content and formal means of the display. In other words, Gestus finds ultimate 

expression in the corporeal and intellectual work of the performer. 

Despite the importance of the performer to Gestus, the implications for actors 

(and other theatre makers) have been given relatively little attention. As Glenn D'Cruz 

notes, theorists may 'define Gestus as an act of critical reading on the part of everyone 

engaged in the theatrical event', yet all too often they 'privilege the audience's role in 

the reading of Gestus'. 21 In direct contrast to the privileging of the spectator, my aim 

in this thesis is to give the performer's gestic practice of reading and acting greater 

centrality and to demonstrate how this practice is at the heart of Brecht's 

19Rebecca Hilliker, 'Brecht's Gestic Vision for Opera: Why the Shock of Recognition is More Powerful in 
"The Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny" than in "The Threepenny Opera"', in Karelisa Hartigan (ed. ), 
Text and Presentation (New York and London: University Press of America, 1988), pp. 77-92; S. Hosokawa, 
'Distance, Gestus, Quotation "Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny" of Brecht and Weill', International 
Review of the Aesthetics and Sociology of Music, vol. 16, no. 2 (1985), 181-199; Kim H. Kowalke, 'Brecht 

and music: theory and practice', in Peter Thomson and Glendyr Sacks (eds. ), The Cambridge Companion to 
Brecht (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), pp. 226-227; Morley, op. cit. 
20Eagleton, op. cit. zn 21GIerm D'Cruz, 'Illuminating Gestus: Towards a Political Theatre', Antithesis, vol. 4, no. 2 (1991), 60-73. 
D'Cruz refers to the following two articles: Pavis, op-cit., and Elin Diamond, 'Brechtian Theory/Feminist 
Theory: Toward a Gestic Feminist Criticism', The Drama Review, vol. 32, no. 1 (1988), pp. 82-94 
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experimentation with a Marxist approach to the subject. The gestic practice is explored 

specifically with regard to three interrelated aspects of acting: firstly, the actor's mental 

and corporeal approach, which is reflected in how the actors (and directors) think about 

the performance event, their function within it, characterisation, and aspects such as 

blocking, movement, delivery and appearance; secondly, the methodological level, 

touching on the necessary training and rehearsal methods and the actor's interaction 

with other members of the theatrical event, especially the director; and finally, the 

sensual and stylistic implications of a performance dedicated to the provocative display 

of socially significant gesture. 

The recurrent critical bias referred to by D'Cruz may be explained in part by 

reference to Brecht's pedagogical focus on the spectator as a site of behavioural change 

and revolutionary action. Yet rehearsal notes and other production material reveal that in 

practice he and his co-workers employed both the concept and related terms quite 

frequently when dealing with actors [see Appendix 11]. In effect, the absence of 

information in the theoretical writings is frequently offset by references to Gestus in 

historical performance documentation. Therefore, a thorough analysis of such 

documentation is crucial to the centralisation and reconstruction of the gestic performer. 

In recent years a number of commentators have begun to discuss Gestus in 

terms of acting practice with reference to historical performance documentation. 22 

However, their contributions have been limited in several ways. Firstly, analyses of 

the problematical Gestus concept have been cursory. Secondly, the selection of 

documentary material has not gone beyond the boundaries of published material, such 

as the Modellbficher, Theaterarbeit, the various Suhrkamp Materialien with their 

selected excerpts from rehearsals, Brecht's theorising and the films The Mother and 

Mother Courage and her Children. This material is a rich source of verbal and audio- 

visual information, but it is restricted in the sense that it is material selected for display. 

22See, for example, Jan Needle and Peter Thomson, Brecht (Oxford: Blackwell, 1981); Bryant-Bertail, 
'Women, Space, Ideology: "Mutter Courage und ihre Kinder"' and 'Gestic Writing and the True-Real Body in 
"Der Hofmeister"', op. cit.; John Rouse, 'Brecht and the Contradictory Actor', Theatre Journal, vol. 36, no. 1 
(1984), 25-41; David Richard Jones, Great Directors at Work: Stanislavsky, Brecht, Kazan, Brook (Berkeley 
and London: University of California Press, 1986); Claire Gleitman, 'All in the Family, "Mother Courage" 

and the Ideology in the Gestus', Comparative Drama, vol. 25, no. 2 (1991), 147-167. 
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Although the written material does provide extremely valuable commentaries and 

debates on work processes, and on developmental changes within and between 

productions of the same playscript, most of these are written with an air of resolution 

and the authority of hindsight. Or alternatively, they are presented out of context, one 

exemplary day of rehearsal put under the microscope and presented in isolation, rather 

than within the contextual web of an entire rehearsal period. Thereby some of the 

parameters and contradictions of gestic acting may be elided or obscured. And finally, 

the published material on Gestus in historical practice is repeatedly treated as if it 

provided unproblematic realisations, free from conceptual inconsistencies. 

By contrast my aim is to suggest the extent to which both theory and recorded 

practice contain the manifestations of struggle and antithetical tendencies. In this 

respect I take my cue from Brecht himself, who even after the successful production of 

Mother Courage in 1949 - featuring the acclaimed Brechtian performer Helene Weigel 

in the title role - described 'epic' acting as still very much in a developmental stage, 

thereby opening up the possibility of transitional tensions within both his theoretical 

and his practical work. 23 In order to explore the nature of the emergent and transitional 

practice more fully, I broaden the scope of the investigation to include unpublished 

material from the Bertolt Brecht, Berliner Ensemble and Elisabeth Hauptmann archives, 

such as transcriptions of tape-recordings, complete sets of rehearsal notes for a variety 

of productions, and photographic records. This is not to suggest that expanding the 

empirical database leads to 'the full story'. Rather, it is a method of tapping into a 

source that contains a comparatively detailed and less consciously edited account of the 

complex formation of a production. Hence it is a more likely source of information on 

the various struggles surrounding the development of a new form of acting. 

23Brecht, 'Hemmt die Benutzung des Modells die künstlerische Bewegungsfreiheit? % September 1949; 
Werfremdung', 11 April 1953, BFA, vol. 25, pp. 390,430. 
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1.4 Reconstructive and Deconstructive Strategies: 
A Contradictory Historical Object 

The reconstruction of Gestus as historical theory and performance practice, and 

then its deconstruction as a contradictory phenomenon, is the strategy which underpins 

the first three chapters of the thesis. Here the term deconstruction is to be understood 

as the treatment of gestic acting as a construct and the consequent 'analysis of the 

process and conditions of its construction out of the available discourses'. 24 More 

specifically, in this thesis the deconstructive strategy is used to examine the potential 

and limitations of the gestic construct. With regard to 6potential', it teases out those 

moments when the Marxist Gestus presents a revolutionary alternative to dominant 

conservative tendencies within Western theatre, particularly in its optimistic explication 

of the transformative and agential powers of the human subject. With regard to 

'limitations', it investigates two main types of constraint. The first can be defined as 

the contradiction of the Marxist parameters within which gestic performance was 

consciously constructed, the moments of transgression. In these instances Gestus can 

be interpreted as an incomplete transitional realisation of Marxist-inspired performance. 

These contradictory or transgressive instances involve an exclusive opposition - say 

between two different approaches to behaviour - as distinct from a dialectical inclusive 

opposition in which the poles of the opposition presuppose each other as in the Marxist 

base/superstructure model. 25 The second constraint involves the 'suppression' of 

possibilities, those moments when gestic performance remains locked within certain 

aspects of its Marxist parameters to the exclusion of other relevant aspects either within 

or beyond the gestic construct. To this end the historicist reconstruction, the 

combination of historical analysis and systematic organisation of the fragmentary pieces 

into a definable if contradictory 'red thread', plays a major role in the deconstructive 

strategy, for it provides the necessary material. 

Over the first half of this thesis, Brecht's post-1926 attempts to forge Marxist 

gestic performance are reconstructed and deconstructed through the lens of three key 

24Catherine Belsey, Critical Practice (London: Routledge, 1980), p. 104. 
25Roy Bhaskar, 'Contradiction'. in Tom Bottomore (ed. ), A Dictionary of Marxist Thought, 2nd ed. (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1991). pp. 109-110. 
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elements in Brecht's political reference system: historical materialism, dialectics, and 

realism. I have chosen to foreground these elements because they constitute the major 

ideological cornerstones of Brecht's Marxist-inspired framework for political theatre 

and his theorising about Gestus. Chapter One is concerned with history, not only in 

the sense that it seeks to recover a historical concept and practice, but also in the way it 

posits Gestus as an attempt to apply a historical materialist interpretation of societal 

structures to the subject in accordance with the maxim 'social being determines 

consciousness'. This attempt is marked by 'transgressions', instances when the 

residue of bourgeois individualist theatre prevail, particularly in the realm of gesture. 

The realisation of the Marxist maxim also involves 'suppressions' such as, the 

elimination or downplaying of behaviours not explicable in terms of socio-econornic 

determinants, and the modification of gestural systems which fail to facilitate the vivid 

estrangement of societal laws or tendencies. 

Chapter Two problernatises the relationship between Gestus and dialectical 

materialism. With regard to the formation of the subject, it looks at how Gestus 

presents a dialectical approach - that is, a recognition of the interplay between social 

being and consciousness, as well as the instances when the dialectic is 'suppressed' by 

a tendency towards mechanistic materialism. In terms of aesthetics, the chapter 

expands upon Benjamin's hypothesis that gestic theatre establishes a revolutionary 

interruptive aesthetic, one based on the dialectic between the continuum of living flux 

and the frame-like discrete gesture which interrupts the continuum. It also examines the 

dialectical contradiction embedded in the representation of human behaviour as 

dynamically contradictory through the non-dynamic means of a static and analytical 

tableau of gestures and the issue of whether the emphasis on frame-like gestures 

suppresses other perceptual and structural possibilities. 

The discussion of Gestus in relation to structural issues and their stylistic 

implications paves the way for the central concern of Chapter Three, the relation 

between Gestus and Brecht's socialist realist aesthetic. Here the stylistic nature and 

parameters of the actor's gestures are foregrounded. The contradiction at the heart of 
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this chapter is that between defamiliarising avant-garde experimentation and the 

demands of the other components within Brecht's realist credo, especially the 

materialist empiricist and populist pedagogical tendencies. This contradiction 

contributes to the generation of a distinctive stylistic interplay between literal and non- 

literal mimesis. In this chapter I also look at how the stylistic dialectic is ultimately 

determined 'in the last instance' by the materialist and populist tendencies and the 

ensuing preferences and elisions with regard to gestural experimentation. 

1.5 Contemporary Elision or Revision of the Marxist Gestus 

After reconstructing the nature of Gestus and gestic acting as contradictory 

historical performance theory and practice, the discussion in the second half of the 

thesis moves to the issue of contemporary relevance. This shift in perspective is 

generated by the historiographical impulse itself, for it illuminates the historical 

specificity of gestic theatre. Hence, the historical approach raises the issue of how 

Gestus is defined and limited by its bondage to a bygone context. One strategy for 

exploring the implications of this bondage is to map gestic theatre's journey through 

post-Brecht epochs and different cultures. 

The shift towards the contemporary perspective is in keeping with the recent 

trend in Brecht scholarship towards the consideration of Brecht's relation to other - in 

particular contemporary - discourses. 26 Here 'discourse' can be understood in 

Catherine Belsey's terms, as a particular way of thinking, writing, talking and even 

acting which involves shared assumptions. These assumptions are manifest in the 

formulations that characterise the discourse. The relation between ideology and 

discourse is that the former is inscribed within the latter rather than being a separate 

realm of 'ideas', expressed in words. 27 Many who advocate that Brecht's work now 

be viewed in relation to contemporary discourse, regard the shift in focus as a 

necessary revitalisation of a 'fatigued industry', weighed down by Brecht philology. 

26See, for example, Elizabeth Wright, Postmodern Brecht: A Re-presentation (London: Routledge, 1989); 4: 1 
the series of articles in The Brecht Yearbook. The Other Brecht I, vol. 17 (1992) and The Brecht Yearbook. 
The Other Brecht II, vol. 18 (1993): Marc Silberman, 'A Postmodernized Brecht', Theatre Journal, vol. 45, 

no. 1 (1993), pp. 1-19. 
27Belsey, op. cit., pp. 5,104. 
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In this thesis I present two distinct but complementary responses to the call for a 

new comparative perspective. Firstly, I assert that in the relatively unexplored area of 

gestic performance practice, historical research and so-called 'Brecht-philology 1) 

continue to be of great importance to the contemporary understanding of the concept. 

Historicist reconstruction is necessary for the clarification of gestic theatre's ideological 

and aesthetic framework as well as its potential and limitations. My second response to 

the recent trend in Brecht scholarship is to embrace the proposed comparative 

perspective. This is because the juxtaposition of gestic theatre with contemporary 

discourses opens up further possibilities for deconstructive analysis. In this case the 

historical and comparative perspectives provide compatible methods for recovering and 

defamiliarising the historical object. 

In accordance with the shifts in recent Brecht scholarship towards both 

comparative and performance-centred perspectives, recent work on Gestus has 

broached the subject of its role within contemporary Western theatre. These 

discussions tend to spiral around one of the following three nodal points: the relation 

between gestic performance and status quo mainstream Anglo-American theatre; the 

subversive materialist feminist appropriation and modification of gestic techniques; and 

finally, the post-Brechtian socialist inspired critique of its objectifying scientism and the 

resultant suppression of the 'desiring, suffering' body. 28 Not only do these three 

constitute prominent discourses within the post-Brecht theatre world, but they also 

reflect the range and divergent nature of contemporary Western responses to Gestus. 

Within this range, gestic acting is either elided or revised, and in the process its 

potential and limitations become increasingly recognisable. 

The first nodal point provides the basis of the comparative approach to Gestus 

adopted in Chapter Four. Here the elision of the 'red thread' in mainstream British 

productions of a Brecht text are explored in terms of the following causal factor: the 

contradictions between gestic acting and the dominant mainstream model - liberal 

28The following three articles exemplify these nodal points: Carl Weber, 'Brecht's Concept of Gestus and 
the American Performance Tradition', Gestus, vol. 2, no. 3 (1986), 179-185; Elin Diamond, 'Brechtian 
Theory/Feminist Theory: Toward a Gestic Feminist Criticism', op. cit.; Stanton B. Gamer, Jr, 'Post- 
Brechtian Anatomies: Wciss, Bond, and the Politics of Embodiment', op. cit. 
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humanist psychological realism, particularly as it is embodied in the 'Stanislavskian 

System'. Brecht himself is responsible for the initiation of this comparison which has 

since become a well-worn path of inquiry. However, Chapter Four offers a unique 

perspective on the clash of performance discourses in the way it positions Gestus and 

the gestic principle at the epicentre of this opposition. Chapter Five deals with the more 

positive reception and revision of the gestic principle by materialist feminist critics and 

practitioners. Recent comparisons of Brecht's Gestus theory with feminist discourse 

have contributed to the discussion of its ability to foreground the material conditions of 

gender behaviour and social inscription on the body. 29 Building upon these 

discussions, Chapter Five includes a new inquiry into the way Brecht and his 

collaborators at the Berliner Ensemble applied Gestus to feminist issues, comparing 

their work with feminist modifications of gestic acting in practice, particularly with 

regard to ideology and the disruption of iconic signification processes. The chapter 

concludes with a consideration of the third nodal point, the post-Brecht feminist and 

socialist wariness towards the authoritarian and objectifying tendencies manifest in the 

Gestus of 'showing', an issue raised intemittently throughout the thesis. 

0 Methods and Materials 

2.1 Historiographical Reconstruction 

In outlining the area and aims of this inquiry I have alluded to the strategies 

employed. Given that these strategies constitute the paradigms through which Gestus 

is perceived, and hence contribute to the definition of what Gestus is or is not, their 

parameters must also be considered. The two major approaches can be described 

loosely as historiographical reconstruction and framework critique. 

One of the distinguishing features of any historical reconstruction is its twofold 

partiality. On the one hand it is limited to the quality and quantity of available material, 

while on the other it is bound by the viewer's interpretative method, in this case the 

29Diamond, opxit.; Janelle Reinelt, 'Beyond Brecht: Britain's New Feminist Drama', Theatre Journal, vol. 
38, no. 22 (1986), 154-163-, Iris Smith, 'Brecht and the Mothers of Epic Theater', Theatre Journal, vol. 43, 

no. 4 (1991). 491-505-, Alisa Solomon, 'Materialist Girl: "The Good Person of Szechwan" and Making 
Gender Strange', Theater, vol. 25, no. 2 (1994), 42-55. 
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framework critique. With regard to the quality of the material, most of the secondary 

information on gestic acting is quite different from the transitory, sensual and dynamic 

process of live rehearsal and performance that it seeks to document. While this thesis is 

supported by a broad survey of materials that come close to replicating the historical 

practice - such as museum-like performances given by the Berliner Ensemble in 1992, 

the film Kuhle Wampe and five films of live and studio performance made in the fifties 

and sixtieS30 - it is nevertheless considerably dependent on static photos and written 

analyses. These materials tend to emphasise certain aspects of gestic acting, for 

example its analytical and tableau-like qualities, rather than others, such as the way it 

was received by spectators. Hence, the thesis is a reconstruction of historical practice 

limited not only by the way it attempts to describe live performance through written 

forms, but also by the fact that it must access that practice through secondary 

recordings and their emphases. 

Availability of documentation has also influenced the presentation of Gestus. In 

terms of both volume and variety of recordings, the theatre work towards the end of 

Brecht's career is the best documented. After the American production of Life of 

Galileo in 1947, Brecht began to record his theatre work not only through short essays 

and the extensive and detailed photographic records made by Ruth Berlau, but also in 

the form of organised production notes intended for publication. Later, at the Berliner 

Ensemble, several directorial assistants took detailed rehearsal notes simultaneously, 

focusing in particular on Arrangement (the arrangement of movements and groupings in 

accordance with the events of the fable) and characterisation. It was during this period 

that Hans Eirgen Syberberg was also given permission to film live performances. In 

addition to being well documented, the post-war years constitute the period in which 

Brecht was most actively involved in theatre practice. For the first time in his career he 

could work with practitioners at close range for extended periods of time and with 

30The museum-like performances by the Berliner Ensemble which I witnessed at the Theater am 
Schiffbauerdamm, Berlin were: The Threepenny Opera, 3 July and Life of Galileo, 5 July 1992 with Ekkehard 
Schall in the title role. The performance of Baal on 9 July and of Schweyk im Zweiten Weltkrieg on 10 July 
1992 were comparatively experimental. For further film details, please refer to the section on Films and Film 
and Video Documentation in the Bibliography of this dissertation. 
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considerable financial backing. For these reasons the later work provides the focus of 

this thesis. 

In order to trace Brecht's application of Gestus to practice, productions have 

been selected where he was involved in a directorial capacity or as a major consultant. 

The selection includes his directorial work on adapted scripts, such as The Private 

Tutor and Trumpets and Drums, and on plays by other authors such as Strittmatter's 

Katzgraben, all of which illuminate the extent to which gestic acting is an interpretative 

performance strategy rather than simply being a realisation of a script written by Brecht. 

Episodes from the selected group of productions are then used to illuminate specific 

issues, and these choices are justified in further detail at the beginning of each chapter. 

Here it suffices to say that Gestus is examined across a range of productions, varying 

in genre, cultural period and style. 

Despite the variety and quantity, such a selection entails exclusion. Brecht's 

involvement with theatre in the twenties and thirties, including his pre-Marxist 

experimentations and his realisation of the Lehrstficke are two notable absences. In the 

case of the pre-Marxist theatre there is unfortunately a dearth of documentation, and the 

limited material available on the Lehrstiicke has been rigorously scrutinised already by 

Reiner Steinweg. 31 Where possible and relevant, references to these materials are 

incorporated, especially in Chapters One and Two. However, the focus remains on 

what Brecht called the Schausdicke ('show/showing plays') and the 'Minor Pedagogy". 

Whereas several of the Lehrstiicke were so devised as to encourage the transformation 

of the spectator from a passive onlooker to a reflective and visceral actor - thereby 

fulfilling the criteria for Brecht's 'Major Pedagogy' - the Schaustficke perpetuated the 

division between spectator and actor. 32 That is, it continued to work within the schema 

of traditional European theatre, presenting pictures to the onlooker, even if the pictures 

were subversive and designed to activate the spectator intellectually. These 

31 Reiner Steinweg, Das Lehrstiick (Stuttgart: Metzler, 1972); Reiner Steinweg (ed. ), Brechts Modell der 
Lehrstiicke. Zeugnisse, Diskussion, Erfahrungen (Frankfurt on Main: Suhrkamp, 1976). 
32Brecht, '[Die groBe und die kleine Pddagogikl', c. 1930, BFA, vol. 21, p. 396. As Antony Tatlow 
cautions, not all of the Lelirstiicke can be regarded as belonging to the category of 'Major Pedagogy' as some 
are simply not 'characterized by a consistent implementation of the principle of participation'. See Antony 
Tatlow, The Mask of Evil (Bern: Peter Lang, 1977), p. 270. 
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Schausdicke did not prove as subversive as Brecht hoped, and have been absorbed into 

literary and performance canons in both Eastern and Western Europe. One of the 

limitations of exploring Gestus through the Schausdicke is that it may overemphasise 

potentially conservative tendencies, such as the clarifying picture-making of the Marxist 

ideologue, rather than revolutionary potential. 

2.2 Framework Critique 

The interpretative method is another filter through which gestic acting is 

reconstructed. In this case Gestus is interpreted through ideological frameworks. This 

thesis argues that Gestus lends itself to such an approach for two reasons: firstly, it is 

an aesthetic practice which involves showing how subjects, and representations of 

them, are constructed through socio-economic systems and ideological apparatuses; 

secondly, it exposes the operation of ideology in everyday human behaviour and artistic 

representation from the vantage point of a Marxist ideology. To critique Gestus in 

terms of ideological frameworks is ultimately to turn Brecht's defamiliarising eye onto 

his own aesthetic practice. 

Before outlining the assumptions and justifications upon which the 

interpretative method is based, it is necessary to explain briefly what is meant by 

'ideological framework'. In a loose sense it refers to the constituent parts and 

parameters of a conscious or unconsciously constructed system of ideas and the 

material existence of these ideas in human behaviour and theatre practice. However, 

this loose definition does not account for the fact that there are numerous and diverse 

notions about the nature and purpose of idea systems, or ideologies. This framework 

critique draws upon several definitions of ideology, each of which has been selected on 

a pragmatic basis according to whether they suit the demands of the subject matter and 

approach at hand. 

When discussing the Marxi st-in spired theoretical framework underpinning 

Gestus, ideology is defined as an action-oriented social or political philosophy. Rather 

than offering a full critique of this philosophy, which would involve an in-depth 

exploration of its development and wide-ranging sources - from Hegel, Marx, and 
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Engels through to Lenin, Karl Korsch and Mao - this thesis focuses on those aspects of 

classical Marxism which are both recurrent themes in Brecht's writings and of 

relevance to gestic acting. In terms of subject matter such themes include, for example: 

socio-economic determination, class division, class struggle, rise of the proletariat, the 

base/superstructure model, dialectical contradictions and realism. With regard to 

Marxist methods of analysis, a recurrent theme is the model of the scientific method. In 

the discussion of Gestus and its underpinnings the emphasis is on the relation between 

aspects of Brecht"s Marxist framework and performance practice rather than on a 

comprehensive analysis of his political ideology. 

Any analysis of Brecht's manipulation of Gestus is also dependent on another 

approach to ideology, one which belongs to the Marxist tradition. In this tradition there 

is actually no such thing as a single coherent theory of ideology. Instead there are a 

number of hypotheses which can be grouped into two major conceptions, both of 

which are relevant to gestic performance. The first concept, and perhaps most familiar 

hypothesis, is Marx's presentation of ideology as a negative system of ideas which 

serves to perpetuate relations of domination. Only those ideas are ideological which 

conceal the conflictual nature of social and economic relationships for the benefit of the 

ruling class. Here ideology involves illusion and concealment. 33 Although Brecht did 

not write extensively about ideology, in his political tract 'Who Needs a 

Weltanschauung? ' written c. 1930, his condemnation of the way bourgeois ideologues 

conceal social relations between humans, and the enormous contribution of these 

relations to the structuring of a person, strongly suggests that he subscribed to this 

Marxist conceptualisation. 34 Moreover, Gestus itself embodies the Marxist struggle 

against negative ideology, insofar as it seeks to show how class conflict and ruling 

class hegemony determine human behaviour and the way both determinants are 

concealed through the 'naturalisation' of inscribed behaviour. The second 

conceptualisation, often described as a 6neutral' concept of ideology, presents ideology 

either as an all -encomp as sing superstructural sphere or as the political consciousness 

33David McLellan, The Thought of Karl Marx, third ed. (London: Papermac, 1995), pp. 151-157. 
34Brecht, 'Wer braucht eine Weltanschauung), T, c. 1930, BFA, vol. 21, p. 416. 
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connected with the (material) interests of various classes. According to the latter 

definition, ideology is no longer a distortion, but a consciousness linked to any class or 

political group, including the proletariat and Marxists. 35 This consciousness may or 

may not be socially dominant. Echoes of this 'neutral' conceptualisation are to be 

found in the gestic portrayal of the interaction between class, attitude and comportment. 

Louis Althusser's post-Brecht Marxist argument that ideology has a material 

existence is also reflected in Brecht's gestic practice. According to Althusser, the ideas 

which 'seem to make up ideology' do not have an ideal or spiritual existence. Rather, 

ideology always exists in a material ideological state apparatus controlled by the ruling 

class - such as schools, churches, the family - and in the practices of this apparatus. In 

the case of a single subject who ascribes, let's say, to Christianity, the existence of the 

ideas of his/her belief is material in that: the ideas are the subject's material actions 

inserted into material practices, like going to church, themselves governed by material 

rituals, such as kneeling and praying. 36 Gestus is a theatrical realisation of the way 

ideology is materially inscribed in behaviours, attitudes, rituals and customs. 

Returning to the issue of assumptions and justifications, the framework critique 

is based on the argument that ideology, in the loose sense, is reflected in the material 

practice of theatre. Closely connected to this argument is the assertion that there is a 

firm correlation between Brecht's post- 1926 Marxist-inspired philosophy, the aesthetic 

theories built in accordance with it, and his gestic practice. The year 1926 marks the 

period when Brecht began to study Capital and other Marxist literature with enthusiasm 

and intensity. Brecht describes the discovery of Marx as the major factor behind the 

development of his political awareness. He also claims that it brought his own practical 

experiences and insights alive, by which he presumably means that Marx provided an 

explanatory synthesis for a theatre which had already shown proto-Marxist 

tendencies. 37 After 1926 Brecht's writings on theatre, politics and philosophy and his 

practice repeatedly testify to his interest in and support for Marxism. Despite this, the 

35Jorge Larraine, 'Ideology', in Bottomore (ed. ), op. cit., pp. 250-251. 
361-ouis Althusser, 'Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses (Notes towards an Investigation)', in Louis 
Althusser, Essa 

, vs on Ideology (London: Verso, 1984), pp. 39-43. 
3713recht, *Entwurf ciner Vorrede fUr eine Lesung', May 1935, BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 138-139. 
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correlation between Marxist ideology - the foundation for his theatre theories - and 

Brecht's theatre practice has been denied by a number of critics, a standpoint which 

continues to surface in scholarship and theatre reviews. In the case of Anglo-American 

commentators, stretching from Martin Esslin in 1957 through to John Fuegi in 1987, 

the denial forms part of an attempt to dissociate, to a greater or lesser extent, the 

ideologue from the theatre practitioner. Invariably the ideologue is replaced with 

another figure like the 'internally riven poet' or turbulent and dynamic psyche. 38 Once 

the ideological aspects of Gestus are minimised, its importance within Brecht's theatre 

is all too easily obscured. This may partly explain the lack of attention given to Gestus 

in the studies made by Esslin and Fuegi. Here Gestus does not even feature as a 

separate entity in the index - Esslin places it as a subset of epic theatre and Fuegi simply 

does not list it. In both works Gestus is reductively interpreted - by Esslin as 'the clear 

and stylised expression of the social behaviour of human beings towards each other', 

and by Fuegi as gestural clarity in the theatre. 39 While this thesis by no means 

maintains that Brecht's theatre can be explained only in terms of the framework 

critique, it does assert that it is impossible to reach an understanding of Gestus in terms 

of its centrality and uniqueness without considering its ideological aims and 

implications. Thus it insists that Willett's definition of Gestus as 'at once gesture and 

gist' must be modified so that the Marxist nature of the gist and gestural display is 

highlighted. 

Scepticism about the correlation between theory (as distinct from ideology) and 

practice has been fuelled by comments from Berliner Ensemble practitioners and even 

Brecht himself. Both actors and directors have repeatedly avowed that theoretical 

terminology was rarely used in Brecht's theatre. 40 Brecht's insistence that during 

Ensemble rehearsals discussion and verbal explanations be replaced by corporeal action 

has also been interpreted as an anti-theoretical stance by commentators as diverse as 

38Martin Esslin, Brecht: A Choice of Evils (London: Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1971), pp. xi-xiii, 236; John 
Fuegi, Bertolt Brecht: Chaos, According to Plan (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), p. 186. 
39Esslin, op. cit., p. 119; Fuegi, op. cit., p. 145. 
40See the comments made by the female performer Angelika Hurwicz on the third page of her introduction in 
Angelika Hurwicz, Brecht Inszeniert: 'Der kaukasische Kreidekreis' (Velber bei Hannover: Friedrich, 1964); 
Benno Besson. Jahre init Brecht (Willisau: Theaterkultur, 1990), p. 29. 



Fuegi and Brecht's socialist co-workers, Manfred Wekwerth and Benno Besson. 

Fuegi claims that while for Brecht theory may have had a valuable place outside the 

theatre, it had almost none in actual day-by-day staging practice. He states that Brecht 

threw the theory away if it did not 'work', that is, if it marred the master chef s creative 

masterpiece. Fuegi supports his interpretation by referring to Brecht's fondness for the 

proverb 'the proof of the pudding is in the eating'. 41 Wekwerth characterises Brecht's 

response in later years to theorising as a rejection of dry abstractions in accordance with 

the materialist maxim 'the truth is concrete', and Besson explains that theorising was 

frowned upon in a theatre where praxis and the art of living were the major concerns. 42 

However, on closer examination it would seem that Brecht's complex and 

seemingly negative attitude towards theory in his later years - and towards its place 

during rehearsals in particular - actually affirms rather than denying the correlation 

between Marxist theory and gestic practice. In the case of theory at large, Brecht 

expressed concern during the Katzgraben rehearsals in 1953 that his critics were 

creating an image of his theatre based on his theoretical tracts rather than the experience 

of his practice. One of the consequences, he bemoaned, was that both practice and 

theory were being transformed into something complicated, when they were actually 

relatively naive. What seems to concern Brecht here is that his theatre is presented as 

remote from everyday social existence when it is simply concerned with the behaviours 

and opinions of people. Another consequence which disturbs him, is the tendency to 

regard the theory as total, as the last word, when instead it is 'naturally' full of silences. 

He cites as an example the fact that in the practice of the Berliner Ensemble 'old rules" 

of performance were often preserved, yet their maintenance and usefulness is often not 

alluded to in the theory. Here Brecht is concerned more with a certain (mis)use of his 

theories than the irrelevance of the theory per se. Given that during the early 1950s 

Brecht had to defend himself against accusations of formalism - accusations based on 

41 Fuegi, op. cit., pp. xiii, 87,132.146. Brecht's references to the proverb include the entrance in his diary 
on 30 June 1940, in Brecht, Arbeitsjournal, vol. 1, ed. Werner Hecht (Frankfurt on Main: Suhrkarnp, 1973), 
p. 122; Brecht. 'Episches Theater', c. 1953, BFA, vol. 25, p. 401. 
42Manfred Wekwerth, 'Auffinden einer ästhetischen Kategorie', in Berichte, Erfahrungen, Polemik (Munich 
and Vienna: Hanser, 1976), p. 16 as quoted in Heinze, op. ci . t., p. 38; Besson, op. cit. 



exactly these sorts of responses to his theory - it is not surprising that he is keen to 

differentiate between 'dry theoretical abstractions' and the fantasy, humour and naivety 

of his actual theatre work. However, Brecht does not argue that theory should be 

disregarded totally by the spectator. On the contrary, he goes on to suggest that after 

the performance, when the observer begins to analyse its effects and is struck by 

something new, then the theoretical explanations can be put to good use as a source of 

information. 43 Brecht continues to assert the relevance of his theory to practice and, in 

accordance with his Marxist ideology, the need for a dialectical interaction between the 

two. 

With regard to the role of theoretical discussions during the rehearsal process, it 

is important to note that Brecht himself closely linked his negative attitude towards long 

discussions with his dislike for psychological discussions. 44 As the latter formed the 

starting point for the creation of a role in Stanislavski"s theatre, at least up until he 

began to emphasise the method of physical actions towards the end of his career, 

Brecht's rejection of discussions during the rehearsal process and his insistence on the 

corporeal rehearsal of Haltungen and gestures instead, can be attributed in part to his 

Marxist rejection of psychological realism in favour of gestic theatre. (This shift is 

explored in greater detail in Chapter Two. ) Brecht's reticence about theorising during 

rehearsal also reflects his adherence to the Marxist precept that it was important not only 

to interpret the world at a theoretical level, but also to change it through direct 

intervention. 45 Theory should not remain isolated from practice but be translated into 

interventionist action - in this case, the revolutionisation of theatre practice. Rather than 

cordoning theory off into an esoteric and jargon-laden realm of discussion, Brecht 

incorporates it in the shape of the material practices of staging, including 

experimentation with the gestures, intonations, comportments and positionings of the 

performers. In effect, rather than banning theory, Brecht is creating an experimental 

43Brecht, 'Episches Theater'. opxit., pp. 401-402; '[Diskussion meiner Arbeiten am Theater]', end of 1954, 
BFA, vol. 23, p. 314. 
44'Brecht hates long discussions during the rehearsals, especially psychological ones. ' Brecht, 'Die Regie 
Bertolt Brechts', 1951. BFA, vol. 23. p. 165. 
45Brecht, 'Episches Theater', op. cit. 
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method for translating, exploring and correcting theory -a dialogue based on 

improvisation with concrete social actions. It is a form of 'interventionist thinking' 

whereby performers are encouraged to think by means of a dialectic between doing and 

reflecting. 46 In Brecht's theatre the reflection tends to be sociological rather than 

psychological in its orientation. This dialectic is close to the heart of the gestic 

performance which involves both gestural display and the social critique of the gesture. 

The move away from verbal theoretical discussion during the performance process 

towards corporeal embodiment affirms rather than dissolving the correlation between 

Marxist theory and gestic practice. 

Brecht's response to the relation between theory and practice can be understood 

more fully once a distinction is made between jargon and concepts. All too often 

commentators such as Fuegi confuse a sparse use of terminology or theoretical 'jargon' 

with a sparse use of Marxist theoretical concepts. While the term Verfiremdung may 

have been used infrequently during Berliner Ensemble rehearsals, the blocking and 

characterisation strategies which emerge in the rehearsal notes reveal that the staging 

was indeed oriented around the defamiliarisation of socio-economic relations and power 

structures in accordance both with a Marxist framework and Brecht's theorising. While 

this orientation was not always verbally referred to during rehearsals - appearing there 

more frequently in the translated form of concrete actions - it did constitute a focal point 

within both pre-rehearsal planning sessions (involving playwrights, directors, and set 

and costume designers) and programme notes. All practitioners were also encouraged 

to familiarise themselves with different Weltanschauungen, the Marxist world view in 

particular. 47 And while some jargonistic terms may have been used sparingly, this is 

simply not the case with regard to Gestus and related terms, whose frequency of 

occurrence can hardly be characterised as minimal [again, see Appendix 11]. In other 

words, the theory of Gestus permeated the rehearsal work at both terminological and 

conceptual levels. 

46Brecht's keen interest in the dialectic between acting and observing is manifest in his writings on theatre 
, -ien', c. 1930, BFA, vol. 21, p. 398. pedagogy. See 'Theorie der P5dazgog 

47See, for example, Brecht, 'Probenbeginn', 1952, BFA, vol. 25, p. 402; Katzgraben Programme Notes, 
BBA 1091; Brecht, '[Vorschljoc fOr Schauspielerausbi ]dung]', c. 1951, BFA, vol. 23, p. 180. Z1- 
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At the opposite extreme to the 'anti-theory' position are those commentators 

who wholeheartedly embrace a connection between ideology, theory and practice. In 

her analysis of Mother Courage and the ideology of the Gestus, Claire Gleitman asserts 

that Brecht's theatre methods 'serve as fitting vessels for Brecht's ideology while also 

operating within the framework that he outlines in his theoretical writings'. Gleitman 

rejects Bryant-Bertail's argument that some of Brecht's serniotic practices often 

'explode the author's intended didactic framework'. 48 This thesis brings aspects of 

both standpoints together. While affirming that Gestus often operates as an ideal 

aesthetic vehicle for embodying Brecht's Marxist world view, it also claims that Gestus 

is an experimental incomplete vehicle, a framework that is both transgressed and 

simultaneously full of absences. 

Marc Silberman's exploration of Brecht's oeuvre in relation to postmodernist 

discourse presents a more ambivalent response to the framework critique. In his article 

'A Postmodernized BrechtT Silberman cautions that 'Brecht's Weltanschauung is of 

less interest now than his relation to reality, than the specific quality of his ability to see 

and to resist'. 49 Silberman contends that (post)modern readers should be able to 

distance themselves from Brecht's political reference system and read his texts 

in a concrete way, without his ideological blinders, in order to discover 
not his politics or philosophy but rather the material out of which he 
constructed representations of reality and a theoretical apparatus of social 
transformation. 50 

Yet, on the other hand, Silberman seems to acknowledge an interrelation between 

'ideological blinders' and Brecht's revolutionary 'relation to reality' later in his article., 

when he states that it is important to understand the constraints of Brecht's 

experiments, the moments of utopianism where 'the very capacity to imagine change 

reveals its own absences, its historical limits and systematic repressions'. 51 The 

following investigation asserts that in the case of Gestus, Brecht's 'ability to see' 

48GIeitman, op-cit-, P. 148; Bryant-Bertail, op-cit., p. 48. 
49Silberman, op. cit., p. 3. 
50ibid. 
51 ibid., p. 5. 
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cannot be separated from his Weltanschauung. However, rather than simply focusing 

on the constraints of the ideological framework, it also celebrates gestic performance as 

the embodiment of Brecht's capacity to think anew. 



Q: How many Brechtians does it 
take to chan-c a huht bulb'? L- A: Your Gest is as good as mine. 
[Glenn D'Cruz. 199111 

CHAPTER ONE 

Getting to the Gist of Gestus 

Problematical, vague, elusive. These are the terms typically used by critics who I 

attempt to address Brecht's Gestus concept. Simultaneously it is described as 

fundamental to his dramaturpy2 zn and as playing a key role in his theatre aesthetic. 3 

Given the much touted centrality of the concept, it is surprising how little scholarship 

has been devoted to a consideration of its obscurity. Kenneth Fowler's recent work on 

the problem of Gestus and musical meaning is the first to offer such an account. 4 

Through a critical historical analysis of the approach to Gestus contained in Brecht's 

theoretical writings, Fowler throws light on several contradictions which he believes Z71 

are both inherent in the concept and fundamental to Brecht's confusing presentation of 

the term. In particular, he draws attention to an ambivalence concerning the relation 

between private and social gesture which points to a larger conflict between a bourgeois 

individualist and a Marxist materialist approach to gcsture. 5 Through concentrating on 

the opaque nature of Brecht's Gestus descriptions, Fowler not only sharpens the 

definition of the concept but reveals it as a site of ideological tension within Brecht's 

struggle to forge a Marxist theatre. Z71 

Continuing in Fowler's vein, this chapter extends in several ways the 

discussion of Gestus as the embodiment of tension within Brecht's theatre. Firstly, it 

broadens the discussion of the contradiction regarding individualised expressive gesture 4n in 

IGIcrin D'Cruz. 'Illuminating, Gestus: Towards a Political Theatre', Antithesis, vol. 4, no. 2 (1991), 61. 
2Gerold Koller. Dei- inifspielende Aschauer: Theorie itiul Praxis iiii Scliq 

. 
fi, n Bi-echts (Zurich: Artemis, 1979). 

ýf 
p. 27. 
3Hans Martin Ritter. Deis gestisclic Prin, -Jp (Cologne: Prometh, 1986), p. 7. 
4K. Fowler, Received Ti-whs: Berfolt Brecht and the Pi-oblein (ýf Gesius and Musical Meaning (New York: 
AMS Press. 1991 ). pp. 27-55. Another recent publication which deals with the issue of opaqueness, if only 
briefly, is Helmut Heinzc's Brechis Asthetik des Gestischen: Vet'such einer Rekonstruktion (Heidelberg: Carl 
Winter Universit5tsverla-, 1992), lip. 118-24. 
5Fowler, op. cii., p. 29. 
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and social bearing to incorporate a closer examination of the etymology of the term and 

its historical development. This task is assisted by the timely arrival of a new edition of 

Brecht's writings, complete with historical commentary and more specific time 

references [see Appendix 11.1 have replaced Fowler's emphasis on the appearance of 

the term in reference to music with a focus on acting theory. And Fowler's 

concentration on Brecht's terminological inconsistencies, a major key to tensions within 

the Gestus concept, is widened to include the problem of what happens to a confusing 

usage of terms put through the mincer of English translation. A second extension of 

the discussion, and a concern central to this thesis at large, is the presentation and 

examination of the way Brecht and his co-workers applied the term Gestus to 

performance practice, particularly at the Berliner Ensemble. Like most critics, Fowler 

bases his commentary on published writings but, with the exception of texts such as 

Theaterarbeit, the Modellbiicher and the Katzgraben notes, very few of these contain 

information about how the term and concept was employed during rehearsal. 

Moreover, Fowler's emphasis is on musical composition as distinct from the work of 

directors and actors. Drawing upon archive rehearsal notes, this chapter addresses the 

neglected area of Gestus in historical theatre practice [see Appendix II] and its relation 

to Gestus in theory. Does the practice clarify the theory or reveal similar arnbivalences 

and tensions? 

After exploring the problematic nature of the Gestus concept,, I conclude the 

chapter with a consideration of its centrality and uniqueness to Brecht's Marxist theatre. 

Not surprisingly this discussion involves traversing the terrain of yet another tension- 

riddled area, encompassing the issue of whether Gestus denotes simply a traditional 

deictic technical device central to all theatre which vividly physicalises human 

behaviour, or a novel aesthetic principle. 
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Gestus in Theory: The Problem of Definition 

1.1 A Polyseme 

At the basic level of etymology the term Gestus is a polyseme and as such 

contains within it the seeds of confusion. In German the term is regarded as 

synonymous with Geste ('gesture') and Gestik ('gesticulation'). 'Gesture' in turn is a 

complex site of contrasting denotations. On the one hand, 'gesture' is connected with 

the concept of expressing inner attitudes and feelings through physical movement, 6 So 

in one sense, the term lends itself to a psychological model of behaviour, carrying with 

it the association of a spontaneous and personal psychological expression. On the other 

hand 'gesture' is defined as a communicative instrument, a consciously employed and 

socially encoded expression of information, such as a nod or shake of the head. It has 

been suggested that the latter model is better suited to Brecht's behaviourist and Marxist 

inspired art. 7 The opaque nature of Brecht's Gestus descriptions derives not only from 

the blurring of Gestus with Gestik but from the way Brecht employs both the 

psychological and the communicative model of gesture. 

There are two other denotations relevant to the issue of Brecht's confusing 

usage. These meanings stem from the Latin derivation of the term and, given Brecht's 

familiarity with the language and classical literature from his Gymnasium dayS, 8 it is 

likely Brecht was aware of them. In Latin, Gestus can denote, firstly, 'bearing', 

f, carriage', 'posture' and 'attitude'9 and this meaning is more in line with Brecht's 

Marxist desire to emphasise socio-economic ally determined comportments and 

relations. As John Willett notes, the closest equivalent English word is the now 

6GUnter Drosdowski (ed. ) et al., Duden: Das grofie W6rterbuch der deutschen Sprache, vol. 3 (Mannheim: 
Bibliographisches Institut, 1977), pp. 1021-23; Gerhard Wahrig (ed. ) et al., Brockhaus Wahrig: Deutsches 
Wbrterbuch, vol. 3 (Wiesbaden: Brockhaus, 1981), pp. 195-197. 
7Heinze, op. cit., pp. 33-34. Heinze posits a possible friction in Brecht's work between what he describes as 
an old-fashioned psychological tradition and an avant-garde behaviourist, pragmatic and sociological 
position, yet he does not pursue the issue further. 
8See Klaus V61ker, Bertolt Brecht: Eine Biographie (Reinbek bei Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1988), pp. 12-13,15; 
Michael Morley, "'Suiting the Action to the Word": Some Observations on Gestus and Gestische Musik', in 47- 
Kim H. Kowalke (ed. ), A New OqAeus: Essays on Kurt Weill (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 
1986), p. 186. 
9Charlton T. Lewis and Charles Sliort, A Latin Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon, 1879), p. 814; Gerhard 
Wahrig (ed. ), Cassell's New Latin-English, English-Latin Dictionary, 3rd ed. (London: Cassell, 1964), p. 
265. 
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obsolete term 'gest'. 10 The second relevant Latin meaning refers to the notion of 

gestures made by an actor or orator according to the rules of art and/or for giving effect 

to oratory. Brecht seems to draw upon this definition when employing Gestus to mean 

rhetorically effective gesture or language. So as an etymological investigation reveals, 

Gestus can denote three different, if interrelated, types or ways of categorising human 

activity: expressive gesture, communicative gesture and socially significant 

comportment, and rhetorical gesture. Leaving aside the reference to rhetorical 

effectiveness, which I will consider in more detail at the conclusion of this chapter, I 

turn to the potential tension between expressive personal gesture and socially 

meaningful gesture or bearing. This section is indebted to Fowler's ground-breaking 

analysis. However, rather than merely surnmarising his argument with its focus on 

Gestus and music, I intend to use Fowler's analysis as a tool to examine Brecht's 

approach to the gestural role of the actor. 

1.2 Gesture to Gestus: Ideological Progression 

Brecht's first recorded use of the term Gestus occurs in his November 1920 

review of a performance of Strindberg's There are Crimes and Crimes where he praises 

an actor for bringing Gestus and word together in a strong rhythmical unity. II Here 

the term is used in the conventional sense as synonymous with Gestik. Its next 

appearance is in a piece which was written in the wake of Brecht's first intense 

interaction with Marxism. Dated approximately 1927, 'About a Modern Type of 

Actress' heralds a shift away from the notion of Gestus as simply expressive gesture 

towards the concept of ideologically significant bearing or stance. In this fragment 

Brecht attempts to delineate two types within the category of bourgeois actress in the 

late nineteenth century. He describes the first type as one who, victimised by the heavy 

blows of fate, 'lays everything out on the table' with regard to her plight within the C) 

repressive bourgeois domestic scene. Her function was to convince the audience that 

even in the haven of the bourgeois world there was something amiss. The second type 

IOJohn Willett, 'Note', in Brecht, BT, p. 42; J. A. Simpson and E. S. C. Weiner, The Oxford English 
Dictionary, 2nd ed., vol. 6 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1989), p. 474. 
I I'Strindberg's "Rausch"', November 1920, BFA, vol. 21, p. 84. 
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expressed the desire of the bourgeois female to experience something and, as this could 

occur only at the cost of men in the sense that it would threaten business, this type 

tended to have a diabolical streak: 

Her Gestus was directly opposed in a simple manner to the Gestus of 
version one in that it was theatrically displayed rather than inwardly 
enclosed ... 

12 

Here Brecht juxtaposes not only theatrically externalised with introspective gesture but 

the differing 'comportments', or bearing and attitude, which each gestural code helps to 

convey - the comportment of the plaintive domestic victim and of the 'diabolic' 

adventuress respectively. 

According to the historical commentary in the recent edition of his works, 

Brecht first employs the term in connection with his new Marxist approach to acting in 

a fragment titled 'The Trill Turn' ['Der Nachschlag'] c. 1930.13 Here the shift away 

from an emphasis on private expression towards the gestural display of social relations 

is clearly demonstrated: 

In this way the characters are created through an understanding of how 
they behave towards others. 
This is very important, because what counts for humanity in every 
grouping is that the individual is judged according to what he shows of 
himself to the group or what he does for it, and that the individual only 
sees in another's face what he can produce in it. It is not enough simply 
to be. The character of a person is generated by their function. 
The method of acting designed for this purpose is more concerned with 
gesticulation than expression. Words too should be oriented around a 
Gestus. 14 

As 'The Trill Turn' fragment testifies, Gestus is central to Brecht's attempt to concretise 

the way an individual's behaviour reflects and is shaped through social relations. 

The revised notion of Gestus is obviously an integral part of Brecht's early 

experimentations in the late twenties and early thirties with a Marxist theatre theory and 

practice. More precisely it is connected with the struggle to realise in performance the 

12'Uber einen Typus moderner Schauspielerin', c. 1927, BFA, vol. 21, p. 214. 
13'Der Nachschlag', c. 1930, BFA. vol. 21. pp. 389-390. 
14ibid., p. 390. 
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Marxist premise that social being determines consciousness, social existence in turn 

being determined in the first instance by the mode and relations of production. This 

connection is clarified in theoretical works from the mid thirties onwards. Repeatedly, 

Gestus is defined as entailing the presentation of 'socio-historically significant' or 

'typical' behaviour and events. Brecht used the terms (significant' or 'typical' in a 

quite specific way to denote those humans and events which are most decisive for the 

developmental processes of society, for socialism and the progress of humankind rather 

than to mean the most frequently occurring or strikingly visible and obvious. 15 Hence 

Ritter argues, the gestic presentation of the 'significant' and 'typical' involves then, the 

gestural foregrounding of how behaviour is related to specific social circumstances in a 

given historical period, whether this behaviour accords with or contradicts the 

prevailing 'laws', and the way it constitutes a decision made in the given conditions 

rather than a natural event. 16 In 'On the Use of Music in Epic Theatre' 1935, Gestus is 

presented as crucial to the revelation of the laws underpinning human interaction: 

The epic theatre is chiefly interested in the behaviour of people towards 
one another, wherever it is socio-historically significant (typical). It 
works out scenes in which people behave in such a way that the social 
laws under which they are acting are made visible.... This means, from 
the aesthetic point of view, that the Gestus of the actor becomes 
particularly important. For the arts it is about cultivating the Gestus. 17 

And as Brecht's comments from 1936-38 on the New York performance of The Mother 

testify, the gestic performance can be achieved only by those with an awareness of 

historical materialism: 

The way of speaking and the Gestus here have to be carefully selected 
and formed on a large scale. As the spectator's interest is directed solely 
towards the behaviour of the characters, the relevant Gestus must in 
each case be, purely aesthetically speaking, significant and typical. 
Above all, the director must have an historical outlook. The little scene 
where Vlassova gets her first lesson in economics, for example, is by no 

15'Das Typische', c. 1951, BFA, vol. 23 (1993), p. 141; '[Notiz zum Typischen]% January 1956, BFA, vol. 
23, p. 381. 
16Ritter, op. cit., p. 114. 
17'Über die Verwendung von Musik für ein episches Theater', 1935, BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 157-158. See also 
Brecht, BT, p. 86. 
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means just an incident in her own life; it is an historic event: under the 
immense pressure of misery the exploited begin to think. 18 

The underlying Marxist emphasis on socio-historical. determination is lucidly expressed 

in the 'Short Description of a New Technique of Acting which Produces a 

Defamiliarisation Effect' c. 1940. Here Gestus is described as 'the facial [mimische] 

and gestural expression of the social relationships prevailing between people of a given 

period'. 19 

These later writings, and particularly those of the fifties, attempt to explain how 

the socially typical gesture can be highlighted in performance. As Fowler notes, Brecht 

insists on the careful attention to the social context of any action. 20 'On Gestic Music" 

1937, one of Brecht's fullest explications of the concept, testifies not only to his 

interest in context but to his insistence on the Marxist presentation of that context. 

The artist is not happy till he achieves 'the look of a hunted dog'. The 
man then becomes just 'Man'; his Gestus is stripped of any kind of 
social particularity, it is empty, not representing any undertaking or 
operation among men by this particular man. The 'look of a hunted 
dog' can become a social Gestus if it is shown that through particular 
machinations of people, the individual can be degraded to the level of a 
beast 

... 
21 

The social context is one in which the victimising forces are depicted as social and 'man 

made' rather than as the mysterious hand of fate. In later relevant writings, such as 

jOn Gestus]' 1940, the importance of the context surrounding a gestural complex is 

reiterated: 

A man praying to his God, according to this definition, only becomes a 
Gestus when it occurs with regard to others or in the case where 
relations between humans appear. (The King praying in Hamlet. )22 

18'Anmerkungen zur "Mutter"', 1938, BFA, vol. 24, p. 172. See also Brecht, BT, p. 83. 
1 9'Kurze Beschreibung einer neuen Technik der Schauspielkunst, die einen Verfremdungseffekt 
hervorbringt', c. early 1940, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 646. See also Brecht BT, p. 139. Willett translates 
inimische as 'mimetic'. This is presumably because mitnische means 'with reference to Mimik', and while 
Minzik commonly denotes facial expressions, it can also signify corporeal expressions in general. However, 
if Brecht had wanted specifically to mean 'mimetic' he could have used the German word mimetisch. See 
Gfinter Drosdowski (ed. ) et al. Duden: Das grofie Wbrterbuch der deutschen Sprache, vol. 4 (1978), p. 1787; 
Gerhard Wahrig (ed. ) et al. Brockhaus Wahrig: Deutsches W&terbuch, vol. 4 (1982), p. 677. 
20Fowler, op. cit., pp. 33-34. 
21'(Jber gestische Musik'. July/Auoust 1937, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 330. See also Brecht, BT, p. 104. r-I 

22'[0ber den Gestus]'. early 1940, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 617. See also Fowler's translation, op. cit., p. 31. 
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Or in 'Gesticulation' c. 195 1: 

The carrying out of a piece of work, for example, is not a Gestus if it 
does not contain a social relationship such as exploitation or co- 
operation23 

One of the important implications of the stress on context is that a Gestus cannot be 

achieved through a single gesture from a lone actor but is dependent upon the relation 

between this gesture and the social context unfolded throughout the performance. 24 

1.3 Gestus to Social Gestus: Ideological Confusions? 

The outline of the historical development of the term given so far appears to 

depict a smooth passage from expressive gesture to a concept of Gestus as socially 

significant bearing or comportment within a social context. That is, it depicts an 

ideological shift from a liberal bourgeois emphasis on personal and naturally given 

expression to a Marxist emphasis on the relation between behaviour and the socio- 

economic network of determining forces. Yet many of the statements presented above 

contain the seeds of confusion and contradiction. Firstly, there is the disorienting use 

of the phrase 'social Gestus'. Closely related to this issue is the distinction Brecht 

seems to make between gesture which is socially significant and gesture which, due to 

its purely personal nature and lack of social context, is not. 25 A second major 

confusion is the continual blurring of the tenns Gestus, Geste and Gestik. 

'On Gestic Music' contains the first clear elucidation of a distinction between 

Gestus and 'social Gestus': 

Not every Gestus is a social Gestus. The defensive attitude 
[Abwehrhaltung] towards a fly is not yet a social Gestus, though the 
defensive attitude towards a dog could become one, if, for example, it 
revealed the battle which an ill-clad person has to wage against watch 
dogs. The attempt to avoid falling on a slippery surface results in a 
social Gestus as soon as falling down means that someone 'loses face'; 
in other words, as soon as someone suffers from a loss of value. 26 

23'Gestik', c. 1951, BFA, vol. 23, p. 188. See also Fowler's translation, op. cit., p. 36. 
'14Fowler, op. cit_ p. 33. 
25ibid., pp. 31,33. 
26'Ober gestische Musik', p. 330. See also Fowler's translation, op. cit., pp. 32-33 and Brecht, BT, p. 104. 
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Here Gestus without the accompanying adjective 'social' continues to denote bearing or 

attitude but now takes on the character of an individual's expression, abstracted from its 

social context and therefore one which does not allow (Marxist) conclusions to be 

drawn about social causality. 27 On the one hand, the distinction Brecht is making 

between Gestus and 'social Gestus' can be interpreted as part of his attempt to 

distinguish Marxist theatre from other theatre which may present comportments and 

attitudes, but attempted in such a manner that the presentation has non-Marxist fatalist 

or individualist undertones. Brecht's comments on the 'look of the hunted dog' 

mentioned above would appear to vindicate this interpretation. Arguing along similar 

lines Helmut Heinze relates the 'social Gestus' issue to Max Weber's distinction 

between personal behaviour, such as religious contemplation, which is socially oriented 

and that which is not. Heinze attributes Brecht's lack of interest in Haltungen isolated 

from their social context ('empty Gestus') to Brecht's sociological perspective with its 

focus on what occurs between people and the formation of the individual through social 

relations. 28 

On the other hand, Brecht's use of the phrase 'social Gestus' is also a symptom 

of an uncertainty which pervades Brecht's writings on Gestus about whether there is a 

realm of human experience which can be separated from the socially significant, one 

which incorporates both so-called 'private' and accidental gestures. As Fowler 

suggests, Brecht's claim that not all gests are social would seem to contradict the 

maxim that social being determines consciousness. 29 Several critics tackle the problem 

of the Gestus/social Gestus distinction made in 'On Gestic Music' by dismissing it as a 

transitory phenomenon, one which is abandoned in later works. 30 However., while the 

distinction between the two terms is not directly discussed again, the use of the phrase 

'social Gestus' is by no means transitory, appearing in the 'Short Description of a New 

Technique of Acting which Produces a Defamiliarisation Effect' 1940 and, even as late 

27Fowler, op. cit., p. 33. 
28Heinze, op-cit., pp. 138-139. 
29Fowler, op. cit. 
30Ritter, op. cit., pp. 16-17. Barry Joseph Batorsky, 'Gestus' in the Theaters of Brecht and Beckett 
(Michigan: University Microfilms International, 1990), p. 51; Hansjilrgen Rosenbauer, Brecht und der 
Behaviorisinus (Bad Homburg: Gehlen, 1970), p. 61. 
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as 1948, in 'A Short Organum for the Theatrel. 31 Admittedly, the phrase does not 

feature in the later writings, 'Gesticulation' and '[On Gestus]' 195 1, where its meaning 

appears to be subsumed once again under the umbrella term Gestus. 

Yet while the phrase has been dropped, the distinction is still ominously 

present, this time in the guise of a distinction between gestural activity and Gestus. In 

'Gesticulation', for instance, Brecht explains that the carrying out of a piece of work 

(involving a gestural complex etc. ) is not a Gestus when it contains no social relation 

like exploitation or co-operation. Not only does this comment show that an 

ambivalence concerning the socially significant nature of all human activity was 

maintained; it also directly contradicts Brecht's Marxist pronouncement in 'On Gestic 

Music' that a work Gestus is definitely a 'social Gestus' 'because all human activity 

directed towards the mastery of nature is a social undertaking, an undertaking between 

men,. 32 

Brecht's indecisiveness about whether Gestus incorporates so-called 'private' 

gestures, including some psychological expressions and physiological states and 

reflexes, permeates his theoretical explanations. In the 'Short Organum', while the 

phrase 'social Gestus' rears its head, there are signs of greater certainty that even 

6private' gestures are socially significant: 

The realm of attitudes/comportments [Haltungen] adopted by the 
characters towards one another is what we call the gestic realm. Bodily 
disposition/attitudes, [K5rperhaltung] tone of voice, and facial 
expression are all determined by a social 'Gestus': the characters curse, 
compliment, instruct one another, and so on. The attitudes [Haltungen] 
which people adopt towards one another include even those which 
would appear to be quite private, such as expressions of physical pain 
during illness, or of religious faith. 33 

At an earlier date Brecht was less certain. According to 'On Gestic Music' a Gestus of 

pain, 'as long as it is kept so abstract and generalised that it does not rise above a purely 

31 Brecht, 'Kurze Beschreibung einer neuen Technik der Schauspielkunst, die einen Verfremdungseffekt 
hervorbringt% p. 646; 'Kleines Organon für das Theater', summer 1948, BFA, vol. 23, p. 89. 
32Brecht, 'Uber gestische Musik', p. 330. 
33Brecht. 'Kleines Organon für das Theater', p. 89. See also Fowler's translation, op. cit., p. 35 and Brecht, 
BT, p. 198- 
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animal category, is not yet a social Gestus'. 34 It would be easy to attribute this 

incongruity to the evolutionary process of Brecht's thinking, to regard the 'Short 

Organum' as the product of a more advanced stage in the development of a Marxist 

political aesthetic, a development which had involved moving away from a bourgeois 

individualist notion of the private life of the autonomous subject towards a concept of 

the dialectical interplay between the 'private' and the 'social'. Yet as Brecht's 1951 

commentary on the man carrying out a piece of work suggests, uncertainty about the 

social significance of gestures continued into the fifties. 

Not only the Gestus/social Gestus distinction but also Brecht's ambivalent 

treatment of illustrative and expressive gestures are symptomatic of an uncertainty about 

the boundaries of the socially significant. Throughout the entire span of his theoretical 

writings Brecht spends much time caught between dispelling expressive gestures from 

the concept of Gestus or blurring the two together. These opposing tendencies are both 

manifest in 'On the Use of Music in an Epic Theatre' 1935. After explaining that the 

arts must cultivate the Gestus and that this means paying attention to 'socially 

meaningful gesticulation, not illustrative or expressive gesticulation "35 Brecht goes on 

to describe a number of musical Gestus in a manner which makes them appear 

indistinguishable from the very type of expressive gestures he has just dispelled from 

the realm of Gestus. For example, there are references to an 'heroic yet naturally 

cheerful' and a 'severe, yet delicate and rational Gestus'. 36 Years later in 

'Gesticulation' 195 1, Brecht appears quite comfortable defining Gestus as a complex 

including illustrative gestures 'such as those which describe the size of a cucumber or 

the curve of a racing car' and expressive gestures 'which demonstrate spiritual attitudes: 

contempt, tension, helplessness and so on'. 37 Yet while from a Marxist perspective a 

progressive step is made towards breaking down the bourgeois concept of a private life 

separate from the public, the problematical lack of a real distinction between Gestus and 

gesture is perpetuated. This is due to the fact that Brecht maintains that a Gestus may 

34Brecht. 'Über gestische Musik', p. 330. See also Brecht, BT, p. 104. 
35Brecht, 'Über die Verwendung von Musik für ein episches Theater', p. 158. See also Brecht, BT, p. 86. 
36Brecht, 'Über die Verwendung von Musik für ein episches Theater', p. 162. See also Brecht, BT, p. 88. 

C 37Brecht, 'Gestik', p. 188. See also Fowler's translation, op. cit., p. 36. 
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consist simply of a basic attitude [Grundhaltung] such as 'that of satisfaction or of 

waiting'. In what way these basic attitudes are distinguishable from expressive 

gestures which demonstrate contempt, tension, and helplessness remains unclear. 38 

Fowler's examination of the contradictory use of terminology in Brecht's 

Gestus definitions makes clear that, whilst there is a consistently 'red thread' in 

Brecht's discussion of the matter, the concept carries with it ambivalences regarding the 

relation between two categories, the first being physiological reflexes or activities and 

what Brecht classes as 'private' gestures - for example, accidental falling on ice, 

brushing a fly away, work activities, 6private' prayer and physical pain in illness - and 

the second category being contextualised social bearings. As Fowler points out, critics 

have tended to focus on the 'red thread' without exploring the reasons for a generally 

perceived conceptual 'obscurity' and 'opaqueness'. 39 Brecht's theories have been 

treated as an homogeneous whole rather than a bundle of fragments, of thoughts in 

progress. Thus Patrice Pavis, whilst aware that the term remains 'very vaguely and 

contradictorily defined', nevertheless proceeds to iron out contradictions: 

The distinction between an individual gesture and a socially encoded one 
is also quite irrelevant to Gestus. For Brecht, gesture is not the free and 
individual part of man in opposition to the collective domination of 
language and ideology.... He does not own it personally; it belongs and 
refers to a group, a class, a milieu. 40 

This of course is the direction in which Brecht's thinking was moving, at least as it is 

reflected in his theoretical writings, but the comment does not describe the stony path 

and recurrent ambivalences. 

1.4 Mimik to Gestik: Psyche to Customs 

Fowler's analysis is self-admittedly focused on definitions of Gestus and gestic 

music. However, when his approach is extended to writings on acting and the 

performer where the term Gestus is not necessarily accompanied with a definition, it 

38ibid. 
39Fowler, op. cit., pp. 38-40. 
40Patrice Pavis, 'On Brecht's Notion of Gestus', in Patrice Pavis, Languages of the Stage: Essays in the 
Seiniology of the Theatre (New York: Performing Arts Journal Publications, 1982), p. 44. 
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reveals that terminological confusions are nowhere more pronounced than when Brecht 

deals with the living human actor. Moreover, it is here that Brecht's tendency to blur 

Gestus with Geste and Gestik not only comes to the fore but is revealed as crucial to his 

rejection of bourgeois theatre and its purported emphasis on facial movement at the 

expense of gesticulation. 41 In the following quotations from statements related to acting 

theory it is difficult to ascertain which of the three Gestus definitions - expressive 

gesture, contextualised social bearing and the rhetorical gestures of a performer - Brecht 

is utilising: 

In this way the artist separates facial expression (showing observation) 
from gesture (showing a cloud), but without detracting from the latter, 
since the body's attitude/posture [Haltung] is reflected in the 
countenance and is wholly responsible for its expression. At one 
moment the expression is of well-managed restraint; at another, of utter 
triumph! The artist has been using his face as a blank sheet, to be 
inscribed by the Gestus [social bearing? ] of the body. 
'Defamiliarisation Effects in Chinese Acting' 1936 42 

My face is made-up, cleansed of 
All exceptional features, made empty, to mirror 
The thoughts, henceforth changeable like 
Voice and Gestus [Gestik? ]. 
'Make-Up' c. 1937 43 

A simple method for the actor of defamiliarising the Gestus [Gestik? ] is 
to separate it from facial expression. He only need put on a mask and 
follow his actions in the mirror. In this way he will easily arrive at a 
selection of gestures which are rich in themselves. It is precisely 
because the gestures are selected that a V-effect occurs.... 
Style and Naturalness 
The naturalness of the gestures and intonations must not be lost during 
the process of selection. It is not a matter of stylisation. In the case of 
stylisation gesture and intonation 'mean something' (Fear, Pride, Pity, 
etc. ). A Gestus [Geste, Haltung] that is brought about through such 
stylisation reduces the flux of reactions and actions of the characters to a 
series of rigid symbols. 
'Bringing out the V-effect' c. 1938 44 

Training in the athletic arts (dancing, fencing, even wrestling) is 
certainly important for the actor, because he must be able to master his 

41 Ritter notes that when Brecht speaks of the importance of the Gestus of the actor he mentions the shift 
from a inimische principle to a gestic principle. As Ritter explains, this shift involves the rejection of a C, 
'cultivation of psychological conflicts' and their direct expression through facial expression. See Ritter, op. Z-- 
cit., p. 18. 
42Brecht, 'Verfremdungseffekte in der chinesischen Schauspielkunst', 1936, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 201. See 

also Brecht, BT p. 92. 
43Brecht, 'Schminke', c. 1937, BFA. vol. 14 (1993), p. 376. 
44Brecht, 'Hervorbringen des V-Effekts', c. 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 355-356. See also Fowler's 

partial translation of this section, op. cit., p. 34. 
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body. However, it is even more important that he learn to communicate 
the Gestus [Gestik, comportment? ] to his entire body, which needs 
training in the sensual. 
'Athletic Training' c. early 1940 45 

All the time I changed myself into an actor, 
showing 
Gestus [Gestik? ] and intonation of a character and you 
Changed yourself into a writer. Neither I nor you 
Stepped out of our role. 
'Letter to the Actor Charles Laughton with Regard to the Work on the 
Play "Life of Galileo... c. 1946 46 

During rehearsal you should avoid speaking loudly as one hears oneself 
so badly. Loudness also brings certainty with it, and, when rehearsing, 
one should. ) with honest uncertainty, search for the intonation in the 
search for the Gestus [Geste? ]. 
'[Advice for Actors]' c. 195147 

Common to all these examples is the emphasis on the gestural side so that Gestus at 

times appears synonymous with gesture, and not an obviously 'socially significant' 

gesture at that! - despite Brecht's comment in 'On Gestic Music' that 'one should not 

understand Gestus as gesticulation'. 48 In several of the cases, this emphasis is 

attributable to the fact that Gestus is listed alongside vocal means of expression as if it 

were just one of the actor's tools. Furthermore, given Brecht's description of Gestus 

in c. 1940 as 'a complex of gestures, facial expressions, and, usually statements, 

which one or more persons direct at one or more persons"49 it would seem that making 

a distinction between Gestus proper and verbal expression is unnecessary, unless of 

course, Gestus is being used here simply to mean gesticulation. 

As some of the examples above also demonstrate, Brecht's emphasis on the 

gestural side of Gestus is linked to his move away from a pattern of movement which 

focuses on facial expression. He is interested in the image of the face as a blank sheet, 

to be inscribed upon by the Gestus of the body and as a made-up surface, cleansed of 

45Brecht, 'Die athletische Ausbildung', c. early 1940, BFA, 
translation, op. cit., p. 37. 
46Brecht, 'Noch zerfleischten sich unsere Völker' from Trief 
Laughton, die Arbeit an dem Stück "Leben des Galilei" betreffend', c 
180. 
47Brecht, '[Ratschläge für Schauspieler]% c. 1951, BFA, vol. 
translation, op. cit., pp. 37-38. 

vol. 22.2, p. 615. See also Fowler's 

an den Schauspieler Charles 

. 1946, BFA, vol. 15 (1993), p. 

23, pp. 183-184. See also Fowler's 

48Brecht, 'Über gestische Musik', p. 329. See also Brecht, BT, p. 104. L- 

49Brecht, '[Über den Gestusf, p. 616. 
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exceptional features. The associated rehearsal technique is the wearing of a facial mask 

in order better to concentrate on the selection and execution of non-facial gestures. The 

tendency to regard facial expression as secondary is connected to Brecht's concern that 

the face is given an overly central position in bourgeois theatre as a mirror of the 

individual psyche. This theory is captured in a fragment from Der Messingkauf 

dialogues: 

The art of facial expression [Mimik] was given a tremendous boost 
when playwrights constructed long, tranquil, soulful acts and you could 
get good opera-glasses from the manufacturers. Faces had a lot going 
on in them in those days; they became the mirror of the soul, which 
meant that they had to be held very still, so that gesticulation dried up. It 
was all a matter of feelings; the body was just a container for the soul. 
The facial expressions varied from night to night; you couldn't count on 
them; too many factors were involved. But gestures were even less 
organised; they mattered almost as little as in the case of orchestral 
musicians, who also execute all kinds of gestures as they play. 50 

An earlier piece on 'The Retention of Gestures Through the Generations' 1935 further 

testifies to Brecht's concern that facial expression is somehow associated with 

expression of a private rather than social origin: 

Only he who has the typical superficial formulations of Western actors 
in mind - who create their characters merely out of small nervous [facial] 
features [Ziigen] that have little to say and are more or less of private 
origin, signifying nothing typical - will not be able to imagine that 
alterations to gestures can mean really fundamental innovations in the 
creation of a character. 51 

While Brecht may be referring simply to character traits or nervous features of any sort. ) 

the German word Zug selected as the signifier of the concept 'features' is associated 

with facial features. By claiming that the small nervous features of the Western actor 

are more or less of private origin, Brecht again suggests that there is a private realm of 

behaviour separate from the realm of the socio-economically significant. 

5013recht, '13160', from 'Der Messingkauf', c. 1945, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 821. See also Brecht, The 
Messingkauf Dialogues, trans. and ed. John Willett (London: Methuen, 1965), p. 28. Brecht's 
tendency to link facial expression/Miinik with psychologising can be traced back to his early 
commentary on the work of the comedian Karl Valentin. See Brecht, 'Karl Valentin', autumn 1922, 
BFA, vol. 21. p. 102. In this fragment he praises both Valentin and Charlie Chaplin for their Z-- 
almost total rejection of Mimik and cheap 'psychologisms'. C 

51 Brecht, 'Die Beibehaltung der Gesten durch Verschiedene Generationen', April/May, 1935, BFA, vol. 
22.1, pp. 128-129. 
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Complementary to this association of facial expression with the expressions of 

the psyche is Brecht's linking of gesture with customs and manners. In his 

commentary on the singing of the songs in The Threepenny Opera, Brecht says that the 

epic performer does not concentrate on the emotional content of the song so much as 

the presentation of gestures 'which are the habits and customs of the body'. 52 And in a 

footnote to the section on opera in the notes on The Rise and Fall of the City of 

Mahagonny 1930, the gestic is again connected with the presentation of customs: 'The 

eye which directs everything towards the gestic is the moral sense. That is, the 

delineation of customs [Sittenschilderung]'. 53 Habits and customs are the embodiment 

of routinised social behaviour derived from a particular social background. As such 

they are of course much more visible traces of socio-economic inscription than facial 

expressions of the soul. 

Heinze has cautioned that, while Brecht often uses the terms Gestus and Geste 

interchangeably, they should be regarded as interwoven rather than synonymous. He 

describes Gestus as the content or meaning of a gesture and admits that this content is 

none other than a complex of social relations which come into being and are expressed 

through material gestures. Drawing on Brecht's statement that the same Gestus may be 

expressed by any number of words and/or physical movements, Heinze goes on to 

define Gestus as the immaterial conceptual pendant to the sensual gesture, as abstract 

knowledge about social relations. 54 Indeed the arrival at a Grundgestus ('fundamental/ 

basic Gestus') for an entire scene or play, an aspect of Gestus which will be discussed 

in further detail later, does require a high degree of intellectual analysis and synthesis. 

However, the dichotomous division into immaterial and material, or intellectual and 

sensual, does not seem to capture adequately the way Brecht repeatedly interweaves the 

two. For instance, when Brecht refers to the Gestus of an actor or character he is 

referring both to physical comportment (the sensual signifier) and its social significance 

(the more abstract meaning). His description of gesture as socially coded also reflects 

52'Anmerkungen zur "Dreigroschenoper"', 1930, BFA, vol. 24, p. 65. See also Brecht, BT, p. 45. 
53Brecht, 'Anmerkun--len zu Oper "Aufstietý:, und Fall der Stadt 
77. See also Brecht, BT, p. 36. 

Mahagonny"', auturnn 1930, BFA, vol. 24, p. 

54Heinze. op. cit., pp. 118-124. 
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the way he regards gesture as both sensual human movement or posture and expression 

of social relations. Perhaps a more fruitful way of distinguishing Gestus and Geste as 

they are applied in Brecht's theatre is to regard the former as an artistic and ideological 

selection and combination of the latter. 

The presentation of the term Gestus as synonymous with Geste is symptomatic 

of Brecht's attempt to create an approach to acting and a body language which he 

believes better explicates the premise that social being determines consciousness. 

Therefore, tracing the interchangeability of Gestus, Geste and Gestik in his writings not 

only illuminates ideologically resonant uncertainties about the relation between 'private 

expressive' and 'social' gesture, as Fowler has suggested, but reveals the political 

importance to Brecht of emphasising the close relationship between Gestus and 

physical gesture. 

1.5 German to English: Mincing with Words 

While Brecht's usage of the term Gestus and related words Geste and Gestik 

may be a bad dream, English translations are often a sheer nightmare. Firstly, when 

Gestus is being used in accordance with its meaning(s) in Latin there is no English 

equivalent except perhaps for the archaic term 'gest'. And then there is the issue of 

whether Brecht is simply using the term instead of Gestik, in accordance with 

conventional usage in the German language. In those cases where Brecht does seem to 

be using the term in a conventional sense, Fowler suggests that it may be misleading to 

use the term 'Gestus' or 'gest' in a translation. 55 However, to avoid falling into the 

trap of ironing out the inconsistencies of usage, I would suggest that the term always be 

translated as 'Gestus' and that, if necessary, further commentary be provided in 

parantheses as exemplified in this thesis. 

Translations can be doubly obfuscating if they combine an insensitivity to the 

term's multiple uses with a neglect of its historical development. Willett's translation of 

a Gestus definition in 'On the Use of Music in an Epic Theatre' 1935 is a case in point: 

55Fowler, op. cit., p. 43. 
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This means, from the aesthetic point of view, that the actors' social gest 
[Gestus] becomes particularly important. The arts have to begin paying 
attention to the gest [Gestus]. (Naturally this means socially significant 
gest [Gestik], not illustrative or expressive gest [Gestik]. ) The gestic 
principle takes over, as it were, from the principle of imitation. 56 

Willett collapses the two terms Gestus and Gestik together and thereby starts a process 

whereby Brecht's uncertainty about the distinction between the two is erased. At the 

same time Willett recognises that there is indeed a distinction being made here between 

the two terms and tries to rectify the situation by referring to the actor's Gestus as 

6social', even though this adjective does not appear in the original German. And in 

doing so Willett creates yet another of those intriguing Gestus/social Gestus divisions. 

As well, according to the time references given in the new edition of Brecht's works, 

this introduction of the division would also be premature. 

Understanding in the English-speaking realm is also hindered by difficulties 

encountered in translating other key terms either related to Gestus or to the discussion 

of Gestik. One term which invariably appears in any discussion of what the Gestus is 

intended to demonstrate is the word Haltung which Willett translates as tattitude". 

Several critics have exposed this translation as problematical. In an article on the 

centrality of Haltung to Brecht's thinking, Darko Suvin gives preference to the terms 

'bearing' and 'stance'. As Suvin asserts, Haltung is in German 

(as most other Brechtian terms) a fruitful polysemy or pun meaning 
bearing, stance, attitude, posture, behavior, and also poise or self- 
control. I prefer the first two terms, which I think translate the two main 
elements of dynamics and offull bodily involvement better than Willett's 
usual translation of 'attitude', and I shall use here 'bearing' because of 
the pleasing pun in English to other meanings and homophones of this 
word.... Brecht was constantly preoccupied with Haltung as a union of 
a subject's body -orientation in spacetime and of that body's insertion 
into major societal 'flows of things'. 57 

56Brecht. BT, p. 86. 
57Darko Suvin, 'Brecht: Bearing, Pedagogy. Productivity', Gestos, vol. 5, no. 10 (1990), 12. L- L- Z-- I 
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Batorsky's thesis on the role of Gestus in the theatres of Brecht and Beckett focuses on 

a further shortcoming of the translation 'attitude' and gives preference to the term 

'comportment' instead: 

John Willett's more common translation, 'attitude', leaves the term too 
ambiguous on the level of social significance. 'Attitude' connotes too 
much a psychological disposition. 'Comportment' carries the sense of 
an external, social position-taking. It connotes a program, a social 
project, while 'attitude' has the sense of a personal idiosyncrasy. The 
programmatic sense is closer to the way Brecht uses the term Haltung 
when he describes the geSt. 58 

However, it could be argued that the terms 'bearing', 'stance' and 'comportment' are 

themselves limited by a connotational emphasis on outward conduct. Can they be 

regarded as adequately embracing the idea of emotional expression which Brecht does 

include in his references to Haltung and Gestus: 

An excellent way of judging a piece of music with a text is to try out in 
which attitude [Haltung], with which Gestus the performer ought to 
deliver the individual sections: politely or angrily, modestly or 
contemptuously, approvingly or argumentatively, craftily or without 
calculation. 59 

In the above case the translation 'attitude' would seem a more appropriate choice since 

both Haltung and Gestus are being described as the expression of a mental and 

emotional response towards something. Willett's translation, with its emphasis on 

posture which implies a mental state, seems appropriate in those cases where Brecht 

incorporates emotionally expressive gesture in his definition of Gestus. 

Yet as Suvin aptly points out, Brecht is a master of polysemy and therefore no 

single translation is likely to prove totally adequate. Perhaps the most fruitful approach 

is to draw attention to the problematical nature of the term by offering more than one 

translation in order to indicate that the concept embraces both attitude and full bodily 

expression of social bearing and position-taking. The problem that then arises is the 

blurring of the two terms Haltung and Gestus. Indeed, Brecht often presents the two 

58Batorsky, op. cit-, p. 50. 
59Brecht, 'Über gestische Musik', p. 331. See also Brecht, BT, p. 105. 
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as synonymous, one example being the 1951 article in which he equates Gestus with 

the fundamental or basic Haltung of a person 'like satisfaction or waiting'. 60 Perhaps 

the main distinction between these terms is that Gestus refers not only to human 

behaviour in general but to the artistic practice of selecting, defamiliarising and showing 

certain significant Haltungen. 

A final translation issue which has some 'bearing' on Brecht's 'attitude' 

towards the gestural nature of Gestus, (nightmare intended! ) concerns the translation of 

the term Mimik. In German the word can mean simply the totality of movements in the 

face that express emotions, thoughts and so on. It can also denote the change in 

expression of both facial movements and other gestures either as a form of self- 

expression or in the imitation of another's experience. In one German-English 

dictionary Mimik may be translated simply as 'facial expression' while in another it is 

presented as meaning 'mimicry' or 'miming'. 61 In his translations Willett frequently 

opts for 'mime', presumably intending it to be used in the sense of 'to mimic' or 

'imitate'. The resultant versions can be problematical for two reasons. Firstly, in 

English 'mime' is commonly used to signify a special sort of mimic art typified by the 

omission of any sort of verbal communication. And if Brecht had intended this as the 

meaning, he would have used either the word Mime or Pantomime, as he does in 

'Gesticulation' when he describes Pantomime as a form of art where everything is 

expressed without language and speech. 62 One problem with Willett's translation is 

that the English-speaking reader may apply the common usage of the term 'mime' and 

consequently mis-read Brecht's article. Secondly, Willett employs this translation 

when Brecht is trying to make a distinction between facial expression and gesticulation. 

60Brecht, 'Gestik', p. 188. 
61 Compare Peter Terrell (ed. ) et al., Collins German-English, English-German Dictionary (London: Collins, 
1980), p. 459 with Harold T. Betteridge (ed. ), Cassell's German -English, English-German Dictionary 12th 
ed. (London: Cassell. 1978), p. 417 and Karl Wildhagen and Will H6raucourt, Wildhagen German-English 
Dictionar 

, ý,, vol. 2 (Wiesbaden and London: Brandstetter, Allen and Unwin, 1972), p. 886. For a definition of 
the German words Mimik, minusche and inimetisch see: Wahrig, Brockhaus Wahrig: Deutsches W&terbuch, 
vol. 4, pp. 676-677; Drosdowski (ed. ). Duden: Das grofie Wdrterbuch der deutschen Sprache, vol. 4, pp. 789- 
790. 
62For a definition of 'mime' see Simpson and Weiner, The Oxford English Dictionary, vol. 9, pp. 789-790. 
For Brecht's use of Pantomilne see Brecht, 'Gestik', p. 187. 
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The following two translations [cf. my translations footnoted 42 and 50 in the text 

above] exemplify this point: 

In this way the artist separates mime [Mimik] (showing observation) 
from gesture [Gestik] (showing a cloud), but without detracting from 
the latter, since the body's attitude [Haltung] is reflected in the face and 
is wholly responsible for its expression.... The artist has been using his 
countenance as a blank sheet, to be inscribed by the gest [Gestus] of the 
body. 63 

Mime [Mimik] started suddenly flourishing when playwrights 
constructed long, tranquil, soulful acts and you could get good opera- 
glasses from the manufacturers. Faces had a lot going on in them in 
those days; they became the mirror of the soul, which meant that they 
had to be held very still, so that the art of gesture [Gestik] dried up. It 
was all a matter of feelings; the body was just a container for the soul. 
This miming [Mimik] varied from night to night; you couldn't count on 
it; too many factors were involved. But gestures were even less 
organised ... 

64 

The second of the two translations, in blurring the GestiklMimik distinction, suggests 

that the aspect of bourgeois theatre Brecht is criticising is the focus on mimic art, when, 

in fact, Brecht neither in theory nor practice rejected mimicry or imitation per se - they 

had of course to be supplemented by defamiliari sing processes - but rather an emphasis 

on facial expression of the soul at the expense of total body, including gestural, 

mimicry of social behaviour. That Brecht associated the emphasis on facial expression 

with psychologising is suggested by the way later in the fragment he attributes the 

emphasis to 'the Russian school', meaning the Stanislavskian proponents of 

psychological realism. 

Willett's translation of mimische, the adjectival form of the noun Mimik, is also 

on occasion similarly problematic. For example, in the translation of Brecht's 1935 

article on the use of music in epic theatre, in which Brecht describes the 'gestische 

principle' as taking over from the 'mimische principle', Willett translates the latter 

phrase as 'the principle of imitation'. 65 In doing so he represses the way, even during 

the early twenties, Brecht often used the term mimische specifically and 

63Brecht, BT, p. 92. See BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 201 and footnote 42. 
64Brecht, The Messingkaitf Di*alogues, p. 28. See 'B 160', from 'Der Messingkauf, p. 82 1, and footnote 50. 
65Brecht, 'Ober die Verwendung von Musik fOr ein episches Theater', p. 158.; Brecht, BT, p. 86. The r-I 

translation of inimische varies in accordance with the linguistic context. Sometimes it can be translated 
simply as 'facial expression'. For further discussion of this point, see Chapter Three, footnote 126. 
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idiosyncratically to denote not simply 'mimic' or 'imitation' but psychologising theatre 

and its orientation around facial expression. 66 The supplanting of the 'mimische 

principle' by the 'gestische principle' entails not simply a replacement of photographic 

imitation with critical defamiliarising forms of imitation, but a shift away from the 

bourgeois theatre's emphasis on the individual psyche towards the expression of social 

Haltung. In this instance the phrase 'mimische principle' is perhaps better translated as 

the 'principle of psychologising and of naturalising imitation9. 

The translation difficulties surrounding the key terms Gestus, Gestik, Haltung 

and Mimik illuminate further reasons for the obscurity of the concept, particularly for 

an English speaking public. Brecht's poetically multivalent use of language, and 

German-English translators' inadequate solutions to the problems such a language 

raises, have not only contributed to the elusiveness of the concept but made a study of 

historical development of associated ambiguities well nigh impossible. 

Gestus in Practice: An Aesthetic in Context 

2.1 The Red Thread 

Archive documentation testifies that under Brecht's leadership rehearsals at the 

Berliner Ensemble were heavily indebted to the concept of Gestus. Contrary to 

statements that Brecht rarely mentioned his theories and related terminology during 

rehearsal, 67 quotations in rehearsal notes amply demonstrate that he often used the term 

Gestus [see Appendix 11]. Moreover, his co-workers' frequent recourse to the term 

suggests that, within the Berliner Ensemble, gestic acting was a familiar and popular 

approach to performance. As in Brecht's writings, the Gestus concept appears to 

embrace a wide variety of activities from socially significant Haltungen to simply any 

66For examples of Brecht's usage see: 'Karl Valentin', p. 102; 'Hanns Eisler', Schriften zum Theater, vol. 6 
4, 

(Frankfurt on Main: Suhrkarnp, 1964), p. 232; 'Verfremdungseffekte in der chinesischen SchauspieIkunst', p. 
201; 'Antigonemodell 1948. Vorwort', BFA, vol. 25, p. 80. See also Chapter Three, footnote 126. For an 
argument similar to my own, see Ritter, op. cit., pp. 18,128-129. 
67See John Fuegi, Bertolt Brecht: Chaos, According to Plan, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1987), p. 114-, Margaret Eddershaw, 'Actors on Brecht', in Peter Thomson and Glendyr Sacks (eds. ), The 

z1- 
Cambridge Companion to Brecht (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), p. 262. While Brecht did 

not spend much time with the actors discussing, theory, preferring to devote rehearsal periods to practical rn 
experimentation with mo%cnient and blocking, he did indeed use terminology and his co-workers certainly 
applied terms such as 'Gestus' and Vetfremdung when writing their rehearsal notes. 
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form of gestural expression. The following analysis of the concept in practice 

addresses the major issues already raised: the relationship between Gestus and 

expressive gesture and the distinction between Gestus/social Gestus, Gestus and 

Gestik. In accordance with the definition of Gestus as dependent on a social context, 

the study proceeds in a relational manner by placing Gestus within the whole context of 

a performance. 

In most cases where Brecht and his co-workers use the term Gestus, it refers to 

vivid gestural expression of social bearing and the social relationships prevailing among 

people of a given period. For the actor such gestural expression may involve vocal 

work, a single gesture or an entire gestural complex and it is dependent on the Marxist 

interpretation of a line, a relationship or a character's basic attitude. The following 

example of usage, taken from a transcription of a tape-recording made at rehearsal 

during the 1955-56 Life of Galileo production, places emphasis on vocal effects. In 

this example, Brecht is referring to the incident where the ballad singers in the 

fairground scene come to an ideologically significant point in their song: 

He takes over, right, and he speaks that [line] and then he takes over 
fully, right, and what's more, very mysteriously: 'And around the Pope 
revolve the .... ... Yes, right. The Gestus is something total, look, you 
expose the innermost secrets of the rule of the capitalists. 68 

At this moment the singers begin to present the old Christian view of the universe, a 

universe dominated by a centrally positioned earth around which lesser objects rotate, 

as a myth perpetuated by the clergy who wish to maintain a pope-centred hierarchical 

society: 

When the Almighty made the universe 
He made the earth and then he made the sun. 
Then round the earth he bade the sun to turn - 
That's in the Bible, Genesis, Chapter One. 
And from that time all creatures here below 
Were in obedient circles meant to go. 

68 Er übernimmt mal, nit wahr, und er spricht das und dann übernimmt er ganz, nit wahr, und 
zwar sehr geheimnisvoll: 'Und um den Papst zirkulieren .... ... 

Ja. Nit wahr, der Gestus ist 
etwas ganz, schauen Sie, Sie decken auf [sic] die innersten Geheimnisse der Herrschaft der 
Kapitalisten. 

Brecht to actor Horst Kube. transcription of tape-recording of Leben des GaIdei rehearsals, 3 February 1956, 
BBA 2190/32. 
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So the circles were all woven: 
Around the greater went the smaller 
Around the pace-setter the crawler 
On earth as it is in heaven. 
[Gestus inserted] 
Around the pope the cardinals ... 

69 

To highlight the significance of this moment in the text Brecht suggested the creation of 

an entirely new attitude and posture. The interruption of the female ballad singer's 

rendition of the song by the entrance of her male partner and the shift, from singing the 

text to his speaking a line in secretive tones, helped to create the transition to a 

conspiratorial revelatory Gestus. While Brecht did not explain the purpose of the 

change in Gestus during the rehearsal, one of its functions would seem to be the 

exposure of the mechanics of ruling class ideology, especially the way it sets in motion 

concealment processes which bolster a hierarchical and exploitative status quo. 

When dealing with the ballad singer performance Brecht's use of the term 

Gestus was markedly frequent, something which can be attributed to the fact that the 

episode draws particular attention to the art of deictic self-referential presentation. It 

embodies what for Brecht was the most fundamental Haltung of the actor - the Gestus 

of showing: 

Show that you show! Of all the different Haltungen 
That you show, when you are showing, how people behave [perform] 
You should not forget the Haltung of showing. 70 

The gestic actor must clearly demonstrate that s/he is a performer and one who critically 

re-presents the behaviour of an historical character and/or who critically narrates 

historical events. The Gestus of showing is intensified in the fairground scene as the 

ballad singers are by profession itinerant performers who, in order to survive in 

competitive outdoor market venues, have developed a theatrical attention-seeking style 

typified by clarity of gesture. These characters not only show they are performing but 

sing a song which contains critical commentary from the view of the common people 

69Brecht, Life of Galileo, trans. John Willett and ed. Hugh Rorrison, (London: Methuen Student, 1986), 
Scene 10, p. 82. 
70Brecht, 'Das Zeigen muB gezei-t werden', c. 1945, BFA, vol. 15, p. 166. t-I -- -- 
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on Italian Renaissance society. Brecht adds to all this a Marxist attitude towards 

inegalitarian society, an attitude embedded in the actor Horst Kube's emphasis on the 

revelatory and conspiratorial Gestus. Here gestic acting was used to highlight macro- 

issues relating to world views and societal structures. 

The term Gestus was also employed in conjunction with attempts to show how 

interpersonal relationships are subject to social causality. This usage is exemplified in 

co-workers' descriptions of the manner in which the Ensemble portrayed the 

GroBmann family during the 1953 production of Strittmatter's play Katzgraben. The 

family represents the wealthy capitalist-oriented farmers in the village Katzgraben and 

consists of Herr and Frau Gro8mann and the young man Hermann whom they are 

considering adopting. It is the machinations of this group that are presented as 

hindering agricultural reform in the young German Democratic Republic. Tensions 

-1-ound not only between the Gro8manns and the village at large but within the family. au 

Frau Gro8mann was presented by Helene Weigel as a politically conservative would-be 

aristocrat, a strong supporter of the deposed baroness. Her hostility towards the young 

Republic and the social reasons for this attitude, especially her bourgeois Christian 

upbringing, were highlighted by Weigel through the presentation of Frau GroBmann's 

response to the agricultural reform plan with its instructions about potato crops. After 

the depiction of Frau GroBmann dutifully handing over the plan to her husband, these 

were some of the gestic experiments made during the rehearsal: 

While she is still standing next to her husband there is something in her 
Gestus of a disinterested nature which she should not have! 71 

'Delivery Targeff ... Gestus: One has one's torments which God sends 
us! There should be no playing of protest here. Every day something 
like this comes into the house! She accepts everything in a meek and 
pious manner. 72 

71 Wenn sie noch nehen dem Mann stehen bleibt, liegt im Gestus eine Desinteressiertheit, 
die sie nicht haben darf! 

Carl Weber. Katzgraben rehearsal notes, 5 May 1953, BBA 551/18. 
72 'Ablieferungssoll! ' ... Gestus: Man hat seine Schmerzen, die Gott uns sendet! Hier darf 

kein Protest gespielt werden. Jeden Tag kommt ja wieder so etwas im [sic] Haus! Sie 
Z, 

nimmt alles hin in gottergebener Art. 
ibid. 
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'their potatoes' is monotonous, non-involvement in the Gestus, but 
'have a leftish squinff is quite spiteful. 73 

With regard to the last example, in the film version of the production Weigel 

emphasised her character's attitude towards the other villagers' potatoes through a vocal 

emphasis on 'left' and an illustrative gesturing with her thumb to the left. Gestic 

techniques were also employed to highlight the impact of capitalist ideology within the 

family. A microcosm of exploitative relations was created through the depiction of the 

Gro8manns' treatment of Hermann as an ill-paid farm labourer and dogsbody. The 

actor Ekkehard Schall used a small piece of business to illustrate the economic reasons 

for Hermann's eventual revolt against his penny-pinching foster parents: 

[Hermann] turns around to face GroBmann and angrily pulls his trouser 
pockets out, with the Gestus: that's how you let me run around! 74 

In the rehearsal notes Hermann's actions were described as a mini slave uprising. In 

the instances above, Gestus clearly means socially significant attitude as expressed 

through deictic gesturing. It obviously entails both illustrative and expressive gesture 

and these gestures in turn clearly show the imprint of class politics. The Katzgraben 

examples also make it clear that a Gestus in Brecht's theatre is not created through the 

execution of a single coded gesture. Rather it is a matter of interaction between a group 

of everyday actions performed by an actor and the social context built up during the 

play. 

During the rehearsals for Puntila and his Servant Matti 1949, Brecht and his co- 

workers also used the term Grundgestus or 'basic Gestus', a word Brecht employed as 

early as 1931 in his description of Peter Lorre's performance in Man is Man. 75 In 

Theaterarbeit, Grundgestus is defined as a term applicable to a scene or an entire play 

73 'deren Kartoffeln' ist inonoton, nicht beteiligt im Gestus, aber 'schielen allesamt nach C 

links! ' ist ganz gehässig. 
ibid., pp. 18,14; See also Katzgraben (GDR: Berliner Ensemble and DEFA Studio für Wochenschau und 
Dokumentarfilm, 
74 [Hermann] dreht sich zu Großmann herum und zerrt wütend seine Hosentaschen heraus, mit 

dem Gestus: So lasst [sicl ihr mich herumlaufen! 
Carl Weber, Katzgraben relicarsal notes, 6 April 1953, BBA 948/79. 
75Brecht, 'Anmerkungen zum Lustspiel "Mann ist Mann-, 1931, BFA, vol. 24, p. 48. 
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and as meaning Grundhaltung. 76 The following question and answer discussions 

which took place during the rehearsal period indicate that the Grundgestus involved a 

socialist interpretative strategy on the part of the director and actor. Unless otherwise 

indicated, it can be assumed that the unnamed person making the reply is likely to have 

been Brecht or a co-worker: 

Question: what distinguishes the drunk Puntila from the sober Puntila 
and what are his new requirements? 
Answer: The alcohol stirs a feeling of forlornness and loneliness in 
Puntila. In an endeavour to overcome his isolation he tries to win 
Matti's friendship. (Engel: This 'winning over' is Puntila's 
Grundgestus in scene 1. )77 

What is Matti's Grundgestus in scene I? 
Disgust at the confidentialities of the drunken Puntila. The portrayal of 
Matti must show that Matti is just as class-aware as Puntila and 
therefore, that Puntila's attempts to curry favour leave him cold. 78 

The gestic actor playing the wealthy landowner Puntila must show that his actions are 

guided by the fact that he is the owner of the means of production and that he regards 

the chauffeur Matti as a subservient labourer. 79 Similarly, the actor playing Matti must 

demonstrate his awareness of economic vulnerability and his desire to avoid further 

manipulation. The Grundgestus is similar to the Stanislavskian super-objective in that 

both are concerned with the way an actor organises a character's actions throughout an 

episode, scene or play. However, as will be discussed more fully in Chapter Four, it is 

clear that fulfilling the Grundgestus involves organising a character's behaviour 

according to a Marxist interpretation of that character's attitude towards others rather 

76Berliner Ensemble and Helene Weigel (eds. ), Theaterarbeit: Sechs Aufführungen des Berliner Ensembles, 
2nd ed. (Berlin: Henschel, 1961), p. 454. 
77 Frage: Worin unterscheidet sich dann der betrunkene Puntila vom nüchternen, und welches 

sind seine neuen Bedürl'nisse? 
Antwort: Der Alkohol erweckt in Puntila das Gefühl einer verzweifelten Verlassenheit und 
Einsamkeit. Bemüht, seine Isolation zu durchbrechen, wirbt er um Mattis Freundschaft. 
(Engel: Diese Werbung ist der Grundgestus des Puntila im 1. Bild. ) 7 

Egon Monk et al. Herr Puntila und sein Knecht Matti rehearsal notes, 19 September 1949, BBA 1598/8. 
78 Was ist der Grundgestus des Matti im 1. Bild? Der Widerwille gegen die Vertraulichkeiten C 

des betrunkenen Puntila. Die Darstellung des Matti muß erkennen lassen, daß Matti sich 
genau wie Puntila seiner Klasse bewußt ist, und daß ihn darum die Anbiederungsversuche 
des Puntila kalt lassen. 

ibid., p. 9. 
79 Seine [Puntilasj Grundeinstellung bleibt die seiner Klasse. Er besitzt die Produktionsmittel und C 

Matti verkauft seine Arbeitskraft an ihn. 
ibid., p. 8. 
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than according to a string of personal objectives or inner motivating desires which do 

not clearly exemplify social causality. 

2.2 Ideological Confusions or Political Clarity? 

Although the distinction between Gestus and social Gestus did not appear at the 

level of terminology in the rehearsal documentation surveyed, it was nevertheless 

present at a conceptual level. In the following extract from the notes on Charles 

Laughton's performance as Galileo, it is evident that Brecht differentiated between mere 

Haltungen and those which heightened the presentation of social(ist) laws: 

For the meeting with the Cardinal Inquisitor, who comes out of the 
inner chambers, L[aughton] changed the Gestus in the New York 
performance. In the Californian version he remained seated, not 
recognising the Cardinal, while his daughter bowed. An impression 
was thereby created that something ominous was going by, 
unrecognisable, bowing. In New York L. stood up and acknowledged 
the Cardinal's bow. The alteration struck the playwright as an 
unfortunate one for it established a relation between Galileo and the 
Cardinal Inquisitor that contributed nothing to the matter in hand, and 
turned Galileo's following sentence 'He was at any rate polite' into an 
observation rather than a question. 80 

Here Brecht seems to be arguing that the presentation of attitude/comportment is not 

sufficient. As in his definitions of social Gestus, he is calling for a lucid Marxist 

interpretation of social bearing in an historical context. In this case such an 

interpretation would reqtilre showing, for example, the way science can be controlled 

by those who preside over the status quo. One obvious problem with the bowing 

Gestus is that it almost suggests a mutually deferential relationship between the 

Inquisitor and Galileo. It detracts from the illustration of an uneasy meeting between 

the representative of censorship and the scientist, potential contributor of progress 

towards equality, who remains blindly unaware that he has just delivered himself up to 

the status quo. 

80Brecht, 'Aufbau einer Rolle: Laughtons Galilei. Notate zu einzelnen Szenen', 1947-8, BFA, vol. 25, p. 52. 
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Laughton's New York version is for Brecht an example of what he refers to in 

'On Gestic Music' as an *empty Gestus', meaning one 'stripped of any exceptional 

feature of a social kind': 81 

Every artist knows that subject-matter in itself is in a sense somewhat 
naive, without quality, empty and self-sufficient. It is only the social 
Gestus - criticism, craftiness, irony, propaganda, etc. - that brings in the 
human element. The pomp of the Fascists, simply taken as pomp, has 
an empty Gestus, the Gestus of mere pomp, a phenomenon lacking in 
quality: instead of people walking they are marching, there is some 
stiffness, much colour, self-conscious puffing out of the chest and so 
on. All this could still be the Gestus of public entertainment, something 
harmless, purely factual and therefore a given. Only when the marching 
takes place over dead bodies is the social Gestus of Fascism there. 82 

Here the Gestus of celebratory triumph is ironically juxtaposed with that of mourning 

or slaughter. Through the vivid juxtaposition the mechanics of the fascist regime - its 

deceptive and deadly theatricality and the ensuing impact on the society it governs - are 

revealed. Like the empty Gestus of pomp, Laughton's second version does not vividly 

extend a socially significant irony central to the play: the Enlightenment astronomer's 

lack of vision with regard to both his role in the progress of humankind and his 

susceptibility to conservative forces. 

Brecht's preferencing of one Gestus over another in theatre, like his 

Gestus/social Gestus distinction, can partially be explained as an attempt to create a 

theatre based on Marxist generalisations. The particular - an intonation, a movement, a 

piece of business - must give vivid expression to the premise that social being 

determines consciousness. Brecht explained this artistic principle in the notes to The 

Mother where he stressed that the Gestus, 'purely aesthetically speaking' had to be 

carefully selected so that it was 'significant and typical'. 83 A great variety of 

Haltungen, expressive and illustrative gestures may be directly or indirectly socially 

determined but this does not mean that they are all vivid embodiments of social 

causality. And as Ritter notes, Brecht's emphasis on the carefully selected, vivid and 

81Brecht, 'Ober gestische Musik', p. 330 
82 ibid., p. 331. See also Brecht, BT, p. 105. 
83Brecht. 'Anmerkungen zur -Mutter-, p. 172. 
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concrete detail is closely linked not only to his pedagogical interests but to his insistence 

on the intellectually and sensually pleasurable side of theatre. 84 Gestus is both a 

sociological and an aesthetic phenomenon. 

The search for the typical, for the social Gestus, during Berliner Ensemble 

rehearsals frequently necessitated the careful toning down of psychosexual 

determinants of behaviour where their presentation hindered the expression of social 

law. The downplaying of psychosexuall and the heightening of socio-econornic 

determinants was a feature which manifested itself particularly in the Ensemble's 

depiction of male-female relationships. Brecht's directing of the scene in Katzgraben, 

where the petit-bourgeois farmer Mittelldnder finds himself accused of lying by both his 

wife and his maid Erna, was characterised by Brecht's insistence that Mitelldnder's 

behaviour was not to be presented as the product of innate characteristics, such as 

timidness or sexual weakness, for this would blur the political reasons for his 

pressured situation. 85 DLH-ing the scene in question, Mittelldnder is exposed as having 

made inadequate deceptive responses to his current financial and political situation. 

Against the state's instructions and in a bid for personal profit, he has planted tobacco 

and consequently has no rnoney to create the potato crops demanded by the agricultural 

reform plans. He also has foolishly used a supply of tobacco to light a fire on a cold 

evening and has told Erna to maintain the fiction, in the event that its disappearance is 

noted, that Frau Mittelldnder herself fed them to the cows. Under cross examination 

from Frau Mittelldnder who had hoped to sell the tobacco in town, Erna tells the truth 

and even reveals that, after lighting the fire, she was sent out of the room and denied 

the pleasure of its warmth. 

Mittelhinder soon finds himself locked between two flames, confronted on the 

one side by his wife and her economic demands and on the other by a maid who has 

joined the Free German Youth movement and is becoming increasingly aware of her 

rights as an employee. It is not clear how Brecht hoped to convey Mittelldnder's 

deceptive behaviour as a response to political pressures rather than innate weakness, 

84Ritter, op. cit., P. 133. 
85Carl Weber, Kaizgraben rehearsal notes, 31 March 1953, BBA 1897(1)/128-130. 
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other than by encouraging the actor to avoid playing Mittelldnder's difficulties as if they 

were ridiculous. 86 There were also several attempts made to suggest the intensity and 

impact of the pressures he was being subjected to by, for example, gestically placing 

the character as if pinioned at the head of a table, flanked on either side by the two 

women. 87 

Brecht's characterisation of Lavrenti in the 1953-54 production of The 

Caucasian Chalk Circle provides a clearer illustration of how Brecht minimised the 

psychosexual determinants in male-female relations. The approach to Lavrenti's 

Grundhaltung was typified by his insistence that this man's subservience to his wife 

Aniko must be regarded as neither attributable to innate character traits, such as 

weakness or cowardliness, nor as fundamentally determined by the power of sexual 

attraction. Instead, Brecht encouraged the actors to note that Lavrenti was beholden to 

Aniko as she was his economic superior and the original owner of their farm and 

livestock. He also pointed out that Aniko had regarded Lavrenti as a good catch for 

financial reasons for he was an efficient farmer. 88 Lavrenti's semi-servitude was to be 

gesturally displayed. During the actor's attempt to communicate Lavrenti's 

embarrassment about asking his sister Grusha to find lodgings elsewhere, Brecht 

suggested that rather than just gesticulating with his hands the actor should focus on 

creating socially inscribed movement: 

Lavrenti is a farmer and has to work hard for Aniko. His hands are 
heavy with work. He can't speak with his hands, they rest on his 
knees. 89 

The economic determinants of Lavrenti's behaviour were reinforced by less direct 

means such as the presentation of the farm as a desirable place of material well-being 

for the husband: not only was the dining area spacious but Lavrenti's privileges as man 

86ibid. See also Brecht, '[Lage der Mittelbauern]', 1953, BFA, vol. 25, pp. 414-415. C 
87Carl Weber, 31 March 1953, BBA 1897(1)/130. 
88Hans Bunge, Der kaukasische Kreidekreis rehearsal notes, 19 November 1953, BBA 976/65. 
89 Seine Verlegenheit versucht der Darsteller des Lavrenti dadurch zu zeigen, daß er viel mit 

den Händen gestikuliert. Brecht ist egenteiliger Ansicht. Er sagt dem Schauspieler: C9C 
Tavrenti ist ein Bauer und muß schwer arbeiten bei Aniko. Seine Hände sind schwer von 
der Arbeit. Ei- kann nicht mit den Händen reden, sie liegen auf seinen Knieen. ' 

Hans Bunge. Der kaukasisclie AretaeKrets, cuary ot a procluction, 4 June 1954, BBA 945/73-14. 
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of the house were to be illustrated graphically by showing that he had the right to the 

best pieces of meat! 90 Furthermore, in those moments when Lavrenti finds himself in a 

position of financial power, such as when he organises Grusha's marriage by making 

the business deal with her future mother-in-law, the actor was to display the character's 

initiative and confidence. 91 Lavrenti's actions and Haltungen were moulded into vivid 

displays of social inscription. 

This is not to suggest that gestic acting at the Berliner Ensemble involved the 

total exclusion of behaviour closely related to purportedly innate physical instincts, 

such as sexual desire. Brecht acknowledged in his theory that there were behavioural 

elements outside the realm of social determination. In 'The Borders of Non- 

Aristotelian Drama' c. 1938 Brecht refers to aspects of reality that cannot be 

influenced. 92 And in a later discussion held during the Katzgraben rehearsal period and 

titled 'What Are Our Actors Doing? ', Brecht in the guise of persona 'B. ' states that 

there are qualities outside those linked to social class. However, he goes on to confirm 

the statement made by his dialogue partner, Peter Palitzsch, that Brechtian actors are 

concerned only with those behaviours that are illuminated through the class struggle, 

for these are the ones it is imperative to understand, if society is to be changed. 93 

In the depiction of Lavrenti and Aniko's relationship, biological determinants 

such as the role of sexual attraction are by no means totally suppressed. However, they 

are presented mainly in terms of their relation to economic structures. When the mask 

for Aniko was under discussion. ) Brecht made it quite clear that he did not want to 

create an image of witch-like sharpness but one which complemented the softness and 

fullness already being created by the actress during rehearsal. Brecht felt that this more 

voluptuous image better conveyed the fact that Aniko had power over Lavrenti not only 

financially but sexually: 'We have to have a mixture of her "wearing the trousers"' 

because she owns the money and her femininity, which she also brings into play'. 94 

9()Hans Bunge, Der kaltkasische Kreidekreis, diary of a production, 17 February 1954, BBA 944/87. 
9'Hans Bunge, 19 November 1953, BBA 976/66. 

Z:, 92Brecht, 'Grenzen der Nichtaristotelischen Dramatik', c. 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 393. 
93Brecht, 'Was machen ei, --entlich unsere Schauspieler? '. 1953, BFA, vol. 25, p. 449. 
94 Wir müssen eine Mischung haben zwischen den Hosen, die sie an hat, indem sie das Geld 

besitzt - und ihrer Weiblichkeit, die sie ebenfalls einsetzt. 
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Brecht's focus here is not sexual determination so much as the way sexuality is used by 

Aniko to secure and maintain a particular socio-economic power relation. As the 

development of Aniko and Lavrenti's Grundhaltung confirms, Brecht's theatre did 

incorporate biological determinants, such as sexual instinct and the need for material 

comforts in the form of food and shelter. However, gestic acting focuses on the 

alterable social structures which control the biological subject's realisation of its 

material needs rather than unalterable realities. As Elizabeth Wright cogently puts it, 

Brecht's Gestus is employed to show 'how relations of production determine our social 

relations where we believe them to be at their most "natural"'. 95 

2.3 Gestus as Cultural Gesture 

As all the instances of gestic practice given in the documentation exemplify, 

Brecht creates a theatre where the entire body externalises responses to the historically 

specific situation. Brecht and his co-workers continued to blur the distinction between 

Gestus and Gestik because they regarded physical gestures as the highly visible and 

tangible site of the significant and typical. The result was a practice characterised by 

total body movement rather than a focus on facial expression and the treatment of 

gesture as socially encoded. 

Brecht used the term Gestus intensively in conjunction with acting practice 

when he and the actor Laughton were working on Galileo. Not only did Brecht have to Z: ) 

induct Laughton into gestic acting, he had also to proceed by way of gesture as neither 

could fluently speak the other's language. In his explanation of this translation 

process, Brecht's terminology exemplifies an oscillation in meaning between Gestus 

and Gestik: 

We needed such broadly ramified studies, because he spoke not a word 
of German and we had to decide the Gestus of each piece of dialogue by 
my acting it all in bad English or even in German and his then acting it 
back, always in a different way, in proper English.... This system of 
performance -and- repetition had one immense advantage in that 
psychological discussions were almost entirely avoided. Even the most 
fundamental gestures, such as Galileo's way of observing, or his 

Hans Bunge, 12 June 1954, BBA 945/87. 
95EIizabeth Wright, Postmodern Brecht: A Re-presentation (London: Routledge, 1989), p. 20. 

L- 
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showmanship, or his craze for pleasure were established in three 
dimensions by actual performance.... We were forced to do what 
competent translators should do too: to translate gestures. For language 
is theatrical in so far as it primarily expresses the mutual behaviour of 
the speakers. (For the 'arias', as has been described, we brought in the 
author's own Gestus, by observing the writers of the Bible or 
Shakespeare in their lyric passages. )96 

The interchangeability of the terms is due to the fact that Brecht regarded gestures 

themselves as socially significant Haltungen. 

Gestures are also clearly associated with a freedom from the clutches of the 

psychological. This preferencing of the sociological over the psychological is manifest 

in the treatment of facial expression not only in theory but in practice. Mimik is not 

excluded from gestic acting but is often used in a different way, as a vehicle for the 

expression of socialised behaviour. One recurring feature of the discussion of facial 

expression during Ensemble rehearsals was the focus on a person's gaze as the site 

which displayed their response to another and on the way this response reflected social 

class. For example, in the 1950 production of The Private Tutor gaze was employed to 

delineate the social status and attitude of Count Wermuth and of the Maid who ushers 

him into Major von Berg's home. After announcing the Count's arrival in an 

impassioned tone, the actress playing the Maid was to show her character's inability to 

remove her eyes from this elegant phenomenon. The gaze was one of several gestures 

designed to show the Maid's behaviour as illustrative of a typical passive response 

within the working class: her blind admiration for the aristocratic elite reflected a 

devoted rather than rebellious attitude [see Plate 1, i]. 97 Later in the same scene 

attention was drawn to the gaze of the Count as the embodiment of his social function: 

at the moment when uproar broke out over the revelation of the pregnancy of the 

Major's daughter, the Count was depicted as surveying the tumult in the household 

through a lorgrion. greedily observing every scandalous detail. The actor had to show 

that the Count's eyes were trained for this sort of occasion and so did not miss anything 

96Brecht, 'Aufbau einer Rol1c: Laughtons Galilei. Vorwort', 1947-8, BFA, vol. 25, pp. 11-12. See also r-I 
Brecht, BT, pp. 165-166. 
97Peter Palitzsch , Der Hojineisier rehearsal notes, 28 February 1950, BBA 1566/6. 



Plate 1, i The Maid's gaze, The Private Tutor, Berlin 1950. 
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of the battle. 98 These eyes reflected not the soul of a psyche but habit born of social 

conditioning [see Plate 1, ii]. In the case of both the Maid and the Count the face is 

treated as a blank sheet to be written upon by society. 

Gestic acting entails a focus on gesture as the reflection of cultural ritual, class 

custom, milieu and social function. Productions directed by Brecht are invariably 

dominated with motivic traditional gestures which indicate Haltungen specific to certain 

cultures and historical periods, such as bowing and doffing of hats. It is hard to find a 

production in which Brecht did not pay careful attention to the type and manner of a 

bow! At the Galileo rehearsals Brecht was keen to make clear distinctions between 

church and court bows based on background research. 99 In The Private Tutor 

production the lead actor's experimentation with the old code of bowing prevalent in the 

eighteenth century became a central gestic motiv, one that is often referred to by critics 

when discussing the Gestus concept. 100 The tutor's increasingly exaggerated 

obsequious bow in the presence of his employers and class superiors (which 

anticipated his act of self-castration at the play's end) was a vivid defarniliarising effect 

which drew attention to the production's commentary on the acquiescence of German 

intellectuals to hierarchical dictatorships. 

A hat-doffing ritual was another type of gestic motiv used in Ensemble 

productions for similar purposes. In the Puntila production it helped to materialise the 

vulnerable situation of the working class in the hands of a landowner. The actors 

playing the role of labourers who are brought by a drunken Puntila to his estate, 

without a contract, but with the understanding that they will be given work, initially 

held their caps in their hands as an expression of humble subservience. The moment 

Puntila took himself off to the sauna and closed the door behind him, the workers 

whipped their hats back on, only to repeat the whole process when Puntila reopened the 

door just a chink before finally closing it shut. Given that going into the sauna is the 

98Egon Monk, Der HQfineiswr. rehearsal notes, BBA 1567/54. 
"Leben des Galilet, transcription of tape-recorded rehearsal, 15 January 1956, BBA 2190/241-242. 
lOOJohn Rouse, 'Brecht and the Contradictory Actor', Theatre Journal, vol. 36, no. 1 (1984), 31-34; Sarah 
Bryant-Bertail, 'Gestic Writin-g- and the True-Real Body in "Der Hofmeister"', paper delivered at the Eighth 
Symposium of the International Brecht Society (Auic, 

5sburg, December 1991), pp. 9-10. 



Plate 1, H Count Wermuth surveys the scene thrOLIgh his loranon, The 
Private Tutor. 
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beginning of a process in which Puntila becomes increasingly sober and less inclined to 

employ new workers, the hat-doffing ritual becomes a display of helpless and 

routinised servitude. 10 1 

According to the performance documentation, Brecht's theatre was a place 

where the characters' gestures were regarded as a tangible display of social imprint. 

This in turn explains why Brecht continued to use the terms Gestus and Geste 

interchangeably, even after he had developed a very specific meaning for Gestus. The 

theatre work also adds another perspective to the issue of Brecht's distinction between 

Gestus and 'social Gestus', suggesting that, as in the case of Galileo's bow to the 

Cardinal Inquisitor, the distinction was a product of Brecht's aesthetic and pedagogical 

desire to highlight the typical rather than a transgression of the Marxist premise that 

social being determines existence. While Giorgio Strehler has pointed out that the 

notion of Gestus is at bottom not an aesthetic but a sociological one, Brecht's work 

with actors testifies that it was an indivisible mixture of both. 102 The performance 

practice also confirms that Gestus most definitely entailed both illustrative and 

emotionally expressive gesture - from Frau GroBmann's derogatory gesturing with 

regard to the villagers' potatoes to Hermann's angry turning out of his trouser pockets 

to his foster parents - with the proviso, however, that such gestures could be displayed 

forcefully as the product of historically specific social relations. Nevertheless, the 

treatment of male-female relations suggests that Brecht did on occasion suppress some 

aspects of human experience, such as psychosexual behaviour, in order to foreground 

what he regarded as the socially significant political and economic determinants of 

behaviour. The suppression methods varied from exclusion, in the case of Mitteldrider, 

to the subordination of sexual to economic determinants in the relationship between 

Lavrenti and Aniko. In doing so Brecht provided a challenge to bourgeois theatre's 

lOlHerr Puntila und sem Knecht Matti, rehearsal notes by Berliner Ensemble co-workers, 23 October 1951, 
BBA 1599/87. A similar hats-off routine was choreographed for the scene in The Private Tutor where the 
Major's daughter Gustchen niakes a half-hearted attempt to drown herself. When she does not respond to her 
father's pleas after he 11', IS I-eSCLIed her from the water the bystanders, presuming she is dead, remove their 
headgear. The hats fly back inirnediately when they discover that she has merely fainted. Given that 
Gustchen was portrayed ýis ýi No Li ng upper middle-class woman, torn between her sexual desires and class rules, 
perhaps the gestural play wiith this clich6 of respect for the dead can be interpreted as a showing of the 
routinised nature of mourning, for societal victims. See Egon Monk, BBA 1567/58. 
102See Giorgio Strehler as quoted in Rouse, op. cit., p. 31 
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hegemonic emphasis on psychological individual expression and the autonomous 

subject, giving prominence instead to neglected social gestures, such as those 

emanating from the character's role in the division of labour. However, in those 

instances where Brecht effected this new prioritisation by eliding or downplaying some 

psychophysiological experiences, he tended to reinforce the bourgeois distinction 

between a private and public realm of experience - merely reversing the focus - rather 

than promoting their dialectical interplay. 103 

Just a New Name for an Old Idea? 

3.1 'Theatrical Theatre' and/or a Unique Marxist Aesthetic? 

According to both theory and practice, Gestus is a concept central to Brecht's 

Marxist approach to characterisation and acting. And yet the term has been explained 

repeatedly as merely a new title for a long history of 'theatrical theatre' in which 

characters' attitudes are given vivid physical expression. Rather than being indicative ZD 

of obtuseness on the part of the critics, this response is attributable, again, to Brecht's 

polysemic use of the term. It can be related to the way Brecht employs Gestus, in 

accordance with Latin usage, to denote the gestures which give effect to oratory. This Z: ) 

approach comes into play when he speaks of Gestus as entailing deictic compositional 

devices or rhetorically effective language and gesture. Critics have been quick to point 

out that Brecht is not the first to have aimed for the rhetorically effective expression of 

attitude, something he himself confirms. The use of the term to mean either rhetorical 

gesture and socially nieaningful. bearing, while perhaps true to the complexity of the 

concept, has contributed not only to its obscurity but to the deflection of attention away 

from the uniqueness and centrality of Gestus to Brecht) s work. 

Commentaries on Gestus in the past, particularly in the English language, have 

often been characterised by an uncertainty about whether Gestus is a novel Marxist 

aesthetic or simply a new name for 'theatrical theatre'. In his study of Brecht's work 

103See Fowler, op-cit.. p. 29 on Brecht's reinforcement of this distinction. 
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and its relation to behaviourism, Rosenbauer makes some pertinent comments about the 

links between Gestus and Brecht's Marxist aesthetic but then decides that, for all 

Brecht's emphasis on the 'gestic principle' as fundamental to his drama, the term 

appears to be only a new name for an old thing: 'theatrical theatre'. He concludes by 

explaining that any drama which uses the full capabilities of the actor and does not 

reduce the performer to a talking head will present behaviours, will be gestic. 104 

Patterson is even more certain that Gestus is not new but forms the basis of all acting. 

He describes it as simply a term used by Brecht 'when he wished to emphasise the 

communicative role of the actor in preference to his expressive role'. 105 Needle and 

Thomson's response is typified by greater uncertainty. On the one hand they note that 

Gestus, with its 'association of gesture and attitude brings us close to the centre of 

Brecht's performance theories', and, on the other, they emphasise the imprecision of 

Brecht's own definitions: 

Many of the contexts in which Brecht employs the word Gestus suggest 
that it is no more than a new title for an old thing, for that intuitive grasp 
of an idea in action which carries that idea from the lyric to the dramatic 
mode. Such intuition belongs to all great dramatists and all great 
actors. 106 

Confronted with the polysernic shifts they decide 'it is wiser to abandon Gestus short 

of definition' and turn to Brecht's practice to explore 'how the word was used by the 

actors who worked with him'. 107 Interestingly, they do not actually go on to explore 

the usage of the ivord in practice but of the concept - as well as they were able to 

interpret it - and so the issues surrounding its usage are side-stepped. 

Willett displays a similar ambivalence when he positions Gestus as a central part 

of Brecht's doctrine and then goes on to play down its uniqueness. The downplaying 

is evident even in his well-known Gestus definition: 

104Rosenbauer, op. cit., p. 72. 
105Michael Patterson, The Revolution in German Theatre 1900-1933 (Boston Mass. and London: Routledge 

and Kegan Paul, 1981). pp. 178-179. 
106Jan Needle and Peter Thomson, Brecht (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1981), p. 124. 
107ibid. 
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It is at once gesture and gist, attitude and point: one aspect of the relation 
between two people, studied singly, cut to essentials and physically or 
verbally expressed. It excludes the psychological, the subconscious,, 
the metaphysical unless they can be conveyed in concrete terms. 108 

A useful starting point, this pithy definition nevertheless fails to distinguish fully 

Brecht's work from other types of 'theatrical theatre' for it does not allude to the 

essential role of the Marxist interpretation of human relations. Moreover, only a few 

pages later Willett reduces Gestus to a 'mock-scientific term for what Mr Auden calls 

"those aspects which individuals reveal to each other through their deeds, their words 

and their looks"'. 109 Even in Pia Kleber's relatively recent commentary Gestus is 

presented simply as the 'language' of the theatre, the pre-eminence of physicalised 

attitude over the spoken word. I 10 

The reduction of Gestus to the expression of Haltungen and social relations 

through stage action is not surprising given the way Brecht often describes theatre per 

se in a manner that makes it appear indistinguishable from his brand of gestic theatre: 

Theatre requires an emphasis on the gestic.... Whoever compares the 
ballads in a play with those in a book will see that in the former a quite 
specific Grundlialtung is always expressed, a type formulates itself, a 
theatre scene takes place. III 

It is in Brecht's definitions of gestic language where Gestus is most frequently reduced 

to a traditional didactic of rhetorical technique employed for the purpose of vividly 

clarifying Haltungen: 

It must be remernbered that my major work was done for the theatre; I 
was always thinking of actual delivery. And for this delivery ... I had 
worked out a very specific technique. I called it 'gestic). 
This meant that the language must entirely follow the Gestus of the 
person speaking. Let me give an example. The sentence in the Bible 
'pluck out the eye that offends thee' is based on a Gestus - that of 
commanding - but it is not entirely gestically expressed, as 'that offends 

108John Willett, The Theatre of Bei-tolt Brecht, third ed. (London: Methuen, 1967), p. 175. 
1091bid., p. 187. 
I IOPia Kleber, 'Introduction', in Pia Kleber and Colin Visser (eds. ), Re-interpreting Brecht: His Influence on 
Contemporat- 

,v 
Di-alna and Filin (Carnbridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), p. 25. 

11 lBrecht. j0ber die Ncuýwl'l, tgc dcr Villon-Nachdichtunc, von K. L. Ammer]', 1930, BFA, vol. 21, p. 429. 
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thee' has a furthcr Gestus which remains unexpressed, namely that of 
explanation. 112 

Brecht goes on to comment that Luther's version 'if thine eye offends thee, pluck it out' 

is a more gestic expression since it contains three full Haltungen complete with 

indications as to the way they should be performed: 

The first clause contains an assumption, and its peculiarity and special 
quality can be fully expressed by the tone of voice. Then there is a little 
pause of bewilderment, and only then the devastating advice. 113 

Here Gestus takes on the quality of what Tracy categorises as 'compositional Gestus, 

those placed in the service of lively, forceful, and compelling expression'. 114 And as 

Brecht points out in his i-eference to Luther, non-Marxists have been using these sort of 

techniques to express attItUdes down the ages. 

The composers Kurt Weill and Hanns Eisler, who are amongst those in 

Brecht's circle to use the term frequently, also tend to define it as a traditional 

compositional device. Kurt Weill's article 'Concerning the Gestic Character of Music" 

1929, the first description of Gestus to be published, focuses on the way a composer 

can create a Grundgestits 'which prescribes a definite attitude for the actor and 

eliminates any doubt or iiiisunderstanding about the respective incident', especially 

through the 'rhythmic fixing of the text' which involves the notation of 'the accents of 47) 

language, the distribution of short and long syllables, and above all, pauses'. 115 

According to Weill, gestic music is not a new concept and can be found 'wherever an 

incident relating men to one another is presented musically in a naive manner', such as 

in 'the recitatives of Býich's Passions, in Mozart's operas, in Fidelio ..., and in the 

compositions of Offenbach and Bizet'. 116 Eisler maintains that gestic music simply 

112 Brecht, 'Ober reimlose Lyrik mit unregelmdBigen Rhythmen', March 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 359- 
360. See also Brecht, 'Ober die gestische Sprache in der Literatur' from 'Buch der Wendungen', c. 1934, BFA, C- 

vol. 18 (1995), pp. 78-79 and Brecht, BT, pp. 116-117. 
113Brecht, 'Ober reirnlose Lynk mit unregelmdBigen Rhythmen', p. 360. See also Brecht, BT, p. 117. L- t! l 

114Gordon L. Tracy, "'Das Gcstische" and the Poetry of Brecht', in Michael S. Batts and Marketa Goetz 
Stankiewicz (eds. ), Essa 

" vs on German Literature (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1968), p. 225. 
115Kurt Weill, 'Ober den gestischen Charakter der Musik', David Drew (ed. ), Kurt Weill: Ausgewdhlte 
Schriften (Frankfurt on Main: SLjhrkamp, 1975), p. 42. See also, Kim H. Kowalke, Kurt Weill in Europe 
(Ann Arbor: UMI Research Prcss, 1979), pp. 492-493. 
1 16ibid. 
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'co-produces the behaviour of the singer and of the listener' and has cited a recitative in 

Bach's St John's Passion as one of Brecht's favourite demonstrations of gestic 

Music. 117 These descriptions of Gestus as simply the creation and fixing of attitudes 

through compositional techniques are in line with Brecht's comments on gestic delivery 

as in the example given above. He too, pointed to musical precedents, referring 

especially to Mozart's Don Giovanni which he believed was a fine example of how 

music could express human manners, particularly socially important Haltungen such as 

cleverness, politeness, servility and so on. 118 

Although Weill was the first to publish this description of Gestus as a 

compositional method for fixing Haltungen, it remains disputed as to whether he was 

the first to conceive the term. According to Eisler, Brecht used the word with regard to 

music as early as 1924.119 Kowalke links its emergence to the period when Brecht 

began to stop publicly performing and writing the music for his songs, which meant he 

had less control over their interpretation. 120 Neither the attempt to illustrate 

attitudes/comportments nor the desire to provide verse and dialogue which already 

contains within it stage directions as to the manner of its performance is limited to the 

realm of Marxist theatre. As Garrett Epp has pointed out, 'gestic writing' when defined 

as 'any attempt by a playwright to direct or control the action on-stage through 

dialogue' is characteristic of medieval plays with their highly demonstrative and deictic 

language which directs 'attention to significant on-stage objects, persons, or events' 

and 'defines necessary gestures and movements'. 121 While Epp notes that medieval 

drama 'rarely if ever deals with the sort of complex social relations that interested 

Brecht"] 22 his tendency to regard Gestus mainly as entailing a formal technique and 

artistic control strategy shows how Brecht's Gestus definitions do not always 

communicate the 'red thread'. 

II 7Hans Bun, -c 
in discussion with Hanns Eisler, Fragen Sie mehr iiber Brecht: Hanns Eisler im Gesprdch 

(Munich: Rogner and Bernhard, 1972), p. 27. See also Fowler, op. cit., p. 48. 
118Brecht, 'Ober Bohnenmusik', c. spring 1943, BFA, vol. 23, pp. 21-22. 
119Bunge, Fragen Sie mehr iiber Brecht: Hanns Eisler im Gespriich, pp. 26-27. 
120Kim H. Kowalke, 'Brecht and music: theory and practice', in Thomson and Sacks (eds. ), op. cit., p. 226. 
l2lGarrett P. J. Epp, 'Visible Words: The York Plays, Brecht, and Gestic Writing', Comparative Drama, vol. 
24, no. 4 (1990-9 1), p. 290. 
122ibid., p. 292. 
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Not only is the concept of vividly physicalising attitudes and relations 'old hat'; 

even the use of the term Gestus to denote such an activity has a precedent in German 

theatre. Willett has pointed out that Lessing used the term as something distinct from 

gesture in his Hamburger Drainaturgie. 123 Under the entry for 12 May 1767, Lessing 

coins the phrase 'individual ising Gestus' and describes it as involving the illumination 

through carefully selected gesture of the relations which exist, and go unnoticed by the 

'less sharp-witted spectator', between the general and the particular, between morality 

and the everyday world. 124 Here the definition comes very close to that in Brecht's 

notes on The Mother where Brecht insists that the interest of the spectator must be 

directed towards the behaviour of the characters through significant and typical Gestus. 

However, the two practitioners have very different notions about what constitutes the 

'significant'. According to the example Lessing provides -a dialogue between the 

young Olint and the old man Evander - Lessing is interested in abstract truths 

concerning, for instance, the respective attitudes of youth and age towards fate and 

future. Olint speaks optimistically of the future and divine justice while Evander is 

more pessimistic and more aware of the limitations of his own pessimism. Lessing 

describes how the actor playing Evander can realise the 'individualising Gestus' by 

accompanying the line 'Age torments itself' with a shrug of the shoulders, to express 

acknowledgement of his own weaknesses, and by bringing his arms to his chest to 

indicate that Evander is speaking out of personal experience. 125 Evander's deictic 

gestures must clearly demonstrate that he is the particular representative of the general 

attitude of age. Lessing's notion of the morally significant is tied up with abstract 

truths which are not soc i o-historic ally specific. 

3.2 Gist and Gesture: A Central Principle 

Obviously, the forceful and energetic expression of behaviour and attitude 

through clarifying geswre plays a key role in Brecht's theatre. Yet the uniqueness of t) In 

123Brecht, BT. p. 42. 
124Gotthold Ephraim LessHig. Gcsalninelte Werke, vol. 2. ed. Wolfgang Stammler (Munich: Hanser, 1959), 

p. 347. 
125ibld., p. 348. 
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Gestus lies not here but in the combination of such gesture with a Marxist gist, a 

particular interpretation of behaviour and social relations. In his comparison of 

Brecht's social Gestus and Shakespeare's use of iconic scenes, Richard Snyder argues 

there is striking resemblance in these non-verbal strategies both at the level of gist and 

gesture. He attributes the points of contact to an unexpected 'affinity of social values 9 

between the Elizabethan and Marxist which he describes as 'their shared affirmation of 

the dependence of individual identity and well-being on larger social stiructures'. 126 

Yet Snyder's comparison is based on the tenuous reduction of social Gestus merely to 

an emphasis on 'stylized gestures to illustrate social relationships'. 127 Such a broad 

definition fails to capture the peculiarity of Brecht's notion. 

Any precedents for the Brechtian Gestus would have to be located in the realm 

of socialist or Marxist theatre. This is Brooker's approach when he draws attention to 

the fact that 'arguments for a gestic style of acting had been gaining currency in 

different left theatre groups M the 1920s'. Brooker refers to Piscator's call for a form 

of stylised theatre, with basic gestures as in Japanese theatre, and to Meyerhold's 

technique of 'stylisation', involving the employment of every means of expression to 

reveal the inner synthesis of that period or phenomenon. 128 Meyerhold's emphasis on 

the 'emploi', either a typical gesture or a mask-like facial expression of a social type, tý 

and his interest in 'verbal gesture' certainly bear comparison with Brecht's description 
C) 

of the actor's blank face ready for (social) inscription and gestic speech. 129 Brooker's 

caution against regarding Gestus as Brecht's 'personal theory and prerogative' is 

indeed valid, especially given Brecht's 'openly acknowledged' collaborative (or 
Z7ý 

magpie) way of proceeding. Yet while a comparison of early twentieth-century Marxist 

theatre would no doubt illuminate precedents for a gestural Marxist approach to acting, 

it would not detract from the uniqueness of Brecht's version, a uniqueness which rests 

126Richard Snyder, 'Brecht's "Social Gestures" and Shakespeare's "Talking Pictures"', Shakespeare 
Jahrbuch, vol. 121 (1985), p. 161. 
1 27ibid. 
128Peter Brooker, Bertolt Brecht: Dialectics, Poetry, Politics (London and New York: Croom Helm, 1988), 

pp. 54-55. 
129Edward Braun, The Theatre of Ah, verhold (London: Eyre Methuen, 1979), p. 97; Robert Leach, Vsevolod 
Meverhold (Cambridgc: Canibridge University Press, 1989), p. 76. 
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on a prolonged experimentation, ranging over more than twenty five years at the level 

of both theory and practice, with a specific polyseme and its meanings. 

Not only is the polyserne Gestus in all its complexity a unique phenomenon, it 

is a key organisatory principle in Brecht's theatre. Until recently this centrality has not 

been explored, in part because Gestus has been very much in the shadow of more 

accessible terms and coherent concepts, such as 'epic theatre' and the defamiliarisation 

effect (V-effect). This in spite of the fact that Brecht regarded Gestus as the crucial 

subject-matter and interpretative approach to which the likes of the V-effect were 

subordinate: 'The purpose of the V-effect is to defamiliarise the social Gestus which 

underlies all events'. 130 In his recent work Das gestische Prinzip (The Gestic 

Principle), the first comprehensive exploration of Gestus, Hans Martin Ritter argues 

that Gestus is not merely a technique but a central structural principle and one through 

which the interrelation of other elements in Brecht's theatre, such as the notion of the 

socially significant type, the V-effect and realism, can be demonstrated. 131 The 

illumination of the way Gestus synthesises these key elements and other factors - such 

as Brecht's emphasis on dialectics, is one of the focal projects of the historical 

reconstruction undertaken in this thesis. 

Heinze traces Brecht's shift towards a gestic principle back to Brecht's work in 

the early 1920s. He defines this principle as involving an accent on clarity and 

rationality, on a unifying link between concept and gesture (gesture in the broadest 
C) 

sense of any material sign in the theatre) and on a vivid portrayal of character through 

his/her relation to others. According to Heinze, the emergence of the gestic principle 

was precipitated by Brecht's irritation with established theatre, expressed particularly in 

his early theatre reviews. On the one hand Brecht criticised this theatre's lack of control 

over the production of meaning(s), decrying it as a theatre typified by emotional 

effusion and randomly selected props, costumes and other 'gestures). On the other 

hand he ridiculed its total orientation around the 'great strong' individual. Heinze lists 

IMBrecht, 'Kurze Beschreibung einer neuen Technik der Schauspielkunst, die einen Verfremdungseffekt 
hervorbringt', p. 646. See also Brecht, BT, p. 139. 
13 1 Ritter, op. cit., p. 7. 
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Brecht's anti-heroes Baal and Kragler as early exemplifications of a rebellion against 

such characterisations of the individual. 132 Brecht's desire to create meaningful 
illustrations of social relations through vivid gesture is clearly expressed in his pre- 
Marxist work on the production The Life of Edward II of England 1924. According to 

rehearsal documentation, there were numerous instances in which Brecht became 

impatient with actors when they performed gestures in a peremptory fashion. For 

example, during the rehearsal of the scene where Baldock betrays his friend, Edward 

the King, through the simple deceptive act of the handing over of a handkerchief, 

Brecht stopped the actor Hans Schweikart, protesting 'Not that way! '. Brecht 

explained: 

Baldock is a traitor ... 
You must demonstrate the behaviour of a traitor. 

Baldock goes about the betrayal with friendly outstretched arms, 
tenderly and submissively handing (Edward) the cloth with broad, 
projecting gestures ... 

The public should note the behavior of a traitor 
and thereby pay attention! 133 

Here Brecht insists on the clear showing of the Haltung of a traitor, though according 

to the description given above, he did not expand any further on the socio-econornic 

significance of this gestui-e. The gestic principle at this stage is emergent rather than 

fully fledged, yet to be galvanised by the post- 1926 Marxist gist or 'red thread' of the 

Gestus concept. 

In Brecht's later theory, heeding the Gestus is repeatedly presented as the 

central organisatory principle for the playwright, the director and the perfonner. Brecht 

claims it is the task of the writer to ensure that language strikingly presents the Gestus 

of the speaker: 'what must have influenced our dramatists the most was the adjustment 

of language to the gestic, a development of greatest importance'. 134 The work of the 

Brechtian playwright and director on the fable is characterised by the task of creating 

and arranging gestic incidents and an understanding of the Grundgestus of each event: 

132Heinze, op. cit.. pp. 99,100-101,104,136-137,146,149,151,162. 
133Bernhard Reich, Irn Wculatil' mit der Zeit' as translated and quoted in W. Stuart McDowell, 'Actors on 
Brecht: The Munich Years', The Drama Review, vol. 20, no. 3 (1976), p. 113. 
134Brecht. ' [Tiefstand der Spriclihchandluncr]', 1937, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 312. Z- 
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Richard Gloster woos the widow qf his victim. By means of a chalk 
circle the real mother is discovered. God wagers a bet with the devilfor 
the soul of Doctor Faustus. Woyzeck buys a cheap knife in order to kill 
his wife. 135 

For Brecht, Gestus is the key to a unified production: he warns those 'incapable of 

grasping the Grundgestus of a play' that they will 'arrive at performances whose form 

is no longer the form of their content'. 136 Another aspect of the gestic principle crucial 

to the interpretative approach is the Gesamtgestus ['entire or overall Gestus'] of a play 

or performance which includes the Haltung of the author towards the public 

(instructive, provocative, objective, subjective), the Haltung of the writer's era and of 

the epoch in which the play is set (are the author and characters representative? ), and 

the type and genre of the work (a parable, a description). 137 

But there is no one for whom Gestus is more central in terms of both 

interpretative strategies and corporeal involvement than the performer. In Brecht's 

commentary on the gestic acting of Peter Lorre in the 1931 Man is Man production, the 

first description of Gestus in historical performance, he notes that the analysis and 

presentation of the character's speeches was oriented entirely around 'the Gestic'. 138 

According to the 'Short Organum' all aspects of the actor's craft including 'bodily 

disposition/attitudes, intonation, and facial expression' must be 'determined by a social 

Gestus'. 139 A major hallmark of Brechtian acting - the splitting of the stage figure into 

fictional character, human actor and critical demonstrator - is itself closely tied to 

Brecht's emphasis on the actor's Gestus of astonishment towards the world of the play 

and on the Gestus of showing. 140 With its focus on demonstrating socially significant 

Haltungen, Brechtian acting is in essence gestic acting. 

135Brecht, 'Kleines Organon für das Theater', p. 92. 
136 Außerstande, den Grundgestus eines Stückes, alt oder neu, zu erfassen, kommen sie zu 

Aufführungen, deren Form nicht mehr die Form ihres Inhalts ist. 
Brecht, 'Falsche Darstellungen neuer Stücke', 1951, BFA, vol. 23, pp. 166-167. 
137Brecht, 'Über den Gestus', c. 1951, BFA, vol. 23, pp. 188-189. 
138Brecht, 'Anmerkungen zurn Lustspiel "Mann ist Mann-, pp. 47-50. C- 139Brecht, 'Kleines Organon für das Theater', p. 89. See also Fowler, op. cit., p. 35 and Brecht, BT, p. 198- 
140Brecht, 'Rollenstudiuni', c. 1939, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 601; 'Kurze Beschreibung einer neuen Technik der 
Schauspielkunst, dic cinen Vci-i'i-emdun-set'fekt hervorbringt', p. 641, 'Kleines Organon für das Theater', p. 
84. 
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Brecht has been promoted as the first theatre practitioner to explore fully the 

implications of the belief that social being determines consciousness. 141 Gestus is 

central to this endeavour and partakes of its uniqueness, providing one of the first and 

most potent alternatives to the bourgeois individualist theatre and its tradition of 

excluding socially significant gestures. The nature and centrality of the concept has 

been obscured by a number of socio-historical factors. On Brecht's part there are the 

inconsistencies within his writings attributable to both their developmental and 

fragmentary nature and the poet's penchant for polysemes! In addition there are traces 

of a struggle to complete the shift from bourgeois individualist to Marxist gesture, 

manifest in Brecht's ambivalence about the relation between 'private' and 'social' 

gestures and his non-dialectical suppression of certain instances of psychophysiological 

phenomena. Inconsistencies in Brecht's usage of the term and concept have been 

magnified by ambivalent responses from critics, one typical example being the tendency 

to herald the centrality of Gestus while simultaneously reducing it to 'theatrical theatre' 

or 'stylized gestures to illustrate social relationships'. In the English-speaking world 

there also has been the pfoblem of translation difficulties and the relative inaccessibility 

of historical performance documentation. Exploring the various factors which have 

contributed to the opaqueness of gestic acting together with an historical reconstruction 

of this performance practice sheds some light on why Brecht regarded the cultivation of 

Gestus as the task of modern art and on the potential and parameters of that vision. 

141 Michael Patterson. 'Brecht's lecracy' in Thomson and Sacks (eds. ), op. cit., p. 280. 
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... 
in contrast to people's undertakings and actions 

[gesture] has a fixable beginning and fixable end. 
Indeed, this strict, frame-like, enclosed nature of 
each element of a Haltung which, after all, is as a 
whole in a state of living flux, is one of the basic 
dialectical characteristics of the gesture. 
[Walter Benjamin, 193 Ill 

CHAPTER TWO 

Gestic Acting: Framing the Dialectic 

The description of Gestus in Chapter One as an artistic embodiment of the way 

social being determines consciousness illuminates Brecht's attempts to re-present the 

relation between socio-economic determinants and the individual. Given that this 

emphasis on environmental determinants has much in common with that of the early 

behaviourists, it is not surprising that Gestus has often been regarded as a rejection of 

introspective psychology in favour of a behaviourist model. 2 However, Brecht himself 

maintained an ambivalent attitude towards behaviourism, stressing a wariness of the 

mechanistic overtones of stimulus-response theory and asserting his interest in a 

dialectical interchange between the individual and the environment. In keeping with the 

dialectical materialist assertion that concrete reality is not a static substance but 

comprises a contradictory and dynamic unity of inclusive opposites, 3 Brecht regarded 

humans not only as products but as producers of their society. 

For Walter Benjamin, the first critic to comment on Gestus and gesture and their 

centrality to epic theatre, the link between Gestus and dialectics was a crucial one. 

Benjamin focused less on the issue of gesture and determination and more on the way 

gesture was crucial to an interruptive aesthetic. He spoke of gesture as a frame-like 

discrete entity which interrupts the continuum of living flux, and referred to the way 

gestural elements in epic theatre 'reveal the dialectic at a standstill'. According to his 

lWalter Benjamin, 'Was ist das epische Theater? ', early 1931, in Walter Benjamin Versuche iiber Brecht, ed. 
Rolf Tiedemann (Frankfurt on Main: Suhrkamp, 1966), pp. 9-10. See also Walter Benjamin, Understanding 
Brecht, trans. Anna Bostock (London: Verso, 1973), p. 3. 
2John Willett, The Theatre of Bertolt Brecht, 3rd ed. (London: Methuen, 1967), p. 175; Edward Braun, The 
Director and the Stage: From Naturalism to Grotowski, (London: Methuen, 1982), p. 174. 
3Roy Edgley, 'Dialectical Materialism' and RoY Bhaskar 'Contradictions', in Tom Bottomore (ed. ), A 
Dictionary of Marxist Thought, 2nd ed., (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991), pp. 142-143,109-110. 
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interpretation gestic theatre is dialectical in the very way it establishes the contradictions 

between flow and interruption, flux and stasiS. 4 Benjamin has inspired many critics 

with his insights into Gestus as a tool for creating analytical and dialectical 

performance. 5 

The foRowing chapter addresses both the issue of Gestus and behaviourism and 

that of Benjamin's commentary on Gestus and dialectics. The issues themselves are 

not new to the field of scholarship which explores the links between Brecht's political 

theory and practice. The contribution of this study lies not so much in the focus on 

behaviourism and dialectics as in the way it posits both areas as keys to a central 

tension within the practice of Gestus: the contradiction between flux, or a dialectical 

interaction of opposite forces and the resultant state of continual change, and stasis, the 
. 
r___ 

freezing of a dialectic in the sense either of structural crystallising or of nullifying. 

This contradiction is approached largely through two images drawn from 

Benjamin's critique, those of 'standstill' and 'framing'. These concepts and 'activities' 

are employed in a variety of ways in the separate parts of the chapter. The first part 

deals with the concept of 'standstill' in relation to the issue of detem-fination. Here the 

theory and practice of Gestus is presented as containing a tension between embodying 

Marxist individual/society, mind/matter dialectics and as bringing these dynamic 

oppositional unions to a standstill through an economistic determinism, an approach 

which, in its one-sided emphasis on the determining power of the material base of 

society, suppresses the causal role and efficacy of the cognitive human and the idea of 

direct agency. The connections between economistic and early behaviourist models are 

their mutual tendency towards mechanistic materialism - the reduction of ideas to matter 

- and their (over)emphasis on external determinants of human behaviour. The second 

part focuses on the issue of the interruptive principle and the activity of 'framing'. 

Gestus is presented as involving both a montage of juxtaposed contradictory 

comportments and as a picture-making tendency, a practice of 'framing' and freezing 

4Benjamin, Versuche Uber Brecht, pp. 9-10,19,20-21,27,32-33. 
5See for example, Hansj&gen Rosenbauer, Brecht und der Behaviorismus (Bad Homburg: Gehlen, 1970), p. 
59; Hans Martin Ritter, Das gestische Prinzip (Cologne: Prometh, 1986), pp. 19-21; Patrice Pavis, 
Languages of the Stage (New York: Performing Arts Journal Publications, 1982), p. 43. 
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the dialectical contradictions into a rhetorical tableau. The third part develops the 

analytical aspect of 'framing', relating it to Brecht's interest in 'theatre of the scientific 

age' and examining the tendency of the analytical picture-making impulse to suppress 

some dynamic contradictions. 

While previous discussion of the relation between Gestus, behaviourism and 

dialectics has been limited to the analysis of theory and playtexts, this study explores 

the implications of these relations in terms of theatre practice. This involves broadening 

the discussion of acting to incorporate not only interpretative work and gestural 

business but the role of the director with particular regard to Brecht's emphasis on 

Arrangement (arrangement of groupings and movements in a scene in order to 

illuminate the significant events of the fable)6 and Stellprobe (rehearsal of position). 

The Berliner Ensemble productions of Mother Courage and her Children (1949 and 

195 1) and Puntila and his Servant Matti (1949-50 and 195 1-53) have been selected for 

the purpose of exemplification on the basis of accessibility, subject-matter and clarity. 

Not only are they amongst the best documented Ensemble works in terms of written, 

photographic and filmic re-presentation, 7 but their respective emphases on socio- 

economic contradictions inherent in class struggle and in capitalist warfare provide a 

firin base for the discussion of gestic acting as characterised by the tension between 

dialectical and economistic tendencies. Furthermore, Puntila elucidates the important 

links between Gestus and Chaplinesque comedy, the latter involving a type of 

characterisation which carries traces of both dialectic and behaviourist models. And 

Brecht's clear written and photographic presentation of Haltung and Arrangement in the 

Mother Courage model book facilitates an analysis of the oscillation between the flux of 

contradictory comportments and the stasis of rationalised. tableaux. 

6For Brecht's definition of Arrangement see, for example: '[Fragen iffier die Arbeit des Spielleiters]', c. 1951, 
BFA, vol. 23, pp. 177-178. See also FN 109. 
7The performances of both plays are well documented in Theaterarbeit and in co-workers' rehearsal notes held 
at the Bertolt-Brecht-Archiv. A film version of Brecht's Mother Courage stage production with Helene 
Weigel in the title role was produced by DEFA Spielfilmstudio in 1960 and in 1993 Alexander and Syberberg 
Filmproduktion released a video Syberberg filmt bei Brecht which consists of silent film version of scenes 
from Puntila made during a live performance in 1953 with Curt Bois in the title role. 
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Mechanistic Behaviourism or Dynamic Dialectics? 

1.1 Gestus and Behaviourism 

Historically the formulation of the Gestus concept coincided not only with 

Brecht's discovery of Marx's Capital but with his introduction to early twentieth- 

century American behaviourism. In 1930 John Watson's Behaviourism appeared in 

German translation8 and, while Brecht at no stage directly mentions this book, it is 

shortly after this date that he begins to refer to Watson and behaviourist psychology. 9 

Although the Marxist Gestus is frequently described in terms of its relation to 

behaviourism, the extent to which Brecht's work displays affinities with behaviourist 

ideas remains a problematical issue-10 On the one hand, numerous parallels can be 

drawn between the two: a materialist and empiricist base; a mutual interest in scientific 

objectivity and the ability to predict and control the environment; and a shared notion of 

human personality as socially conditioned, transient and amenable to change through 

learning. On the other hand, the model presented by the early American and Russian 

behaviourists is extremely mechanistic and tends to suppress the notion or function of 

consciousness in human development. This tendency sits uneasily with the Marxist 

maintenance of 'consciousness' as a concept which plays a crucial part in the moment 

of social intervention or revolution. At the root of the uncertainty about the relationship 

between Brecht's work and behaviourism is the issue of whether Brecht's theatre - his 

theory and practice of Gestus in particular - can be associated with a reductive form of 

economistic determinism or a more sophisticated dialectical Marxism. 

Brecht's written responses to behaviourist psychology provide support both for 

critics who characterise him as a 'Marxist behaviourist' and those who credit the 

8John J. White, 'A Note on Brecht and Behaviourism', Forum for Modern Language Studies, vol. 7, no. 3 
(1971), 251. 
9Brecht, 'Der DreigroschenprozeB: Ein soziologisches Experiment', spring/summer 1931, BFA, vol. 21, p. 
478; 'Vergniigungstheater oder Lehrtheater? ', c. February/March 1935, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 114; 'B 16', from 
'Der Messingkauf', 1939-41, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 714; Brecht, 21 April 1941 in Brecht, Arbeitsjournal, vol. 
1, ed. Werner Hecht (Frankfurt on Main: Suhrkamp, 1973), p. 270; and Brecht in interview with Luth Otto, 
'Interview with an Exile', from Exstrabladet, Copenhagen (20 March 1934), and presented in translation in 
BT, p. 67. If the recording of the interview is accurate, then on this occasion Brecht actually mentioned 
Watson's name. 
IOSee White, op. cit., p. 250; Carl Pietzcker, 'Brechts Verhdltnis zur Psychoanalyse', Amsterdamer Beitrdge 
zur neueren Germanistik, vol. 17 (1983), 296. 
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r mature' Brecht with a break from behaviourism in favour of Marxist dialectics. 11 In 

his first published response to behaviourist psychology, made in 1931, Brecht directs 

criticism not so much towards the mechanistic determinist aspects of behaviourism as 

the way it has been limited by a biological focus and its susceptibility to capitalist 

manipulation: 

Behaviourism is a psychology which stems from the needs of 
commodity production to find methods for influencing the customer. 
That is, an active psychology, the epitome of the progressive and 
revolutionising process. In accordance with its capitalistic function, it 
has limits (the reflexes are biological, only in a few Chaplin films are 
they already social). 12 

One notable feature of this commentary is the way Brecht does not oPenly criticise 

behaviourism in terms of its mechanistic determinist model. At this stage he merely 

points out that biological emphasis must be replaced with a Chaplinesque highlighting 

of social reflexes. How these two types of reflexes are to be distinguished is not 

broached. Here Brecht seems mainly concerned with integrating rather than 

segregating the behaviourist science from the Marxist philosophy. 

Almost a decade later Brecht stated the necessity not only of combining 

behaviourist psychology with a Marxist sociological approach but of incorporating the 

perspective of the subject. In a discussion of the relation between modem theatre and 

science in 1935, he was already highlighting the importance to an epic playwright of 

incorporating 'modem psychology' and of combining it with other disciplines: 

Modem psychology, from psychoanalysis to behaviourism, provides 
me with the knowledge which helps me to reach a totally different 
assessment of a case, especially when I consider the findings of 
sociology and take economics and history into account. You will say: 
but that is complicated. I must reply: that is complicated. 13 

Significantly, under the rubric of 'modern psychology' Brecht includes both 

behaviourism and psychoanalysis. By 1941, Brecht's desire to engage with a 

11 Ritter, op-cit., p. 133; Pavis, op cit., pp. 42-43. 
12Brecht, 'Der Dreigroschenprozeß: Ein soziologisches Experiment', p. 478. See also Brecht, BT, P. 50. 
13Brecht, Wergnügungstheater oder Lehrtheater? ', p. 114. See also Brecht, BT, p. 74. 
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subjective level of characterisation brought him close to criticising behaviourism in 

terms of its mechanistic materialism: 

the crisis in the drama is very deep. it [sic] is a matter of creating rich, 
complex, developing figures - without introspective psychology. the 
normal behaviouristic images are very flat and blurred ... even when 
they include not only biological but also social reflexes, concrete figures 
seldom emerge ... in the same way as c[apitalism] brings about the 
collectivisation of man through deprivation and dis-individualisation, 
and as at first a kind of 'common ownership of nothing' is brought into 
being by c[apitalism], so behaviourist psychology in the first instance 
reflects only society's indifference to the individual, since the individual 
is a mere object. on the other hand the destruction, fragmentation, 
atomisation of the individual psyche is a fact, i. e. if one identifies this 
peculiar lack of a centre in individuals, it is not a result of faulty habits 
of observation. it is just that one is facing new configurations which 
have to be mapped out afresh. even dissolution does not result in 
nothing. in addition to which the frontiers of the individual psyche are 
still clearly visible. even the new configuration reacts and acts 
individually, uniquely, 'unschematically'. 14 

A wariness about mechanistic models is expressed in the way behaviourism is 

described as involving a schematic presentation of the individual as an object. 

What is particularly significant about the above statement is the way it reflects 

Brecht's struggle to forge a new type of characterisation, one which captures the way 

the subject is not only a centreless shifting personality and a 'dis-individualised' object 

in capitalist society but an active subject. Here the description of behaviourism 

suggests that Brecht regarded it, ambivalently, as useful for presenting humans as ever- 

changing objects (of socio-historical forces) and as limited with regard to human 

subjects, complex conscious initiators of action. The ambivalence surrounding 

behaviourism can be related to the ambivalence discussed in Chapter One about whether 

Gestus entailed certain types of 'private' (psychological and physiological) gestures. 

The point of contact is the shared uncertainty about how to approach some areas of 

subjective experience traditionally regarded as springing from or dwelling within a 

largely inaccessible 'inner realm'. 

Brecht's response to psychoanalysis is typical of this uncertainty. As the 

comment on 'modern psychology' from 1935 testifies, Brecht considered 

14Brecht, 21 April 1941 in Brecht, Arbeitsjournal, vol. 1, p. 270; Brecht, Journals 1934-1955, trans. Hugh 
Rorrison and ed. John Willett (London: Eyre Methuen, 1974), p. 143. 
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psychoanalysis - an introspection- oriented study of the subject - as a source of 

understanding for modem theatre practitioners. Yet any sense of genuine interest in 

this field is negated by later theory and practice. For example, in 1944 Brecht praised 

American novelists for replacing introspective psychology with 'behaviourist, 

sociological and experimental psychology'. 15 Here there is no mention of 

psychoanalysis, unless of course it can be assumed that Brecht has incorporated it 

under the umbrella of 'experimental psychology'. In a rigorous analysis of Brecht's 

relationship to psychoanalysis, Carl Pietzcker finds no evidence that Brecht either 

familiarised himself with the discipline or applied any of its tenets to his work. 

Pietzcker concludes that Brecht remained unaware of the ways in which psychoanalysis 

can be combined fruitfully with historical materialism both to raise individual awareness 

of societal and ideological oppression and in the area of mass psychology. Instead of 

creating a hybrid combining psychoanalysis and sociology, Pietzcker argues that Brecht 

continued to pursue sociology in isolation. 16 The ambivalence displayed in Brecht's 

response to behaviourist psychology and in his treatment of psychoanalysis mirrors a 

struggle to create a new approach to characterisation, one which presents the individual 

as environmentally determined - in the sense that their actions are given limits and 

boundaries - without falling into the trap of creating a helpless victim of biological 

reflexes or social conditioning. 

Gestus partakes of this ambivalence through its connection with behaviourism. 

The first reference in the English-speaking world to the links between Gestus and 

behaviourist psychology was made by John Willett. He described Brecht's emphasis 

on showing attitudes or gestures and the way Gestus excluded 'the psychological, the 

subconscious, the metaphysical unless they can be conveyed in concrete terms' as 

closely akin to that of the behaviourists. 17 Willett's analysis of parallels, the shared 

materialist and empiricist base and anti-mentalism, has been expanded by other critics to 

15Brecht, '[Dramatik der großen Stoffe]', c. 1944, BFA, vol. 23, p. 41. 
16Pietzcker, op. cit., p. 289. 
17Willett, The Theatre of Bertolt Brecht, p. 175. 
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incorporate a common preoccupation with objective and rational observation and 

environmentalism. 18 

The materialist emphasis on observable or tangible phenomena is one 

behaviourists and Marxists have in common. Both subscribe to the belief that what a 

person does and how they do it is the key to whom they are. Watson upheld the notion 

that personality was equivalent to the sum of a person's activities. 19 For Marx, a 

person's consciousness was objectified in their acts and products. The mode of 

production was to be regarded not simply as the 'reproduction of the physical existence 

of the individuals' but as 'a definite form of expressing their life': 

As individuals express their life, so they are. What they are, therefore, 
coincides with their production, both with what they produce and with 
how they produce. 20 

While the focus on visible behaviour is mutual, each interprets differently its 

significance in terms of understanding the role of consciousness. Watson reduced 

consciousness to physical processes: visceral responses were to be regarded not as the 

by-products of mental states but as the emotions themselves, while thoughts were 

described as the physical movements involved in speaking to the self, including 

motions of the hands and inner organs and sub-vocal movements of the larynx. 21 For 

Marx, on the other hand, the act of production involved a consciousness which he did 

not reduce to mere matter. 22 Despite this crucial difference both approaches remain 

closely connected in their empiricist rejection of theories, such as idealism, mentalism 

and nativism, which prioritise innate mental states and processes over sensory 

apparatuses in their discussions of what really exists and of the sources of knowledge. 

18See Rosenbauer, op. cit., pp. 59-72 and Reiner Steinweg, Das Lehrstdck (Stuttgart: Metzger, 1972), pp. 
145-150. 
19John B. Watson, Behaviorism (London: Kegan Paul, 1925), p. 220. 
20Karl Marx, The German Ideology, in Karl Marx Selected Writings, ed. David McLellan (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1977), p. 161. 
2lWatson, op. cit., pp. 6,33,191; Steinweg, op. cit., p. 146. 
22Karl Marx, op-cit, p. 127. In his gloss of dialectical materialism, Anthony Quinton describes Marx and 
Engels as repudiating the 'mechanistic account of the relations between events given by standard 
materialism' allowing instead 'that mind, while originating in matter, is distinct in nature from it'. See 
Anthony Quinton, 'Materialism' in Alan Bullock and Stephen Trombley (eds. ), The Fontana Dictionary of 
Modern Thought, 2nd ed. (London: Fontana, 1988), p. 508. 
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Brecht's centralisation of Haltung Ixings gestic acting into close contact with the 

behaviourists' emphasis on visible behaviour. The connection is captured in the 

opening story of the Herr Keuner collection, 'What is wise about the wise man is his 

Haltung' ('Weise am Weisen ist die Haltung'). The tale describes Keuner's response 

to a professor of philosophy who comes to him and claims he has wisdom. After the 

professor has finished his narration Herr Keuner makes a comment that illustrates he 

has not been simply listening to the speaker but intently watching his body language: 

'You sit awkwardly, you speak awkwardly, you think awkwardly'. 23 The philosopher 

is angered by the fact that no attention has been paid to the content of his speech. 

Keuner responds to this accusation by stating that the quality of the philosopher's 

thinking is reflected in his awkward purposeless gait and in the way he talks in a dim 

vague fashion, allowing no moments of brightness or light. When considered in terms 

of its social significance the philosopher's Haltung could be described as the Gestus of 

one who is uneasy about teaching and learning. The story also shows how 

philosophical attitudes consist of behaviour patterns: Keuner's careful observation of 

sensual stimuli - voice tone, gait, posture - is the typical behaviour of the scientific 

materialist, while the philosopher's attention to logos and his estrangement from the 

corporeal is the behaviour of a non-materialist. In terms of the relation between Gestus 

and behaviourism, what the tale particularly illuminates is the similar treatment of 

thought and mental attitudes as observable concrete phenomena. 

Willett's argument that Gestus and behaviourism are related rests on the 

assumption of a mutual concern with concretising gesture: 

With regard to gesticulation [Gestik] ... here it is to be said that 
everything to do with feelings must be externalised, that is, developed 
into a gesture. The actor must find an obvious external expression for 
the emotions of the character, possibly an action which conveys the 
internal events within him. The specific emotion must come forth, must 
emancipate itself so that it can be dealt with on a grand scale. 24 

23Brecht, 'Weise am Weisen ist die Haltung', c. 1930, BFA, vol. 18, p. 13. 
24Brecht, 'Kurze Beschreibung einer neuen Technik der Schauspielkunst, die einen Verfremdungseffekt 
hervorbringt', c. spring 1940, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 645. See also Brecht, BT, p. 139. 
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On first sight it would seem that there is nothing distinctly behaviourist about this 

comment. For a start, the gestural externalisation of emotion is a feature of most 

theatre. More importantly, unlike Watson, Brecht does not regard the physical 

expression of emotion as emotion itself but makes a distinction between the two. 

Generally, Brecht argues for reciprocal influence or a close interweaving rather than the 

collapsing of the two into one. In his theorising about the Lehrstiicke we find him 

commenting on how moods and thought sequences not only precipitate but can be 

caused by Haltungen and gestures: 

Tensing of the neck muscles and holding one's breath are regarded as 
phenomena which accompany anger. However, the tensing of neck 
muscles and holding one's breath can also call forth anger. The transfer 
of the body's weight onto the one leg, keeping the muscles in a 
trembling state, nervous rolling of the eyeballs, etc. can produce fear. 25 

However, on closer scrutiny, the commentary on gestural concretisation of emotion is 

underpinned with emphases shared by the early behaviourists: an insistence on making 

publicly observable and, tied to this, on the idea that what is observable lends itself to 

'treatment', to control and manipulation. 

The observation, analysis and control of the tangible and concrete is the mode 

and realm of the natural sciences. The similarities between the gestic principle and 

science will be discussed in more detail in the third part of this chapter. Here it suffices 

to say that Watson and Brecht rejected systems of belief and knowledge, such as 

religion, metaphysics and introspective psychology, in favour of the disciplines of the 

natural sciences. While the behaviourist Watson and the reflexologist Pavlov were 

devoted to laws of biological behaviour - stimulus-response theory, conditioning, 

motor-neurone habits, etc. - Brecht applied himself to the revelation of social 'laws' or 

tendencies. And the gestic principle, the careful selection of behaviours which vividly 

25Brecht, 'Zur Theorie des Lehrstiicks', c. 1930, BFA, vol. 21, p. 397. The following comment by the actor 
character in a 'Messingkauf' dialogue has a similar flavour: 

I now see thinking just as a way of behaving, and behaving socially at that. It's 

something that the whole body takes part in, with all its senses. 
Brecht, The Messingkauf Dialogues, p. 90; Brecht, '13 87' from 'Der Messingkauf', 1939-41, BFA, vol. 
22.2, p. 753. 
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reveal social law, was central to this project. 26 Many of the behaviourists 9 

physiological laws could be adapted for this purpose. The stimulus-response theory, 

for example, was an attractive model to the extent that it presented personality as 

moulded by environmental forces and thus as fluid and amenable to alteration. 

In a Messingkauf dialogue on the subject of Pavlov's reflexology, Brecht 

observed how the theory could be transplanted into the theatre and used as a tool for 

understanding the ideologically conditioned nature of the audience. Drawing on 

Pavlov's famous experiment in which dogs were trained to respond (salivate) to a 

conditioned stimulus (the ringing of a bell) as if it were food (the unconditioned 

stimulus), Brecht created a theatre scenario which displayed the mechanics of 

conditioning: 

Philosopher: Your audience experience very complex, many-sided, rich 
incidents, comparable with those of Pavlov's dogs: food plus bell- 
ringing. It might be that the desired reactions then occur during 
incidents in life which only contain certain elements of those they have 
experienced with you, perhaps only the accompanying elements. In that 
case you'd be making them ill, just like Pavlov and the dogs. But of 
course this is also true in real life. People can experience real incidents 
and still go astray in this way; they have learnt the wrong lesson. 
Actress: Our star would like an example of that. 
Philosopher: Many of the petit-bourgeoisie react to revolutions as if it 
were simply a matter of getting their windows smashed. 27 

Brecht appears to be saying that just as the dog has been conditioned physically to 

respond to the bell, as if it were food, the petit-bourgeois shop-owners have been 

conditioned ideologically to regard the breaking of shop windows, the violent 

destruction of their property, as the essence of revolution. Trained to view a by- 

product as the event itself, they have been alienated from their real needs. The 

dramaturg persona goes on to explain that during a rehearsal of a play about the Paris 

Commune, the piece of business involving the smashing of a shop in the course of the 

popular rising was dropped for fear that it would alienate the small tradespeople in the 

audience from the revolution. In many ways the attitude of these theatre practitioners is 

26Brecht, Tber die Verwendung von Musik fUr ein episches Theater', 1935, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 158. See 

also Brecht, BT, p. 86. 
27Brecht, 'B 16', p. 714. See also Brecht, The Messingkauf Dialogues, trans. and ed. John Willett (London: 
Methuen, 1965), pp. 33-34. 
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akin to that of the scientific behaviourist. Like Watson, they assert the ability to 

analyse, predict and control human behaviour by reversing unfortunate conditioned 

stimuli through re-training. 28 Here they consciously manipulate the stimulus-response 

mechanism in order to create the opportunity for a different set of reflexes. 

Brecht's response to behaviourism is characterised by a complex mixture of 

affirmation and rejection. According to the shop-window analogy, reflexology 

provides a useful model for revealing and subverting ideological conditioning through 

the revelation and control of environmental stimuli. Yet Brecht's caution that Pavlov 

was dealing with dogs rather than humans, and his earlier comments on behaviourism 

as a tool of capitalist consumerism in which the subject is reduced to a set of biological 

reflexes, point towards a wariness of the behaviourist 'law' of manipulation and the 

way it might eradicate the subject. 29 Against the early behaviourist's paradigm which 

tends to exclude non-material consciousness, Brecht pits a dialectical play between 

conscious species-being and environment. The theory and practice of Gestus embodies 

Brecht's mixed response. On the one hand aspects of the Gestus concept, such as the 

analytical selection and exclusive highlighting of socio- economically determined 

behaviour, are very much in line with a social (as opposed to simply biological) 

behaviourist model. On the other hand features, such as the Gestus of conscious 

showing which reveal the human performer as an observer with freedom of choice and 

the ability to intervene, brings the gestic principle into close contact with Marxist 

dialectics. 

1.2 Gestus and Dialectical Materialism 

In an unfinished article titled 'The Dialectical Drama' 1930-3 1, Brecht hints at a 

close relation between Gestus and dialectics. After explaining that the efforts of the 

early epic theatre were little more than 'constructivist experiments in empty space', at 

least until the epic form was directed towards dialectical reality, he goes on to point out 

that they had nevertheless played a crucial part in discovering that the role of 'the 

28See Watson's comments on re-training. Watson, Op-cit., pp. 59,69. 
29See White, op. cit., p. 255. 
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Gestic' (das Gestische) was 'precisely the dialectical element which put the theatrical in 

the dramatic'. 30 Unfortunately Brecht does not elaborate on the relation between 

gesture/Gestus and dialectics any further. The aim of the following section is to work 

towards a clarification of this relation from two angles: firstly, in terms of Brecht's 

response to the contradiction central to Marxist thought - the human being as both 

product and conscious producer of the environment - and secondly, with regard to the 

importance of dialectical contradictions within Brecht's theatre at large. 

The role of the conscious subject is crucial to the ideals shared by Marx and 

Brecht, and yet it is often overshadowed by their desire to highlight the mechanics of 

economic determination. For Marx, the human species was distinguished by the way it 

could consciously create and control the means of subsistence, the mode of production 

and accompanying social circumstances, and in so doing change itself and the world. 31 

However, despite possessing these powers humankind was simultaneously 

conditioned by the circumstances in which men find themselves, by the 
productive forces already acquired, by the social form which exists 
before they do, which they do not create, which is the product of the 
preceding generation. 32 

Often Marx asserted that the economic structure of society or sum total of the relations 

of production was the ultimate determining element in human history. It is when Marx 

stressed the necessity of economic law that he veered towards a reductive economism 

which minimised the possibility of direct agency. 33 

Brecht's work presents a similar treatment of the issue of agency. As early as 

1927 in an introduction to a radio broadcast of Man is Man, Brecht spoke of a 'new 

human type' which 'will not let himself be changed by machines but will himself 

change the machines'. 34 Brooker regards this statement as a sign that Brecht 'was 

30Brecht, 'Die dialektische Dramatik', end 1930/early 1931, BFA, vol. 21, p. 435. 
3lKarl Marx, op-cit., p. 160. 
32Karl Marx, 'Letter to Annenkov', in Karl Marx, Selected Writings, p. 192. 
33David McLellan, The Thought of Karl Marx, 3rd ed. (London: Papermac, 1995), pp. 124-125,158; 
Raymond Williams, Marxism and Literature (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), pp. 85-86. 
34Brecht, 'Rede im Rundfunk', March 1927, BFA, vol. 24, p. 41. See also 'Introductory Speech (for the 
Radio)', Brecht, Collected Plays, vol. 2, no. 1, trans. Gerhard Nellhaus, eds. John Willett and Ralph 
Manheim (London: Eyre Methuen, 1979), pp. 99-100. 
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anticipating a less behaviouristic and more dialectical view of social change'. 35 in 

comments on dialectics in the early thirties Brecht spoke of humans as themselves 

determining factors, and in a letter of 1935 to Paul Peters who made an American 

adaptation of The Mother for the Theatre Union in New York, Brecht commented: 

I'm always afraid to make the milieu too overwhelming, because then 
the spectator attributes the characters' actions to the milieu, and the 
subjective factor in political behaviour - whether correct or incorrect - is 
lost sight of. 36 

In a dialogue with Palitzsch during the Katzgraben rehearsal period in 1953, Brecht 

came close to pronouncing a reciprocal influence between consciousness and social 

being: 

P.: You suggest that for the new art of writing plays the piece of advice 
from the classics, that social being determines the consciousness of 
humans, is particularly decisive. 
B.: Social being which humans themselves create. 37 

Pronouncements such as these support the view that Brecht's theatre and concept of 

Gestus became increasingly informed by Marxist dialectics rather than behaviourism. 

Pavis, for instance, argues that the early Brecht, as in Man is Man, presents a concept 

of humankind as quasi-behaviouristic and mechanistic, drawing on the clown figures of 

Valentin and Chaplin. 'Mature' Brecht, by contrast, no longer regards man as pure 

gesticulation, a single exterior behaviour-pattem, but as dialectical strategist whose 

4 way of acting influences and modifies the deepest elements of his nature'. 38 

However, as later texts and productions such as Puntila testify, Brecht by no means 

rejected the Chaplinesque imagery of mechanisation. And in discussions about the role 

of emotion and psychology in epic theatre, such as that with Friedrich Wolf in 1949, 

Brecht often tended to stress one side of the 'equation', emphasising the necessity for a 

35Peter Brooker, Bertolt Brecht: Dialectics, Poetry, Politics (London and New York: Croom Helm, 1988), p. 
58. 
36Brecht, jOber Dialektik 4]', c. 1931, BFA, vol. 21, p. 522; 'An Paul Peters', August 1935, in Brecht, 
Briefe, vol. 1, ed. Gunter Glaeser (Frankfurt on Main: Suhrkamp, 1981), p. 268; Brecht, Letters 1913-1956, 
trans. Ralph Manheim and ed. John Willett (New York and London: Routledge and Methuen, 1990), p. 215. 
37Brecht and Palitzsch, 'Neuer Inhalt - Neue Form', May 1953, BFA, vol. 25, p. 485. See Brecht, 'An Paul 
Peters', August 1935, in Brecht, Briefe, p. 268; Brecht, Letters 1913-1956, p. 215. 
38Pavis, op. cit., p. 43. 
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materialist playwright to show consciousness as determined by social existence rather 

than it being a two-way circuit. 39 Obviously both Marx and Brecht were concerned 

with the interplay between subjective (of the thinking agent) and objective forces 

involved in the 'progress' of history. Unlike the behaviourists they certainly 

maintained a notion of mental (as distinct from brain) power. However, whether both 

or either consistently asserted a dialectical as opposed to a mechanistic materialism 

remains questionable. 

It is often argued that Brecht successfully realised dialectics in his concept of 

Lehrsdick theatre. 40 The distinguishing dialectical feature of those Lehrstikke which 

operate in accordance with Brecht's concept of 'Minor Pedagogy', a form of pedagogy 

referred to in the introduction to this thesis, is the dissolution of the separation between 

doer and observer, politician and philosopher. Unlike the Schausdick which maintains 

an opposition between a trained group of actors and a group of spectators, many of the 

Lehrsdicke are a type of theatre designed more for the benefit of the participants than as 

a performance for an isolated audience. Lehrsdick 'spectactors' - amateurs and 

professionals, children and adults alike - undergo a form of interventionist training 

which involves the copying and intellectual correction of Haltungen, the learning of 

how to act rather than how to act a script. 41 

In his ground-breaking analysis of the Lehrstiicke, Steinweg presents a 

fragment from the Fatzer commentary which illuminates the order of the learning 

process: firstly, the 'one who studies' (der "studierende') must perform the document, 

copying the work of the best artists of the time; and then the artists should be criticised 

both in oral and written form, but nevertheless still closely imitated until criticism has 

eventually changed the performance. 42 Steinweg claims that Brecht's understanding of 

39Brecht in dialogue with Friedrich Wolf, 'Formprobleme des Theaters aus neuern Inhalt', January 1949, 
B FA, vol. 23, p. 111 - 

See also Brecht BT, p. 228. 
40See Steinweg, op-cit., PP. 108-119; Roswitha Mueller, 'Learning for a new society: the Lehrstiick', in 
Peter Thomson and Glendyr Sacks (eds. ), The Cambridge Companion to Brecht (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1994), pp. 92-94. 
41Brecht, 'Theorie der Padagogien', c. 1930, BFA, vol. 21, p. 398; and Philip E. Bishop, 'Brecht, Hegel, 
Lacan: Brecht's Theory of Gest and the Problem of the Subject', Studies in Twentieth Century Literature, vol. 
10, no. 2 (1986), 274. 
42Steinweg, op. cit., p. 21. 
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behaviour patterns and of copying distinguishes him from the Watsonian behaviourist. 

For Brecht regards a pattern as artificially constructed, as man-made, rather than a 

random behaviour which has become habitual. Furthermore, these patterns are not 

pervaded by a system which involves the conditioning of responses through 

punishment and reward but are to be copied. The act of copying, in turn, involves 

reflection, comparison and decision. 43 Steinweg suggests Brecht has more in common 

with Soviet reflexologists, such as Vladimir Bekhterev whose ideas may have been 

introduced to Brecht via the Latvian actress and pedagogue Asja Lacis, a graduate of 

Bekhterev's faculty for general education. One of the parallels highlighted by Steinweg 

is Bekhterev's method, his use of minuted discussions and collective observations of 

phenomena. Arguing along similar lines, Roswitha Mueller points to Bekhterev's 

concept of imitation as not 'blind' but involving correctives on the part of the 

individual. 44 Both critics consider the Lehrstiick an embodiment of the dialectic 

between subjective consciousness and external behaviour. Mueller goes one step 

further to characterise the dialectic as rescuing Brecht's conception of production 'from 

its association with an exclusively economic determination' through an alignment with 

intellectual production. 45 

Brecht's development of the Gestus concept and his experimentation with the 

Lehrstiicke historically coincide and, if there is a site of reciprocal influence, it lies in 

the notion of showing Haltungen. The gestic actor is a 'spectactor' in that s/he both 

imitates the actions and experiences the ensuing emotions of the character to be 

portrayed, as well as critically observing and demonstrating those actions. In a 1954 

appendix to the 'Short Organum', Brecht defends himself against the accusation that his 

theatre is exclusively concerned with demonstration of character by presenting his 

notion of acting as a dialectical process: 

The contradiction between playing (demonstrating) and experiencing 
(empathising) is interpreted by the ignorant as if only one or the other 
appeared in the actor's work (or as if according to the 'Short Organum' 

43ibid., p. 147. 
44Mueller, op. cit., p. 93. 
451bid., p. 94. 
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one only plays, while according to the old way one only experiences). In reality it is naturally a matter of two mutually antagonistic processes 
that unite themselves in the actor's work.... Out of the struggle and 
tension between the two opposites ... the actor draws his real 
strength. 46 

Interestingly, Brecht goes on to admit that in the past he has overemphasised 'the major 

side of the contradiction' which suggests that he continued to regard the main role of 

the actor as involving the critical objectification of behaviour. In his Arbeitsjournal 

Brecht listed the strengthening of the contradiction between empathy and detachment as 

a feature of dialectical materialist performance. 47 The process of detaching, which is 

achieved when the actor historicises and quotes the character's actions, clearly 

signalling that they are events of the past open to scrutiny, is itself dialectical. As 

Brecht puts it, historicising involves judging a particular social system (as represented 

by the character) from another social system's point of view (as represented by the 

actor). 48 

Brecht's careful maintenance of the 'spectactor' contradiction typifies his 

general attitude towards dialectical contradictions at large. What Brecht shares with 

Marx via Hegel is a fascination for 'the power of the negative'. Both worked with the 

dialectical notion that any present state of affairs is in the process of being negated, 

being changed into something else. 49 Allied with this notion is the theory that human 

society is in a constant state of progressive flux and that its progress is dependent on 

contradictions, or conflicting elements within any historical situation. 50 The materialist 

dialectic is distinguished from the Hegelian in its emphasis on the economic base. 

From a Marxist perspective major contradictions include those between modes and 

relations of production and opposing classes. However, it was Engels rather than 

Marx who established a tradition of dialectical materialist laws which, like the laws of 

46Brecht, '[Nachtrdge zurn "Kleinen Organon"]', 1954, BFA, vol. 23, p. 291. See also Brecht, BT, pp. 277- 
278. 
47Brecht, 2 August 1940 in Brecht, Arbeitsjournal, vol. 1, p. 138; Brecht Journals 1934-1955, p. 82. 
48ibid. 
49McLellan, The Thought of Karl Marx, p. 138. 
50Anthony Quinton, 'Dialectic' in Bullock and Trombley (eds. ), The Fontana Dictionary of Modern Thought, 

p. 225; McLellan, The Thought of Karl Marx, pp. 138-140. See also the definition of contradiction in John 
Willett's editorial notes in Brecht, BT, p. 51. 
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science, governed both nature and society. Brecht's comments on dialectics reveal that 
he subscribed to the notion of laws of development. 51 

Two of these 'laws' are of immediate significance to Gestus. The first is the 
interpenetration of opposites, whereby an entity is constituted by an unstable unity of 

contradiction S. 52 Any such entity is therefore amenable to change. In the 'Short 

Organum', Gestus is described as involving 'unstable unities' in that its gestic 

expressions are described as 'mostly very complicated and contradictory 1.53 This 

aspect of gestic characterisation manifests itself in an overt fashion in the split figures of 

Brecht's plays, such as the drunk and generous versus the sober and miserly 

landowner Puntila or Mother Courage caught between mothering and business. 

Brecht's admonition to actors that in the first phase of preparing their character they 

must fulfil the Gestus of astonishment by adopting the Haltung 'of a man who is 

astounded and contradicts, 54 when reading the text, is also a manifestation of his 

dialectical thinking. The interpenetration of opposites is perhaps most clearly expressed 

in Brecht's Not-But theory. On the stage the Brechtian actor should always imply what 

s/he is not doing 'in such a way that the alternative emerges as clearly as possible'. 55 

To act in a way which shows alternatives, Brecht claims, is to show that actions are in 

great part the result of decisions and that alternative actions are available to humankind. 

The Not-But theory was applied by Brecht in the depiction of the peasant farmer 

from The Caucasian Chalk Circle who is initially unwilling to give Grusha any milk 

and then charges an exorbitant price for a small amount. In his notes made while 

observing the rehearsal of the play and this episode, Hans Bunge draws attention to the 

fact that Brecht was less concerned with how something should look than with 

contradictions and the reason for why something was 'not so, but so'. Thus he 

5 'Brecht, '[Vom epischen zum dialektischen Theater 21', c. 1954, BFA, vol. 23, p. 301. 
52David McLellan, 'Dialectical Materialism', in Bullock and Trombley (eds. ), op. cit., p. 225. 
53Brecht, 'Kleines Organon für das Theater', summer 1948, BFA, vol. 23, p. 89. See also, Brecht, BT, p. 
198. 
54Brecht, 'Kurze Beschreibung einer neuen Technik der Schauspielkunst, die einen Verfremdungseffekt 
hervorbringt', pp. 642-643. See also Brecht, BT, p. 137. For further commentary on the Gestus of 
astonishrnent see Brecht, 'Stanislawski-Studien [3]', BFA, March/April 1953, vol. 23, pp. 227-228. 
55Brecht, 'Kurze Beschreibung einer neuen Technik der Schauspielkunst, die einen Verfremdungseffekt 
hervorbringt', p. 643. See also Brecht, BT, p. 137. 
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suggested to the actor playing the farmer that, when Grusha was struggling to take her 

pack off, he should lend a helping hand. The actor was concerned that this sudden 

change in behaviour from a mistrustful Haltung to a willing helpfulness could not be 

justified. Brecht retorted: 'Why should he have only one side? Incidentally, people 

dispense kindness when it costs them nothing'. 56 Showing that the farmer was not 

simply exploitative but friendly drew attention to the economic reasons for his 

contradictory Haltungen, such as the drain on the local resources made by the palace 

soldiers and war. While the farmer is a figure embodying the power of economic 

determination, the actor and director assert the power of human consciousness through 

their choice and striking juxtaposition of contradictions. 

A further law held in esteem by Brecht is the negation of the negation. 

According to this law, any negative force is negated in a process of historical 

development which conserves something of the negated elements. 57 In his stimulating 

presentation of the role of dialectics in Brecht's theatre, Peter Brooker describes the 

defamiliarisation technique or V-effect as the embodiment of the negation law, 58 

whatever is 'natural' and familiar (a mistrustful and self-protective small-time fanner, 

for example) is 'negated', made to appear strange (through the farmer's sudden display 

of generosity, for example), but then, in the negation of the negation, returned in a 

transformed state as the newly intelligible, a contradictory entity capable of different 

behaviour under changed economic circumstances. Gestus partakes of this law through 

its close connection with the V-effect: 

In any case, theatre which takes everything from the Gestus cannot be 
devoid of choreography. Just the elegance of a movement and the grace 
of a positioning defamiliarises ... 

59 

56 Warum sollte er nur die eine Seite haben? Im Übrigen geben die Leute Freundlichkeiten 
her, wenn sie nichts kosten. 

Hans Bunge, Der kaukasische Kreidekreis, diary of a production, 25 August 1954, BBA 945/100. 
57David McLellan 'Dialectical Materialism', in Bullock and Trombley (eds. ), op. cit.; Roy Edgley, 
'Dialectical Materialism' in Bottomore (ed. ), op. cit., p. 143. 
58Brooker, op. cit., pp. 83-84. 
59Brecht, 'Kleines Organon für das Theater', p. 96. See also Brecht, BT, p. 204. 
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Elsewhere Brecht describes the V-effect as dependent on the Gestus of showing. 60 

The revelation of social causality through carefully selected and visually striking gesture 

involves both negation and transformation. 

In the Schaustiick theatre one of the most dialectical aspects of a performance is 

the 'spectactor' figure, created through the Gestus of showing and astonishment. That 

part of the concept of Gestus which involves the gestural demonstration of 

contradictory Haltungen is inherently dialectical. While the character is frequently 

marked by economic determination, the actor persona is generally the main carrier of 

intellectual production, although the Not-But technique can help to pinpoint those 

moments where the opportunity for mental production, in the form of alternative 

decision making processes, is available to the character. Some of Brecht's 

characterisations also show how the development of class consciousness can enable a 

character's involvement in progressive intellectual production, as in the case of Pelagea 

Vlassova in The Mother who ultimately becomes a type of critical 'spectactor' herself. 

In Brecht's theatre the 'spectactor' dialectic rested on a fine balance between 

demonstrating the way an historical character was socio-economically determined and 

revealing the critical consciousness of the contemporary gestic demonstrator and, in 

some rare cases, the critical consciousness of the character. 

1.3 Gestus in Practice: Dialectical Mobility or Economistic Stasis? 

The following investigation raises the issue of whether this balance was 

maintained in the gestic practice of the Berliner Ensemble. Drawing upon a selection of 

episodes from Mother Courage and Puntila it presents the hypothesis that gestic acting 

is characterised by a tension between 'dialectical mobility' and economistic 

determinism. The former is expressed mainly by the 'spectactor' performer who 

displays the character's behaviour through a mixture of empathy and critical 

demonstration, the juxtaposition of contradictory behaviours and the application of the 

Not-But, while the latter is embedded in those moments where the functionalist notion 

60 Brecht, 'Kurze Beschreibung einer neuen Technik der Schauspielkunst, die einen Verfremdungseffekt 
hervorbringt', p. 641. 
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of character, as determined by class and social status dominates, the theatrical 

presentation. 

The way Brecht instructed the young Carola Braunbock, in her performance of 

the middle-aged peasant woman in the climactic drumming scene of Mother Courage, 

makes clear not only how the Gestus of showing was put into practice but also the way 

it entailed a dialectic between empathising and critically demonstrating. Braunbock was 

to present a woman at the moment she is subjected to a number of horrendous 

experiences. In this scene the peasant must witness the physical abuse of her son by 

soldiers of the army who are preparing to attack the very city wherein her brother-in- 

law and his family live. The scene calls for responses such as begging for mercy and 

praying for the city. Brecht wished to show that the woman's actions were ritualised 

gestures of defence acquired through years of practice. The events were not chance 

events but ones perpetrated continually by and against humans. The actress gave the 

prayer a hackneyed quality by showing how the old woman carefully knelt, one knee at 

a time, assumed as comfy a position as possible with her hands folded over her 

stomach and then began to chant in an empty liturgical manner. 61 The slightly comical 

nature of the action conveyed Brecht and Braunbock's criticism of the prayer 

comportment. It was an understandable but nevertheless inadequate response to human 

brutality. The Gestus of showing, created by the distancing effect of the comically 

ritualised gestures, was reinforced by the fact that the twenty-two year old actress bore 

little physical resemblance to a prematurely aged peasant which made her 'quoting' of 

behaviour all the more obvious. 

However, this Gestus of showing rested on a firm base of empathetic imitation. 

In the Mother Courage model book Brecht explained that an empathetic understanding 

of how the peasant had been created through disfigurements and rapes, the marks of 

economic impoverishment and religious indoctrination, was of benefit to the actress in 

preparing the comportment of an older woman. 62 Subsequently, the gestic prayer 

comportment created a dialectical contradiction, firstly between the intellectually critical 

61Brecht, 'Couragemodell 1949: Anmerkungen', BFA, vol. 25, pp. 233-234. 
62ibid. 
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actor and the socio-economically determined character and secondly, between the act of 

experiencing and that of demonstrating. 

If Braunbock's performance displayed the dialectical mobility of the 

'spectactor', Helene Weigel's portrayal of Mother Courage also clarified how gestic 

acting is based on the concept of character as an unstable unity of contradictory 

Haltungen. Weigel's costume vividly reinforced the sense of the character's major 

conflict between the Haltung of the mother who nurtures and the businesswoman who, 

in the effort to live off the back of the war, jeopardises the life of her children. Pinned 

above Weigel's heart was a spoon which signified Courage's role as mother. Strung 

around her waist was a large leather purse, vital to her role both as businesswoman and 

as provider. This conflict was a fundamental part of Courage's contradictory attitude 

toward war: on the one hand, her willing involvement in the 'war' (capitalist business 

by other means) and, on the other hand, her rejection of war as life-threatening for her 

family. Weigel highlighted these contradictory comportments and mental attitudes in 

the way she played the 'leap' from Scene 6 to 7. At the conclusion of Scene 6, Mother 

Courage damns the war. Weigel showed the enraged attitude of a mother who has just 

bandaged her daughters' bleeding forehead, a wound which Kattrin received while 

gathering supplies for the canteen. Just a few seconds after the curse, Weigel re- 

entered the stage and commenced Scene 7 by singing her praise of the war. Not only 

her attitude to war but also her appearance provided a sharp contrast. With vitality and 

exuberance she strode by the side of a well-stocked wagon, bearing a chain of silver 

coins around her neck and rings on her fingers. 63 The impact of her economic 

prosperity was plain to see. 

Not only did Weigel highlight contradictions between scenes but those within 

single episodes. For example, as she played Courage cursing war in Scene 6 Weigel 

gathered together the very supplies, the protection of which had cost her daughter so 

dearly. Mechanically she ran flour through her hands to test its grade. 64 This complex 

63ibid., p. 217. 
64ibid., pp. 213,216; Mutter Courage und ihre Kinder (GDR: Berliner Ensemble and DEFA Spielfilmstudio, 
1960). 
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of gestures brought the 'caring mother - calculating merchant' contradiction to the fore. 

The gestures also contributed to the characterisation of Courage as a contradictory 

entity, capable of alteration. It could be argued that Courage's sudden alterations of 
Haltung in accordance with changes in environmental circumstances are ominously 

similar to those of the animals in the behaviourist's stimulus-response experiments. 

Weigel attempted to counter the image of Courage as totally economically determined 

by, for example, showing that she had made a conscious decision to be involved in the 

war, driving her canteen all the way from southern Germany to Dalarna in order to do 

so. In the opening scene Weigel demonstrated the gestures of a person who had 

become accustomed to travelling - lolling on the wagon, giving a yawn, throwing a 

backward glance as if looking at what had been left behind - in order to suggest that 

Courage had undertaken a very long journey in order to reach the site of war. 65 In 

other words, searching for war was a conscious choice and a decision which could 

have been made differently. Despite Brecht and Weigel's efforts, spectators 

nevertheless responded, and continue to respond, to Courage as a fatalistically 

detem-iined and therefore tragic character. 

These sorts of audience responses, which at the time prompted Brecht to re- 

work his scripts and productionS, 66 could be attributed to a multiplicity of reasons, 

including the ideological attitudes of the spectators involved. However, it is possible 

that one of the factors behind such a response is the way gestic acting in some cases 

brings the dialectical mobility of the 'spectactor' to a standstill. This occurs, for 

instance, when the material and economic determination of the character's behaviour is 

presented in such a way that humankind appears merely the object of conditioning. 

This over-emphasis comes into play particularly in the satirical depiction of ruling class 

characters as static beings, locked into behaviour patterns determined by their social 

function and status. Certain episodes during the rehearsal of the Chaplain's part in 

Mother Courage and the Chaplinesque behaviour of the ruling class representatives in 

65ibid., pp. 178-179. 
66See, for exainple, Brecht, 'Zu "Mutter Courage und ihre Kinder": Arumerkung', 1949, BFA, vol. 24, p. 260- 
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Puntila, the Attache in particular, clearly elucidate the relation between gestic acting and 

mechanistic materialism. 

Brecht's interpretation of the Chaplain's behaviour in Scene 5 illuminates not 

only his functionalist approach to characterisation but its limitations. The actor playing 

the Protestant Chaplain, who seeks refuge with Mother Courage when the Catholics are 

victorious, was instructed to focus on creating a comportment which reflected the 

Chaplain's social function as moral instructor and 'saviour of souls'. In response to a 

query about the Chaplain's Haltung in the scene where he attempts to rescue wounded 

peasants in a war-tom village, Brecht emphasised that these actions were not to be 

regarded as humanitarian: 'What he does, he does of necessity, because his job 

demands it of him'. 67 This answer met with the comment that nobody in the Catholic 

camp expected this behaviour from him and that, in tearing the shirts, he was 

threatening his own livelihood by ruining Courage, his bread-winner. However, 

Brecht continued to interpret the character solely in terms of his social status, arguing 

that the Chaplain was not a servant and was unlikely to give up his ruling class 

standpoint or his position of authority, one which had been well-paid in the past. 68 

The tearing of the shirts was an attempt to reassert this authority and sense of leadership 

by stabbing Courage in the back for having reduced him to a stable boy and for 

reminding him that in society he too belonged to the oppressed, a mere tool in the hands 

of the war profiteers. 69 In order to suggest that such factors were the 'real' 

determinants of his behaviour, the actor was to demonstrate that the Chaplain was 

merely playing the Samaritan. Rather than behaving according to humanitarian instincts 

he had simply clicked into his elevated role as a member of the clergy. When Werner 

Hinz played the role, in the first performance in Berlin, he conveyed the clerical 

67 Es wurde nach der Haltung des Feldpredigers gefragt. Er ist weit entfernt davon, aus 
Menschlichkeit zu handeln. Was er tut, tut er notgedrungen, weil sein Gewerbe es ihm 

abverlangt. 
Mutter Courage und ihre Kinder, directorial notes, BBA 908/131. 
68 Dagegen wurde eingewendet, daß niemand im katholischen Lager das erwartet und daß er, 

indem er der Courage, seiner Brotgeberin, schadet, sich selber schaden muß. Der [FP] ist 

selbstverständlich kein Knecht und denkt nicht daran, seinen Herrenstandpunkt 

aufzugeben, das kommt ihm nicht in den Sinn, er ist es nicht gewöhnt, seine Stellung 

wurde inuner gut bezahlt. 
ibid. 
69Brecht, 'Couragemodell 1949: Arumerkungen', p. 210. 
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comportment through a certain coldness of manner and a wooden upright slightly 

authoritarian posture. 70 In other words, the Chaplain's behaviour was presented as 

exclusively socio-economically determined, something conditioned by the habits and 

comforts of his social function. The image created is essentially one of powerfully 

mechanised behaviour, of someone unable to assert conscious control over their 

automatised gestures. 

The Chaplinesque imagery of automatisation pervaded the depiction of the 

ruling class characters in Puntila. In the Ensemble productions of the comedy, 

conditioned comportment was one of the central thematics. In the case of Eva, 

Puntila's daughter, class-conditioned Haltungen were displayed as incomplete and 

alterable. However, her fiance, the Attache, and his associates were unrelievedly 

presented as static figures, locked within class-determined patterns of behaviour. 

Throughout the rehearsals Brecht and the actress Regine Lutz developed the image of a 

persona who was the victim of a girls' school education in Brussels and a diet of 

chocolates. Lutz was to play Eva as the would-be lady of the house who is not always 

able to fulfil this role convincingly, due to her youth and inexperience. The way she 

ordered the servants around was to appear an 'acquired' behaviour, a product of her 

trashy reading material and father's influence rather than an innate disposition. 71 Eva's 

manner was dominated by her attempt to copy - from cliche phrases to the imitation of 

vamp-postures she had seen in the movies. It was the sheer inadequacy of her copies 

which suggested that she was still amenable to change. Brecht's treatment of Eva's 

cigarette- smoking in the scene where she tries to impress Matti with her sophisticated 

sexuality is a case in point: 

As Lutz complained that, being a non-smoker, she was having a lot of 
problems with the cigarette, we changed the smoking into a new Gestus: 
she can't actually bear smoking. But does that mean she has to forego 
the wonderful ci garette- holder? So she comes on only with the 
holder. 72 

70ibid. 
7lEgon Monk et al., Herr Puntila und sein Knecht Matti, rehearsal notes, 24 October 1949, BBA 1598/56. 
72 Da Lutz sich beklagte, die Zigarette mache ihr viel zu schaffen, da sie Nichtraucherin sei, 

änderten wir es in einen neuen Gestus um: Sie verträgt das Rauchen zwar nicht. Muß sie 
aber deswegen auf die herrliche Spitze verzichten? Sie kommt also nur mit der Spitze. 
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Here, the change to an even more ridiculous Gestus heightened the fumbling nature of 
Eva's attempts to become a sophisticated lady of society [see Plate 11, fl. However, 

while Eva's egoism was to be treated as 'acquired', during rehearsal it was stressed that 

this was merely an explanation not an excuse. 73 As an intelligent being, she was 

capable of behaving otherwise. Her relative intelligence came through in the scene with 

the mindless Attache where he bores her with a long story about a diplomatic scandal. 
Lutz suggested that she could depict Eva's boredom by reading a novel during their 

conversation, and show her astonishment at his stupidity at the end of his monologue 
by putting down both ci garette- holder and book and staring at him in silent 

amazement. 74 A sense of Eva's alterability was achieved through the application of the 

dialectical Not-But: she was not to be seen simply as a perpetrator of oppression fixed 

in a pattern of commandeering behaviour but as a reasonably intelligent young woman 

capable of criticising her own class. 

A sense of Eva's relative mobility as a character was also maintained through 

the gestic contrast between her lightly made-up face and the grotesque physiognomical 

deformations of her father and fiance and their class fellows. 75 Not only these artificial 

deformations - such as the extension of the Judge's nose and the scalp enlargement and 

balding of the head of Puntila, played by Steckel in the 1950 production, 76 or the 

padding of Puntila's behind, played by Curt Bois in a 1953 performance, 77 - but the 

farcical Chaplin-like movements of these characters suggested an autornatised rigidity. 

The Attache's gestures were dictated by his social role as a diplomat and his economic 

concerns. Brecht regarded the Attache as dominated by the Gestus of a diplomat who 

passes the time standing at dinner parties, and suggested that his posture accordingly 

reflect that of someone holding a teacup in the left hand while leaning slightly as if 

Herr Puntila und sein Knecht Matti, rehearsal notes, 30 August 1951, BBA 1599/14. 
73Egon Monk et al., 25 October 1949, BBA 1598/61. 
74Herr Puntila und sein Knecht Matti, 26 August 1951, BB A 1599/5. 
75Berliner Ensemble and Helene Weigel (eds. ), Theaterarbeit: Sechs Auffahrungen des Berliner Ensembles, 
2nd ed. (Berlin: Henschel, 1961), p. 45. 
76ibid.; Egon Monk et al., 19 September 1949, BBA 1598/11. 
77See Syberberg filmt bei Brecht (Hans Eirgen Syberberg, Berlin and Munich: Alexander and Syberberg 
Filmproduktion, 1993). Rehearsal notes in the folder BBA 1598 are concerned with the earlier production 
1949-50 involving Steckel, while those in BBA 1599 pertain to the later production with Curt Bois from 
1951 onwards. 



Plate 11, i Eva's GeStLIS as the sophisticated vanip, Pinitila and His Servaiit 
Matti, Berlin 1951. 
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against a wall. 78 His posture was also typified by hackneyed gestures associated with 

upper-class dress code: the adjusting of cravat, the polishing of fingemailS79 and, 

according to Syberberg's film of the 1953 production, the fiddling with monocle and 

pocket handkerchief. The Attache's strenuous attempts to become part of Puntila's 

family, motivated by the need to pay off a large number of debts, were performed in 

such a way that he appeared robotic, governed by economic and social forces. 

Syberberg's film reveals how, in the scene where sober Puntila and the Attache stroll 

outside with their cigars, discussing the pending marriage, the two men become one 

through a dance-like routine: not only did they step together in perfect timing but they 

co-ordinated synchronised swivel-turns! The Attache moved in perfect line with his 

would-be benefactor [see Plate 11, ii]. Later at the engagement party, when drunk 

Puntila is intent on removing the Attache from his household (having come to the 

realisation that the man is little more than a grasshopper in tails), the Attache robotically 

adopts the posture of the polite diplomat and dim-wittedly ignores the attack. He 

becomes a mere object around which Puntila prowls as if looking at a strange animal. 

The Attache's final exit is a comic routine: out of diplomacy he bows before each of the 

three 'gentlemen' present (Judge, Provost and Advocate) and, as he bends, Puntila 

swiftly boots his backside from behind. 80 It is only at the third bow that the Attache 

realises it is better to exit than bend yet again: he has learnt a lesson at last [see Plate 11, 

iii]. 
The group of gentlemen were similarly demonstrated as bound to ritualised 

class behaviour. During their conversation at the engagement party they were to remain 

a tightly-knit trio and the actor playing the Judge was cautioned not to move away when 

telling his joke. 81 Brecht instructed the actors to perform their discussion about the 

inadequacies of the common folk - the irreligious lack of faith in the afterlife, their lack 

of culture and commercialism - without any pauses, throwing the retorts in 

78Herr Puntila und sein Knecht Matti, BBA 1599/5. 
79Egon Monk et al., 20 September 1949, BBA 1598/22. 
80See also Egon Monk et al., 27 October 1949, BBA 
September 1951, BBA 1599/19. 
8lEgon Monk et al., BBA 1598/70. 

1598/70; Herr Puntila und sein Knecht Matti, 3 



Plate 11, ii The Attachý moves in synchronised harmony with his 
prospective benefactor, Puntila aml His Sen, ant Matti. 



Plate 11, iii With each bow the Attachý gets a boot fl-OM PUntila. 
1. ) 
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automatically. He characterised. them as three men with one soul who were accustomed 

to speaking and had had this discussion many times before. 82 Their homogeneity was 

reinforced by the way they all stirred their spoons in the cups of coffee before speaking 

or simultaneously nodded their heads in response to yet another tiresome tale from the 

Attache. 83 These ludicrous figures appeared governed not only by petty routines but 

the power of group dynamics. According to what can be gleaned from extant 

documentation, they were treated as fixed monochrome characters, the product of 

Brecht's socialist satirical wit, stripped of dialectical contradictions. 

In the investigation of Gestus, dialectical mobility and economistic determinism, 

it becomes apparent that the relation between Gestus and comedy is of importance to the 

discussion. John Rouse has pointed out that Brecht viewed the style of acting he was 

seeking to achieve as akin to the defamiliarising style found in comedies where the actor 

not only imitates but critically re-presents his/her character's behaviour. 84 In 1935 

Brecht directly linked gestic theatre to the work of Chaplin: 

Gestic acting owes much to silent film, elements of which were again 
incorporated back into the art of acting. Chaplin, originally a clown, did 
not come from the theatre tradition and went about the creation of human 
behaviour in a new way. 85 

In support of his argument that Chaplin" s little tramp character 'seems to have been the 

first complete achievement of gestus that Brecht observed', Weber refers to Brecht's 

diary entry in 1920 where he describes Chaplin's face as 'motionless as if it were made 

of wax' until ripped open by a single mimetic flicker. Weber aptly describes the 

attraction to this phenomenon as 'a perfect illustration of Brecht" s later postulate that the 

actor's face should be an empty face written on by the body's gestus'. 86 

82ibid.; Herr Puntila und sein Knecht Matti, 20 September 1951, BBA 1599/45. 
83Egon Monk et al., 5 November 1949, BBA 1598/95; Herr Puntila und sein Knecht Matti, BBA 1599/45. 
84Rouse refers to a report by Hans Bunge, 'Ober eine Neuinszenierung der Dreigroschenoper: Ein Gesprdch 

zwischen Brecht und Giorgio Strehler am 15.10.55 über die bevorstehende Mailänder Inszenierung', in 
Siegfried Unseld (ed. ), Bertolt Brechts Dreigroschenbuch: Texte, Materialien, Dokumente (Frankfurt on 
Main: Suhrkamp, 1960), p. 134. See also John Rouse, 'Brecht and the Contradictory Actor', Theatre 
Journal, vol. 36, no. 1 (1984), 34. 
85Brecht, '[Das deutsche Drama vor Hitlefl', autumn 1935, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 166. 
86Carl Weber, 'Brecht's Concept of Gestus and the American Performance Tradition', Gestus, vol. 2, no. 3 
(1986), 180-181. See also Brecht, Tagebdcher 1920-22 (Frankfurt on Main: Suhrkamp, 1966), p. 171. 
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In effect, comic acting preserves the Gestus of showing and the 'spectactor' 

dialectic. Carola Braunbock's performance of the peasant woman's prayer 

comportment, with its touch of comic distancing, exemplifies one dialectical aspect of a 

gestic actor's performance. However, Chaplin's farcical gestures also create an image 

of a vulnerable human subject, ruled by forces outside immediate control. Brecht's 

attraction to Chaplin's wax-like motionless face, where Haltung is clearly 

demonstrated, can also be interpreted negatively as an emphasis on inscription. When 

that aspect of Gestus which involves the showing of how comportment is socio- 

economically inscribed becomes predominant, the result is static characterisation. From 

the examples given above it would seem such characterisation occurred in the Ensemble 

productions either when the dialectic of experiencing and demonstrating was replaced 

by wholesale critical ridicule87 or when the possibility of contradictory actions and the 

strength of the Not-But - skilfully realised in the presentation of Mother Courage and 

Eva - is neglected. In the case of the Chaplain and the ruling class figures from Puntila, 

gesture and comportment are marked by powerful social conditioning over which they 

have little conscious control. In practice, it would seem that gestic acting entailed a 

contradictory combination of dialectic and schematic materialism: the mobility of the 

'spectactor' being occasionally brought to a standstill by the mechanised. motions of 

'the little tramp'. 

87During the rehearsal period of the comedy Katzgraben 1953, Brecht held a discussion with his actors on the 
subject of empathy during which he warned the actor Erwin Geschonneck, who played the scheming wealthy 
farmer Gro6mann, against over-emphasising the critical aspect of his performance. Brecht referred to 
Weigel's performance as Frau GroOmann as an example of the dialectical play between empathy and critical 
demonstration. See Brecht, 'Einfiffilung', 1953, BFA, vol. 25, p. 439; Meg Mumford, 'Brecht Studies 
Stanislavski: Just a Tactical MoveT, New Theatre Quarterly, vol. 11, no. 43 (1995), 252. 
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Contradictory Flux and the Stasis of the Framed Dialectic 

2.1 The Gestic Juxtaposition of Comportment 

Another tension central to gestic acting is the way it involves both creating a 

dynamic contradictory continuum and interrupting that time-based process with a 

spatially oriented dialectic at a standstill. In addition to the tension between the 

continuum Ouxtaposing contradictory Haltungen over time) and the standstill (a spatial 

display of contradictions) is the tension contained within the notion of a dialectic 

process being presented through the static means of a standstill. This paradoxical 

spatial dialectic is in part the product of Brecht's insistence on the clarity of gestic 

tableaux. These tableaux not only interrupt the flow of historical events (the 

continuum) but present a dynamic process through a static framed picture. 

In his analysis of Benjamin's comments on Gestus and dialectics, Brooker 

points out that Benjamin's focus on the standstill does not adequately account for the 

relation between gesture and the continUUM. 88 Benjamin argues that 'the dialectic 

which epic theatre sets out to present is not dependent on a sequence of scenes in time' 

but 'declares itself in those gestural elements that form the basis of each sequence in 

time': 89 

The thing that is revealed as though by lightning in the 'condition' 
represented on the stage - as a copy of human gestures, actions and 
words - is an immanently dialectical attitude. The conditions which epic 
theatre reveals is the dialectic at a standstill. For ... in epic theatre the 
dialectic is not born of the contradiction between successive statements 
or ways of behaving, but of the gesture itself. 90 

It is true that Brecht himself, both in theory and practice, associated the materialistic 

dialectic with standstill. In an Arbeitsjournal ('work journal') entry for 6 January 

1948, he described the dialectic as something 'which stirs everything up in order to 

calm it down, which transforms the things in flux into something fixed, "elevates" 

88Brooker, op. cit., pp. 56-57. 
89Benjamin, Versuche aber Brecht, pp. 19-20. See also Benjamin, Understanding Brecht, p. 12. 
90ibid. 
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matter into an idea'. 91 And in his approach to Gestus the spatial presentation of 

contradictory elements or comportments, in the form of pictures such as fascists goose- 

stepping over corpses or the juxtaposition between Mother Courage's purse and spoon, 

is indeed a significant feature. 

However, Benjamin's account excludes Brecht's insistence on the dialectical 

combination or montage of a series of gestural comportments which together make up 

the fable. The juxtaposing of contradictory Haltungen through a time-sequence, which 

occurs when Courage leaps from damning the war in Scene 6 to praising it in Scene 7 

or when Puntila shifts in behaviour from humane gestures when drunk to ruthlessly 

capitalist gestures when sober, is central to the gestic principle. Roswitha Mueller 

argues that the emphasis made by critics, such as Benjamin and Roland Barthes on the 

separate and autonomous nature of the segment in Brecht's theatre, leads to a one-sided 

presentation, one which fails to take into consideration Brecht's emphasis on the fable 

and the way the 'frame-like closure of each element in the fable is nevertheless 

embedded in the flow of events'. According to Mueller, the connection between each 

framed element and the fable reflects 'the dialectic between the individual event and its 

connection to and elucidation by the context of its socio-political determinations'. In 

other words, the relation between the gestural episode and the continuum is one in 

which the episode is only relatively autonomouS. 92 

In this and many other respects, Brecht's approach to montage has much in 

common with that propounded in the early theatre and film theories of Sergei Eisenstein 

whose work Brecht acknowledged admiringly, if briefly. 93 The ideological point of 

overlap with Eisenstein is the mutual desire to apply the dialectical principle to art 

forms. As Eisenstein put it in 1929, 'The basis of this philosophy is the dynamic 

conception of objects: being as a constant evolution from the interaction between two 

"Brecht, 6 January 1948, in Brecht, Arbeitsjournal, vol. 2, ed. Werner Hecht (Frankfurt on Main: 
Suhrkamp, 1973), p. 813; Brecht, Journals 1934-1955, p. 384. 
92Roswitha Mueller, 'Montage in Brecht', Theatre Journal, vol. 39, no. 4 (1987), 474-475,477; Roland 
Barthes, 'Diderot, Brecht, Eisenstein', trans. Stephen Heath, Screen, vol. 15, no. 2 (1974), 33-39. 
93Brecht, '[Entwurf einer Vorrede fUr eine Lesungl', May 1935, BFA, vol. 21.1, p. 138; 'An Erwin Piscator', 
16 March 1937; 'An Jean Renoir', 17 March 1937, in Brecht, Briefe, pp. 317-318; 27 March 1947, in 
Brecht, Arbeitsjournal, vol. 2, p. 778. 
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contradictory opposites'. 94 Eisenstein defined montage as 'Conflict between two 

neighbouring fragments' rather than simply a series of brick-like links in a chain, and 

characterised. the collision between independent shots in a film as leading to a synthesis, 

often in the form of an idea. 95 Barthes compares Eisenstein's shot to Brecht's epic 

scene, both of which he typifies as 'so many tableaux'. 96 In an early article on theatre, 

Eisenstein expressed a particular interest in the so-called 'montage of attractions' or 

collision of aggressive moments which generate 'specific emotional shocks in the 

spectator 11 and 'provide the only opportunity of perceiving the ideological aspect of 

what is being shown'. 97 Despite his description of the attractions and shots as 

independent he, too, stated that they should contribute to a 'specific final thematic 

effect", an overarching purpose common to the work as a whole. 98 Hence the shot was 

actually co-dependent on the synthesis arising from other collisions as well as the shot 

against which it was juxtaposed in calculated opposition. Just as Brecht's episode was 

bound to the fable, the effect of Eisenstein's attractions was also determined by the 

montage context. While the two practitioners' notions of montage reflect mutual aims 

and methods, the most obvious point of divergence is Eisenstein's emphasis on 'the 

intensification of the emotional seizure of the audience' and Brecht's preference for the 

method of defamiliarisation or distanciation. According to Barthes and Stephen Heath, 

whereas Eisenstein tends to produce adherence, 'the synthesis of two montage elements 

into a realised and directed concept', in Brecht's theatre the main strategy is the 

production of contradictions and the placement of the spectator in a critical position. 99 

Brooker relates Brecht's interest in the relation between the gestural tableaux 

and the contradictory continuum to his notion of gestic characterisation, a notion first 

expanded on in the 1931 commentary on Peter Lorre's acting in Man is Man. In 

94S. M. Eisenstein, 'The Dramaturgy of Film Form (The Dialectical Approach to Film Form)', 1929, in S. M. 
Eisenstein, Selected Works, vol. 1, trans. and ed. Richard Taylor (London: British Film Institute, 1988), p. 
161. 
95ibid., p. 163; S. M. Eisenstein, 'Beyond the Shot', 1929, in Selected Works, pp. 144-145. 
96Barthes, op. cit., p. 34. 
97S. M. Eisenstein, 'The Montage of Attractions', 1923, in Selected Works, p. 34. 
98ibid., p. 35. 
99S 

. M. Eisenstein, 'The Problem of the Materialist Approach to Form', 1925, in Selected Works, p. 61; 

Barthes, op. cii; Stephen Heath, 'Lessons from Brecht', Screen, vol. 15, no. 2 (1974), 112. 
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contrast to the 'old kind of actor', Brecht explained, an epic performer, such as Lorre, 

does not present the individual as a coherent whole through an uninterrupted flowing 

development of a part but must 'show his character's coherence despite, or rather by 

means of, interruptions and jumps'. 100 The flowing development is replaced by a 
jerky juxtaposition of opposing behaviours and these behaviours 'do not altogether add 

up to a single unchangeable character but to one which changes all the time and 
becomes more and more clearly defined in the course of "this way of changing"'. 101 

While a single contradictory gestural complex - Mother Courage cursing the war while 

at the same time gathering together canteen supplies gleaned from the same war - may 

bring a dialectic to a standstill, the dialectic in Brooker's words 'resumes its own 

momentum beyond the exclamation mark of the enclosed gest' through the principle of 

montage. 102 In his assertion of dialectical montage, Brecht attempted to replace the 

'Artistotelian' tradition of theatre, and its reinforcement of a sense of the inevitability of 

fate through an unquestioned flow of cause and effect events, with a technique for 

mapping the changeable course of human development. 

2.2 Gestic Tableau: The Framed and Frozen Dialectic 

Despite what appears to have been an oversight on Benjamin's part, his analysis 

of the frame-like quality of gesture and its relation to the dialectic at a standstill is a 

valuable insight into a theatre practice dominated by pictorial clarity. As the analysis in 

Chapter One revealed, Brecht regarded Gestus not only as socially significant gesture 

but as a rhetorical aesthetic device for the vivid and pleasurable revelation of these 

gestures. At the heart of gestic choreography is the creation of clarifying tableaux 

which turn complex social contradictions and dynamic processes into legible three- 

dimensional pictures or spatial narratives. 103 Behind the resultant translucent quality of 

100Brecht, 'Arimerkungen zurn Lustspiel "Mann ist Mann"', 1931, BFA, vol. 24, p. 49. See also Brecht, 
BT, p. 55; Brooker, op. cit., p. 57. 
l0lBrecht, 'Anmerkungen zurn Lustspiel "Mann ist Mann"', p. 50. See also Brecht, BT, p. 56. 
102Brooker, op. cit. - 1031 borrow the term 'spatial narrative' from Sarah Bryant-Bertail who also highlights the spatial elements 
in Brecht's theatre as 'one of the main distinguishing marks of Brecht's conscious practice as a playwright 
and director'. 'Women, Space, Ideology: "Mutter Courage und ihre Kinder"', in The Brecht Yearbook. Brecht: 
Women and Politics, vol. 12 (1983), p. 47. 
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the Ensemble's productions, a quality comparable to that found in silent cinema or 

melodrama, is the complex contradiction between the static gestural display and the 

dynamic collision of opposing Haltungen which it presents. 

When the frame-like quality of a gesture is combined with Brecht's desire to 

unearth social relations through on-stage positioning the result is a highly pictorial 

theatre. Benjamin described the defining feature of gesture as its fixable beginning and 

end, its frame-like and enclosed nature and the way it interrupts a Haltung, a complex 

of gestures 'which is in a state of living flux'. 104 Not only did Brecht prioritise gesture 

in his theatre; he was also receptive to the way the frame-like quality of gesture was 

useful in the promotion of human intervention. Because a gesture or gestural complex 

was both a tangible and discrete phenomenon, and one which interrupted and retarded 

the action, it gave the spectator an opportunity to intervene mentally in the stage events, 

allowing them time and space to reflect between each gesture or episode. The resultant 

tableau style was the type of 'classical form' Brecht was seeking in order to present 

complicated contemporary human relations with epic calm. Mueller suggests that, 

unlike 'slice-of-life' naturalist episodes, the composed tableau also 'stands for the 

selection and choice of sections of reality' and, as such, points to the production of 

meaning, to its constructed quality. 105 

Weigel as Mother Courage created several memorable examples of retarding 

frame-like gesture. One was the snapping of her leather purse upon the conclusion of 

every business deal. The finality of the sharp audible click and the repetition of the 

hand movement served to isolate and defamiliarise a usually mundane gestural 

complex. It emphasised her enjoyment at the conclusion of a deal and her need 

continually to ensure and safeguard the means of economic subsistence. Her depiction 

of Courage's reaction to the gun shots which signal the shooting of her son, ironically 

named Swiss Cheese, is one of the most memorable examples of the way Gestus 

entails picture making. At the moment Courage hears the shot she knows her attempts 

to save Swiss Cheese by selling the wagon have failed because she has haggled over 

104Benjamin, Versuche über Brecht, pp. 9-10; Benjamin, Understanding Brecht, p. 3. 
105Brecht, 'Die dialektische Dramatik', p. 440; Mueller, 'Montage in Brecht', pp. 474,483. 
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the price too long. Weigel created a technically accomplished gestural response: seated 

on a low stool, hands in her lap, she thrust her chest forward as if shot in the stomach, 

pain seeming to come from the 'womb', and pulled her head back, her jaw wide 

open. 106 Like the press photo Brecht believed to have been one source of inspiration 

for the gesture - an image of an Indian mother in Singapore by the side of her dead son 

- the scream had a tableau quality. 107 Weigel maintained the scream posture for a 

considerable time. In the two pieces of business discussed, the process of isolating and 

framing a piece of business retarded the action, drawing attention and encouraging 

cognitive work on the spectator's part. In the case of the silent scream, the dynamic 

clash between Haltungen - those of the mother who creates and nurtures her children 

and those of the business woman who jeopardises that life through her involvement in 

capitalist warfare - was brought to a standstill, held in a tableau. Like an Eisensteinian 

shot, the tableau is itself a montage cell, characterised by dynamic conflict. 108 

Brecht's emphasis on the importance of the Arrangement and Stellprobe 

involves the same focus on the pictorial quality of gesture but extends it further to 

encompass the movements of an entire group. One of the first steps Brecht took in 

organising a production was to commission a designer such as Caspar Neher to provide 

sketches of possible Arrangement, that is, groupings and movements of characters in 

accordance with the fable. 109 When it came to working with the actors, the early 

rehearsals were dominated by Stellproben, the positioning and actions of characters and 

groups on stage in relation to other characters. Brecht's keenness to fix positions is 

testified by an archive fragment on the Lehrstiick, The Horatii and the Curiatii, which 

describes how Brecht considered helping the actors with placement by dividing the 

floor into four parts with chalk lines. 110 In his comparison of stagings by twentieth- 

106See Mutter Courage und ihre Kinder (GDR, Berliner Ensemble and DEFA Spielfilmstudio, 1960); Brecht, 
'Couragemodell 1949: Anmerkungen', pp. 185-186,239,203-204. 
107Brecht, 'Couragernodell 1949: Anmerkungen', pp. 203-204. 
108Eisenstein, 'Beyond the Shot', p. 145. 
109See Brecht, 'Ober den Biihnenbau der nichtaristotelischen Dramatik', autumn 1936/early 1937, BFA, vol. 
22.1, p. 232; Carl Weber, Brecht on Stage, (Open University, Channel 2,15 September 1993); Egon Monk 

on Caspar Neher, as quoted in Christopher Baugh, 'Brecht and stage design: the Biihnenbildner and the 
Biihnenbauer', in Thomson and Sacks (eds. ), op. cit., p. 243. 
1 IOSteinweg, op. cit., pp. 34,172. 
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century directors, David Richard Jones characterises Brecht's attitude during rehearsal 

as 'What's the positionT and contrasts this with Stanislavksi's motto 'I don't believe 

itV. During rehearsals at the Berliner Ensemble and often prior to performance, the 

crucial positionings were scrutinised. with the aid of photos taken at rehearsals. 111 As 

Jones points out, photographic aesthetics are complementary to a theatre which freezes 

a motion or condition in order to stop the action for a closer longer look. 112 One 

driving force behind the Ensemble performances was obviously Brecht's desire to 

choreograph a great number of gestures into lucid tableaux of contradictory social 

re ations. 

The revelatory pictorialising of complex processes is well exemplified in the 

opening scene of the Berliner Ensemble's Mother Courage. Here Brecht wished to 

concretise the connection between war and capitalism through his depiction of the 

exchange between Mother Courage's family and the representatives of war, the 

Sergeant and Recruiter: 'The professionals of business and of war encounter one 

another; the war can begin'. 113 Therefore, initially he kept the two parties separated 

from one another in order to establish them as separate forces. The men of war 

remained together downstage right while Mother Courage's family and wagon entered 

from upstage right and rolled down right to the apron. Then he let the groups merge. 

When the Recruiter moved to the wagon to assess whether the two sons would provide 

adequate cannon fodder, treating them like a horse dealer would in the process, the 

symbiotic relationship between war and business was reinforced. 

Brecht warned that it would be difficult to convince the actors playing the war 

representatives to stay in one place and together until the wagon appears. He feared 

they would tend to behave egotistically and change their movements just to attract 

audience attention. 114 He insisted that placements should be retained or else the 

movements would suffer devaluation and the spectator would no longer seek their 

111 Hans Bunge, Der kaukasische Kreidekreis, diary of a production, 4 December 1953, BBA 944/25. 
112David Richard Jones, Great Directors at Work: Stanislavsky, Brecht, Kazan, Brook (Berkeley and 
London: University of California Press, 1986), pp. 87,91. 
113Brecht, 'Couragemodell 1949: Anmerkungen', p. 181. 
114ibid., pp. 184-185. 
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special meaning. A similar insistence on the careful maintenance of positions and 

groupings resounds throughout the various rehearsal documentations of Ensemble 

work. 115 Brecht's request to the actor playing the Judge in Puntila that he should not 

separate himself from the group of gentlemen is a case in point. In order to enhance the 

clarity of each picture, Brecht also tended to exaggerate its separateness by, for 

example, encouraging actors to refrain from speaking while moving from one position 

or space to another-116 Brecht's insistence on disciplined ensemble work and 

separation of parts gave the Ensemble's productions the quality of a film strip, each 

picture relatively autonomous while at the same time embedded within the course of 

events. 

That Brecht's theatre combines both the static quality of discrete pictures with 

the dynamic quality of dialectical contradictions is well illustrated by the moral tableau 

at the conclusion of Scene 5 in Mother Courage. In this scene Courage refuses to give 

the Chaplain the shirts he needs to bandage wounded peasants. In the end he secures 

them by force. Meanwhile Kattrin rescues a baby from the ruins of a farmhouse, after 

which Courage rips the fur coat from the back of a soldier she finds looting her liquor. 

In the film version., made shortly after Brecht's death and based on his Ensemble 

production, the scene concluded with Kattrin holding the child aloft and her mother 

diving into the wagon with the coat, kicking her back leg out behind. The tableau 

finale, the moment in which the two women's gestures with their contrasting war 

booties are presented simultaneously, 117 not only demonstrated that dialectical clash 

between mothering and business behaviour but the freezing or crystallising of a 

dynamic collision. 

It is a striking feature of the practice of Gestus that it entails the presentation of 

dialectical flux through the stasis-oriented picture. The isolated gesture, Stellprobe, 

115See, for example, the transcriptions of the tape recordings of the Leben des Galilei rehearsal, Scene 3,28 
March 1956, BBA 2188/97; Touragemodell 1949: Anmerkungen', pp. 184-185; Brecht, 14 November 1949 
Arbeitsjournal, vol. 2, p. 913. 
116See, for example, Kathe Rifficke, Leben des Galilei rehearsal notes, December 1955, BBA 1134/9; 

transcriptions of the tape recordings of the Leben des Galilei rehearsals, Scene 13,21 January 1956, BBA 
2191/143. 
117Brecht, 'Couragemodell 1949: Anmerkungen', p. 211; Mutter Courage und ihre Kinder (GDR: Berliner 
Ensemble and DEFA Spiel film studio, 1960). 
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Arrangement, ensemble work and tableaux are the practical means by which Brecht 

presents dialectics through spatial narrative. Mueller's emphasis on the relation 

between the frame-like closure of each element and the fable, and Brooker's point that 

the gestic theatre reveals the dialectic not only in terms of spatial arrangement but 

through sequences of time, are valid assertions of the tension in Brecht's theatre 

between the dynamism of montage and the contradictory continuum and the tendency 

towards the stasis of tableau. However, Benjamin's analysis does display a keen 

awareness of Brecht's special concern with spatial and visual aspects of theatre and 

acting, including the character's posture and position on the stage in relation to others. 

Benjamin explained this interest in terms of the interruptive quality of gestures. It can 

also be attributed to the fact that Gestus embodies Brecht's desire to master the 

complexity of contradictory human relations through a clarifying classical form. The 

tableaux are analogous to a scientific method for making social causality visible and 

accessible to analytical intervention. 

The Gestus of Enlightenment: A Scientific Framework 

3.1 From the Arrow of Teleology to the Gestic Force-Field 

Brecht's creation of a theatre based on discrete gestural complexes or episodes 

can be related to his rejection of Aristotelian teleology in favour of the modem natural 

scientist's emphasis on the relation between the object and the force-field in which it is 

situated. The way Brecht highlights the frame-like quality of gesture also reflects his 

interest in the Haltung of analytical enquiry as a model for the behaviour of the socialist 

interventionist. This attitude is fundamental to any endeavour which can be termed 

4scientific', in the sense that it involves a systematic and organised branch of 

knowledge and research. 118 

118For the English reader for whom the word 'science' is often limited to the denotation 'natural science', 
Brecht's multiple uses of the term are bewildering. In his early writings it was employed to denote a range of 

meanings from new technologies and industries to the natural sciences, a sociological perspective or 
Marxism. See Peter Brooker, 'Key Words in Brecht's theory and practice of theatre' in Thomson and Sacks, 

op. cit., p. 188. In part 3.1 1 use the term predominantly in the sense of natural science while in part 3.2 1 

draw on Brecht's interpretation and lasting interest in science as analytical inquiry and critique. 
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Brecht's desire to enlighten and make visible in a scientific manner is reflected 

in his vigilant attempts to create a theatre which threw light upon causal laws in society, 

and thus facilitated intervention and progress. Ile desire to 'make visible' and thereby 

to master resounds throughout his writings. 119 Initially, Brecht felt that if the new 

theatre was to achieve its goal of making intricate world events comprehensible, it 

would have to be aligned closely with the natural and social sciences that he believed 

had already perfected the art of discovering and demonstrating causality. 120 

The scientific model provided him with a means of transcending the 'darkness' 

of bourgeois theatre. Whereas the latter dramatised the operation of fate and other 

hidden forces, science sought to access and illumine. 121 When Brecht attempted to 

distinguish his new theatre from the decadent bourgeois version he utilised the image of 

a planetarium, an image derived from astronomy, the science of 'far-reaching vision'. 

As in the planetarium, the spectator of epic theatre could observe previously inscrutable 

phenomena. By contrast, Brecht likened the old theatre to a carousel which induces a 

state of blindness through its hypnotic music and aimlessly rotating painted landscapes. 

Yet despite its aptness, the planetarium - especially the display of perfect circles and 

ellipses - was in Brecht's mind too schematic to provide a totally satisfactory analogy. 

A testimony to the old science, Newtonian mechanics, it fails to account for the 

irregularity of the stars' movements and by implication the irregularity of the individual 

human case. And it was human behaviour that Brecht sought to theatricalise. 122 

While in the planetarium/carousel description only a few aspects of a particular 

scientific model are rejected as inappropriate for theatre, at other times Brecht sought to 

distinguish science in its entirety from art, claiming that while theatre was of the 

scientific age it was not science. 123 in the appendix to the 'Short Organum' he 

described the phrase 'theatre of the scientific age' as not comprehensive enough and too 

discredited or soiled (verschmutzt) in common usage. 124 Although Brecht became 

119Brecht, 'A8 Dritter Nachtrag zur Theorie des "Messingkaufs"', 1939-41, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 700. 
120See, for example, Wergnügungstheater oder Lehrtheater', p. 113. 
121Brecht, 'Offener Brief an den Schauspieler Heinrich George', December 1933, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 24. 
122Brecht, 'K-Typus und P-Typus in der Dramatik', c. 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 387-389. 
123Brecht, 'A9 Nachtrag zur Theorie des "Messingkaufs"', 1939-41, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 702. 
124Brecht, '[Nachträge zum "Kleinen Organon"I', p. 289. See also Brecht, BT, p. 276. 
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increasingly aware of the abuse of science, traces of which are to be found in Life of 

Galileo, his efforts to align theatre with science as a method of enlightenment and 

analytical critique remained intense. 125 Indeed his enthusiasm for scientific vision is 

embodied and maintained in the practice of Gestus. 

In 'Brecht and the Idea of the Scientific Theatre', David Roberts demonstrates 

Brecht's interest in modem science as extending not only to scientific methods of 

analysis but even to scientific epistemology. He argues that Brecht developed an 

epistemology akin to the one underpinning Galilean physics which emphasises the 

notion of a field of forces. Drawing upon a paper delivered in 1930 at the Berlin 

Society for Empirical Philosophy by the psychologist Kurt Lewin, Roberts illustrates 

Brecht's epistemological preferences through a comparison of Aristotelian and Galilean 

dynamics. Lewin characterised Aristotelian dynamics as based on the concept that 

physical vectors 'are completely determined in advance by the nature of the object 

concerned'. In modern physics, however, 'the existence of a physical vector depends 

upon the mutual relation of several physical facts, especially upon the relation of the 

object to the environment'. 126 Lewin argued that these separate assumptions had 

different implications for the theory of personality. In Aristotle's system a person is 

regarded as having a telos (an inborn tendency to perfection) and the surrounding 

environment is perceived as merely disturbing or modifying the telos. Brecht's 

comments on the Shakespearean hero display his criticism of this notion, viz: 

Humans act out of compulsion, according to their 'character'. Their 
character is 'eternal', unalterable, it can only show itself, it has no cause 
that can be reached by humans. 127 

According to the modern system, by contrast, the environment assumes as much 

importance as the individual. The behaviour of the individual is situated within afield 

125Darko Suvin argues that Brecht permanently retained one aspect of science: his insistence on the 
experimental, Baconian character of modem art. See Suvin, 'Brecht: Bearing, Pedagogy, Productivity', 
Gestos, vol. 5, no. 10 (1990), 11-12; Darko Suvin, 'Heavenly food denied: "Life of Galileo"' in Thomson 

and Sacks (ed. ), op-cit., P. 151. 
126Kurt Lewin as quoted in David Roberts, 'Brecht and the Idea of a Scientific Theatre', The Brecht Yearbook. 
Brecht Performance, vol. 13 (1984), 44-45. 
127Brecht, '[Charakter und tragische WiTkung]', c. 1940, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 612. 
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offorces and his/her actions are a function of the dynamic whole. 128 In 1929, Brecht 

asserted a similar concept when he stated that fate 'is no longer a single coherent power, 

rather there are fields of force which can be seen as radiating in opposite directions; the 

power groups themselves comprise movements not only against one another but within 

themselves'. 129 Brecht's rejection of the Aristotelian model and affinity with Lewin's 

field theory is clearly manifest in the gestic principle with its environmentalist emphasis 

on the depiction of socio-historical determinants of behaviour. 

The notion of a field of forces also appears to be manifest in the organisation of 

time and space in Brecht's theatre. Epic drama preferences a structure composed of 

self-sufficient episodes, each analogous to a force field. As Robert puts it, 'The arrow 

of teleology is arrested in mid-flight'130 - the plummeting motion towards the end so 

typical in the drama of Aristotelian theatre - 'the process crystallises into structure, the 

dialectic is frozen into a tableau of gestures'. Roberts argues that the primacy of the 

episode or scene 'follows of necessity from the determination of behaviour as the 

product of the concrete situation (the scene)1.131 And if there is a definitive artistic 

expression of this epistemological break from teleology it is the gestic moment, the 

isolated gesture or tableau of gestures. 

3.2 Gestic Acting and the Scientific Haltung 

Brecht's theatre parallels modern science in terms not only of its epistemology 

but also in terms of objectives and methods. Where natural science sought to discover 

the laws of nature in order to master the environment (in the case of applied science at 

least) the gestic principle has as its objective the presentation of the laws of each 

historical epoch and social progresS. 132 And the gestic form - especially rationalised 

blockings and painterly tableaux vivants - encourages the spectator to master insights 

and to intervene in social events. In terms of methodology Roberts singles out the 

128Roberts, op. cit., pp. 44-45,59. 
129Brecht, 'Über Stoffe und Form', March 1929, BFA, vol. 21, p. 303. See also Brecht, BT, p. 30 
130Roberts, op. cit., p. 53. 
13libid., p. 46. 
132Brecht, 'Kurze Beschreibung einer neuen Technik der Schauspielkunst, die einen Verfremdungseffekt 

hervorbringt', p. 646. 
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re lance on the 'pure case' or experiment as of importance to Brecht. The theatrical 

equivalent to the scientific experiment was the construction of situations in which the 

particular reveals the general. Brecht had formulated it in 1931 as 'Causality, for 

example, only where it is recognisable as being produced'. 133 The 'autonomous' 

sections of which the fable was constructed, each comprehensible in itself, approximate 

the experiment. The de-composition of the whole into relatively autonomous, self- 

sufficient and socially significant parts is a definitive feature of Gestus-oriented theatre. 

Gestic acting entails the detailed isolation of distinct gestures: 

A simple method for the actor of defamiliarising the Gestus is to divide 
it from facial expression. He need only put on a mask and follow his 
movements in the mirror. This way he will easily arrive at a selection of 
gestures that are rich in themselves. Precisely the fact that the gestures 
are selected produces the V-effect. 134 

The Haltung of the actor who fulfils this highly analytical selection and dissection 

procedure corresponds with that of the experimental scientist. 

The connections between Gestus and aspects from the framework of modem 

science provide further support for Benjamin's interpretation of Brecht's gestic theatre, 

as characterised by the frame-like quality of gestural units and by spatial structures. 

Brecht's environmentalist non- teleological approach to characterisation demands the 

replacement of the unrelenting motion towards a climax by structural emphasis on the 

dialectical tension between the relatively autonomous gestural tableau and the tableau's 

connection to the contradictory flow of events. And the actor's appropriation of the 

scientific Haltung encourages a performance characterised by the selection and 

demonstration of clarifying gestures. Just like the experimental scientist, the gestic 

actor isolates and artificially freezes a moment of flux for the benefit of scrutiny. 

3.3 Tableau and the Master of Meaning 

Post-Brecht commentators, such as Roland Barthes and Heiner MUller, have 

drawn attention to what they perceive to be some of the limiting aspects of the analytical 

133Brecht, 'Ziele der Gesellschaft der Dialektiker', c. 1931, BFA, vol. 21, p. 537. 
134Brecht, 'Hervorbringen des V-Effekts', c. 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 355. 
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frame-making tendencies within Brecht's gestic Schaustiick theatre. In their theorising 

they point to the way a framed tableau asserts an ideal meaning through selected 

pictures, hierarchically elevating the actor/director as master of socialist criticism and 

suppressing other pictures and meanings in the process. 

Writing in the 1970s, Barthes characterised Brecht's theatre as governed by 

both the sovereignty of d6coupage, the act of cutting out, and the unity of the subject of 

that action. 135 The proscenium arch stage, for which the Schausdicke were written, is 

an embodiment of the principle of d, 6coupage. Barthes describes the pictorial tableau as 

another form of d9coupage, 'a pure cut-out segment with clear defined edges' typified 

by the fact that 'everything that surrounds it is banished into nothingness, remains 

unnamed, while everything that it admits within its field is promoted into essence, into 

light, into view'. 136 Gestus, which Barthes refers to as the meaning of the tableau, is 

presented similarly as the product of 'cutting out': 'outside of the gestus, there is only 

vagueness, insignificance,. 137 Barthes labels the tableau 'at the level of the ideal 

meaning (Good, Progress, the Cause, the triumph of the just History)' a fetish-object. 

By this he appears to mean that the tableau places and fixes the subject, which he 

defines as 'author, reader, spectator, voyeur', 138 in a position of separation. In 

separate articles which each contain a response to Barthes's argument, Stephen Heath 

and Colin MacCabe describe this position of separation as entailing a confirmation of 

the subject's imaginary coherence and stable identity, the condition of which is the 

subject's ignorance of having been set in position, an ignorance of the structure of 

his/her production. 139 Heath counters Barthes's argument by referring to Brecht's 

principle of distanciation which undermines the fixed Position of separation by breaking 

down the fourth wall and 'depositioning' the spectator in a critical-multi-perspective. 

Through this process the spectator's position becomes dynamically contradictory and 

135Barthes, op. cit., p. 33. 
136ibid., p. 34. 
137ibid., p. 37. 
138ibid., p. 33. 
139Heath, op-cit., P- 106; Colin MacCabe, 
Screen, vol. 15, no. 2 (1974), 22. 

'Realism and the Cinema: Notes on some Brechtian theses', 
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'he is pulled out of his fiXity'. 140 However, to my mind while Heath correctly 

negotiates Brecht's attempt to interrupt the fetishist structure, he does not fully respond 

to Barthes's claim that in the process of distanciation the actor is the 'master of 

meaning', guiding it towards its ideality in accordance with the Law of the Party. 141 

Here Barthes foregrounds the possible limitations of the gestural tableau: the fixed 

(non-dynamic) authoritative position of the actor- demonstrator and the tableau's 

exclusive tendency. 

MUller has also referred to these limitations, both in his comments on the 

tableau in Brecht's theatre and in his approach as a theatre practitioner. While Miller's 

writings and interviews provide very little in the way of commentary on Gestus 

specifically, they certainly contain information about his negative response towards one 

tendency of gestic practice: the making of framed pictures. MUller's wariness towards 

pictures is based on his antipathy towards closed systems, metanarratives and other 

monolithic belief systems. In 1987, he described the picture as closed in the following 

way: 

... a picture [Bild] is always a suppression of other pictures, a covering 
over of others. Why do I have the right to choose this picture and 
thereby to cover up another? This has also got something to do with 
selection. The persecution of the Jews is the counter movement to the 
ban on pictures. Auschwitz would not have been possible without a 
picture of the Jews. You have to have a picture of something before 
you can destroy it. 142 

The 'closed' nature of the picture stems from the fact that its selection involves the 

veiling of another possible picture and from the way it reduces the complexity of the 

subject matter it refers to, fixing its significance and presenting it in a 'manageable' or 

'controllable' form. Miiller connected the phenomenon of the picture with Brecht's 

later plays, especially the parables and Modellbuch texts, written for and performed on 

the proscenium arch stage. In Miller's terminology these plays constitute tableaux for 

140Heath, op. cit., p. 112. 
141Barthes, op. cit., pp. 37-38. 
142Heiner Willer in discussion with Ruth Berghaus and Sigrid Neef, 1987, in Heiner Willer, Gesammelte 
Irrtawr 2. Irrtamer und Gesprdche, eds. Gregor Edelmann and Renate Ziemer (Frankfurt on Main: Verlag der 
Autoren, 1990), pp. 92-93. 
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the 'showcase' and 'peepshow' whose purpose is to enlighten the non- specialist. 143 

They are the product of Brecht's work in exile and what MUller interpreted as Brecht's 

subsequent isolation from the political reality of class struggle in Germany and 

compensatory 'emigration into classicism'. 144 Writing in the context of the GDR in the 

1970s and 1980s, Mfiller questioned the continuing relevance of the pedagogical 

tableau on the basis that not only had the audience become specialists themselves but a 

new task was at hand: the interruption of the Marxist metanarrative underpinning the 

tableau and the creation of 'gestures without a reference system' which cannot be 

reduced to a single meaning. 145 

Given his antipathy towards the imposition of any single interpretation of a 

human matter, it is not surprising that in 1988 Mfiller claimed contemporary art should 

concern itself with something he described as the Gestus of aggressively 'stepping out 

of the picture'. 146 In his theatre work this process has involved the problematising and 

dissolution of both framed tableaux and the authoritative actor/demonstrator as 'master 

of meaning'. One method Mfiller has created to draw attention to the framing process is 

that of 'painting-over'. That is, before the point where the initial picture can be seen the 

artist must begin another picture. For example, in MUller's production of his own text 

The Mission (Der Auftrag) in Bochum 1982, a panel, the height and width of the 

auditorium and containing a large triangular cut-out section - rather like a voyeur's 'key 

hole' - was positioned between the audience and the proscenium arch, as if to draw the 

spectators' attention to the constructed and limited nature of pictures. According to 

where they were seated, each spectator had varyingly restricted visual access to the 

performance. No audience member had control over 'the' picture and each was made 

aware that there were pictures beyond the ones they were able to see. Yearnings for a 

143Heiner Müller in a discussion at the Wisconsin Workshop in Madison/USA, 1976, 'Einen historischen 
Stoff sauber abschildern, das kann ich nicht', in Heiner Müller, Gesammelte Irrtümer: Interviews und 
Gespräche (Frankfurt on Main: Verlag der Autoren, 1991), p. 42. 
144ibid., p. 33; Heiner Müller, Krieg ohne Schlacht: Leben in Zwei Diktaturen. Eine Autobiographie, 2nd ed. 
(Cologne: Kiepenheuer and Witsch, 1994), pp. 225-226; Heiner Müller, 'Fatzer ± Keuner', in Heiner Müller, 
Material. Texte und Kommentare, ed. Frank Hörnigk (Göttingen: Steidl, 1989), p. 30. 
145Heiner Müller, 'Fatzer ± Keuner', p. 31. 
146Heiner Müller in discussion with Rainer Crone, 'Funf Minuten Schwarzfilm', in Heiner Müller, 
Gesammelte Irrtümer 2, p. 141. 
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framed tableau, a packaged and thereby more readily consumable truth, were to some 

extent frustrated. 147 As a scenographer, Miller frequently defied the limitations of the 

tableau by choreographing collages composed of metaphorical imagery and surreal 

dream-like implosions of time and space which generate multiple meanings. With 

regard to the performer, the 'painting-over' approach was embodied in several of the 

devices he utilised, such as the chronological repetition of a section of dialogue during 

the performance, each time changing the mode of delivery and emphasis, and the 

simultaneous presentation of a piece of text by different performers in different ways, 

resulting in a choral polyphony. 148 

In the shift from the fixity of the picture to polyphony, MUller also dissolved the 

analytical gestic 'master of meaning'. The rational demonstrator who cuts out and 

enlightens the socially significant was replaced by a number of performance roles, 

ranging from marionette-like megaphones to Artaudian suffering and desiring bodies. 

On the one hand, Mfiller campaigned against in tellectuali sing actors who sought to 

explain and interpret their text and to signpost their comprehension of it to the audience, 

that is, against the enlightening Gestus of showing. Against this practice he posited the 

notion of a performer reading texts like a telephone book. 149 During rehearsals for his 

1988 production of the self-authored play The Scab (Der Lohndriicker), Willer 

encouraged the actors to develop a non-explanatory manner of delivery so that the 

audience would have difficulty judging at any given moment where right or wrong lay. 

In these experiments he was inspired by the work of Robert Wilson, particularly 

Wilson's 'attempt to hinder the fixing of an event, of a situation or of a picture to a 

meaning'. 150 On the other hand, Miller dissolved the gestic emphasis on explanatory 

147Henning Rischbieter, 'Die Wörter + Die Zeichen: Heiner Müller, Nina Ritter und Erich Wonder 
inszenieren Heiner Müllers "Auftrag" in Bochum', Theater Heute, vol. 23 (1982), 7; Heiner Müller, 'Was ein 
Kunstwerk kann, ist Sehnsucht wecken nach einem anderen Zustand der Welt', a discussion between Heiner 
Müller, Urs Jenny and Hellmuth Karasek, 1983, in Heiner Müller, Gesammelte Irrtümer, p. 136. 
148Rischbieter, op. cit., p. 12; Heiner Müller, 'Am Anfang war a discussion between Heiner Müller and 
Rick Takvorian, 1986, in Heiner Müller, Gesammelte Irrtümer 2, p. 42. 
149Heiner Müller, 'Der Rhythmus, die Arie und der Leim: Über Heiner Müllers Herausforderung an die 
Schauspieler', from a discussion of the 1982 Macbeth production (held during the Heiner Müller Werkschau 

on 6 July 1988) involving Fritz Marquardt, Ulrich Mühe and Heiner Müller, in Wolfgang Storch (ed. ), 
Explosion of a Memory. Heiner Müller DDR: Ein Arbeitsbuch (Berlin: Hentrich, 1988), p. 49; Heiner Müller, 

'Ich scheiße auf die Ordnung der Welt', a discussion with Matthias Matussek and Andreas Roßmann, 1982, in 
Heiner Müller, Gesammelte Irrtümer, p. 119. 
150Müller, 'Fünf Minuten Schwarzfilm', p. 144. 
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demonstration through an Artaudian policy of sensory assault. Under Miller's 

direction, the actor's ability to give a rationalised delivery of a text was often impeded 

by his/her involvement in activities requiring immense physical exertion, ranging from 

ecstatic dance and frenzied running to the strenuous Sisyphean attempt to scale a raised 

floorboard in the Bochum production of The Mission. 151 The 'master of meaning' was 

variously splintered into both indeterminate voices and the dynamism of 

suffering/desiring bodies. 

The phenomenon of a tension between the dynamic and the static is a defining 

feature of Brecht's Gestus as represented through theory and practice. Philosophically 

the theory of Gestus carries traces of an ambivalent oscillation between the dialectical 

materialist flux embodied in the 'spectactor', the Gestus of showing and astonishment, 

and transgressive moments in which the mechanistic materialism of behaviourism - 

manifest in an emphasis on analytical gestural externalisation of seemingly fixed 

environmental determination - suppresses the dialectic. In the gestic practice of the 

Berliner Ensemble the dialectical model asserts itself through the Not-But theory, the 

play between empathy and demonstration and the juxtaposition of opposing Haltungen. 

The mechanistic model is reflected in the tendency towards one-sided functionalist and 

economistic characterisation, overemphasis on the moment of critical demonstration and 

robotic Chaplinesque imagery. 

Gestus also entails a contradiction between representing behaviour as 

dynamically contradictory and changeable over time, through a montage of gestures, 

and an interventionist desire to freeze that dialectical flux by means of clarifying 

Arrangements, Stellproben and tableaux vivants. At the level of meaning, the resultant 

analytical picture-making tends to negate the possibility of a polyphonic play of 

contradictions, favouring instead a fixed socially significant meaning presented by the 

relatively non-dynamic master of the Marxist metanarrative. The task of clarifying 

15'Marianne Streisand, 'Theater der sozialen Phantasie und der geschichtlichen Erfahrung', Sinn und Forn 

vol. 35, no. 5 (1983), 1059-60; Heiner Müller, Krieg ohne Schlacht: Leben in Zwei Diktaturen, p. 341; 

Rischbieter, op. cit., p. 12. 
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contradictory social reality involves the actor in a paradox central to gestic performance: 

the attempt to re-present dialectical flux by means which tend towards stasis. 
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The naturalness of the gestures and intonations 
must not be lost during the process of selection. It 
is not a matter of stylisation. In the case of 
stylisation gesture and intonation 'mean 
something' (Fear, Pride, Pity, etc. ). A Gestus that 
is brought about through such stylisation reduces 
the flux of reactions and actions of the characters to 
a series of rigid symbols. What results is a type of 
script with script characters of a very abstract nature 
and the portrayal of human behaviour becomes 
schematic and lacks concreteness. 
[Brecht, c. 193811 

CHAPTER THREE 

Gestus and Realism: Earth-Bound Gestures 

The dialectical angle, adopted in Chapter Two, offers several insights into the 

way gestic acting was typified by a contradiction between a dialectical and a mechanistic 

materialist approach to human behaviour and a structural tension between flux and 

stasis. Yet its discussion of aesthetics, of stylistic concerns and matters pertaining to 

sensual perception, is limited to the implications of the interruptive frame-like quality of 

the gesture. If the stylistic features and parameters of gestic acting are to be analysed 

more fully, it is necessary to explore how gesture in Brecht's theatre relates to and 

expresses social reality. Understanding Brecht's own version of socialist realism, 

which constitutes his philosophical notions about reality, how the artist or performer 

should approach it, and the form-related implications of this attitude - for example, 

whether reality should be 'reflected' through literal mimesis, or defamiliarised through 

non-representational means - is crucial to such an investigation. In this chapter I 

present the argument that Brecht's realist approach to form is embodied in gestic acting 

and that it is a major determining factor of the stylistic principles and parameters of 

gestic gesture. Moreover, I contend that Brecht's socialist realism is characterised by 

conflicting tendencies and that the conflicts are reflected in the aesthetics of gestic 

acting. While the relation between Gestus and realism has been acknowledged, the 

lBrecht, 'Hervorbringung des V-Effekts', c. 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 356. 
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contradictory aesthetic implications and their embodiment in the historical practice of 

gestic acting have never received in-depth analytical attention. 2 

Before outlining the nature of the contradictions within the realist aesthetic, it is 

necessary to clarify the terms of the discussion. In accordance with Brecht's use of the 

adjective 'gestic' (gestisch), gestic acting will be used to denote performance oriented 

around the externalisation of socially significant Haltung as opposed to simply 

6gestural' acting. 3 'Gesture' is the term used here to denote the performer's various 

means of externalisation. It has been selected for this purpose as it is also the vehicle of 

expression given a particularly high profile in Brecht's theatre. Hence, the following 

discussion of 'gesture' uses the word in an idiosyncratic way as a reference both to 

corporeal movements and positions of the performer's body and to non-corporeal 

extensions of the body. In this definition even corporeal activities which Brecht on 

occasion excludes from his definition of 'gesture', such as facial and vocal movements, 

are incorporated. In addition, it embraces quasi-gestural extensions of the performer's 

movements and positions, such as costumes, make-up, masks and even props. The 

point of intersection between corporeal and quasi-gestural elements in the theatre, is that 

both constitute stage signs and externalising means which are frequently manipulated by 

the performer. 4 What is meant by the 'stylistic' nature of the gesture is the form and 

manner of the performer's expression, and its relation to modes of artistic 

representation, from naturalistic verisimilitude to non-representational abstractions. As 

these key terms suggest, and unlike Chapters One and Two which explored mainly the 

relations between Gestus and its ideological frameworks, this chapter shifts the focus 

2Jan Knopf, Brecht-Handbuch (Theater): Eine Asthetik der Widersprikhe (Stuttgart: Metzler, 1980), p. 393; 
Hans Martin Ritter, Das gestische Prinzip (Cologne: Prometh, 1986), pp. 95-130; and Ernst Schumacher, 
'Das gestische in der darstellenden Kunst des Ostens und des Westens', Das Theater des fernen Ostens, 
Austellungskatalog der Akademie der Künste, no. 145 (Berlin: Fröhlich und Kaufmann, 1985), pp. 205-229. 
Knopf's exposition is brief and sketch-like, in keeping with the encyclopaedic nature of his book. Ritter's 
discussion of the relation between Gestus and realism provided a source of inspiration for this chapter. 
However, Ritter does not consider either acting style or historical practice. And while Schumacher's 

discussion of gestic style is thought-provoking, he neglects the relation between Gestus and realism. 
3Brecht, 'Uber die gestische Sprache in der Literatur', c. 1934, BFA, vol. 18, pp. 78-79; 'Ober die 
Verwendung von Musik ffir ein episches Theater', 1935, BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 157-159; 'Ober reimlose Lyrik 

mit unregelmliffigen Rhythmen', March 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 359-361. 
4The term 'quasi-gestural' is derived from Heinze's account of Brecht's gestic aesthetic as is to a lesser extent 
the approach to gesture. See Helmut Heinze, Brechts Asthetik des Gestischen: Versuch einer Rekonstruktion 

(Heidelberg: Carl Winter UniversitAtsverlag, 1992), pp. 45-51. 
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onto the sensual and stylistic nature of the gestic gesture as a material vehicle (or 

signifier). That is, it is concerned with the nature of the gestic gesture as material, and 
its production through rehearsal techniques and thought processes. 

Returning to Brecht's realist framework, the conflict which has considerable 

impact on the stylistic parameters of gestic practice can be described as a tension 

between the affirmation of formal experimentation and the insistence on the concrete 

and intelligible explication of reality. Brecht's positive attitude towards formal 

experimentation is closely linked to his belief that the function of the realist artist is not 

simply to imitate the surface phenomena of reality but critically to re-present it, so that 

underlying social structures and their changeability are revealed. 5 Such a re- 

presentation necessarily involves a play between, firstly, the imitation of observed 

behaviour and events and, secondly, the defamiliarising artistic abstraction - selection, 

isolation and highlighting - of socially significant moments. Ile process of abstraction, 

which leads to stylisation, is dependent upon the innovative experimentation with form. 

Such experimentation is crucial not only to the development of art but to social 

revolution. According to Brecht, even technical devices, styles and forms belonging to 

conservative traditions can be isolated, and transformatively utilised by the experimental 

realist for this purpose. 6 In terms of formal implications, the oscillation between 

surface appearance and underlying structure encourages a play between 'literal mimesis' 

- the tendency towards verisimilitude - and at the opposite extreme of the mimetic 

continuum, 'non-literal mimesis' - the playful re-presentation of the original, its 

defamiliarising distortion. 7 

Paradoxically, however, the revolutionary realist agenda not only encourages 

the play between the two ends of the continuum of mimesis but sets the limiting 

parameters of 'non-literal' mimesis. This is because it demands that the realist should 

5Brecht, 'Ober die Verwendung von Musik ffir ein episches Theater', p. 158; 'BllI Naturalismus - 
Realismus', from 'Der Messingkauf', c. 1942/43, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 769. 
6Brecht, 'Verfremdungseffekte in der chinesischen Schauspielkunst', 1936, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 207. 
7'Mimesis' denotes the re-presentation of nature or human behaviour. While art forms at both extremes have 

a common base - they both involve the act of re-presenting - literal mimetic art is often referred to as 
'representational' and non-literal mimetic art is commonly termed 'non (or even anti) - representational'. 
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both influence and be influenced by reality. 8 If the artist is to be influenced by reality 

s/he must draw upon and present the concrete. The influencing of reality involves not 

only the defamiliarising but the intelligible presentation of the concrete. 9 Brecht's use of 

the latter term can be related to his interest in Hegel's maxim 'The truth is concrete'. A 

full understanding of Brecht's idiosyncratic response to the motto and his use of the 

term 'concrete' would require an investigation beyond the scope of this chapter. 10 For 

the purpose of a discussion of aesthetics, it suffices here to say that when Brecht uses 

the term in the context of art he means, firstly, that art should refer to material actuality 

and be concerned with socio-historically specific and particular instances. Secondly, it 

must capture the lively variety of these instances, the moving unrest of contradictions 

and disharmonies. 11 Concrete truths, however, are not only verifiable but practicable. 

They show the world as changeable and provide applicable insights for its alteration in 

practice. 12 

In order to influence reality the realist must also successfully convey these 

concrete truths, and this is why intelligibility is so important. The insistence on the 

concrete implies that realist art must retain an identifiable or recognisable connection to 

carefully observed phenomenal reality. 13 In this sense a concrete gesture is 'earth- 

bound': not an identical copy of a material or phenomenon but identifiably relating to 

such phenomena. If the realist is to communicate intelligibly, then the means of 

expression must be deictic, legible and rational. One of the arguments I present in the 

8Brecht, 'Notizen über realistische Schreibweise', 1940, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 626. 
9Brecht, 'VolkstUmlichkeit und Realismus [11', June 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 406,409. 
1OFor Hegel's use of the phrase see G. W. F. Hegel, Lectures on the History of Philosophy, vol. 1, trans. 
Elisabeth S. Haldane (London: Kegan Paul, 1892), p. 19. For Brecht's use see, 'Praktisches zur 
Express ionismusdebatte', July 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 422. Lutz Danneberg and Hans-Harald Mfiller 
provide an introduction to the topic in 'Wissenschaftliche Philosophie und literarischer Realismus', in Exil, 
Sonderband 1 (1987), 52-55 and 'Brecht and Logical Positivism', The Brecht Yearbook. Essays on Brecht, 
vol. 15 (1990), 156-157. Danneberg and MUller are currently working on a detailed and long overdue 
analysis of Brecht's philosophical concerns - such as his notion of truth - and their relation not only to 
Marxism but also logical positivism. Steve Giles has added to the debate by contending that Brecht's 
response to logical empiricism/positivism was embedded in a prior commitment to philosophical 
pragmatism. See Steve Giles, 'Bertolt Brecht, Logical Empiricism, and Social Behaviourism', The Modern 
Language Review, vol. 1, no. 90 (1995), 83-93. 
II Brecht, 'Notizen i1ber realistische Schreibweise', pp. 639-640; Manfred Wekwerth, 'Discovering an 
Aesthetic Category', 1957, in Hubert Witt (ed. ) Brecht As They Knew Him, trans. John Peet (London: 
Lawrence and Wishart, 1975), p. 143. 
12Brecht, 'Objectivismus und Materialismus bei Lenin', c. 1932, BFA, vol. 21, p. 575; Danneberg and 
Müller, 'Wissenschaftliche Philosophie und literarischer Realismus', pp. 52-53. 
13Danneberg and Müller, 'Wissenschaftliche Philosophie und literarischer Realismus', p. 54. 
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following study is that the socialist realism promoted by Brecht suppressed those 

modes of artistic representation which Brecht regarded as compromising concreteness 

and intelligibility. Thus Brecht's realism contains a contradiction between, on the one 
hand, its espousing of the notion that art forms and technical devices can be 

transformed for revolutionary purposes and, on the other hand, Brecht's insistence that 

some styles and devices could never be utilised for socialist realist purposes because 

they would always be antithetical to an agenda of change. One stylistic implication of 

this contradiction is that experimental non-literal mimesis will be bound to the concrete 

and intelligible presentation of reality. 

To date the stylistic and formal implications of gestic gesture remain a neglected 

field of investigation. In those cases where stylistic issues have been given not only 

descriptive but analytical consideration, the focus has usually been on Brecht's theatre 

in general, not specifically gestic gesture. 14 John Fuegi is amongst the few Anglo- 

American commentators to refer to the style of Brecht's theatre as involving a 

contradictory play between the two ends of the mimesis continuum. He refers to the 

performance mode as the contradictory or mixed mimetic style. 15 The first type of 

mimesis involves the representational verisimilitude of 'realistic details', and the 

opposing type consists of non-realistic 'theatre theatrical' elements which contribute to a 

'theatre pleasurably self-conscious in the presence of the interplay of "reality" and of the 

"depiction of reality"'. 16 Fuegi describes the non-realistic elements as having a low 

degree of representational verisimilitude but as maintaining the 'minimum image', such 

as structural similarity in the case of the child's hobby horse. 17 To exemplify his point 

about the contradiction between high and low degrees of verisimilitude, Fuegi refers to 

the hanging scene in the 1924 production of The Life of Edward II of England directed 

by Brecht. 18 During this scene the actors, playing the soldiers who prepare to hang the 

rebel Gaveston during the long battle of Killingworth scene, were instructed to observe 

14For example, John Willett, The Theatre of Bertolt Brecht, 3rd ed. (London: Methuen, 1967), p. 124. 
15John Fuegi, Bertolt Brecht: Chaos, According to Plan (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), p. 
36. 
16ibid., p. 33. 
17ibid., p. 36. 
18ibid., p. 33. 
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and copy the realistic details surrounding such an event. At the same time they were to 

perform the realistic actions in a non-realistic 'whiteface' .a make-up which recalled 

circus clowns. The white paint preserved a representational 'minimum image' of a 
bloodless frightened and tired human face through its colour and its relation to the 

contours of the face. The mixed mimetic scene reflects Brecht's interest in both 

observing concrete phenomena of reality, the exploited henchmen of the status quo, and 

critically defamiliarising them by externalising significant features, in this case 

submission out of habit, fear and/or exhaustion to the powers that be. 

Fuegi attributes the contradictory style to Brecht's delight in deliberately 

unresolved dialectical contradictions. 19 In turn he interprets this interest in 

contradictions as reflecting the mark of a theatrical genius caught in a turbulent and 

artistically experimental age. Moreover, Fuegi dissociates the mixed mimetic mode 
r__ - 

from Brecht's ideological standpoint, describing it instead as an idiosyncratic trademark 

of a theatre genius, a constant feature of all Brecht's work, even that of the pre-Marxist 

period. 20 By contrast, in the following examination I assert that Brecht"s realist 

philosophy of life and art is a major determinant of style in Brecht's theatre. I contend 

that while Fuegi's argument about the origins of the stylistic contradiction may provide 

insights into Brecht's dialectical approach, it is based on the problematical neglect of a 

connection between the critical realist attitude, evident in early works such as Edward 

II, and the socialist realism Brecht was to espouse only a few years later. This 

connection is manifest in the recurring phenomenon of the artistic defamiliarisation of 

social reality through the juxtaposition of literal mimesis and non-literal distortion. To 

point to a continuity in Brecht's attitude towards art and reality is not to blur the 

distinctions between pre and post-Marxist realism, not least of which is the shift in 

Brecht's understanding of social actuality as it began to embrace the analytical research 

of the 'new sciences', Marxism in particular. Rather, to recognise the continuity of not 

only style but attitude between Brecht's pre-Marxist and post- 1926 work is to affirm a 

connection between his realist approach to art and his stylistic preferences. 

19ibid., p. 36. 
20ibid., pp. 2,36. 
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A further limitation of Fuegi's analysis is the way it confines itself to eulogising 

the contradictory style as 'a "self-reflexive" mimetic mode well suited to twentieth- 

century experimentation both in the arts and in the sciences'. 21 The tendency to 

celebrate Brecht's theatre as a balance of contradictory artistic tendencies, of avant- 

garde and realist or of experimental and populist art forms, rather than considering its 

moments of suppression and the parameters of its non-literal experimentation has been a 

recurrent one. 22 Without detracting from the celebration of Brecht's theatre as a unique 

and rich unity of diverse forms, the following discussion also considers the way formal 

experimentation is controlled and limited by the realist agenda. 

Ernst Schumacher's various comparisons of gestic acting with Asian forms of 

performance constitute one of the few investigations of the stylistic parameters of 

Brecht's realism and its implications for corporeal gesture. 23 Although Schumacher 

sometimes refers to gestic acting as if he means simply 'gesture-oriented' acting, his 

analysis of gesture in Brecht's theatre shows an awareness of its Gestus-orientation. 

Schumacher claims that gestures 'aimed at making a social gesture conspicuous' and 

which serve a 'mainly socially critical "enlightening... function have to remain 'closely 

24 related to mimesis, the imitation of "real life", the direction towards naturalness'. 

While Schumacher seems to be advocating a tendency towards literal mimesis or 

imitation, and thus neglects the play between the literal and non-literal, he does capture 

21 ibid., p. 36. 
22Peter Brooker, 'Introduction', in Peter Brooker (ed. ), Moder nismlPostmodern ism (London: Longman, 
1992), pp. 28,39; Alan Lovell, 'Brecht in Britain - Lindsay Anderson', Screen, vol. 16, no. 4 (1975/76), 
62-63; Stanley Mitchell, 'From Shklovsky to Brecht: Some preliminary remarks towards a history of the 
politicisation of Russian Formalism', Screen, vol. 15, no. 2 (1974), 78. Brooker speaks of a 'popular, 
flexible and experimental realism', one that is pluralist, democratic and open to revision then as now. 
Anderson describes Brecht as never refusing the pull of either side of the conflict between firstly, wanting to 
work for the benefit of the mass audience, and secondly, an interest in avant-garde art and its techniques. And 
Mitchell upholds Brecht as combining and transcending the two main streams of revolutionary art, Russian 

avant-gardism of the 1920s and the realist tradition. Critics who have referred to the boundaries of 
experimentation, but only fleetingly include: Ronald Taylor, 'Presentation 11' and Fredric Jameson, 
'Reflections in Conclusion', in Ronald Taylor (ed. ), Aesthetics and Politics (London: NLB, 1977), pp. 65, 
198,206. 
23Ernst Schumacher, 'Das gestische in der darstellenden Kunst des Ostens und des Westens, pp. 205-229; 
'Ost ist Ost und West ist West: Gestische Spielweise des Kabuki und gestische Spielweise bei Brecht (1)', 
Notate, vol. 8, no. 4 (1985), 11-14; 'Ost ist Ost und West ist West: Gestische Spielweise des Kabuki und 
gestische Spielweise bei Brecht (2)', Notate, vol. 8, no. 5 (1985), 10-12; 'Gestic Acting in Kabuki and 
Gestic Acting According to Brecht', Maske und Kothurn, vol. 35, nos. 2-3 (1989), 65-78. Tatlow's work on 
the relation between Brecht's theatre and Asian theatres also contains relevant material. See Antony Tatlow, 
The Mask of Evil (Bern: Lang, 1977). 
24Schumacher, 'Gestic Acting in Kabuki and Gestic Acting According to Brecht', p. 70. 
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the way even the stylised gestic gesture in Brecht's theatre must relate analogically and 

legibly back to familiar social behaviour. This chapter expands upon the latter insight in 

two ways. Firstly, it presents Gestus as the embodiment of a mixed mimetic style 

whose parameters are governed by a realist philosophy. Secondly, while Schumacher 

focuses on Brecht's acting theory and the gestic implications of his playtexts, this 

chapter also reconstructs historical performance practice. 

Regine Lutz's autobiographical book on the art of acting and Brecht's gestic 

utilisation. of masks in the 1954 production of The Caucasian Chalk Circle provide the 

focus for the historical reconstruction. 25 Lutz's recently published reflections on her 

formative years as a young performer within the Berliner Ensemble offer a rare insight 

into an actor's perspective on how Brecht trained performers to produce gestic acting 

and the stylistic ramifications. The documentary material on the mask work broadens 

the perspective to incorporate the directorial work and a specific and vivid example of 

the mixed mimetic mode and its earth-bound deictic tendencies. The Berliner Ensemble 

production of The Caucasian Chalk Circle, which employed masks in a fashion 

unprecedented in Brecht's career, has been selected for illustration purposes on the 

basis of both the quantity and quality of the mask work involved in the production, and 

the variety of rehearsal material. In addition to being extremely well documented, it has 

been regarded as the most opulent and stylised of Brecht's works and, as such, 

admirably lends itself to an examination of the stylistic parameters of gestic 

perfonnance. 26 

Realism and Gestus: Concrete and Enabling Abstraction 

1.1 A Haltung and its Artistic Realisation 

Brecht was keen to assert that realism was a Marxist revolutionary Haltung not a 

particular style. 27 This Haltung was a political and philosophical attitude towards both 

25Regine Lutz, Schauspieler - der schönste Beruf (Munich: Langen Müller, 1993). 
26John Fuegi, The Essential Brecht (Los Angeles: Hennessey and Ingalls, 1972), pp. 158-159. 
27Brecht, 26 November 1948, in Brecht, Arbeitsjournal, vol. 2, ed. Wemer Hecht (Frankfurt on Main: 
Suhrkamp, 1973), p. 863; Brecht, 'Die Express ionismusdebatte', summer 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 419; 

Traktisches zur Expressionismusdebatte', p. 423; 'Zur Formalismusdebatte', March/April 1951, BFA, vol. 
23, p. 135. 
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the world and the function of art, an interventionist attitude in accordance with the 

theories of historical and dialectical materialism. As an historical materialist, the realist 

was involved in the class struggle on behalf of the proletariat: 

Realistic means: revealing the causal complex of society/ unmasking the 
ruling view points as the views of the rulers/ writing from the standpoint 
of the class which has the most wide-ranging solutions ready for the 
most pressing difficulties in which human society is caught/ 
emphasising the element of development/ concrete and enabling 
abstraction. 28 

The realist's strategic task was to further the proletarian cause by defying the false 

pictures manufactured by the ruling clasS. 29 With the aid of the new sciences - 

sociology, Marxist economics and behaviourist psychology - the causal nexus 

underpinning capitalist society was to be exposed and revealed as controllable. 30 As a 

dialectical materialist, the realist was also to present reality in its contradictory 

complexity. 31 Brecht argued that a realist practitioner should be able to employ 

whatever forms are useful for the illumination of social contradictionS. 32 He 

campaigned vigorously against any attempts to define realism in terms of a single form, 

criticising Georg Lukacs's exclusive promotion of organicist nineteenth-century 

bourgeois realism and his parallel disdain for avant-garde art. Brecht condemned 

Lukacs's exaltation of bourgeois realism as 'formalist' and presented the counter-notion 

of a realism 'wide and political, sovereign over all conventions'. 33 

Although Brecht was keen to point out that realism was a matter of Haltung 

rather than style, the components of this attitude obviously have stylistic implications. 

For example, in his definition of 'realistic', quoted above, Brecht mentions that realist 

art must be concrete and enable abstraction. In his discussion of Brecht's realism, 

Ritter suggests that this combination of the concrete and abstraction are related to and 

28Brecht, 'Volkstamlichkeit und Realismus [1]', p. 409. Here I have drawn upon Stuart Hood's translation of 
Brecht's article in Taylor (ed. ), op. cit., p. 82. See also Brecht, BT, p. 109. 
29Brecht, 'Thesen über die Organisation der Parole "Kämpferischer Realismus`, 1935, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 
137; 'Einige Gedanken zur Stanislawski-Konferenz', April 1953, BFA, vol. 23, p. 238. 
»Brecht, 'Bl24' fron, 'Der Messingkauf', c. 1942-43, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 792. 
3'Brecht, Sozialistischer Realismus auf dem Theater', September 1954, BFA, vol. 23, p. 286. 
32Brecht, Wolkstürnlichkeit und Realismus [1]', p. 408; 'Praktisches zur Expressionismusdebatte', p. 422. 
33Brecht, Wolkstürnlichkeit und Realismus [11', pp. 408-409; see also the commentary section on this 

article, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 1032. 
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can be illuminated through a Brechtian pairing which has a more direct connection with 

aesthetics, that of 'naturalness' and stylisation. 34 Brecht described the activity of 

stylisation. as the turning of an actor's work into art and the 'bringing out 1) and 

intensification of the 'natural'. The purpose of stylisation was to demonstrate to the 

public what is socially important in the depicted fable. 35 Realistic stylisation, then, is an 

artistic version of scientific abstraction and a type of V-effect, one which involves the 

defamiliarising demonstration of significant episodes and segments. The structural 

implications of abstraction are interruptive theatre and the sensual implication is theatre 

which artistically intensifies the 'natural'. 

To exemplify a model of stylisation which heightens 'naturalness', Brecht 

provided the example of the bread-baking activity performed by the major protagonist in 

his play Sefiora Carrar's Rifles. The activity obviously constitutes a socially significant 

feature as it signifies both Sefiora Carrar's domestic role as provider of the material 

needs of her family and her resistance to another activity: participation on the side of the 

Spanish revolutionaries in the Civil War. The bread-baking is also the clock for the 

progression of Carrar's transformation into an armed fighter of the people. Her 

abandonment of the bread in favour of rifles gestically completes the transfonnation. 36 

The type of stylisation approved here involves the selection and isolation of one 

mundane gestic complex and its transformation into another. Performing the 'natural 1) 

gestures entails a degree of imitation if not literal rnimesis. 

Although Brecht does not explain in what sense the bread-baking is 'natural', 

from the given context it would appear that he equates the 'natural' with the socio- 

historically specific and earth-bound. 37 The 'natural' is also closely connected with 

both the contradictory flux of life and the concrete: 

The naturalness of the gestures and intonations must not be lost during 
the process of selection. It is not a matter of stylisation. In the case of 

34Ritter's discussion in particular draws attention to the parallels between the two pairings. See Ritter, 

op. cit., pp. 116,120. 
35Brecht, 'Kleines Organon fOr das Theater', summer 1948, BFA, vol. 23, p. 96; 'Antigonemodell 1948: 

Vorwort', February-April 1948, BFA, vol. 25, p. 79. 
36Brecht, 'Hervorbringen des V-Effekts', p. 356. 
37Brecht, '[Ober sozialistischen Realismusl', September 1954, BFA, vol. 23, p. 287. 
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stylisation gesture and intonation 'mean something' (Fear, Pride, Pity, 
etc. ). A Gestus [Geste, Haltung] that is brought about through such 
stylisation reduces the flux of reactions and actions of the characters to a 
series of rigid symbols. What results is a type of script with script 
characters of a very abstract nature and the portrayal of human behaviour 
becomes schematic and lacks concreteness. 38 

To exclude the 'natural' (through a non-realistic form of stylisation) is to reduce both 

'the flux of reactions and actions' and the concreteness of the portrayal. Through the 

examination of the artistic vehicle of concreteness - naturalness - it becomes evident that 

Brecht regarded the concrete not only as an actual substance or thing, any material 

expression, but as pertaining to realities or actual instances which are not only socio- 

historically specific but maintain the contradictory flux of the real. 39 Here he appears to 

add to the common usage of the term 'concrete' ideas drawn from Hegel's 

conceptualisation of the concrete as a 'unity of differences' and Marx's definition of the 

concrete as 'the concentration of many determinations, hence unity of the diverse'. 40 

Rather than supplying a one-sided abstract image, withdrawn from its context of inter- 

connection and inter-dependence with other things, 41 the process of abstraction was to 

highlight the concrete, the socio-historical specificity and contradictoriness of the 

natural. Brecht also argued that it was important to make the depiction as concrete as 

possible, for this made it easier for the spectator to adopt the attitude of one who makes 

analytical comparisons: 'Lear behaves in such and such a way, do J? 142 One of the 

formal implications of the interplay between the concrete and abstraction is the 

heightening of naturalness through stylisation, resulting in a combination of literal and 

non-literal mimetic gestures governed by the earth-bound tendency. 

From Brecht's description of the realist's Haltung it is obvious that the purpose 

of providing art which is concrete and enables abstraction is to benefit the cause of the 

people, the oppressed proletariat in particular. In other words, the realist's art should 

38Brecht, 'Hervorbringung des V-Effekts', p. 356. 
39Brecht, 'Praktisches zur Expression i smu sdebatte', p. 422. 
40G. W. F. Hegel, Lectures on the History of Philosophy, p. 24; Karl Marx, Grundrisse: Foundations of the 
Critique of a Political Economy, trans. Martin Nicolaus (London: Penguin, 1973), p. 101. 
4lSee Wallace's guide to Hegel's use of the terms 'abstract' and 'concrete' in his 'PTolegomena', in G. W. F. 

Hegel, The Logic of Hegel, trans. and ed. William Wallace (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1874), pp. lxxiii - lxxx. 
42Brecht, 'B69' from 'Der Messingkauf', c. 1939-41, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 743. 
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also be 'popular'. As he had done in the case of realism, Brecht defined 'popular, art 

as distinguished by its allegiance to a political Haltung rather than a particular set of 

styles. 43 Popular art not only represented the view point of the revolutionary proletariat 

but strengthened and corrected its stance. In order to do so it adopted and transformed 

the traditional art forms of the oppressed. However, this did not mean that the popular 

artist was restricted to popular traditions. Theoretically any forms, new or old, popular 

or avant-garde, could be utilised for the revolutionary purpose. 44 However, only those 

forms which fulfilled both the celebratory and the pedagogical ends could be 

considered. This limited the range of possibilities to the types which would both appeal 

to the proletariat's Verstand ('reason', 'intellect') and be Verstdndlich 

('comprehensible, intelligible'). 45 Preferred models included the playfully deictic and 

laconic styles of the street ballad-singers and fair performer, the legible miming of 

circus and silent-cinema clowns and the externalising style of Asian theatres. By 

'intelligible' Brecht did not mean 'simplistic' but 'as simple as possible, as intelligible 

as possible' given the complexity of contemporary subjects. 46 His version of realism 

prioritised not only concrete but lucid and deictic expressions. 

Before exploring further the stylistic implications of Brecht's socialist realism, it 

is necessary to describe how Gestus relates to the realist framework. Gestus embodies 

both the realist Haltung and its formal implications. The gestic performer is a realist in 

that s/he exposes underlying structures and ideologies of social reality and their 

changeability. A Gestus is at once concrete and the product of abstraction. 

Concreteness is ensured in that closely observed, contradictory and historically specific 

comportments are imitated. The process of abstraction is the isolation and gestic 

magnification, through retardation, exaggeration, and so on, of the comportment's 

socially significant features. In one of his short philosophical Meti works on human 

behaviour, one which describes the development of a new gestic language, Brecht 

43Brecht, 'Volkstümliche Literatur', summer 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 415. 
44Brecht, 'Volkstümlichkeit und Realismus [II', pp. 408,412. 
45ibid., p. 406; 'Volkstümliche Literatur', p. 416; 'An Walter Ulbricht', 19 March 1951, in Brecht, Briefe, 

vol. 1, ed. Günter Glaeser (Frankfurt on Main: Suhrkamp, 1981), p. 650. 
46BBA 49/5-6 as quoted in Brechtý BT, p. 270; Brecht, 'Volkstümliche Literatur', p. 415. 
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writes that it is precisely the illumination of Haltungen which leads to the desirable 

simultaneity of naturalness and stylisation. 47 Art oriented around the Gestus gives rise 

simultaneously to literal mimesis and gestural experimentation. As Terry Eagleton 

cogently observes, this is because the defamiliarisation of social reality depends on the 

simultaneous positing and subverting of the solid anterior existence of that reality. 48 In 

addition, the Gestus of critical display is the playful moment of making intelligible. 

The relation between Brecht's realist notion of art and the gestic practice can be 

clarified through a concrete example (no pun intended). As Ritter points out, Brecht's 

essay 'Expanse and Variety of the Realistic Style of Writing' from 1938 contains an 

analysis of a poem which usefully demonstrates the relation between realism and gestic 

practice. The poem under analysis is Percy Bysshe Shelley's 'The Mask of Anarchy'. 

Although the poem was written more than a century before Brecht constructed his 

realist aesthetic, he praises it as a realist piece of writing for the following reasons: 

So we follow the procession of anarchy towards London and see great 
symbolic images and know at every line that here reality is given its 
chance to speak. Here not only was Murder called by its proper name 
but also that which called itself Law and Order was unmasked as 
Anarchy and Crime. And this "symbolic' style of writing did not at all 
hinder Shelleyfrom being very concrete. Hisflight did not lift itself too 
high above the earth. [italics added]49 

At the level of Haltung the poem is both realistic and gestic in that it unveils the 

oppressive mechanisms of the status quo. Written after the Peterloo, Massacre in 

Manchester in August 1819, a brutality instigated by drunken militiamen in the service 

of the conservative Tory government, the separate verses portray Murder, Fraud, 

Hypocrisy and Anarchy as costumed in the masks of statesmen of the day. The 

depiction of Murder is as follows: 

11 

I met Murder on the way - 
He had a mask like Castlereagh - 

47Brecht, 'Über die gestische Sprache in der Literatur', pp. 78-79. 
48Terry Eagleton, Against Ihe Grain. Essays 1975-1985 (London: Verso, 1986), p. 168. 
49Brecht, 'Weite und Vielfalt der Realistischen Schreibweise', July 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 430; Ritter, 

op. cit., pp. 117-119. 
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Very smooth he looked, yet grim; Seven blood-hounds followed him: 

III 

All were fat; and well they might 
Be in admirable plight, 
For one by one, and two by two, 
He tossed them human hearts to chew 
Which from his wide cloak he drew. 50 

In terms of style the poem exemplifies the relation between the concrete particular and 

the moment of abstraction. Concreteness is ensured in several ways: the use of actual 

statesmen's names and distinctive features and acts associated with them; the inclusion 

of social practices such as the bloodsport involving hunters and hounds; and, in verses 

not given above, references to historical facts such as high infant mortality in the early 

nineteenth century. 51 The concrete particulars are then estranged, via the abstraction 

and stylisation process, in this case through metaphorical devices which forge 

disturbing connections. For example, the face of the British Foreign Secretary and 

leader of the Tories, Robert Stewart Castlereagh, is likened to the deceptive mask worn 

by Murder. Statesman, misguiding appearances and the grim reaper find themselves 

inextricably linked. The metaphorical Haltungen and gestures selected for the Murder 

figure, such as the tossing of human hearts to a retinue of fat blood-hounds, link the 

power gestures of the ruling class with the oppression of the faceless multitude. 52 One 

of the poem's central abstraction techniques is the subversion of the structural device 

central to religious allegories and morality plays: instead of finding suitable 

embodiments for teaching spiritual or moral concepts, Shelley removes concepts such 

as Murder and Fraud from the pedestal of the abstract and reveals them as the material 

attitudes and actions of historical leaders. 

50Percy Bysshe Shelley, 'The Mask of Anarchy', in Shelley, The Poetical Works of Percy Bysshe Shelley, 
ed. Harry Buxton Forman (London, 1877), pp. 156-157; Brecht, 'Weite und Vielfalt der Realistischen 
Schreibweise', pp. 425-426. 
5lRitter, op. cit., p. 118. 
52Castlereagh was infamous for his bloody suppression of unrest in Ireland. Here Shelley blames him for his 

support of Austria and the reactionary Holy Alliance in Europe. '17he seven bloodhounds might be a reference 
to the fact that in 1815 Britain joined seven other nations in agreeing to postpone final abolition of the 

slave trade. The pro-war advocates in Pitt's administration had also been known as the 'bloodhounds'. See 

the commentary in Percy Bysshe Shelley, Shelley's Poetry and Prose, eds. Donald H. Reiman and Sharon B. 

Powers (New York and London: Norton, 1977), p. 301. 
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The abstraction of historically significant comportments is a typically gestic 

technique. Two other notable abstraction devices in the poem are equally gestic. 
Firstly, there is the element of framing and isolating. The overall structure consists of 

the linking together of small scenes, each a framed picture or separate gesture of social 

attitudes and relations, which together constitute a fable about the procession of power 
Ir__ - 

from Manchester to London. And secondly, the poem is oriented around the exposure 

of Grundhaltungen. The Grundhaltung of the society described is captured through the 

metaphor of mask-wearing: the Gestus of deception and ignorance. The poem's 

narrator figure combats this Haltung through critical and interventionist commentary: 

the Gestus of unmasking. In reflection the poem, hailed by Brecht as realist synthesis 

of the concrete and symbolic, is in effect gestic. Significantly, what Brecht emphasises 

as praiseworthy about Shelley's combination of symbolism and the concrete is not only 

the interplay between the two but the way the artistic flight does not 'lift itself too high 

above the earth'. Ritter interprets the latter comment as an approval of Shelley's realist 

Haltung. While the poem may seem to distance itself from reality through the artifice of 

mask metaphors and other such symbols, it is actually directly concerned with reality. 53 

But Brecht's comment also illuminates the parameters of the realist style: the artistically 

stylised must be drawn from and visibly refer back to the concrete events and 

Haltungen which constitute reality. 

The Contradictory Realist Aesthetic: 
Multiplicity vs Exclusion 

2.1 Multiple Forms of Artistic Experimentation 

Of the few critics who have considered the stylistic nature of performance in 

Brecht's theatre, most have emphasised the experimental potential of gestic acting and 

the fact that Brecht 'encouraged the use of a wide variety of performance techniques' 

both on paper and in practice. 54 One of the reasons for this emphasis is that within his 

historical context Brecht seemed to offer an exemplary and rare synthesis of politically 

53Ritter, op. cit., PP. 119-120. 
54See for example, John Rouse, 'Brecht and the Contradictory Actor', Theatre Journal, vol. 36, no. 1 (1984), 

p. 3 7. 
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4 popular' and avant-garde artistic trends. 55 A campaigner against the stultifying aspects 

of the Soviet socialist realist aesthetic, 56 he has been acclaimed for having inspired 

experimentation amongst his literary successors in the former GDR. 57 Brecht's 

vigorous defence of artistic experimentation was closely allied with his political 

interventionist Haltung. Paradoxically, it was this realist Haltung itself which 

ultimately circumscribed the experimental gesture. 

Brecht's insistence on artistic freedom stems from his perception of the political 

function of art: the revelation of social reality and its changeability through the 

enlightening and pleasurable manipulation of form. For a realist it was important to 

highlight and adapt to changes which had taken place in society by responding with 

new techniques: 'Petroleum resists the five-act form. 158 The stylistic means were thus 

variable according to the dictates of time and place. 59 The 'realistic' nature of a form 

was also historically relative. A realistic form of the nineteenth century, one which 

influenced and was influenced by that context, would probably not prove realistic in the 

twentieth century. 60 By employing new techniques the realist not only reflected 

historical change but provided a model for revolutionary experimental praxis by 

showing how reality could be altered through artistic shaping. 61 The artistic shaping, 

however, had to be oriented around practical ends: 

Art does not become unrealistic when it alters proportions but when it 
changes these in such a way that the audience, if they were to make 
practical use of the portrayals for insights and impulses, would founder 
in reality. 62 

In other words, the introduction of aesthetic experimentation into the theatre was one 

prerequisite for the audience's transformation into social experimenters and actiViStS. 63 

55Taylor, 'Presentation IF, pp. 66-67. 
5 6Brecht, II December 1948, Arbeitsjournal, p. 870. 
57Dennis Tate, 'Breadth and Diversity: Socialist Realism in the GDR', in Michael Scriven and Dennis Tate 
(eds. ), European Socialist Realism (Oxford: Berg, 1988), pp. 60-73. 
58Brecht, 'Ober Stoffe und Form', March 1929, BFA, vol. 21, p. 303. 
59Brecht, 'Ober sozialistischen Realismus', c. 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 463; 'Volkstiimlichkeit und 
Realismus [11', p. 410. 
6013recht, '[Ober Georg Lukics]', November 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 485-487. 
6lBrecht, 'Couragemodell 1949: Realistisches Theater und Illusion', 1949, BFA, vol. 25, p. 176. 
62Brecht, 'Kleines Organon Mr das Theater', p. 96; see also Brecht, BT, p. 204. 
63Brecht, 'An Eric Bentley', August 1946, in Brecht, Briefe, p. 532. 
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In his criteria for experimental theatre Brecht stressed not only uniqueness and 
historical relevance but variety. He believed it was imperative that socialist realism 

should employ many types of acting, for if it remained one style it would become 

monotonous, satisfy too few needs and, consequently, die out. 64 Not only the 

revolutionary introduction of unique and varied forms but the sensually pleasing nature 

of artistic mastery was crucial to the interventionist: 

The theatre has delicate colours, pleasant and significant grouping, 
original gesticulation, in short, it has style at it disposal, it has humour, 
fantasy and wisdom in order to master the Ugly. 65 

Gestic experimentation had revolutionary power in that it testified to humankind's 

transformative powers while simultaneously engaging the spectator in a pleasurable 

experimental process. 

As a practitioner Brecht was an eclectic who revelled in stylistic multiplicity. 

His own work combined a great variety of formal influences which he made his own - 

ranging from Chinese acting techniques to the Bible, from the poetry of Villon to that of 

Kipling. 66 He once characterised his play output during the exile period as 'abnormally 

disunified in every way', encompassing ceaselessly changing genres: biography, 

6 gestarium', parable, character comedy in the folk vein and historical farce. 67 Brecht 

defended avant-garde techniques, such as the inner monologue and montage, and his 

own magpie collection of varied genres and styles by claiming that it was not the 

technique itself which was crucial so much as the way it was utilised: 68 

In the theatre reality can be portrayed in factual and in fantastical forms. 
The actors may not use make-up - or hardly any - and claim to be 
'absolutely natural', and yet everything can be a swindle; or they can 
wear masks of a grotesque kind and present the trUth. 69 

64Brecht, 'Der Neubauer, Der Mittelbauer, Der Grossbauer', 1953, BFA, vol. 25, p. 442. 
65Brecht, 'Anmerkungen zurn VolksstiJck', September 1940, BFA, vol. 24, pp. 296-297. 
66Eugene Lunn, Marxism and Modernism: An Historical Study of Luk6cs, Brecht, Benjamin and Adorno 
(London: Verso, 1985), p. 121. 
67Brecht, 24 April 1941, in Brecht, Arbeitsjournal, vol. 1, ed. Werner Hecht (Frankfurt on Main: Suhrkamp, 
1973), p. 274. 
68Brecht, 'Glossen zu einer Formalistischen Realismustheorie', 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 465. 
69Brecht, -volkstijmlichkeit und Realismus [11', p. 410; see also Brecht, BT, p. 110. 
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What Brecht seems to be arguing is the autonomy of artistic forms from ideology. That 

is, the form or technique - the 'natural' or the grotesque masks - should not be regarded 

as the direct expression of an ideology nor as permanently tied to their current uses. 

Old forms could be transformed for progressive purposes. 

2.2 Suppressed and Prioritised Forms 

It is the issue of autonomy of form which provides the key to the tension within 

Brecht's realist aesthetic. For alongside upholding autonomy and experimentation, 

Brecht maintained that form and ideological content were closely interconnected. In 

some cases he tended to regard form and content as inseparable and to classify certain 

modes of representation, or the technical devices which constituted them, as narrowly 

partisan distortions of reality. That is, as irretrievably bound to undesirable 

conservative and mystifying uses. Such forms could never serve the realist task of 

revealing social causality. 70 

The desire to harmonise content and form is reiterated throughout Brecht's 

writings. 71 In the case of the bourgeois realists upheld by Lukacs, Brecht maintained 

that it would be difficult for socialist authors to appropriate any techniques from 

nineteenth-century realism as these techniques were bound to an ideological tendency. 

He insisted that new content, such as the proletarian standpoint, simply could not be 

squeezed into a bourgeois method of representation. 72 In a similar vein he claimed that 

the V-effects in Chinese theatre were not 'transportable' as they were tied to a theatre 

whose conception of society was false. 73 Nevertheless, he did manage to appropriate 

techniques, such as empathy and presentational styles of acting, from both bourgeois 

and Chinese theatre. Some critics have attempted to explain this contradiction, between 

indivisible unity of form and content and transportability of technique, by interpreting 

Brecht as meaning that the contextual features of a technique which form Part of its 

content, the aims of the artist and the historical situation which comes to bear on it, 

70See Brecht, 'Die Expressionismusdebatte', p. 419; Talsche Darstellungen neuer Stücke', 1931, BFA, vol. 
22.1, pp. 166-167. 
71See, for example, Brecht, Tormallismus - Realismus', c. 1951, BFA, vol. 23, p. 148. 
72Brecht, 'Übergang vom bürgerlichen zum sozialistischen Realismus', 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 460. 
73Brecht, 'Verfremdungseffekte in der chinesischen Schauspielkunst', p. 206. 
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remain connected to the technique only when the unity between form and content is 

preserved. 74 The upshot of this argument is, presumably, that once a technique or form 

is separated out from its original context it can receive new contextual features better 

suited to contemporary socialist needs. However, this explanation does not account for 

the fact that Brecht rejected some forms because, regardless of aims or situations, they 

could never meet the criteria of concreteness and intelligibility. 

A theoretical statement on signs and symbols from 1936 sheds further light on 

the nature of such forms. Here certain types of symbolism are described as 'empty 9 

and 'dangerous' because they do not provide any 'levers for reorganisation", by which 

Brecht seems to mean that they do not present the world as re-constructable. One 

clarifying example he provides is the symbolic use, in Ernst Krenek's 'scenic cantata' 

The Fortress (1924), of a fortress to represent a factory. What Brecht disliked about 

this symbolism was the way the fortress was supposed to symbolise all factories, 

irrespective of historical place or situation, and that the fortress should remain the same 

throughout the different scenes. This type of symbolism was empty and dangerous 

because it presented mankind as 'governed by a few ideas or by basic drives of an 

eternal nature'. 75 The 'few ideas' reduce the factory to a non-contradictory entity, 

unaffected by historical context and therefore, unchangeable. As a dialectical materialist 

the realist would have to avoid such schematic non-dialectical stylisations at all CoStS. 76 

They simply did not accommodate the concrete. 

74Danneberg and Müller, 'Wissenschaftliche Philosophie und literarischer Realismus', pp. 54-55. Lunn 
suggests that Brecht regarded artistic forms as relatively autonomous because he categorised them as 'forces 
of production' and hence as separate from their class or ideological uses within the 'current relations of 
production'. See Lunn, op. cit., p. 88. Why then, did Brecht treat some forces as if they were inseperable? 
75Brecht, '[Kennzeichen und Symbolef, auturan 1936, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 263; '[Die Auswahl der einzelnen 
Elemente]', autumn 1936/early 1937, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 253. In a short piece from 1951 on Caspar Neher's 

set design for Puntila and his Servant Matti, Brecht noted that the symbolist stage of the expressionists and 
existentialists was not useful for realistic theatre because it was oriented around the expression of general 
ideas. See Brecht, 'Caspar Nehers "Puntila" - Biffine', 1951, BFA, vol. 24, p. 313. 
76Brecht, 'Ist "Die heilige Johanna der Schlachthöfe" ein realistisches Werk? ', May/June 1935, BFA, vol. 
24, pp. 105-106. In a letter to the artist Hans Tombrock in 1940 Brecht criticised symbolism along similar 
lines, and stated his preference for gestic art: 'You see, I don't make much of symbols, schematic rubbish that 
'is supposed to mean something', like the wine in the Mass. How you position your people, in what attitudes 
towards one another, that's what matters'. Brecht, 'An Hans Tombrock', c. mid 1940, in Brecht, Briefe, p. 
420; see also Brecht, Letters 1913-1956, trans. Ralph Manheim, ed. John Willett (New York and London: 
Routledge and Methuen, 1990), p. 328. 
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In the example Brecht provides of a realist scenographer's vision of a factory, 

he describes socially significant iconic and indexical signS. 77 Brecht is keen to 

emphasise that the signs used by the realist scenographer are not 'mathematical 

symbols' or 'abstractions' but authentic second-hand objects which display the traces 

of history and social functionS. 78 If a factory were to be depicted by a realist, relevant 

iconic signs might include a gateway and a trolley which the workers can use during 

their breakfast break. The gateway and trolley are also indexical signs and metonyms 

in that they signify the factory through contiguity. 79 These signs must also be a 

'realistic reference to the environment of the people of the drama' and one which 'gives 

information about the social processes which are in operation and those which should 

be initiated'. 80 In the case of the factory, Brecht points out that the social process 

which can be revealed and changed is the contradiction between production and 

exploitation. Gestic signs which might serve this purpose include: wage lists, a photo 

of the factory owner, a page from a product catalogue, and one of those magazine-type 

propaganda photos where workers dressed in their Sunday best are shown posing in a 

spanking new canteen, an image underlined by the caption 'Our Workers In The 

Breakfast Break'. The interaction of the signs, such as the juxtaposing of workers 

77Here I am drawing upon C. S. Peirce's sign typology as described by Keir Elam. According to this 
typology, the governing principle in iconic signs is similitude, that is, the icon represents its object by 
similarity between the sign-vehicle and its signified. 'Similitude' is a broad category which incorporates 
both 'verisimilitude' or notions of similarity based on cultural convention. Indexical signs are causally 
connected to the objects they refer to, physically - as in the case of smoke which signifies fire - or by 
contiguity - as in the case of the bowler hat and newspaper which signify the English city gentleman. In the 
case of symbolic signs, by contrast, the relationship between sign-vehicle and signified is conventional and 
unmotivated and no similarity or physical connection need exist. Brecht tends to reject those types of 
symbols in which the connection between signifier and object is based on flights of fancy, fixed 
conservative traditions and mystical visions. This is not to suggest that his theatre is bereft of all symbolic 
signs. A theatre which presents social habits and practices will necessarily icnorporate symbols from 
everday life, from the religious cross to the emblematic advertisement signs hung up outside shopfronts in a 
street. Brecht's theatre also utilises the prime example of a symbol based on an arbitrary sign-object 
connection: the linguistic sign. Moreover, there can be overlap between certain types of indexical and 
symbolic signs. Nevertheless, Brecht does tend to prefer signs which preserve either a similarity or a 
connection with objects of reality they refer to. See Keir Elam, The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama (London: 
Routledge, 1980), pp. 21-29; Brecht, 'Die Merkmale', autumn 1936/early 1937, BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 248- 
249. 
78Brecht, '[Die Auswahl der einzelnen Elemente]', pp. 252-253; 'Aufbau einer Rolle: Laughtons Galilei. 
Vorwort', 1947-8, BFA, vol. 25, p. 19. 
79Drawing on the work of the linguist Roman Jakobson, Elam presents the argument that 'realist' modes of 
artistic representation are largely metonymic in mode while 'symbolism' is primarily metaphoric. See 
Jakobson as paraphrased in Elam, op. cit., p. 28. 
80Brecht, '[Kennzeichen und Symbolel', p. 263. 
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forced to use the trolley as a place to rest and the propaganda canteen photo, makes the 

display of the contradiction between production and exploitation even more concrete. 
Brecht's reticence about some Futurist art forms also shows that concreteness 

involved not only preserving the socio-historical and dialectical features of social reality 

but the maintenance of a recognisable connection to that reality. In a brief discussion of 

a Futurist art piece titled 'Portrait of Lenin', the artistic distortion is criticised precisely 

because this connection is not maintained. The sculptural portrait Brecht describes 

consisted of a large cucumber placed on top of a large cube. Both objects were painted 

red. Brecht interprets the portrait in a somewhat po-faced manner, possibly unaware of 

or irritated by its humorous playfulness, as an attempt to depict Lenin as unlike 

anything which had ever yet been seen and to erase everything from the 'bad old days'. 

What he pinpoints as the shortcoming of the portrait is that it simply did not remind the 

spectator of Lenin at all. The result was an abstract symbol which totally removed any 

similarity or physical connection between sign and object. Brecht qualifies his 

statement by explaining that an image bearing greater resemblance to Lenin would 

prove equally unsuitable if it were unable to remind the viewer of Lenin's style of 

fighting. 81 To criticise the cucumber-cube portrait is not to affirm naturalist literal 

mimesis. Nevertheless, some identifiable similarity between the gesture and the object 

it refers to must be maintained. 

Brecht's productivist utilitarian approach to art forms also excluded abstract and 

formalist art. In the article 'On Non- Representational Art' written in the late 1930s, 

Brecht characterised such art as a ruling class attempt to veil social truth. He regarded 

the abstract mixing of lines and colours, as making 'things' unrecognisable and as 

generating vague, imprecise feelings. A painting of an obscure red object might make 

someone cry because they think of a rose, and others will respond to it with tears 

because they think of a child lacerated by air bombs and streaming with blood, he 

observed. In Brecht's eyes the abstract red object serves no social purpose as it neither 

reveals specific social problems nor arouses specific emotions, such as anger at 

81Brecht, 'Die Expression ismusdebatte', p. 419. 
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injustice, which would precipitate solutions. He characterised abstract art, which 

emphasised the material quality of its signs rather than making its social meaning 

intelligible, as formaliSt. 82 While the aesthetics espoused by Marx recognised in art an 

element of self-purpose, a celebration of the productive human capacity for playful 

material activity, 83 Brecht regarded art which revelled in form as a ruling class tool for 

diverting attention away from the social function of art. 84 The over-emphasis on the 

pleasures of form in the theatre also signalled an underlying vacuous content and was to 

be viewed as symptomatic of decadent ruling clasS. 85 A gestic theatre which 

emphasised the clarifying presentation of the social gist could not embrace formalist and 

abstract forms. 

Parallels can be drawn between Brecht's hostility to purely formal 

experimentation and Lukacs's anti-formalist rejection of avant-garde art as decadent. 

The points of overlap between their distinct models of realism can be explained in terms 

of a shared historical setting and mutual Marxist concerns. Both developed their 

theories of realist art during the thirties in the context of the rise of fascism in Europe 

and of the cultural policies of the Comintern's Popular Front period. Brecht's anti- 

formalism can be related to the anti-fascist and Popular Front arguments that modernist 

trends in literature reflected an irrationalism which in turn could be identified with 

fascism. Although Brecht campaigned against the indiscriminate and stifling repression 

of modernist art, suggesting instead that some could be transformatively utilised, he 

shared Lukacs's uneasiness about any forms which might obfuscate the connections 

between ideology, economics and social history. 86 Fredric Jameson attempts to 

explain Brecht's response to art as 'a historical or generational accident' which simply 

spells out 'the limits of Brecht's personal tastes'. 87 However, while the response is 

indeed socio-historically specific it illuminates not simply Brecht's personal tastes but 

the boundaries of his realist political agenda. 

82Brecht, 'Über gegenstandslose Malerei', c. 1939, BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 584-586. 
83Lunn, op. Cit., pp. 11,21. 
84Brecht, 'Über gegenstandslose Malerei', p. 585. 
85Brecht, 'Formalismus-Realismus', p. 148. 
86Ronald Taylor, Tresentation I', in Taylor (ed. ), op. cit., pp. 10-11. 
87Jameson, op. cit., p. 206. 
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In conclusion, it is the realist insistence on the concrete and intelligible 

concretisation of social actuality which provides the parameters of the revolutionary 

experimentation. Brecht's proletarian version of realism does offer a politically 

valuable alternative to the bourgeois model promoted by Lukacs. It is an alternative 

which encourages innovation in the shape of multiple genres and styles, deliberate self- 

reflexive theatricality instead of photographic superficiality, transformative utilisations 

of old styles, the mixing of avant-garde and popular forms, beauty in groupings and 

framed gestures and suggestive metonymic and 'minimum' images. However, the 

realist agenda which encourages the experimental impulse is also the source of its 

circumscription. In socialist realist art the process of abstraction must not only stem 

from but refer back to the concrete. What characterises some of the forms which 

Brecht rejects is the way the process of abstraction is emphasised at the expense of the 

concrete. Hence the fortress-factory, cucumber and cube 'Portrait of Lenin', and the 

abstract painting of an obscure red object are regarded with wariness. The preferred 

forms and signs are those which maintain an homologous relation to the object or event 

they depict, such as Shelley's fantastical presentation of the masked figures, the factory 

trolley and propaganda photograph, and the 'naturalness' of Sefiora Carrar's bread- 

baking gestures. The political underpinnings of Brecht's realism are also embodied in 

the emphasis on the legible. The complexly simple, laconic and deictic forms of 

popular art, from ballad-singers to clowns, are suitable means for a revolutionary 

pedagogy which does not fly too high above the earth. 

Gestic Acting: 'Realistic' Hybrid Gestures 

3.1 Haltung rather than Acrobatics 

Gestic acting embodies the realist interplay between the concrete and abstraction 

through its contradictory literal/non -literal mimetic style. It also reflects the realist 

prioritisation of the concrete and legible presentation of social causality in the way it 

trains the actor to be the master observer and mimic of everyday social comportments,, 

as opposed to the master of acrobatics or highly stylised acting codes. Before 
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beginning to analyse the training and acting techniques which contributed to the hybrid 

style, it is necessary to consider briefly the nature of the material upon which this 

analysis will be based. 

The major sources of information are Brecht's writings and accounts of his 

work with Berliner Ensemble actors. It is arguable that the Ensemble work constitutes 

a type of gestic acting which is typified by a higher degree of literal mimesis than earlier 

forms. Historical factors which might support such an hypothesis include the fact that 

it emerged in the context of the young GDR whose anti-formalist cultural policies were 

not conducive to non-literal experimentation, though the extent to which Brecht may 

have acquiesced to this pressure remains debatable. 88 In his study of Brecht's 

appropriation of Asian acting techniques, Antony Tatlow also contends that in the 

course of his creative life Brecht's attitude towards gesture gradually shifted towards 

greater complexity and concreteness. Tatlow characterises the early Brecht as drawn to 

'grotesque, braggadocio externalisations' and the 'monstrous disproportions' of 

Japanese kabuki theatre. He stylises the later Brecht, the poet of the mid 1930s 

onwards, as turning to the 'finer and gentler delineations' of Chinese acting as a more 

suitable means of presenting both the typical and the particular. 89 Due to the dearth of 

rehearsal and performance material available for the earlier productions, Tatlow's study 

of the subtle shifts is understandably limited mainly to the analysis of texts and theory. 

However, while it is arguable that Brecht tended increasingly towards greater 

concreteness, and by implication stylised naturalness, the following examination does 

not attempt to trace any shifts in emphasis, for two reasons. Firstly, the dearth of early 

production material makes it difficult to pursue a comparison of training and rehearsal 

procedures. And secondly, the aim of this examination is to focus on the typical and 

recurrent stylistic principles of Brecht's socially critical and reality-oriented gestic 

acting. That is, it contends that gestic performance, in its realist emphasis on the 

defamiliarisation of socio-historical behaviour and relations, necessarily involves some 

88For a counterargument see Meg Mumford, 'Brecht Studies Stanislavski: Just a Tactical Move', New Theatre 
Quarterly, vol. 11, no. 43 (1995), p. 243. 
89Tatlow, op. cit., p. 314. 
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form of interplay between literal and non-literal mimesis as well as a preference for the 

concrete and intelligible gestures which serve that defamiliarisation. The Ensemble 

documentation constitutes the richest source of material available for a reconstruction of 

these principles at work in actual practice. 

In her memoirs the actress Regine Lutz claims that Brecht took the Gestus more 

seriously than the text and that creation of an appropriate Haltung was one of the first 

and most important stages in an actor's preparation of a role-90 Schumacher briefly 

notes that the extent to which the gestic code in Brecht's theatre was oriented around the 

depiction of the Gestus and the stylistic parameters this imposed is reflected in the type 

of training Brecht encouraged. 91 The importance of tap-dancing, dancing, fencing, 

shooting and wrestling lessons is briefly acknowledged by Brecht in his writingS. 92 

However, when the fruits of physical training were featured in his productions, they 

served primarily as entertaining tools for communicating the Gestus rather than as a 

celebration of creative physical expertise. One example is Lduffer's dance in the 1950 

production of The Private Tutor, a response to his prospective employer's command 

and fearfully executed before her scrutinising eye. In this instance the focus was not 

the dance itself so much as Lduffer's Haltung of fearful subservience and the 

contradictory tension between the rebellious vitality of the lowly Lduffer and the feudal 

etiquette in which he was trapped. 93 The one extension of physical prowess which 

seemed in particular to have interested Brecht was that which could be achieved through 

mime work. Although mime had been classified as 'formalist' in the GDR and banned, 

in the early 1950s Brecht mentioned that it should be introduced into the acting 

syllabus. 94 This fascination can be related directly to the desire to forge acting centred 

around comportment. The majority of the art forms and performance styles he 

9()Lutz, op. cit., pp. 101,176-177,233. 
91Schumacher, 'Das gestische in der darstellenden Kunst des Ostens und des Westens', p. 217. 
92Brecht, 'Übungen für Schauspielschulen', c. 1940, BFA, vol. 22.2, pp. 614-615; '[Vorschläge für 
Schauspielerausbildungf, c. 1951, BFA, vol. 23, p. 180. 
93Brecht, 'Das aufsässige Menuett', c. 1950, BFA, vol. 24, pp. 390-391. 
94Brecht, '[Vorschläge für Schauspielerausbildungl', p. 180. See also the commentary on this fragment in 

BFA, vol. 23, p. 506. 
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classified as 'gestic' were related to mime, such as Charlie Chaplin's silent films and 

the mime-like dance numbers in the Duchess of Malfl. 95 

Nevertheless, Brecht maintained a mental distinction between rnime and acting, 

regarding the difference as resting on the 'fact' that actors deal with the gesticulation of 

everyday life which combines movement and the spoken word. 96 That gestic 

experimentation in Brecht's theatre was oriented around everyday Haltung rather than 

physical extension is suggested also by Lutz's attitude towards theatre performance. In 

her introductory manual on acting she assures the budding thespian that they do not 

need to be concerned about achieving amazing physical feats for in the theatre risky 

acrobatics are required only in the intellectual field. She goes on to state her preference 
r- . - for a sluggish but accurate Lulu over one who can do a somersault in the air while 

falling from a four-metre ladder. 97 As Lutz's formative years as a young actress were 

spent with the Berliner Ensemble, it is feasible that this attitude was fostered, or at least 

tolerated, in the Ensemble environment. While her attitude is not to be confused with 

Brecht's, it is closer to his notion of theatre and actor training than those of other 

experimental socialist theatre practitioners, such as Meyerhold. While the Ensemble 

company included in its ranks the occasional actor who excelled in acrobatics) 

Ekkehard Schall being a prime example, Brecht's theoretical interest in this art form 

seems to have been limited to the acrobat's playful Gestus of showing, the way 

acrobats 'openly choose those positions which will best show them off to the 

audience'. 98 

Rather than devising physical exercises, Brecht suggested comportment etudes 

and the rehearsal of situations. One of the comportment exercises entailed the recitation 

of 'The Dog Went in the Kitchen', an eight-line round. The verse was to be recited 

each time in a different Gestus as if by different characters in different situations and 

95Brecht, '[Das deutsche Drama vor Hitlerl', autumn 1935, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 166; 'Wie die "Duchess of 
Malfi" aufgeführt werden sollte', October 1946, BFA, vol. 24, p. 340. 
96Brecht, 'Gestik', c. 1951, BFA, vol. 23, pp. 187-188; 'Aus einem Brief an einen Schauspieler', c. 1951, 

BFA, vol. 23, p. 172. 
97Lutz, op. cit-, PP- 170-171. 
98Brecht, 'Verfrerndungseffekte in der chinesischen Schauspielkunst', p. 201. 
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could be used to learn how to 'fix the manner of recitation/ performance'. 99 Brecht 

utilised a similar exercise when rehearsing with Charles Laughton in the American 

production of Life of Galileo: 

... on one occasion he [Laughton] hired a studio and we put half a 
dozen versions of the story of Creation on disc, with him narrating in 
the first person of an African planter the story of Creation to the 
Negroes, or by having an English Butler attribute Creation to his 
Lordship. 100 

The point of this studio session was to help Laughton free himself from what Brecht 

perceived to be a preacher-like sanctimonious tone, an inflexible style which made it 

difficult for Laughton to orient his speech around the Gestus. It was also a method 

whereby two people of different native tongues could work together to reach agreement 

over the Gestus of ripostes in the play. 101 

Brecht's adaptation of episodes from the 'classics', or insertion of new scenes 

into such texts, also served the gestic principle. They offered the actors an opportunity 

to develop socio-econornic ally critical attitudes towards their characters and to regard 

them as contradictory entities. For instance two interludes, written by Brecht for 

insertion between the first and second acts of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet, show 

that the lovers' ability to act out a romance rests on their economic and social power 

over the lower classes. The interludes are dialogue-based and call for skills in socially 

critical characterisation and interaction rather than physical artistry. 102 Brecht's 

99Brecht, '13169 Übungsstücke für Schauspieler', from 
847. The round goes as follows: 

Ein Hund ging in die Küche 
Und stahl dem Koch ein Ei. 
Da nahm der Koch das Hackbeil 
Und schlug den Hund entzwei. 
Da kamen die andern Hunde 
Und gruben ihm ein Grab. 
Und setzten ihm einen Grabstein 
Der folgende Inschrift hat: 
Ein Hund ging in die Küche ... 

'Der Messingkauf', c. 1948-55, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 

ibid. 
1 OOBrecht, 'Aufbau einer Rolle: Laughtons Galilei. Vorwort', p. 11. See also Brecht, BT, p. 165. 
101ibid.; Brecht, Arbeitsjournal, vol. 2, p. 739. 
102Brecht, 'Obungsstijcke fOr Schauspieler', pp. 840-846; reflecting in 1943 on a criticism from the actor 
Peter Lorre about the way he neglected the actors' technique in his productions, Brecht observed that his main 
aim was to 'base the actor's interestingness on the interest he brings to the social phenomenon with which 
he is concerned in his acting'. See Brecht, 11 July 1943, Arbeitsjournal, vol. 2, p. 584; see also Brecht, 
Journals 1934-1955, trans. Hugh Rorrison, ed. John Willett (London: Methuen, 1993), p. 284. 
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attempts to enhance the actor's political awareness was another method obviously 

designed to equip the actor for the critical Gestus of showing. In order to do so he 

encouraged lessons in Weltanschauung and 'the' history of art and theatre. 103 Lutz 

recalls a trick Brecht used to encourage her political awareness. As preparation for the 

main role in Ostrovski's comedy Easy Money, in which she had to learn to speak in a 

light and fluent conversational manner, Brecht suggested she practise reading the 

newspaper aloud as fast as she could, day after day. Lutz was convinced that the 

exercise was in part a sly method of altering her lack of interest in political affairs. 

According to Lutz the method was not entirely successful, for despite her efforts with 

the newspaper Neues Deutschland Brecht continued to express his dissatisfaction with 

her approach to politiCS. 104 

The well-known exercise created by Brecht and characterised by him as the 

basic model of epic theatre, the rehearsal of the street scene, is also fundamentally a 

Haltung -oriented exercise. Furthermore, it is marked by the realist emphasis on 

experimentation, the concrete and the intelligible. The street scene consists of a 

bystander critically explaining aspects of a recently witnessed accident by means of 

narration and demonstrative imitation. His performance assists the street crowd 

gathered around the accident site to assess causal factors and the outcomes of actions. 

The bystander is a model of the gestic actor. However, he lacks the artistic virtuosity 

of the latter and therefore the form his gestures take can never be synonymous with 

those of the trained actor. Yet he provides the image Brecht sought to emulate of 'the 

very simplest "natural" theatre, a social enterprise whose origins, means and ends are 

practical and earthly'. 105 In this theatre the greatest moments of experimentation, in the 

sense of formal manipulation of actuality, are governed by the Gestus of 

demonstration. The relation between demonstration and artistry is illustrated in the 

103Brecht, '[Vorschhige fdr Schauspielerausbildung]', p 180. 
104Lutz, Op. cit., pp. 183-184. 
105Brecht, 'Die Strassenszene', June 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 378; see also Brecht, 'The Street Scene', 

trans. John Willett, in Eric Bentley (ed. ), The Theory of the Modern Stage (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1976), 

p. 9 2. 
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bystander's response to a crowd member who claims he showed the accident victim as 

stepping off the curb with his right foot: 

... 
'I showed him stepping off with his left foot. ' By arguing which 

foot he really stepped off with in his demonstration, and, even more, 
how the victim himself acted, the demonstration can be so transformed 
that the V-effect occurs. The demonstrator achieves it by paying exact 
attention this time to his movements, executing them carefully, probably 
in slow motion; in this way he defamiliarises the little sub-incident, 
emphasises its importance, makes it worthy of notice. 106 

The Gestus of showing results in slow-motion, the distortion of spatial movement and 

time. Furthermore, because the level of verisimilitude of the demonstrator's sketch is 

dependent on the needs of the social task at hand rather than a compulsion to transform 

her/himself into the character under portrayal, as in illusionistic theatre, s/he may only 

need to suggest relevant behaviour and appearance. In the epic theatre this can lead to 

the theatricality of 'exaggerated costume or garments marked out as objects for 

display'. 107 

Yet the demonstrator is also bound to the concrete and natural gestures of actual 

human behaviour. The term cnatural' resounds throughout 'The Street Scene' essay: 

One essential element of the street scene lies in the natural Haltung 
adopted by the demonstrator, which is two-fold; he is always taking two 
situations into account. He behaves naturally as a demonstrator, and he 
lets the subject of the demonstration behave naturally too. 108 

Here the 'natural' attitude is concrete in two senses. Firstly, it mirrors the contradictory 

flux of life. As Brecht goes on to point out, the demonstrator and subject are not fused 

into a non -contradictory unity, but a tension is sustained between the two separate 

phenomena. Secondly, the demonstrator refers to the observed and everyday gestures 

of an historical entity. While the gestic body may move in slow-motion, the action 

imitated - stepping off a curb - is both historical and mundane. Moreover, the earth- 

based and intelligible quality of the bystander's gestures is ultimately dictated by the 

106Brecht, 'Die Strassenszene', p. 377; 'The Street Scene', pp. 91-92. 
107Brecht, 'Die Strassenszene', p. 380; 'The Street Scene', p. 94. 

108Brecht, 'Die strassenszene', pp. 376-377; 'The Street Scene', p. 91. 
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social nature of his enterprise: he is a witness supplying evidence for a public crowd. 

Brecht's theatre also emulates the court-room paradigm and, as such, operates in an 

inductive manner by piecing together 'actual' events so as to unveil a truth. The honest 

court-room witness narrates or re-enacts events which have occurred, not 

conceptualised fantasies. One of the aims of the demonstrative V-effect, then, is to 

make the events portrayed 'intelligible' to the court room spectator. 109 In terms of style 

the demonstrator 9s gestures embody not only a mixed mimetic approach but one 

governed by earth-bound and clarifying tendencies. 

3.2 The Artistic Gestures of Critical Display 

It is the Gestus of demonstration which most obviously encourages formal 

experimentation. A demonstration may require only a recognisable minimum image. 

One of the manifestations of a realistic demonstrational approach in Brecht's theatre is 

the conscious separation of the demonstrator from the role together with the shift away 

from iconic identity, the corporeal similarity between the performer's body and the 

imagined body of the character they portray. 

The methods the actor used to prepare for the separation of demonstrator and 

role included: rehearsing dialogue in the third person and past tense, speaking aloud 

stage directions and self-devised commentaries, swapping roles with a partner, and 

having each take a turn to direct the other by briefly demonstrating their version of the 

character's actions. 110 When demonstrating a Gestus to an actor Brecht himself 

provided an exemplary model of the street scene bystander. According to Lutz his 

suggestions were never naturalistic but always sketch-like, consisting of sparse angular 

gestures and unfinished movements-111 Brecht's fascination with fragmentary sketch- 

like performance is illustrated also by his enjoyment of blocking runs during which the 

cast simply went through the motions in a relaxed fashion. 112 

109See also Brecht, 'Vorwort (über emsthafte Bemühungen um das Theater)', 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 382. 

I'()Brecht, 'Übungen für Schauspielschulen', pp. 614-615. 
111 Lutz, op. cit., p. 234; Brecht, 'Die Regie Bertolt Brechts', 1951, BFA, vol. 23, p. 164. 

112Brecht, 'Rollenstudium', c. 1939, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 603. 
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During a performance, as distinct from a rehearsal, the more strikingly visible 

separation occurred when Brecht cast against type. Lutz recalls Brecht's penchant for 

cross- generational casting in particular. 113 Lutz's description of the way Brecht 

coached her for the role of the older woman Madame Cabet from The Days of the 

Commune, the play Brecht had hoped (in vain) to stage as the opening production of 

the Berliner Ensemble in 1949, illuminates the shift away from iconic identity. First 

Brecht instructed her to begin with the consideration of Haltung. If she were a fifty- 

year old woman how would she stand, walk and sit? The young actress was not to 

forget the years of hard work this woman had experienced: 'Walking was an effort, but 

one she was used to; standing was like a deep breath, but not one free from care; and 

sitting was a time for recovery, but not relief. 'l 14 The outline is based on both close 

observation and an application of the Not-But theory, an awareness of what the 

character is and what she could be if her social situation were different. To this Gestus, 

Brecht added a defamiliarising touch: Lutz was to retain her youthful- sounding voice. 

Apparently Brecht felt that the contradictory comportment would help to show how the 

character had remained youthful and therefore open to revolutionary ideas-115 The 

portrayal was at once natural and concrete, based on the observation and imitation of 

contradictory and particular social behaviour, but at the same time stylised and non- 

literal, thanks to the disjuncture between the young performer's voice and body and the 

older woman's movement. 

Lutz regarded her casting in the role of the prostitute Yvette in Mother Courage 

and her Children as another instance of atypical selection. In order to compensate for a 

perceived lack of 'whore- likeness' she created a pictorial body language. With bare 

feet and a flowing skirt hitched up at the side, she used gait to indicate her attitudes in a 

sensual and sexual fashion: indecision through a swaying manner of walking, 

disgruntlement through a sleepy inertness, and arrogance through a leisurely way of 

113LUtz' op. cit., pp. 233-235. In Mother Courage and her Children Kdthe Reichel rehearsed the role of the 

old woman in Scene 8 and Carola Braunbock played the peasant woman in Scene 11. See Brecht, 

Touragemodell 1949: Anmerkungen', 1949, BFA, vol. 25, pp. 233-235. 
114LUtz' op. cit., p. 233. 
115ibid. 
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stalking about. When seated she stretched out her feet a little too comfortably, her 

small finger a little too far. Lutz describes herself as succumbing to the charms of 

mannerism, and attributes this to her fascination with the expressive power of the 

Gestus. 116 Both examples of atypical casting illustrate that, when performers were 
forced to work hard at re-presenting corporeal appearance and movements dissimilar to 

their own, they had consciously to manipulate externalising gestic techniques. In these 

instances the conscious work on comportment helped the actors to maintain the balance, 

crucial to gestic imitation, between the socio-hi storic ally specific and the deliberate 

artificiality of the slightly exaggerated and display-like quotation. 117 

The critical nature of the demonstrator's quotation also calls for stylisation, the 

estrangement of the socially significant moment through what Eisenstein termed 'the 

monstrous disproportion of parts of a normally flowing event'. 118 In Brecht's theatre 

work the moments of grotesquely stylised disproportion are particularly frequent in 

those instances when a character's behaviour is negatively criticised. Schumacher 

argues that, in the case of characterisation, stylistic disproportion is directly related to 

the nature of the text and the character's social status. He suggests that the parable 

plays and Lehrsdicke encourage a 'greater wealth of gestures' than say Life of Galileo 

or The Days of the Commune. 119 Indeed, the comedies in particular call for much more 

overt forms of corporeal experimentation, such as Commedia dell'Arte, slapstick and 

visual gags. 120 With regard to social status, he characterises the style of the proletarian 

characters as more laconic than those of the bourgeois, and gives, as an example, the 

way Matti is distinguished through his Grundhaltung while Puntila is marked by 

116LUtz, 
op. cit., pp. 242-244. 

117Lutz notes that Brecht also broke with the stock type system - still prevalent even as late as 1948 - when 
he cast a young, tall, slim and attractive woman, who was usually given classical heroine roles as Fina the 

parlour maid in his Zurich production of Puntila and his Servara Matti. To help her achieve the Grundhaltung 
Brecht provided costume and props items which altered the way she moved, such as an apron made of course 

sacking and wooden clogs, and a heavy wash tub. ibid., p. 105. 
118S. A Eisenstein, 'Beyond the Shot', 1929, in S. M. Eisenstein, Selected Works, vol. 1, ed. and trans. 
Richard Taylor (London: British Film Institute, 1988), p. 141; Tatlow, op. cit., p. 171. 

119Schumacher, 'Das gestische in der darstellenden Kunst des Ostens und des Westens', p. 216. 
120Brecht suggested that the ideal style for a performance of Puntila would combine elements of both 

Commedia dell'Arte and a realistic SittensUick ('comedy of manners'). See Brecht, 'Anmerkungen zum 
Volksstilck', p. 298. 
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striking and diverse types of gestures. 121 However, I would suggest that in Brecht's 

historical theatre practice non-literal gestic experimentation was not only a tool for his 

scathing attack on the ruling class but an instrument for foregrounding typical 

behaviour in general, regardless of class status. The silent scream of the petit- 

bourgeois Mother Courage after she had inadvertently sacrificed her son for the sake of 

a business deal, or the strange tank-like mercenary soldiers in The Caucasian Chalk 

Circle, whose lumbering clumsiness projected a sense of the dull subservience of these 

armour and mask-laden lackeys, 122 exemplify the way non-literal mimesis pervaded 

even the gestures of characters positioned outside the ruling class. Gestic 

experimentation was tied not simply to a particular class so much as to the act of social 

criticism. Nevertheless, since Brecht's attitude towards most members of the ruling 

class was relentlessly scathing, it is not surprising that they were frequently the site of 

gestic eccentricity. 

Lutz's portrayal of Yvette displays the close connection between social criticism 

and stylisation. Throughout the course of the play Mother Courage Yvette transforms 

herself from the military camp prostitute into the wealthy widow of the lascivious old 

Colonel Starhemberg. Lutz notes that according to the time scale of the fable, the 

period between Yvette's stage exit as a prostitute and her re-entrance as a wealthy 

widow cannot be more than three years. Yet it was important to Brecht to emphasise 

the social implications of the transformation, so he applied a time-lapse trick. The 

young waif-like Yvette was fantastically converted into a prematurely aged black 

widow, a grotesquely obese figure, waddling on flat feet, asthmatically panting for air, 

over-powdered and wielding a walking stick. In order to achieve the image of obesity 

121 Schumacher, 'Das gestische in der darstellenden Kunst des Ostens und des Westens'. p. 216. The 

contrasting gestural behaviour that Schumacher refers to can be illustrated by a reference to the scene in The 

Mother where three women, including the nosy Landlady, express their condolences to the protagonist who 
has just lost her son. In the Berliner Ensemble performance of the play in 1951, gestures were used to 
highlight the blindness of the bigoted petit-bourgeois Landlady. When she offers her sympathy in the 

provocative form of a bible - provocative because she is aware of the Mother's Marxist convictions - the 
Landlady is revealed as a bigot through her overly violent signing of the Cross. This piece of business is 

further defamiliarised when one of the women -a working class tenant - crosses herself far more modestly. 
See Elisabeth Hauptmann, 'Die Pantomime in der Bibelszene', in Berliner Ensemble and Helene Weigel 

(eds. ), Theaterarbeit, 2nd ed., (Berlin: Henschel, 1961), pp. 144-145. 

122Friedrich Dieckmann (ed. ), Karl von Appens Biihnenbilder am Berliner Ensemble (Berlin: Henschel, 

Kunst und Gesellschaft, 1971), p. 84. 
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Lutz was costumed in a voluminous padded corset over which billowed a black silk 

costume, creating a bell-jar effect. Lutz described the feeling of the cool silk touching 

her knees, strangely hidden under the corset, as 'inorganic'. For her the separation 

between role, actress and costume had become too great. In Lutz's eyes Madame 

Starhemberg was a monstrosity beyond the bounds of the real, one of those occasional 

excesses which 'grew rampantly out of the jungle' of Brecht's critique of society. 123 

The grotesque stylisation serves the purpose of showing the price of Yvette's business 

success. One of the implications of the transformation is that the seeming victor of 

war, both business and class war, is also the victim. Arguably the portrayal was 

schematic rather than natural. Yet concreteness was assured in at least two ways. 

Firstly, the caricature was drawn from an historical and particular instance. And 

secondly, according to Brecht, Lutz preserved the moment of contradiction by 

offsetting 'the grotesquely deformed person with the remnants of the grace which had 

made the childlike creature of Scene 3 so pleasant'. 124 

3.3 The Necessity of Concrete and Clarifying Gestures 

For all its distortions the caricature of the black widow was both abstracted 

from and referred back to the concrete. It was based on gestures derived from the 

actions and appearance of humans rather than a fixed gestic code. Brecht did not 

transport the symbolic gestic code of traditional forms of Asian theatre as he considered 

them schematic and static-125 The preservation of codes of behaviour and their 

symbolic stylisation was anathema to all which socialist realism stood for as it defied 

the flux of historical life forms. Gestic acting by contrast, based on the 'facial 

[mimische] and gestic expression of the social relations in which the people of a 

particular epoch stand to one another', preserved the concrete through its reference to 

the contemporary and historical world outside the theatre. 126 

123Lutz, op. cit-, pp. 244-245. 
124Brecht, 'Couragernodell 1949: Anmerkungen', p. 222. 
125Brecht, 'Verfrerndungseffekte in der chinesischen Schauspielkunst', p. 206; Heinze, op. cit., p. 112. 
126Brecht, 'Kurze Beschreibung einer neuen Technik der Schauspielkunst, die einen Verfremdungseffekt 
hervorbringt', C. spring 1940, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 646. As I have pointed out in Chapter One, footnote 19,1 

disagree with John Willett's translation of mimische in this sentence as 'mimetic'. Elsewhere I have 

suggested that when mimische is used in the phrase 'mimisches Prinzip' ['mimische principle'] it can be 
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The experiments of the quoting actor were also bound to the concrete in that 

they were to preserve the 'full human, concrete vividness' of a remark and the 'full 

physicality of a human gesture'. 127 The importance Brecht gave to the act of 

preserving a flesh-and-blood human during the process of quotation is testified by his 

emphasis on exercises which developed observation and imitation skills and the actor's 

ability to interact with concrete quasi-gestural elements. Observation exercises included 

the noting down of gestures and intonation, while imitation exercises consisted of 

mundane activities, such as folding washing, eating with large or small cutlery, mixing 

a drink, making a fire and playing with a child. 128 Particular attention was given to the 

performance of social activities previously neglected in the theatre, including the 

rehearsal of work routines and interaction with the necessary instruments of work. 129 

Brecht's poems which describe Weigel's careful inductive collection of props for each 

of her characters are in effect odes to a realist: 

Just as the millet fan-ner picks out for his trial plot 
The trickiest seeds and the poet 
The exact words for his verse so 
She selects the objects to accompany 
Her characters across the stage. The pewter spoon 
Which Courage sticks 
In the lapel of her Mongolian jacket, the party card 
For warm-hearted Vlassova and the fishing net 
For the other, Spanish mother or the pottery basin 
For dust-gathering Antigone.... , all 
Selected for age, purpose and beauty 
By the eyes of the knowing 
The hands of the bread-baking, net-weaving 
Soup-cooking comprehender 
Of reality. 130 

interpreted as a reference to 'psychologising and naturalising imitation'. See Chapter One pp. 21-22. 
However, in this instance Brecht is describing the component parts of a 'social Gestus' and therefore I would 
suggest that the word mimische simply refers to facial expression just as gestisch refers to gestural 
expression. 
127Brecht, 4Kurze Beschreibung einer neuen Technik der Schauspielkunst, die einen Verfremdungseffekt 
hervorbringt', p. 643. 
128Brecht, Tbungen fdr Schauspielschulen', pp. 614-615. 
129Brecht, 'Couragemodell 1949: Arunerkungen. ', pp. 177,185. 
130Brecht, 'Requisiten der Weigel', from 'Der Messingkauf', c. 1948-55, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 869. 
Translation by John Willett, in John Willett The Theatre of Bertolt Brecht, p. 167. 
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Lutz notes how actors were supplied with authentic props at a very early stage in 

rehearsals, 131 giving them the opportunity to fine-tune their imitation skills and to 

interact with the concrete signs of social history and human productivity. 

Detailed pieces of business with these objects provided the opportunity for the 

concrete externalisation of social attitudes and relations. Lutz recalls that in her comedic 

role as Puntila's daughter, Eva, her interaction with props served the purpose of 

creating her character's Grundhaltung of volatility. In a duo scene with Matti a large 

straw hat was used to extemalise her lightning changes of attitude: in a seductive 

moment she put it on in a coquette manner and then, in order to demonstrate concretely 

the abrupt shift to 'a real innocent', she pressed both sides of the brim to her cheeks; 

returning to a flirtatious attitude, she held the hat before her face and peeped over the 

brim, transforming herself into a 'lady of the harem'. 132 The construction of the flesh- 

and-blood human through concrete details was also aided by the costumes. Lutz 

describes the costume designer at the Ensemble, Kurt Palm, as closely considering the 

stature of the actor and as then moulding actor, role and costume style together. 133 The 

imitation exercises, carefully rehearsed interaction with authentic props and moulding 

of the costume onto the actor's body all testify to an earth-bound tendency. 

Gestic vocal work at the Ensemble was governed by the principles of both 

naturalness and intelligibility. One of Brecht's revolutionary approaches to the theatre 

was to remove the traditional stage voice. In the theatre of his day the stage language 

was High German, but according to Brecht it had rigidified into an empty form typified 

by over- articulation and vacuous resonances. 134 Loud or heavily articulated speech 

especially roused his suspicion because he perceived it to be symptomatic of an 

emphasis on the passionate temperament of the actor. 135 Brecht never relinquished his 

dislike of emotional bludgeoning which he associated with expressionism and believed 

was prevalent in the theatre of the young GDR, particularly in East Berlin, where 

13lLutz, op. Cit. ' p. 104. 
132ibid., pp. 249-250. 
133ibid., p. 241. 
134Brecht, 'Aus einem Brief an einem Schauspieler', p. 172. 
135Brecht, 'Kontrolle des "Bühnentemperaments" und Reinigung der Bühnensprache', c. 1951, BFA, vol. 

23, p. 169. 
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remnants of Nazi hysteria still exercised considerable influence. 136 Moreover, artificial 

articulation obscured the concreteness of the character. If realistic acting were to be 

achieved the performer would have to forgo this stage speech and use everyday High 

German, tinged with dialect overtones. 137 The overtones were achieved by asking the 

actors to translate their text into their local dialect. When they returned to High German 

the dialect overtones came through in the retention of, for example, natural inflexions 

and intonations. Thereby the interplay between naturalness and stylisation was 

ensured. As Martin Esslin observes, similar techniques were used by early twentieth- 

century proponents of the German realist tradition - including Max Reinhardt whose 

rehearsals at the Deutsches Theater Brecht attended in the mid twenties - as part of their 

campaign against the hyperbolic imperial court theatre style. 138 What is unique about 

Brecht's approach, however, is the simultaneous emphasis on the clarification of the 

Gestus underlying each sentence. 

In Brecht's theatre, the work with dialects was also the first stage in the 

transformation of a sentence into an intelligible gesture. The translation process helped 

the actor and hence the spectator to understand the meaning of the sentence. 139 Rather 

than aiming for literalness, the actor had to translate each sentence in such a manner that 

its central gesture or Haltung was maintained. Brecht suggested an exercise whereby 

one sentence was replaced by another, a sentence completely different except in terms 

of the gesture. For example, 'I think I'm going to have a long sleep, make sure that 

nobody wakes me up too early' could be replaced by 'I want to buy sausage for dinner, 

give me some change'. 140 The gesture of the sentence was further clarified by a 

technique Brecht called auf den Punkt sprechen ('speaking to the point'). Lutz 

describes this method as the careful attention to the punctuation mark given at the end of 

the sentence. The approach was novel to Lutz and her co-workers, for at the time many 

136Brecht, 'Einige Bernerkungen Ober mein Fach', May 1951, BFA, vol. 23, pp. 150-151; 15 April 1948 

and 23 October 1948 in Brecht, Arbeitsjournal, vol. 2, pp. 829,848. 
137Brecht, 'Kontrolle des Tühnentemperaments' und Reinigung der Bühnensprache', p. 169. 
138LUtz, op. cit., pp. 92-93; Martin Esslin, 'Some reflections on Brecht and acting', in Pia Kleber and Colin 

Visser (eds. ), Re-interpreting Brecht: His Influence on Contemporary Drama and Film (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1990), pp. 135-137. 
139LUtz, op. cit., p. 93. 
140Brecht, 'Rollenstudium', p. 602. 
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actors left the end of sentences vacuously hanging in the air. 141 Not only was the 

punctuation a significant part of the Haltung conveyed by the sentence; it brought the 

gesture to a close, helping to isolate one sentence- gesture from the next, a central 

principle of Brecht's interruptive theatre. 142 In order to facilitate the deictic: isolation of 

gestures even further, the actor was encouraged not to speak while walking but to 

follow the pattern of walk- stand- speak. 143 For similar reasons, any rhubarbing on 

stage (indistinct mumbling as a background effect) was regarded as a distraction and 

banned outright. 144 Clarity was also ensured by accenting the words in accordance 

with the gestic meaning of the sentence. Lutz refers to the thoroughness of the 

accentuation rehearsals with Erich Engel who would take an actor slowly through a text 

passage, demanding that sentences be repeated, each time with emphases on different 

words until the correct or meaningful accentuation was found. 145 

Ironically the emphasis on clarity backfired. One of the effects of the shift away 

from stage speech towards sober naturalness was a loss of volume and resonance. 

Complaints about audibility prompted Brecht to hire voice trainers skilled in the 

traditional approach. Lutz claims she was never able to employ the reverberation 

techniques taught by the coaches - such as the fading away of end syllables - as Brecht 

would continue to insist on 'speaking to the point . To compensate for the loss of 

audibility and melodious vowel sounds, the actors focused on the clarity of the 

consonants instead. Brecht responded to the continuing complaints about acoustics by 

saying that if the Haltung of the actor was correct, then the spoken text would 

automatically be 'understood'. 146 Brecht's attitude matches what Lutz refers to as his 

password: 'Gestus, Gestus iiber alles'. 147 

141 Lutz, Op. cit., 13.91. 
142Brecht, 'Rollenstudium', p. 602. As Tatlow notes, Brecht's attempts at the Berliner Ensemble to invest 

each sentence with the quality of its specific gesture was a shift away from his earlier interest in highlighting 

certain significant sentences by lifting them out of the flow of the speech, as occurred in the Man is Man 

production of 1931. Tatlow characterises this shift as 'the move away from the grotesque caricatures of Mann 
ist Mann and the schemata of the didactic plays towards a combination of the typical and the particular, which 
he had also admired in Mei Lan-fang'. See Tatlow, op. cit., p. 322. 
143LUtz, Op. cit., 13.119. 
144See, for example, Kdthe ROlicke, Leben des Galilei rehearsal notes, 14 March 1956, BBA 1134/81. 
145Lutz, op-cit., P. 185. 
146ibid., p. 174. 
147ibid., pp. 176-177. 
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That Brecht's Gestus-dominated theatre was bound to his realist attitude is 

reflected in the hybrid nature of the performer's gestures. The tension between 

hteral/non-literal mimesis, embodied in the bystander's dual role of imitation and critical 

demonstration, is all-pervading. On the one hand the Berliner Ensemble actor 

observes, imitates, is wedded to his/her role through tailored costumes, selects and 

interacts with authentic iconic props, and moves towards the natural and earthy tones of 

dialect. On the other hand the performer gravitates towards artifice and stylisation, 

experimenting with the monstrous gestures of disproportion through anti- type-c asting, 

grotesque caricature, theatrical use of gestures and props as externalising tools, and 

speech onented around punctuation and accentuation. The contradictory style is 

nevertheless governed by the realist principles of concreteness and intelligibility. 

Consequently certain performance possibilities are suppressed: physical feats which 

tend in the direction of 'art for art's sake', such as acrobatics and ballet, symbolic gestic 

codes, and resonant temperament-ridden stage speech. Concrete and clarifying modes 

are preferred: comedic and communicative (as opposed to symbolic) mime, caricature, 

the natural cadences of dialect and sober meaning-ridden speech. The hybrid gestures 

of gestic acting embody the socialist realist paradox of stylised naturalness. 

Gestic Masks: Stylised Naturalness 

4.1 Masks and the Display of Comportment 

One of the most vivid manifestations of the extent to which gestic acting was 

onented around Haltung is the prevalence of the mask in Brecht's realist theatre. The 

mask formed part of Brecht's shift away from a theatre which he perceived to be 

focused on the face as a mirror of the individual psyche, and part of his tendency 

instead towards a theatre where social inscription was gestically displayed. The nature 

of these masks and the way Brecht encouraged the actors to use them clearly 

demonstrate how gestic acting was bound to the realist-dominated principle of stylised 

naturalness. 
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In Brecht's theatre 'masks' consisted of either coverings worn over the face or 

an alteration to the face and head by means of make-up and special effects. Masks are 
frequently used to conceal the identity of the wearer and replace it with a disguise. 

Brecht employs them in this fashion insofar as he conceals, partially or fully, the 

actor's own face, turning it into a tabula rasa ready to be inscribed upon. The masks 

form part of Brecht's shift from what he called the 'mimische principle' to the 'gestic 

principle'. Brecht regarded this shift as crucial to the cultivation of Gestus. 148 When 

Brecht refers to the mimische principle here, he uses the word mimisch to mean not 

simply 'mimetic' so much as an entire tradition of theatre devoted to the cultivation of 

psychological conflicts and their expression through the actor's face. 149 

Yet perhaps the central function of masks in Brecht's realist theatre can be 

described as an inversion of the more common usage: demonstrative 'unmasking' 

rather than concealment. They are the perfect tools for the deictic Gestus of showing as 

they constantly draw attention to the fact that the actor is involved in a theatrical re- 

presentation. However, the realm of the re-presentable is circumscribed by the dictates 

of criticising social reality. Animal, mythical or fantastical masks rarely appeared on 

Brecht's stage, which focused instead on amplifying social roles and class-determined 

behaviour. 

It is when Brecht began to establish his Marxist approach to theatre that the 

mask becomes particularly prevalent on his stage. Prior to 1926, on the rare occasion 

that the mask appears, it has functions easily transferable to gestic theatre. In Edward 

H, for example, the white-face mask of the tired and fearful soldiers who hang 

Gaveston serves the purpose of social commentary. 150 In Man is Man, premiered in 

1926, four different masks are used to display Galy Gay's progression through 

148Brecht, 'Über die Verwendung von Musik für ein episches Theater', p. 158. 
149See footnote 126 in this chapter. 
150According to Walter Benjamin, Brecht had claimed that the idea of epic theatre first came into his head 
during the Munich production of Edward II. During the rehearsals Brecht was having difficulties staging the 
battle scene. He turned to Karl Valentin for advice, asking what was the matter with the soldiers. Valentin 

replied 'they're pale, they're scared, that's whad' Brecht added 'They're tired', whereupon the soldiers' faces 

were thickly made up with chalk, and the style of the production was decided. See Walter Benjamin, 

'Conversations with Brecht', trans. Anya Bostock in Taylor (ed. ), op. cit., p. 94; Brecht mentions the 
incident in the incomplete fragment 'B30 Der Augsburger [11', from 'Der Messingkauf', c. 1939-41, BFA, 

vol. 22.2, p. 722. 
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different social identity phases according to the pressures of his environment. 151 When 

Brecht directed the play in 193 1, in order to indicate that the other soldiers in the fable 

had been reduced to fighting machines, he gave them a type of mask based on 

grotesque distortions of certain facial features. The Gestus of monstrous inhumanity 

was further enhanced by equipping them with outsized hands, stilts concealed by long 

trousers for increasing their height and restricting mobility, and costumes extensively 

draped with weaponry and caked in substances like lime, blood and excrement [see 

Plate 111, i]. 152 This extension of mask work into imaginatively significant costuming 

is testimony to the gestic possibilities encouraged by the gestic principle. Yet the image 

also contains evidence of a deference to the concreteness of social reality. The soldiers 9 

faces and language are recognisably human, and their costumes bear a striking 

resemblance to the soiled uniforms of 'real' war. 

The task most frequently fulfilled by masks in Brecht's theatre is the 

presentation of socio-economic determination and the class struggle. For example, in 

the Berlin production of Puntila and his Servant Matti, masks clearly differentiated the 

ruling from the working classes. The feudal land-owner Puntila, senior officials and 

professionals like the Provost, Attache, Judge and Lawyer, were allocated grotesque 

masks and comically regal movements. Puntila's daughter Eva remained unmasked, 

perhaps to suggest that the process of moulding this young volatile person into a proper 

landowner's daughter and mistress of the house had not been completed. The 

chauffeur, the working women of Kurgela, servants on Puntila's estate and the farm 

labourers were unmasked and moved 'normally'. 153 

In The Caucasian Chalk Circle production in 1954 the masks also functioned 

gestically to illustrate the class struggle, although Brecht attempted to make the 

differentiations less schematic and more subtle. Not only the rulers and professionals 

l5lBrecht, 'Anmerkungen zurn Lustspiel "Mann ist Mann"', 1931, BFA, vol. 24, p. 45. 
152ibid.; Fuegi, Bertolt Brecht: Chaos, According to Plan, pp. 72-73. 
153Brecht, 'Die Masken', BFA, 1951, vol. 24, p. 313. Another instance of gestic mask work in Brecht's 

theatre is that of Shui Ta in The Good Person of Sezuan. The central character Shen Te intermittenty disguises 

herself with the aid of a mask as Shui Ta, the fictitious cousin and successful businessman she is forced to 

invent in order to survive in the 'free' market world. The mask adds a lifeless and rigid quality to Shui Ta. It 

works together with the depiction of 'his' ever-widening girth (actually caused by the gradual advancement of 
Shen Te's pregnancy) to create the Gestus of parasitism, of one who feasts on the lives of others. 



Plate 111, i The masks of monstrous inhumanity in Man is Man, Berlin 
1931. 
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but some of the servants and soldiers linked directly to the corrupt feudal apparatus 

wore masks: 

I don't know whether you have noticed that even amongst the oppressed 
such rigid mask pieces are used. Some of the servants in Act I have 
partially rigid faces. It is important to take care that you don't suddenly 
arrive at symbols, that you don't first pursue a scheme. The entire press 
have fallen into this trap in that they have constructed a fixed scheme: 
rich people - masks, poor - none.... We don't characterise the ruling 
class according to certain types of stiffness. Although it is true - as you 
can observe from films - that the ruling class does display such 
rigidities; but the oppressed also display them. The servants in 
particular. It is well known that they can look to some extent even more 
master-like than their masters. Even in their case there are these 
distortions, arising not from their control over themselves but from the 
strong tendency to let themselves be controlled.... There are not only 
two opposites, but sometimes five. The livelier things are the more 
oppositions there are too, the more differentiated the less schematic. 154 

It is arguable that Brecht is merely creating a slightly more complex schema: all those 

who perpetuate the manipulative exploitation of the ruling class - masks; all those who 

do not directly support this perpetuation - none. However, the attempt to re-present the 

complexity of the concrete is evident. To match the multiplicity of differentiations 

masks of all varieties were designed. The Governor, Fat Prince Kazbeki and the 

armoured soldiers who behaved like mercenary opportunists wore almost full-size 

maskS. 155 The Governor's wife was given only a half-mask in order to ensure that her 

mouth be kept free for smiling at the Adjutant, a gesture which clearly demonstrated a 

flirtatious relationship. However, the lower area of her face was so heavily made-up 

and in a complementary style that she might just as well have been wearing a full 

mask. 156 Brecht was keen to distinguish the professionals, such as the Advocates and 

Doctors from the rulers to whom they had sold themselves, by lessening the size and 

rigidity of their masks-157 The servants of the feudal aristocracy received small masks, 

each particularised according to the behaviour of its wearer. 158 The major 

protagonists, the servant Grusha and Azdak, the poacher turned poor people's judge, 

154Brecht as quoted in Joachim Tenschert, 'Über die Verwendung von Masken' in Werner Hecht (ed. ), 
Materialien zu Brechts 'Der kaukasische Kreidekreis' (Frankfurt on Main: Suhrkamp, 1966), pp. 107-108. 
155Hans Bunge, Der kaukasische Kreidekreis, diary of a production, 5 May 1954, BBA 944/105. 
156Tenschert, 'Über die Verwendung von Masken', pp. 108-110. 
157ibid., p. 107; Bunge, 20 January 1954, BBA 944/60. 
158Tenschert, 'Über die Verwendung von Masken', p. 110. 
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remained unmasked in order to reinforce a sense of the humaneness of these anti-ruling 

class rebels-159 Though Grusha's loyal and generous fiance Simon was also a soldier, 
he bore no mask, but it has been suggested that his masculine beard conveyed some of 

the fear-inspiring aspects of his vocational identity [see Plates III, ii-iv for illustrations 

of the masks]. 160 

4.2 The Caucasian Chalk Circle: Opulent Realistic Masks 

The gestic masks in The Caucasian Chalk Circle greatly enhanced the 

theatricality of the performance in that they often encouraged presentational body 

language in keeping with their own stylised nature. One result was the tendency to 

exaggerate gestures or to eliminate small detailed and seamlessly flowing movements. 

At a rehearsal of the panic scene in Act One where the palace household is forced to flee 

when the Governor is threatened with being overthrown, Brecht incited the actors to 

convert their (literal) mimetic skills into those of a mime artist: 

Barbara, you get very little out of the mask. The movements must be 
more idiosyncratic. In order to strengthen the slave-like, the look up 
and the fear must be exaggerated. Everything at the moment is 
unfortunately rather thin. You are obviously still preoccupied with the 
expression that you had before. However, everything must now be 
more mime-like. When you are frightened it doesn't show in your eyes 
but rather in your outstretched hands, for example, when you are 
frightened about being hit. 161 

The theatrical gestures of mime appropriate for mask-work also proved an ideal tool for 

making intelligible the socio-economically determined nature of a character's behaviour. 

The simplification and reduction of movements dictated by the masks produced similar 

results: 

159Hans Bunge, Der kaukasische Kreidekreis, diary of a production, 31 May 1954, BBA 945/62. 
160A1fred D. White, Bertolt Brecht's Great Plays (London: Macmillan, 1978), p. 170. 
161 1. Barbara, du holst wenig aus der Maske. Die Bewegungen müssen eigenartiger sein. Um 

das Sklavenhafte zu verstärken, müssen das Raufschauen und die Angst übertrieben sein. 
Das ist jetzt alles leider sehr dünn. Du bist anscheinend immer noch mit dem Ausdruck 
beschäftigt, den du mal hattest. Alles muß aber jetzt mehr pantomimisch sein. Wenn du 
Furcht hast, sieht man die nicht in deinen Augen, sondern zum Beispiel in den 

ausgestreckten Händen, wenn du Angst hast, geschlagen zu werden. 
Brecht as quoted in Hans Bunge, 22 May 1954, BBA 945ßi. 



Plate 111, ii Three-quarter masks for Fat Prince Kazbeki and one of the 
guards who pursues Grusha in the Northern Mountains, The 
Caucasian Chalk Circle, Berlin 1955. 



Plate 111, W The half-mask of the Governor's wife and a one-quarter mask 
for her lackey, the Adjutant, The Caucasian Chalk Circle. 



Plate 111, iv The face of the humane, Grusha and bearded soldier Simon, The 
Caucasian Chalk Circle. 
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At the rehearsals with the masks designated for a number of characters (Governor, Prince Kazbeki, the Governor's wife, the Child Bearer) it 
turned out that the acting style demanded very economical and 
appropriately mask-like movements.... Therefore Prince Kazbeki must 
relinquish the continual fanning movement; he fans only at the moment 
when he actually really gets hot, when the Rider from the capital city 
arrives. Only decidedly significant gestures can be retained. 162 

The fanning signals the Prince's anxiety that his plot to murder the Governor might be 

revealed if the Rider brings news of the uprising led by all the princes against the Grand 

Duke and his Governors. The gestic mask helped make the transition from more 

naturalistic detail to a single telegraphic piece of business which theatrically underlined 

the operation of the power politics illuminated by the play. 

Although Brecht regarded mechanised- style acting with scepticism, 163 the 

rigidity of the masks encouraged stiff jerky movements and these types of gestures 

proved particularly suitable for illustrating the petrifaction of the parasitic class: 

To the actor playing the Fat Prince Brecht said: 'Care has to be taken, 
because all smooth movements don't have an effect. When you pull 
your head across and look at the heroic Rider, you must pull it as if it is 
fastened to an elastic band and when you pull against the elastic band 
you put it out of place. Do you understandT 

'Not completely. ' 

'It's like this: when you make a movement with the head - in the mask - 
it is effective not when you perform it in a relaxed fashion, but when it 
is carried out in a jerky, conspicuous way, against the resistance of a 
rubber band, so to speak. '164 

162 Bei dem Probieren mit den für einige Personen vorgesehenen Gesichtsmasken 
(Gouverneur, Fürst Kazbeki, Gouverneursfrau, Kindträger) ergab sich, daß dabei der 
Darstellungsstil sehr sparsame, entsprechend maskenhafte Gesten erforderte.... So muß 
Fürst Kazbeki auf dauernde Fächerbewegung verzichten, er tut es nur im Augenblick, wo 
ihm tatsächlich heiß wird, wenn der Reiter aus der Hauptstadt ankommt. Es können nur 
ausgesprochen bedeutungsvolle Gesten beibehalten werden. 

Der kaukasische Kreidekreis, notes, 20 May 1954, BBA 943/68-69 
163Brecht, 'Aus einem Brief an einem Schauspieler', p. 172. 
164 Zum Darsteller des fetten Fürsten sagt Brecht: 'Man muß achtgeben, weil alle weichen 

Bewegungen nicht wirken. Wenn Sie also Ihren Kopf rüberziehen und nach dem 

Heldenreiter schauen, müssen Sie ihn ziehen, als ob er an einem Gummiband befestigt ist, 

und Sie ihn gegen das Gummiband aus der Lage bringen. Verstehen Sie? ' 

'Noch nicht ganz. , 

, Es ist so: Wenn Sie eine Bewegung mit dem Kopf machen - in der Maske - wirkt sie dann, 

wenn Sie diese Bewegung nicht locker machen, sondern wenn sie ruckartig, auffällig 

erfolgt, gewissermaßen gegen den Widerstand eines Gummibandes. ' 

Brecht as quoted in Hans Bunge, 22 May 1954, BBA 945ß1-32. 
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When Brecht wanted to break up the flow of events in order to defamiliarise a situation, 

the jerky rhythms inspired and aided by the masks were also extended to working class 

characters. The following instructions to an actress playing a servant in the panic scene 
illustrate this aspect of interruptive theatre: 

'The folding together of things', Brecht directed at another actress, 'is 
now also too small a gesture. We need jerky movements and not 
flowing ones - and when something flows, then a lot must flow very 
quickly until the movements suddenly cease. And the stopping must be 
very sudden and abrupt. Syncopations have to be introduced. You all 
must now use the masks. '165 

The rehearsal with the masks illuminates how the gestic principle encouraged a 

mutually advantageous relationship between a socialist realist agenda and gestic 

experimentation. 

The masks are also testimony to the realist insistence on the concrete. In 

productions directed by Brecht the masks presented immediately recognisable concrete 

human faces. Often the actor's face provides the base of the mask to which extensions 

are added by means of materials which recreate the texture of the human body. 

According to production photos of Roundheads and Pointed Heads performed in 1936, 

the masks were facial extensions. Brecht described them as 20cm in height and as 

depicting disfigurements of features such as the nose, ears, hair and chin. 166 In the 

case of the Hua figures they were accompanied by overly large hands and feet [see 

Plate III, v]. Grotesque exaggerations rather than, say, abstract geometrical shapes 

prevail. 167 

165 'Auch das Zusammenfalten der Sachen', wendet sich Brecht an eine andere Darstellerin, 'ist 
jetzt eine zu kleine Geste. Wir brauchen ruckhafte Bewegungen und nicht fließende - und 
wenn etwas fließt, dann muß schnell ganz viel fließen, bis sie plötzlich aufhören. Und das 
Aufhören dann ganz plötzlich und abrupt. Es müssen Synkopen hereinkommen. Ihr müßt 
die Masken jetzt benutzen. ' 

ibid., p. 3 1. 
166Brecht, 'Anmerkung zu "Die Spitzk6pfe und die Rundk6pfe"', 1936, BFA, vol. 24, p. 218. 
167The closest a mask in Brecht's theatre came to a geometrical design appears to have been in the 1948 

production of his Antigone adaptation. The chorus of elders carried and rhythmically banged Bacchus staves 
topped by identical anonymous masks that resembled the naive brown paper-bag efforts of children with 

painted facial features and straw-like hair. Nevertheless, the minimum image was retained. In addition to 

carrying masks on staves, the actors playing the elders wore heavy make-up which was supposed to portray 

the devastation inflicted on the face by the custom of rulership. These facial masks were clearly intended to 

magnify through realist exaggeration the corporeal inscription of hierarchical power relations. See Brecht, 

'Antigonemodell 1948: Vorwort', p. 80 and 'Antigonemodell 1948', BFA, vol. 25, pp. 121-123,160. 



Plate 111, v Grotesque disfigurements, The Roundheads and the Pointed 
Heads, Copenhagen 1936. 
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The masks for the 1949 Puntila production came not from the world of the 
Surrealists but were inspired by the caricatures of social and political life drawn by 

Honore Daumier and George Grosz. They were the creations of make-up rather than a 
fitted cover. Puntila's featured a large bald head with a few strands of hair and during 

rehearsal Brecht described him as resembling Genghis Khan [see Plate III,, Vi]. 168 

Brecht's insistence on the concrete is captured in a Theaterarbeit production note which 

attempts to explain why the masks are not examples of symbolism: 

The theatre merely adopts a position and intensifies significant 
characteristics from reality, such as physiognomical deformations that 
occur in the case of parasites. 169 

While the masks reflect the process of stylisation they retain their naturalness, their 

recognisable connection with the concrete. 

The Chalk Circle masks were comparatively formalistic in that they were fitted 

covers, modelled in some cases on the grotesque and hyperbolic types from Commedia 

dell'Arte or Asian theatre. However, the function of the masks, and the actor's attitude 

towards them, remained consistent with socialist realism in a number of ways. For a 

start, the masks were justified 'realistically' by the play-within-the-play device. The 

characters of the parable do not simply appear before the audience in masks. Instead, 

their entrance is preceded by a prologue in which members of two kolchos villages, in 

the wake of World War Two, enter into a debate about the ownership of a Caucasian 

valley. When a decision has been reached, the delegates from the Rosa Luxembourg 

kolchos entertain their guests by performing an old legend, 'The Chalk Circle', which 

they claim contains a lesson relevant to the dispute at hand. The masks together with 

the costumes become a practical way for the villagers to present their clarifying 

folklore. They are shown as both utilitarian and pleasurable products of human 

creativity rather than formalist emblems representing mythical forces. The prevalence 

of the realist aesthetic was also reflected in the fact that the masks were considered a 

168Egon Monk, Herr Puntila und sein Knecht Matti rehearsal notes, 19 September 1949, BBA 1598/11. 
169Brecht, 'Caspar Nehers "Punt 11 a"-B Ohne', p. 313. 
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Plate 111, vi Baldness of the parasites, Puntila-cum-Genghis- Khan and the 
Judge, Puntila and His Servant Matti, Berlin 1949. 
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novelty by the Ensemble company. Brecht had never worked with actors wearing such 

masks. Their designer, Karl von Appen, described the actors' initial reaction when 

they discovered that the masks demanded different comportments and speech 

techniques as being one of apprehension. According to Brecht the performers, some of 

whom had been in the Ensemble for more than four years when rehearsals began, had 

not yet developed expertise in mime-work or other necessary skills. 170 This would 

suggest that the company had offered practically no training in highly stylised 

presentational forms of acting, which may be attributable not only to the nature of actor 

training in the GDR but to the Ensemble's orientation around the realist-dominated 

Gestus. 

While the masks and new acting style can be regarded as artistic extensions 

beyond the parameters of previous training and performances, the boundaries set by the 

realist agenda were still firmly in place. They surfaced in incidents such as when the 

actors playing the Fat Prince and his Nephew rehearsed with temporary masks found 

amongst a store of fairytale equipment. Brecht was greatly amused by their appearance 

but, despite his strong desire to satirise all parasites, he made the comment 'What a pity 

that we can't do such a thing'. 171 The fantastically absurd was out of gestic bounds. 

Brecht also tried to ensure that each mask was individualised and that there would be no 

abstractions of faces. 172 The aim was to recreate and draw attention to a type of 

human, as Brecht explained to the costume designer Kurt Palm: 

Most actors have been wearing make-up temporarily only on the face. 
Now, however, it is necessary that they apply make-up totally - to the 
neck and presumably also to the ears. I'm not yet quite sure about the 
latter, but definitely the neck. And in keeping with the complexion of 
the mask. Otherwise everything will be terribly artificial, that is artistic 
and will come close to that famous Formalism so that an impression is 
created that you want particularly to show that a mask has been put on, 
instead of the fact that you just want to show another human - with the 
help of a mask.... However, the difference between the man himself and 
the mask that he has in front of his face must not be emphasised. There 
was a principle whereby this [difference] was emphasised. We don't 

170RY-o-cht as auoted in Tenschert, 'Über die Verwendung von Masken', p. 111; Friedrich Dieckmann (ed. ), 

op. cit., p. 86. 
M'Schade, daß wir so etwas nicht machen können. ' 
BBA 944/18. 
172Hans Bunge, 31 May 1954, BBA 945/62. 

Brecht as quoted in Hans Bunge, 27 November 1953, 
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want that here; here it should be total, that is mask, face and head must be one. 173 

During the rehearsals Brecht rejected not only 'art for art's sake' but the total separation 

of actor and character. Moreover, during his discussion with the costume designer, 

Brecht agreed that the masks should be manufactured in accordance with 'the 

naturalistic principle'. 174 The insistence that the masks must be moulded to the body is 

similar to Kurt Palm's attempts to mould actor, character and costume style. The result 

is a tension between imitation and demonstration. 

Some of the actors' experiments with an acting style which would complement 

the masks were discarded for similar reasons. In an anonymous rehearsal commentary 

Ekkehard Schall's attempt to find a suitable comportment for the Adjutant is criticised 

for its lack of realism: 

Schall obviously searches for means of expression that provide a 
counterweight to the portrayal with masks.... He tries to stylise the 
Gestus of the scene, which is indeed a legitimate method, but ends up in 
the realm of the marionette. In the same way he prunes his language. 
He shortens an already formed text and shows only the formula. The 
vivid treatment of the word is lost; instead a process of rigidification is 
set in motion. However, this leads to the death of any speech that is 
intended to be a lively method for getting the flow of human interaction 
going. At best this treatment of speech might serve as an idea for the 
expressionists.... In a realistically formed artwork it is in the long run 
simply impossible to negate life. Schall's stylisation demonstrates a 
hostile attitude towards the realistic continuation of the scene.... In terms 
of effect, he has the same problem as Herr Keuner's gardener: 'Good, 
you have the sphere, but where is the laurel? '175 

173 Die meisten Darsteller haben sich vorläufig nur das Gesicht geschminkt. Nötig wird aber 
sein, daß sie sich ganz durchschminken - den Hals und vermutlich auch die Ohren. 
Letzteres weiß ich noch nicht genau, aber den Hals bestimmt. Und zwar im Teint der 
Maske. Sonst wird nämlich alles ungeheuer künstlich, also artistisch und kommt in die 
Nähe des berühmten Fonnalismus, so daß man den Eindruck hat, man will extra zeigen, daß 
eine Maske aufgesetzt wurde, anstatt daß man einfach einen anderen Menschen zeigt - mit 
Hilfe einer Maske. ' ... ' ... Jedenfalls muß nicht betont werden der Unterschied zwischen 
dem Mann selbst und der Maske, die er vor dem Gesicht hat. Es gab ja ein Prinzip, wobei 
das unterstrichen wurde. Das wollen wir hier nicht, hier soll es total sein, daß heißt 
Maske, Gesicht und Kopf müssen eins sein. 

Brecht as quoted in Hans Bunge, 28 May 1954, BBA 945/52-53. 
174ibid., p. 53. 
175 Schall sucht offensichtlich nach Ausdrucksmitteln, die der Darstellung mit Masken ein 

Gegengewicht geben.... Er versucht den Gestus der Szene zu stilisieren, was ja ein durchaus 

legales Mittel ist, gelangt aber in das [sic] Bereich der Marionetten. Ebenso beschneidet 

er die Sprache. Einen schon geformten Text verkürzt er noch einmal und zeigt nur noch die 
Formel. Die lebendige Behandlung des Wortes unterbleibt, stattdessen tritt ein Prozeß des 

Eineisens in Aktion. Das ist aber der Tod jeder Sprache, die darauf beruht, ein lebendiges 

Mittel zu sein, das den Verkehr der Menschen in Fluß bringt. Allenfalls könnte diese Art 

der Sprachbehandlung den Expressionisten zur Konzeption dienen. ... In einem realistisch 
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The actor-gardener had lost sight of the concrete tree in his pursuit of an artistic form 

and naturalness had been sacrificed to stylisation. 
The contradictory aesthetic of the gestic mask-work, the tension between 

stylisation and naturalness, carries the traces of Brecht's realist insistence on the 

concrete and the process of abstraction. The stylised hyberbolic gestic distortions 

which the masks present, must nonetheless retain their connection to a particular human 

being. The balance between style and nature rests on suppressions that by now have 

become familiar: the elision of formalist, abstract and even absurdist fairytale forms and 

the reticence about mechanisation. The preferred styles are invariably concrete and 

deictic in nature, serving to magnify and isolate the typical: iconic and metonymic signs 

which bear some resemblance or connection to the social object, grotesque caricatures, 

the exaggerations of mime, and the segmentations and syncopated rhythms of 

interruptive theatre. Gestic performers share something in common with Shelley's 

masked figures - their artistic flight is a series of deictic gestures bound for earth. 

geformten Kunstwerk ist es eben auf die Dauer unmöglich, das Leben zu negieren. Die 
Stilisierung Schalls zeigt eine feindliche Haltung gegenüber der realistischen Fortführung 
der Szene. ... 

In der Wirkung geht es ihm wie dem Gärtner des Herrn Keuner- 'Gut, das ist 

die Kugel, aber wo ist der Lorbeer? ' 
Brecht, 'Bemerkungen zur Darstellung des Adjutanten durch Schall', BBA 239/11. 
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Of significance to us is: the reality of the inner life 
of a human spirit in a part and a belief in that 
reality. [Constantin Stanislavski, c. 1930]l 

The epic theatre is chiefly interested in the attitudes 
which people adopt towards one another, wherever 
they are socio- historically significant (typical).... 
This means, from the aesthetic point of view, that 
the actor's Gestus becomes particularly important. 
[Brecht, 1935] 2 

CHAPTER FOUR 

Losing Gestus in the Mainstream 'System' 

The reconstruction undertaken in Chapters One to Three establishes that gestic 

acting was central to Brecht's formulation of a Marxist approach to human behaviour at 

the micro-level and a complementary model of theatre performance. In the following 

two chapters I seek to clarify further the ideological, methodological and stylistic 

distinctness of gestic acting by comparing it with models of performance within Anglo- 

American theatre. I also consider the role of Gestus today, particularly within 

contemporary British theatre, and the extent to which this role reveals its potential and 

limitations as a tool for challenging the political and aesthetic status quo. While Chapter 

Five focuses on a feminist performance approach which appropriates and extends gestic 

acting, this chapter explores the elision of gestic acting through the very method it was 

intended to supersede, the Stanislavskian 'System'. The context for this suppression is 

mainstream British theatre. Critics have repeatedly noted that even when socialist texts 

by, or in the tradition of, Brecht are performed within this context, Brecht's 

performance model is either inadequately applied or totally neglected. 3 This negative 

response has been attributed to numerous factors, the most obvious being the conscious 

or unconscious rejection of the Marxist gist in favour of a liberal humanist or 

'Constantin Stanislavski, AAP, p. 122. 
2Brecht, 'Ober die Verwendung von Musik fUr ein episches Theater', BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 157-158. 
3Nicholas Jacobs and Prudence OhIsen (eds. ), Bertolt Brecht in Britain (London: Irat Services Ltd/TQ 
Publications, 1977), pp. 70-81; Margaret Eddershaw, Performing Brecht: Forty Years of British Performances 

(London: Routledge, 1996), pp. 117-118; Carl Weber, 'The Actor and Brecht, or: The Truth is Concrete. 

Some Notes on Directing Brecht with American Actors', The Brecht Yearbook. Brecht Performance, vol. 13 

(1987), 64-72. 
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individualist perspective. However, even in those cases where the gist is 

sympathetically regarded, gestic acting is not fully realised. Chapter Four presents the 

gestic 'other', the Stanislavskian model, as a major and more insidious contributory 
factor in the elision process and explores the philosophical and stylistic implications of 

this suppression. 

Here the phrase 'Stanislavskian. System' is used in a specific sense to denote the 

philosophy and techniques of acting first introduced in any depth to the English 

speaking world through the translations of Stanislavski's My Life in Art in 1924 and 

An Actor Prepares in 1936. The phrase also embraces Stanislavski's work as it was 

promoted at a practical level in America during the 1920s by the American Laboratory 

Theatre, set up by Moscow Art Theatre defectors and then by a pupil of this theatre, 

Lee Strasberg, and his Group Theatre in the early 1930s. 4 The term 'System' is in 

some senses misleading, giving an air of finality and consistency to a body of work 

which consisted of experiments and observations made and altered over a lengthy 

period of time rather than a fixed statute book. The major alteration was the shift from 

an original emphasis on inner technique to Stanislavski's fascination, towards the end 

of his career, with the behaviourist-inspired method of physical actions. The change in 

emphasis occurred in the context of his experiences within the Soviet Union and has 

been attributed both to the influence of the new society and to the neurophysiological 

work of Sechenov and Pavlov. 5 While the seeds of the method of physical action are 

to be found in the early work, and although literature on Stanislavski's practical 

experimentations with the method of physical actions is now available in English 

4The American Laboratory Theatre based its teachings on Stanislavski's work prior to the Russian 
Revolution at the First Studio from 1911 to 1919. The aspects of these teachings developed by Strasberg 

were the unconscious generation of emotion and emotion memory exercises. See Paul Gray, 'Stanislavski 

and America: A Critical Chronology', Tulane Drama Review, vol. 9, no. 2 (1964), 28-32. 
5Brecht, '[Stanislawskis Theorie der physischen Handlungenj', March/April 1953, BFA, vol. 25, p. 228; 
P. V. Simonov, 'The Method of K. S. Stanislavski and the Physiology of Emotion', in Sonia Moore (ed. ), 
Stanislavski Today: Commentaries on K. S. Stanislavski, trans. Sonia Moore (New York: American Center 
for Stanislavski Theatre Art, 1973), p. 37. Maria Knebel, one of Stanislavski's students, cautions that it is 
'not certain how much Stanislavsky knew about physiology, or if he was familiar with Pavlov's research'. 
Nevertheless, his library testifies to his interest in Sechenov as it contains one of his books with notes 

written in it. See Maria 0. Knebel, 'Stanislavski's Method of Physical Analysis', Theatre International, nos. 
3-4 (1981), 29. 
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translation. 6 it is the philosophy of acting reflected in Stanislavski's work prior to these 

experimentations which continues to have the greatest impact in the Anglo-American 

realm, largely thanks to the influence of An Actor Prepares with its stress on 'inner 

truth , and the work of Lee Strasberg whose emphasis on 'emotion memory' paved the 

way for Method acting. 7 The term 'System' has been chosen to signify these earlier 

emphases. 

Nevertheless, I would suggest that there is continuity between Stanislavski's 

earlier and later work. That is, Stanislavski's method of physical actions constitutes 

not a total philosophical and methodological break from the initial approach so much as 

a development of the original focus on action and the psychophysical nature of 

behaviour, together with an elision of some of the initial mystical and idealist 

overtones. Consequently, in most respects, the Stanislavskian System is representative 

of the entirety of Stanislavski's approach to acting. 

Brecht first encountered the System when he visited New York in order to 

supervise the Theatre Union's production of his play The Mother in 1935. There he 

attended Strasberg's classes and witnessed what he regarded as the detrimental impact 

of the Group Theatre's methods on the production of his play. 8 The experience 

prompted a series of polemical notes on Stanislavski's approach which, while praising 

its progressive liberal democratic elements, condemned it as essentially a reactionary 

method unsuitable for a theatre of the scientific and socialist age. 9 The impact of the 

Stanislavski 'wave' in the early fifties in the GDR, and the concomitant increase in 

publications pertaining to Stanislavski's later practical work, stimulated Brecht to 

reassess his position. 10 Yet although Brecht recognised the revolutionary potential of 

6See Constantin Stanislavsky, Stanislavsky Produces 'Othello', trans. Helen Nowak (London: Geoffrey 
Bles, 1948); Constantin Stanislawski, CAR; Nikolai M. Gorchakov, Stanislavsky Directs, trans. Miriam 
Goldina (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1954); Vasily Osipovich Toporkov, Stanislavski in Rehearsal: 

The Final Years, trans. Christine Edwards (New York: Theatre Art Books, 1979). 
7Gray, op. cit., pp. 32-51. 
8Brecht, 'An Lee Strasberg', 27 January 1936, 'An Max (Mordecai) Gorelik', March 1937 and 'An Theatre 

Workshop (New York)', 1937, in Brecht, Briefe, vol. 1, ed. GOnter Glaeser (Frankfurt on Main: Suhrkamp, 

1981), pp. 284,307-312; BTecht, 'Anmerkungen zu "Mutter"', 1936, BFA, vol. 24, pp. 164-190. 

9See Brecht, BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 174-181,279-286. 
IOSee Brecht, BFA, vol. 23, pp. 167-168,224-239 and vol. 25, pp. 439-440,453-455,461-462,579-580. 
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aspects, such as the method of physical actions, he remained unconvinced that the 
System had been transformed into a socialist method of performance. II 

The attempt to understand Brechtian acting through a comparison with its 
Stanislavskian 'other', which constitutes the first two parts of this chapter, is not a new 

procedure. Brecht may have been the first but he was by no means the last to engage in 

this area of inquiry. 12 However, what is distinct about the analysis presented here is 

not only my insistence on the centrality of Gestus to Brechtian acting but also the 

argument that Gestus constitutes the key to the dividing line which separates the two 

models. The notion that Gestus constitutes the major site of divergence has on 

occasion been briefly posited but never pursued. 13 

In this chapter I expand on the contribution of Gestus to the divergence in two 

ways. Firstly, I contend that even those elements of Stanislavski's System which have 

been regarded, both by Brecht and critics, as useful for Brechtian theatre must be 

transformed radically in accordance with the gestic principle, if the idealist 

psychological undertones are to be overcome. Secondly, the relation between 

Stanislavskian and gestic acting is exemplified through the examination of the Berliner 

Ensemble's experiments in the early 1950s with S tani slav ski an- derived methods. 

Original research into the Ensemble's 1953 production of Erwin Strittmatter's 

II See, for example, Brecht, 'Zu Stanislawski', February 1953, BFA, vol. 23, pp. 224-225. 
12See, for example, the following German and Anglo-American commentaries: Kdthe Rifficke, 'Die 
Arbeitsweisen Stanislawskis und Brechts (1)', Theater der Zeit, vol. 17, no. 11 (1962). 54-66; Kdthe Rifficke, 
'Die Arbeitsweisen Stanislawskis und Brechts (H)', Theater der Zeit, vol. 17, no. 12 (1962), 53-64; Kdthe 
Rillicke-Weiler, Die Dramaturgie Brechts: Theater als Mittel der Verdnderung (Berlin: Henschel, 1966), pp. 
179-187; Manfred Wekwerth, 'Brecht und Stanislawski: Notizen zur Vorbereitung der Stanislawski-Konferenz 
1960', in Manfred Wekwerth, Schriften. Arbeit mit Brecht (Berlin: Henschel, 1975), pp. 46-61; KAthe 
ROlicke-Weiler, 'Die Dialektik von Darstellen und Erleben', and Werner Mittenzwei, 'Der Methodenstreit - 
Brecht oder StanislawskiT, in Werner Hecht (ed. ), Brechts Theorie des Theaters (Frankfurt on Main: 
Suhrkamp, 1986), pp. 217-268; Dieter Hoffmeier, 'Studium keine Geschmacksfrage: Streiflichter zu 
Stanislawski und Brecht', Notate, vol. 8, no. 5 (1985), 6-7; Heinz-Uwe Haus, 'Zum Gebrauchswert der 
Methode Brechts', Notate, vol. 9, no. 6 (1986), 11; Werrier Hecht, 'Grund der Emp6rung: iffier eine "ganz 
unertrAgliche Behandlung". Brechts Stanislawski-Studium 1953', Maske und Kothurn, vol. 33, nos. 3-4 
(1987), 75-87; Dieter Hoffmeier, 'Ober den Zugang Brechts zurn Werk Stanislawskis, TheaterZeitschrift, nos 
31-32 (1992), 127-149; Eric Bentley, 'Are Stanislavski and Brecht CommensurableT, Tulane Drama Review, 
vol. 9, no. 1 (1964), 69-76; Margaret Eddershaw, 'Acting Methods: Brecht and Stanislavsky', in Graham 
Bartram and Anthony Waine (eds. ), Brecht in Perspective (London and New York: Longman, 1982), pp. 128- 
144; Timothy J. Wiles, The Theater Event: Modern Theories of Performance (Chicago and London: 
University of Chicago Press, 1980); Geraldine Cousin, 'A note on mimesis: Stanislavski's and Brecht's 

street scenes', Themes in Drama, vol. 3 (1981), 235-247; Shomit Mitter, Systems of Rehearsal: 
Stanislavsky, Brecht, Grotowski and Brook (London and New York: Routledge, 1992); Jean Benedetti, 
'Brecht, Stanislavsky, and the Art of Acting', The Brecht Yearbook. Brecht Then and Now, vol. 20 (1995), 
101-111. 
13Mittenzwei, op. cit., p. 252. 
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Katzgraben has been selected as the major source of illustrative material on the basis 

that the production constituted Brecht's most intense and comprehensively documented 

exploration of Stanislavski's methods at a practical level. 14 The intense nature of the 

exploration can be related to the fact that the production took place during the staging of 

The First German Stanislavski Conference in East Berlin, a conference which marked 

the peak of the Stanislavski 'wave' and the height of Party-line polemics against what 

were perceived as the formalist aspects of Brecht's work-15 Hence the production 

provides invaluable insights into a highly motivated and critical engagement with the 

'other'. 

The first part of the comparison of the two models begins with a consideration 

of their divergent ideological foundations and the embodiment of these antithetical 

outlooks in differing approaches to the structuring and gestural nature of an actor's 

performance. I demonstrate that even when the approaches appear to converge, the 

gestic principle is the source of their ultimate separateness. Part two focuses on how 

even those elements of the System considered potentially progressive by Brecht, 

including its dialectical and materialist aspects and the technique of empathy, must be 

radically transformed if gestic acting is to be realised. 

The third and final part of this chapter focuses on the predominance of the 

System within mainstream British theatre productions of Brecht's texts. 16 To assert 

that the System is 'predominant' is not to state that every British actor and director is 

trained in accordance with every detail of it. While Stanislavski's work on the inner 

technique and the influence of American Method acting continue to pervade British 

theatre, this does not mean that System-based training is either as thorough or as 

exclusive as it was at the Moscow Art Theatre. A variety of alternative methods of 

training and paths to the acting profession continue to be made available, epic theatre 

methods included. However, the British performances of Brecht's texts suggest a 

greater familiarity with the individualist psyche-oriented philosophy and techniques of 

14A more detailed analyis of the Katzgraben material is available in my article 'Brecht Studies Stanislavski: 

Just a Tactical MoveT, New Theatre Quarterly, vol. 11, no. 43 (1995), 241-258. 

15ibid., p. 242. 
16Carl Weber describes a similar predominance in America. See Weber, op. cit., p. 68. 
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the System than with the socialist gestic model. In part, this can be attributed both to 

the complexity and obscurity of Gestus and to the individualist ethos within mainstream 

commercial theatre, an ethos more conducive to the Stanislavskian character-oriented 

approach to theatre. 

In order to exemplify the elision of Gestus in contemporary mainstream theatre, 

two British productions of Mother Courage and her Children are compared with 

Brecht's productions of the same text in Berlin (1949 and 195 1) and in Munich (1950). 

The British productions were selected on the basis that both attracted considerable 

attention from Brecht scholars, particularly with regard to their neglect of Brechtian 

principles. 17 This response of the Brecht critics, together with primary material 

including reviews, programme notes and original material from company prompt- 

books, has been drawn upon in order to reconstruct the productions and to consider 

their treatment of Gestus. Since the two British companies involved also represent very 

different institutions within the mainstream spectrum in terms of aims, function and 

funding, they also reflect the mainstream in its diversity and help to show the 

widespread nature of the rejection of Gestus. The Royal Shakespeare Company's 

version of 1984, directed by Howard Davies and starring Judi Dench, illustrates the 

attempt of a subsidised national 'Flagship' theatre to perform Brecht. By contrast, the 

Glasgow Citizens' production, directed by Philip Prowse in 1990 with Glenda Jackson 

in the lead, embodies the efforts of a regional company which is reputed for its 

experimental approach to European theatre and its communitarian attempts to make this 

theatre financially accessible to 'the citizens'. Moreover, it is renowned as the repertory 

company to have presented the greatest number of Brecht plays in Britain. 18 

Despite the fact that both productions were spearheaded by practitioners who 

were sympathetic to the socialist agenda, and therefore arguably equipped to appreciate 

17Marvin Carlson, 'Mother Courage and Her Children', Royal Shakespeare Company, London, 12 February 
1985, Gestus, vol. 1, no. 1 (1985), 89-91; Anthony Meech, 'Giving the Wrong Signs', New Theatre 
Quarterly, vol. 2, no. 6 (1986), 181-183; Maarten van Dikj, 'Blocking Brecht', in Pia Kleber and Colin 

Visser (eds. ), Re-interpreting Brecht: His Influence on Contemporary Drama and Film (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1990), pp. 117-134; Derek Fogg, 'Mother Courage and Her Children, by Bertolt 

Brecht', in Jan McDonald and Claude Schumacher (eds. ), The Citizens' Theatre Season: Glasgow 1990 

(Glasgow: T'heatre Studies Publications, 1991), pp. 76-96; Margaret Eddershaw, 'Echt Brecht? "Mother 

Courage" at the Citizens, 1990', New Theatre Quarterly, vol. 7, no. 28 (1991), 303-314. 
18Eddershaw, Performing Brecht, p. 83. 
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the Marxist gist, neither of the productions utilised gestic acting. 19 Instead, directors 

and actors alike eschewed the efficacy of consulting either Brecht's theory or his 

practice as recorded in the Modellbiicher and proceeded to forge 'original' 

interpretations and characterisations more in line with the fatalist teleological arrow of 

the System. One of the major tasks of the analysis of these contemporary productions 

is to discuss the ideological and stylistic implications of eliding the interruptive gestic 

gesture in favour of the flowing stream of a Stanislavskian emotional through-line. 

Brecht and Stanislavski: Divergent Gists and Gestures 

1.1 Psychological vs Social Determination 

The starting point for all Stanislavski's theorising about acting, even in the later 

manuscripts translated in the volume Creating a Role, is his conception of the human 

psyche, one initially based on personal observations and the work of the nineteenth- 

century psychologist Ribot. 20 For Stanislavski it is imperative that actors have a 

rudimentary understanding of the psyche, or 'soul' as he also referred to it, so that they 

will be able to perform their main objective: to create the life of a human spirit in a 

beautiful and artistic forM. 21 Thus they must understand that the psyche is divided into 

the conscious and unconscious and, most importantly, that it is the unconscious which 

provides the source of intuitive creativity. 22 in order to access this life-giving creative 

locus the actor has to manipulate controllable conscious means, in particular the 'three 

impelling movers' in psychic life: feelings, will and intellect. 23 Working from a basic 

stimulus-response theory, Stanislavski claimed each of the three elements could be 

controlled by particular stimuli: in the case of feelings, physical actions and tempo- 

19Howard Davies is regarded as a socialist director committed to political art within establishment theatre 
and prior to the 1990 production Glenda Jackson announced her decision to stand as a Labour candidate for 
British Parliament. See Eddershaw, Performing Brecht, pp. 114,134. 
20Natalie Crohn Schmitt, 'Stanislavski, Creativity, and the Unconscious', New Theatre Quarterly, vol. 2, 

no. 8 (1986), 345-351. 
21Stanislavski, AAP, p. 15. 
22ibid., pp. 14,266-267. In the English translations of Stanislavski's works, the terms 'subconscious' and 
6 unconscious' are both used interchangeably. However, in the Russian editions of his works only one word is 

used and it refers to the unconscious. See Crohn-Schmitt, op. cit, p. 346. Fascinated with the realm of the 

unconscious, which he claimed constituted nine tenths of the life of a person or character, Stanislavski even 

conceived the notion of a superconscious, the life-giving centre of a human where 'molten lava and fire, 

invisible human instincts and passions are raging'. See CAR, p. 12. 
23Stanislavski, AAP, pp. 232-233. 
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rhythm were instrumental; mind was greatly affected by words, text and thought; and 

will was stiffed by purposeful objectives. 24 Of these three psychic movers Stanislavski 

considered feelings to be the most likely to guarantee creative spontaneous action. 
Stanislavski's insistence on the importance of the psyche and feeling suggests that his 

fundamental concern as an artist was the relation between mental processes and 

behaviour. 

Brecht did not disregard the mental states either of the demonstrator or the 

demonstrated character but he was concerned with the illumination of their social as 

opposed to their inner determination. In a conversation during the period of the 

Katzgraben rehearsals in 1953 about Stanislavski's interest in the truthfulness of the 

individual actor"s feelings, Brecht argued that the way the performer could ensure such 

truthfulness was 'to understand more thoroughly the event taking place between 

himself, his character and the other characters'. 25 Brecht's concern is the way feelings 

are generated by one individual's socio-economic ally influenced Haltung towards 

another. In an undated discussion with Palitzsch about Stanislavski, the verdict 

reached about characterisation in contemporary society is that 'Society is not interested 

in the minds of characters [Charakterk6pfen] but in relations between people (typical 

people in typical situations),. 26 The actor in Brecht's theatre does not focus on an 

individual's inner life but on their Gestus. 

Stanislavski's tendency to regard behaviour as determined by 'inborn' 

characteristics and ahistorical emotions is also anathema to Brecht's social 

behaviourism. Stanislavski's drafts of a study of Othello undertaken in the early 1930s 

demonstrate that even under the influence of socialism in the Soviet Union Stanislavski 

preserved a fascination with predetermined dispositions. In the drafts he advises the 

actor when preparing a role to ask himself the following question: 

24Constantin Stanislavski, BAC, pp. 243-244. 
25Brecht, 'Die Wahrheit', spring 1953, BFA, vol. 25, p. 579. 
26 Die Gesellschaft ist nicht interessiert an Charakterköpfen - sondern an Beziehungen 

zwischen Menschen (typischen Menschen in typischen Situationen). 

Peter Palitzsch, 'Diskussion mit Brecht über Stanisiawski', BBA 2130/52. 
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What circumstances of my own inner life ... can oblige me, as a man 
and actor, to have an attitude toward people and events such as those of 
the character I am portraying? 27 

Amongst the circumstances from within which determine attitude Stanislavski included 

'inborn gifts and shortcoming s'. 28 The belief in inborn determination of character 

underpins Stanislavski's description of lago: 'a diabolical character from the outset, and 

the fiend in him is very subtle, quite apart from any social status or training'. 29 While 

Stanislavski argued elsewhere that each human carried within itself the 'germs of all 

human qualities', a belief which suggests that he regarded an individual as capable of 

multiple and contradictory behaviours, 30 he also maintained that the limits placed on the 

actor by nature, as opposed to say nurture, would determine which qualities they were 

actually able to manifest. For example, in An Actor Prepares he states that a comedian 

who longs to play tragedy or a soubrette who desires dramatic roles may never have the 

appropriate feelings for such characters. 31 Stanislavski may have rejected cliche type- 

casting but his System nevertheless promoted casting guidelines, one of which was the 

given limitations of the actor's inner life. 32 Some aspects of behaviour were regarded 

not only as innate but as recurrent down the ages. Stanislavski included in his category 

of 'eternal emotions' love, happiness, joy, suffering and the human desires for freedom 

and justice, claiming that throughout all the centuries they were 'composed of the same 

elements without regard for streets or the clothing of the passersby'. 33 

When examining the literature in 1953 on Stanislavski's approach to Othello, 

Brecht criticised. what he perceived as a reprehensible emphasis on eternal emotions and 

27Stanislavski, CAR, p. 181. 
28ibid. 
29ibid., p. 184. 
30Constantin Stanislavski, SL, p. 15; AAP, p. 168. 
31Stanislavski, AAP, pp. 167-168,279. In the late 1920s Stanislavski stressed the point that just because 
he encouraged the actor to draw from his own personal emotional experience did not mean that the System 

only allowed actors to play parts in harmony with their own lives. This comment, however, does not nullify 
his earlier approach so much as qualify it. See Constantin Stanislavski, 'The Art of the Actor and the Art of 
the Director', late 1920s, in Stanislavski, SL, p. 188. Moreover, in the manuscript on Gogol's The 

Inspector General c. 1934, Stanislavski has his actor-trainer figure Tortsov say to his students 'I did not play 

and never shall play Khlestakov, as that is a role quite outside my powers. ' Stanislavski, CAR, p. 230. 

32Stanislavski explained that the actor could not play a role that went against the grain with him 'by reason 

of his convictions or taste'. See Constantin Stanislavski, 'Types of Actors', n. d., in Stanislavski, SL, pp. 

17-18. 
33Stanislavski, CAR, p. 89; Stanislavski, AAP, p. 262. 
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an inability to explore the way attributes of character were socially derived. To regard 
Othello's jealousy as eternal, he noted, was to ignore the social and cultural specificity 

of jealousy. In order to illustrate the fact of cultural differences regarding the causes of 

sexual jealousy, Brecht refers in an aside to a custom he has heard of whereby Eskimos 

offer their wives to their guests and are insulted when the guests refuse them! By way 

of contrast he presents sexual relations in Elizabethan society as a form of property 

relation and suggests that the transgression of property laws leads to a specific type of 

jealous anxiety. Brecht's theatre eschews the notion of eternal jealousy in favour of 

demonstrating how Othello's behaviour stems from 'a world of battles for property and 

position'. 34 Not only is jealousy to be revealed as a socio-economic ally specific 

Haltung but as the product of an alterable system. 

Posthumously, attempts have been made to defend Stanislavski against charges 

of psychological idealism, mysticism and transcendence. For example, Simonov, a 

neurophysiologist of the USSR, argued in 1962 that not only the later experimentation 

but all of Stanislavski's work on the art of acting was consistent with a behaviourist 

model. Simonov is keen to stress that Stanislavski did not seek the motivating forces 

of a man's psychological life in psychological phenomena themselves, but in the 

external influence of the surrounding environment. Here Simonov alludes to 

Stanislavski's emphasis on the character's 'given circumstances 1.35 While Simonov's 

argument can be sustained only if Stanislavski's numerous references to the 

significance of the unconscious, pyschic movers, inbom qualities and eternal emotions 

are completely ignored, Stanislavski's conception of the given circumstances does 

reflect an interest in environmental stimuli. Stanislavski described the circumstances as 

the 'story of the play, its facts, events, epoch, time and place of action, conditions of 

life' as well as every aspect of the theatre production, from the actor's and director's 

interpretations to sound effects. 36 Studying the given circumstances supplied the 

performers with the foundation upon which they could then begin to act as if they were 

34&echý 'Stanislawski-Studien [6]', c. 1953, BFA, vol. 23, pp. 230-231. 
35Simonov, op. cit-, p- 36. 
36Stanislavski, AAP, p. 48. 
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the character rather than just playing themselves. Perhaps it is more accurate to say that 

Stanislavski viewed psychic motivation as dependent on both inner and outer stimuli. 

However, what distinguishes Stanislavski more sharply from Brecht is the way he 

regarded the function of the given circumstances. Rather than serving to highlight 

environmental conditioning, they were intended to assist the actor's process of 

metamorphosis and communication of mental states by providing the actor with a tool 

for familiarising him/herself with another life and for stimulating truthful feelings. 37 

When Brecht applied the given circumstances technique he transformed its 

function into the illumination of social determination. As part of the preparation for the 

Katzgraben production, a play about contemporary villagers in the GDR, Brecht asked 

the author Strittmatter to provide actors with character resumes as he felt they were ill- 

equipped to understand 'THE NEW LIFE. THE UNFAMILIAR CLASSES 1.38 The 

extant resumes focus on the social and class milieu in which the characters were 

reared. 39 During rehearsals of the production Brecht utilised circumstantial material in 

a similar fashion, orienting it around the establishment of the character's Gestus. When 

an actor required clarification of an action or event, a brief verbal account of the 

character's background and in particular their social function was supplied. For 

instance, in order to motivate the actor playing Giinter to incorporate better voice 

projection into the role, Brecht suggested that GOnter's job as a miner would necessitate 

and habituate loud speaking. 40 In the scene when the wealthy farmer's foster son 

Hermann whistles at Elli, the daughter of the poor Kleinschmidt farmers, to get her 

attention, and is duly reprimanded for this seeming rudeness by Elli's friend, Brecht 

explained in a presumably 'tongue-in-cheek' fashion that Hermann's behaviour was not 

character-related but indicative of the fact that he worked very regularly with dogs [see 

37Stanislavski, AAP, pp. 47-48; BAC, p. 274. 
38 interessant, daß wir sie liefern müssten. unsere darsteller wußten nicht genug. DAS NEUE 

LEBEN, DIE UNBEKANNTEN KLASSEN. 
Brecht, 'mit studium begonnen', BBA 44/7. 
391n the BBA material the notes written on the poor farmer Kleinschmidt, the wealthy farmer Grol3mann and 
his wife, and on the party secretary Steinert, are extant. The production's programme brochure also 
incorporates diary extracts and letters supposedly composed by various play characters. Katzgraben 

Program, BBA, 2001/102-121. Brecht's comments on the staging of crowd scenes in The Trial of Jeanne 

d'Arc of Rouen 1434 suggests that he may also have used r6sum6s during the 1952 production rehearsals. See 

Brecht, IStanislawski-Studien [2]', March/April 1953, BFA, vol. 23, pp. 226-227. 

40Brecht, '2. Hauptprobe', 13 May 1953, BFA, vol. 25, p. 469. 
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Plate IV, i]. 41 While Stanislavski utilises the given circumstances as a stepping stone 
to the realm of believable emotion and transformation, Brecht uses contextual material 
to develop the Gestus of the character and socially critical Gestus of the actor. 

1.2 Laws of Nature vs Social Causality 

Next to Stanislavski's notion of the unconscious, the second cornerstone of his 

acting theories is a belief in the 'organic laws of nature'. According to Stanislavski an 

actor can only create, as opposed to copy, real life on stage if these laws are abided by. 

While he spoke of the creative laws of nature as 'beyond human ken', 42 presumably he 

meant 'beyond human ken in their totality' for he was certainly aware of and inspired 

by nineteenth-century scientific progress with regard to some of these laws, particularly 

in the realm of psychology and phySiology. 43 According to the translations of his 

writings, Stanislavski anthropomorphically referred to nature as 'Dame Nature' and 

regarded 'her' as an eternal creative power, the driving force behind biological and 

imaginative life. 44 The unconscious was closely related to Nature in that it constituted 

its human manifestation. 45 Nature's physical and spiritual laws were also posited as 

incontrovertible and as constituting a single unified system. 46 The laws most relevant 

to the creative work of the actor were those of purposefulness, organic coherence, logic 

and consecutiveness. They reign omnipotently over various Stanislavskian acting 

41Brecht, '1,3', BBA 963/26. This approach to circumstantial material was not adopted simply for the 
Katzgraben production. In the 1949 production of Mother Courage and her Children Brecht provided similar 
information for the actor playing the Chaplain in the wood-chopping episode. This scene depicts how the 
Chaplain has become dependent upon Courage's 'hospitality' after his Lutheran army has been invaded by the 
Catholics. The Chaplain becomes her lackey, delegated to assisting with menial domestic tasks. In the 
midst of the wood-chopping he proposes to her in the hope of improving his social and financial situation. 
The actor was advised to incorporate his knowledge about the Chaplain's past - the comfortable time he had 
experienced as a well-paid clergyman who fired soldiers on to risk their lives - and his present frustration at 
his lowliness - into the clumsy and somewhat frenzied hacking. 'I. D[reh] P[unkt]', BBA, 491/41 (authorship 
unknown); 'Regiearnnerkungen zu Bertolt Brechts Chronik aus dem Dreiffigjdhrigen Krieg "Mutter Courage 
und ihre Kinder"', 1949, BBA, 908/112 (authorship unknown). During the Galileo rehearsals in 1956, 
Brecht advised the actor playing Cardinal Barberini that he would find the basic tone of the role if he 
remembered that Barberini was from an ancient Roman lineage, one like the Medicis, which encouraged an 
appreciation of the arts and which offered a more liberal and progressive background than was typically to be 
found amongst members of the clergy. The impact of this background was to be expressed through an 
elegance and tough alertness, and the lack of anything mild or typically clerical about his manner. See the 
transcription of the tape-recorded Leben des Galilei rehearsals, 16 December 1955, BBA 2188/185-186. 
42Constantin Stanislavski, MLIA, p. 405. 
43ibid., p. 483; Stanislavski, BAC, p. 297. 
44Stanislavski, 'The View at Seventy', 10 January 1933, in Stanislavski, SL, p. 204; AAP, pp. 86,99,162, 
295; BAC, pp. 287,297. 
45Stanislavski, AAP, p. 283. See also Crohn Schmitt, op. cit., p. 346. 
46Stanislavski, BAC, p. 274; CAR, p. 44; 'ne View at Seventy', p. 204. 



Plate IV, i The habits of work imprinted on Hermann's attitude towards 
Elli, Katzgraben, Berlin 1953. 
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techniques, such as the analysis of units and objectives and the observance of the 

super-objective and through-line. 

Stanislavski's stress on purposiveness reflects his teleological perception of 

nature. Like Ribot before him, Stanislavski viewed human behaviour and courses of 

action as tending toward fixed ends. The teleological outlook is particularly evident in 

the way Stanislavski describes parts of the body as having predestined functionS. 47 

This outlook also permeates his instructions to the actor to seek out the physical and/or 

psychological purpose for every action, something Stanislavski referred to as the 

6 objective'. In his introduction to the subject, Stanislavski provided the following 

example of a physical objective: 'going home' after visiting a friend. In order to 

illustrate a psychological objective he referred to a scene in Ibsen's Brand between 

pastor Brand and his wife Agnes. In the selected episode Agnes weeps over her son 

who has died due to the damp and unhygienic conditions in which Brand's family are 

forced to live because of his fanatical duty to religion. In this scene Stanislavski 

includes, as a plausible objective for Agnes, 'I wish to move my husband through my 

grief' and, for Brand, 'I wish to instil in her a sense of responsibility toward 

humanity! 148 The function of both types of objectives, and the naming of them by 

means of active verb-forms, was intended to attract and stimulate the performers' 

feelings and thoughts and motivate them towards a given end, a concrete action. This 

in turn would intensify an actor's belief in the truthfulness of his/her actions and help to 

mould the actor and character together. 49 

In order to achieve coherence Stanislavski also encouraged the actor to break a 

part down analytically into its major and minor objectives. The name he gave to 

describe an objective-dominated segment of a character's overall action is commonly 

translated as 'unit'. By dividing the part into discrete units the actor was to gain a 

structural overview so that s/he could better relate the segments to one another, giving 

the role coherence in accordance with the laws of nature and art. 50 However, the 

47Crohn Schmitt, op. cit., p. 347; Stanislavski, BAC, pp. 56,94. 
48Stanislavski, AAP, pp. 118-119. 
49Stanislavski, AAP, pp. 112,116-117; CAR, p. 51. 
50Stanislavski, AAP, p. 117. 
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analytical division was only a temporary preparatory procedure. During the actual 

creation of the role the units were to be fused into larger segments, and the analytical 
fragmentation was ultimately replaced by the logical and consecutive flow of the units, 

each one into the other. 51 

On the surface Stanislavski's emphasis on analytical segmentation recalls 

Brecht's technique of gestic interruption, while his orientation around action seems to 

have much in common with Brecht's notion of character as derived from tangible 

actions. Like Stanislavski, Brecht divided a play into individual events 

(Einzelgeschehnis), and described each event as containing its own Grundgestus: 

Richard Gloster woos the widow of his victim. By means of a chalk 
circle the real mother is discovered. God wagers a bet with the devilfor 
the soul of Doctor Faustus. Woyzeck buys a cheap knife in order to kill 
his wife. 52 

In the text read by Weigel at the Stanislavski Conference in 1953, Brecht himself noted 

the similarity between his gestic segmentation of the fable and Stanislavski's analytical 

action-based approach, pointing out that the Ensemble members also used the 

procedure of finding titles for scenes and episodes which would express their action 

and idea. 53 Here it can be assumed that Brecht is referring both to the use of scene 

titles during a performance, marking the commencement of a new episode, and the 

directorial breakdown of a play's fable into its socially significant segments during the 

rehearsal process. 54 It has been suggested that, while 'Brecht might have understood 

51 ibid., pp. 108-109. 
52Brecht, 'Kleines Organon ftir das Theater', summer 1948, BFA, vol. 23, p. 92; see also Brecht, BT, p. 200. 
53Brecht, '[Rede fUr die Stanislawski-Konferenz]', April 1953, BFA, vol. 23, p. 234. 
54A comparison of Stanislavski's scheme of units and objectives for Act III, iii of Othello, taken from 
directorial notes made in 1929-30, and Brecht's breakdown of the events in the first scene of Mother Courage 
illustrates the points of contact and divergence: 

Othello 
Piece A (1) ('Ha! ha! false to me! ') The task of this piece: I must decide why Desdemona 
deceives me. 
This problem and piece are therefore headed: Why? or Whatfor? 

Piece B (11) Opens with lago's words: 'Why, how now, general! no more of that. ' ... 
The heading of this piece and problem is: 'to get away from Iago, not to hear or see him. ' 

we Mother Coura 
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the distinction between units and objectives', he used Gestus to describe both. 55 

However, from the illustration of the Grundgestus given above it is apparent that 
Brecht's notion of the nature and purpose of physical actions and their objectives 
diverged from Stanislavski's. Firstly, he is not interested in the way an action is 

determined by a personal psychological objective but how it is based on social 
interaction and relations. Secondly, the action is described from the point of view of a 

critical observer rather than a subject. As Rouse puts it, Brecht's division of the fable 

into gestic units remains, from a Stanislavskian perspective, 'a director's description of 

the Fable rather than an actor's'. 56 A Grundgestus for Brecht is a unit of action driven 

not so much by a personal objective but by an observed and demonstrated significant 

social relation. 

In gestic theatre the teleologically consecutive and flowing arrangement of the 

units is also challenged. Rather than following in logical succession, impelling the 

actor/character towards a given end, one gestic action may contradict the next, since the 

development of the character's behaviour proceeds by way of interruptions and leaps 

rather than sequential flow. For example, according to Brecht's directorial breakdown 

of the first scene in Mother Courage, the attempt to protect her children in one unit may 

be followed by a total disregard for them in favour of a business deal in the next. 

Rather than producing continuity of character and organic unity by having separate 

moments flow into larger periods, 'detailed bits dovetailed into one continuing 

SPRING, 1624. IN DALARNA, THE SWEDISH COMMANDER OXENSTIERNA IS 
RECRUITING FOR THE CAMPAIGN IN POLAND. THE CANTEEN WOMAN ANNA 
FIERLING, COMMONLY KNOWN AS MOTHER COURAGE, LOSES A SON. 
Recruiters roam the country looking for cannon-fodder / Courage presents her mixed 
family, acquired in various theatres of war, to a sergeant / The market woman defends her 
sons with a knife against the recruiters/ She discovers that her sons are succumbing to the 
recruiters and prophesies an early soldier's death for the sergeant / In order to scare them 
away firom the war, she also lets her children draw the black mark / As a result of a small bit 
of bargaining, she ends up losing her brave son anyway / The sergeant prophesies 
something for Courage: he who would live off the war must also give it something. 

Stanislavsky, Stanislavsky Produces 'Othello', p. 184; Brecht, Mother Courage and her Children, trans. Eric 
Bentley (London: Eyre Methuen, 1962), p. 3; 'Die Fabel' in Berliner Ensemble and Helene Weigel (eds. ), 
Theaterarbeit, 2nd ed. (Berlin: Henschel, 1961), p. 228. See also the translation in John Rouse, 'Brecht and 
the Contradictory Actor', Theatre Journal, vol. 36, no. 1 (1984), 30. 
55Jan Needle and Peter Thomson, Brecht (Oxford: Blackwell, 1981), p. 125. 
56Rouse, op. cit., p. 30. Ritter gives a similar analysis of Brecht's divergence from Stanislavskian units and 
objectives. See Hans Martin Ritter, Das Gestische Prinzip (Cologne: Prometh, 1986), p. 137. 
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whole"57 the coherence of the gestic actor's character rests on its dialectical 

discontinuity. While Brecht does not allude to these differences in the Stanislavski 

Conference speech, he had already described the distinctiveness of his approach to 

titled episodes much earlier in his Arbeitsjournal in December 1940. There he noted 

that the titles in his theatre were intended to contain both a social and a critical quality 

and to announce a contradiction, thus enabling the dialectic element of process to 

become concrete. In addition, he regarded the titles as a help in achieving the scenic 

Arrangement. 58 Their function was not so much to stimulate an actor/character's 

psychophysical actions as to assist the visual plotting of social relations and events of 

the fable. It would appear that if the Stanislavskian units and objectives are to be 

accommodated in Brecht's theatre they must be transformed radically, if they are to 

accord with the gestic principle. 

In Stanislavski's System the final goal towards which, in teleological fashion, 

all the units were aimed was the play's super-objective, its purpose as defined by the 

playwright/director. In order to achieve an unbroken line towards the super-objective, 

the actor had to create a through-line. The through-line, which can be described as the 

consecutive incarnation of the play's super-objective in scenic actions, is the 

embodiment of the way Stanislavski regarded life as an uninterrupted series of 

57Stanislavski, AAP, p. 135. 
58Brecht, 20 December 1940, Arbeitsjournal, vol. 1, ed. Wemer Hecht (Frankfurt on Main: Suhrkamp, 
1973), p. 216. In another Arbeitsjournal comment during the same month Brecht described his work on the 
extrapolation of titles from the first few scenes of Mother Courage with the actor Greid in 1940. In this 
description he graphically illustrated how difficult it was for Greid to find appropriately dialectical titles for 

each episode by juxtaposing Greid's solutions with his own: 

G's suggestion 
MC, selling an item that is already scarce, derives an advantage from the arrival of her 

son. (2 scenes combined. ) 
eilif [sic] reports his heroic deed. 
MC on bad generals 
B's suggestion 
MC profiteering on the sale of foodstuffs in the general's kitchen. (a) C's reunion with her 

son after a two year separation. she uses his arrival and his fame to force up the price. (b) 

she hears how dangerous a soldier's life is for her son. at the same time eilif is fEted by the 

general for his cunning and boldness in robbing some peasants. MC is annoyed at the 

general because he demands acts of heroism from her son. 

Brecht, 9 December 1940, Arbeitsjournal, p. 206; see also Brecht, Journals 1934-1955, trans. Hugh 

Roffison and ed. John Willett (London: Methuen, 1993), p. 116. As Ritter argues, the qualitative difference 

between the two versions rests on Brecht's ability to highlight the socio-political connection between war 

and business and the contradictory nature of Courage's behaviour, the tension between motherly love and 

profiteering. See Ritter, op. ca., pp. 26-27. 
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objectives-59 At first glance the super-objective appears to be no more than the ruling 
idea or the theme of the play and to reflect Stanislavski's belief in authorial intention. 60 

However, on several occasions Stanislavski also referred to it as the soul of the play 

and the spirit of the playwright. Indeed, he often describes a super-objective as the 
fundamental objective of a playwright and an engaging super-objective as the work of a 

genius. For instance, the super-objective of The Brothers Karamazov is described as 

Dostoyevski's lifelong search for God. 61 Similarly, Stanislavski frequently equated 

the super-objective of a central character with that of the play at large. The super- 

objective of Griboyedov's Woe From Too Much Wit is described as Chatski's struggle 

for his country and freedom, presumably because Chatski's struggle matches the 

author's objective, that being social denunciation. 62 These sections of Stanislavski's 

writings are imbued with a tendency to regard the soul of a dramatic character as at the 

heart of the theatrical event. 63 

Given Stanislavski's tendency, in his writings at least, to regard the super- 

objective as pertaining to the soul of the playwright and actor/character, it is difficult to 

understand the enthusiasm Brecht declared for the super-objective in the 1950s. For as 

Brecht's directorial assistant Kdthe Riilicke-Weiler notes, Brecht did not formulate the 

idea of the play from the standpoint of a character but from society's point of view. 

She argues that the super-objective for Mother Courage is not 'I want to make my cut 

from war and at the same time keep my children out of the war' but rather,, what the 

play shows about society, that is, it is not the little people who make big profits from 

war for war is the continuation of business by other meanS. 64 However, Brecht 

interpreted Stanislavski's emphasis on the super-objective as a recognition that the actor 

should serve the idea of the play - and, thereby, become a progressive representative of 

59Stanislavski, AAP, 135; CAR, p. 51. 
60Stanislavski, AAP, pp. 256-257. 
61Stanislavski, CAR, pp. 78. 
62Stanislavski, AAP, p. 257. 
63See Alice Rayner, 'Soul in the System: on Meaning and Mystique in Stanislavski and A. C. Bradley', New 
Theatre Quarterly, vol. 1, no. 4 (1985), 339. 
64Kiithe Rifficke-Weiler, Die Dramaturgie Brechts: Theater als Mittel der Verdnderung, p. 182; Brecht, 
'Couragemodell 1949: Anmerkungen', BFA, vol. 25, p. 177. 
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society - rather than simply metamorphose into a character. 65 Brecht appears to regard 

the super-objective as the socialist standpoint and its goals, something which 
Stanislavski later referred to as the super- super-objective. 66 Shomit Mitter interprets 

Brecht's view of the super-objective similarly, suggesting that for Brecht it meant the 

superstructure, 'that vision of a just society which is now the final goal that brings 

purpose to the manner in which each scene is played'. 67 

However, Riilicke-Weiler also notes that Stanislavski does not make clear how 

the socialist perspective of the actor should influence the formation and demonstration 

of the character. 68 There would seem to be at least two explanations for the lack of 

clarity about this subject. Firstly, Stanislavski continued to regard complete 

metamorphosis as the ultimate goal of the actor. 69 Secondly, his character-oriented 

approach to the actor/character split must be distinguished from Brecht's dialectical 

conception. According to Stanislavski, there were times during a performance when an 

actor would simultaneously embody and observe the character's actions. However, 

this did not mean that the actor would overtly and critically comment on the character. 

Stanislavski often stated that, even in political plays, a tendentious utilitarian approach 

was 'unartistic' and that the actor should continue to live in accordance with the 

thoughts and feelings of the role, leaving the tendency of the play to be created by the 

spectator. 70 Usually Stanislavski understood the split as occurring when actors simply 

observed themselves playing the character or when they consciously supervised the 

performance of the character's actions, making sure they were truthful and audible, and 

that passion was regulated in accordance with the play's emotional structure. 71 The 

split serves to enhance the continuity of the performance and of the character, not to 

65Brecht, 'Das "Kleine Organon" und Stanislawskis System', p. 580; Brecht, 'Stanislawski und Brecht', 
1953, BFA, vol. 25, p. 462. 
66Georgi A. Tovstonogov, 'The Profession of a Director', in Sonia Moore (ed. ), op. cit., p. 62; Rifficke, 'Die 
Arbeitsweisen Stanislawskis und Brechts (1)', op. cit., p. 66. 
67Mitter, op. cit., p. 53. 
68Rolicke-Weiler, Die Dramaturgie Brechts: Theater als Mittel der Verdnderung, p. 187. 
69Stanislavski, CAR, c. 1934, p. 226; 'Young Actors in Mob Scenes', 1927, in Stanislavski, SL, p. 150. 
70Stanislavski, MLIA, pp. 390,407; CAR, p. 4. 
71Stanislavski, BAC, pp. 21,173,181; 'The Art of the Actor and Director', p. 188. 
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highlight the dialectic between the actor's social criticism of the character and their 

empathetic portrayal. 

Admittedly, it would appear that in practice Stanislavski contradicted his System 

and created a Brechtian actor/character split. Brecht observed the practice keenly noting 

that, according to Gorchakov, when Stanislavski played the role of Famusov in 

Griboyedov's Woefrom Wisdom in 1925 he did not attempt to 'justify' the character in 

terms of the 'universally human' but played the 'snooty and uncultured official' in a 

satiric manner. 72 However, this evidence simply demonstrates all the more fully that if 

the Stanislavskian super-objective is to be transformed into a Brechtian one, the System 

must be contradicted by replacing the soul with the Marxist gist and offsetting 

metamorphosis with the Gestus of showing. 

Brecht's awareness that, despite the contradictions between the 'System' and 

his later practice, Stanislavski had still not made the leap from the soul to the Marxist 

superstructure is evident in his scepticism about Stanislavski's political credentials. 

Brecht's perception of Stanislavski in the 1930s as a progressive member of the liberal 

humanist bourgeoisie73 was not greatly altered by his access in the 1950s to 

Stanislavski's later works. In an undated fragment written most likely during the 

Stanislavski 'wave', Brecht stated: 'I can't bear the twaddle about Stanislavski being 

the Marx of the theatre. He cannot be that because he is not a Marxist'. 74 In 

discussions about Stanislavski between Brecht and his Ensemble co-worker Peter 

Palitzsch, the conclusion was reached that Stanislavski had no conception of classes, 

only of humans. Furthermore, his attitude towards truth was treated as problematical 

on two accounts. Firstly, Stanislavski was concerned with the truth of feelings 

72Brecht, 'Stanislawski-Studien [51', c. 1953, BFA, vol. 23, p. 230. 
73Brecht, 'Stanislawski [1]', March 1937, and '[Fortschrittlichkeit des Stanislawski-Systems]', March 1937, 
BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 281,284-285. 
74 B.: Ich kann das Geschwätz nicht hören, Stanislawski sei der Marx des Theaters. Das ist er 

schon deshalb nicht, weil er kein Marxist ist. 
Brecht, BBA 233/19. Defending Stanislavski against Brecht's attack on his politics, Benedetti claims that if 
Stanislavski never spoke openly of the class struggle prior to the revolution it was because of the strict 

censorship of political debate in Tsarist society, while after the revolution there were not supposed to be any 

classes to speak of. However, Benedetti's explanation fails to account for phenomena such as Meyerhold. 

Benedetti also argues that Stanislavski pioneered social and historical analysis. See Benedetti, op. cit., pp. 
104-105. To simply state Stanislavski's interest in social analysis, however, is not to challenge Brecht's 

major criticism of Stanislavski's political tendency - that it was underpinned by bourgeois liberal humanism 

rather than Marxism- See Brechtý 'Stanislawski [11', p. 281; Brecht, 'An Max (Mordecai) Gorelik', p. 308. 
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whereas Brecht highlighted social truth. 75 Stanislavski's focus on the expressions of 

truthful feelings is underpinned by a liberal humanist emphasis on tolerance. The social 

purpose of the theatrical event is to awaken and enlarge the emotional experience and 

empathetic capabilities of both actor and spectator. 76 Given Stanislavski's assumption 

that for the actor 'to know is synonymous with to feel', the emotional event must lead 

to a greater knowledge of self and others. 77 The theatre can then become a tool for 

world peace. Plays which 'reveal the soul' of the playwright's nation, 'the details of 

their life, the things that affect their psychology' can be toured to other countries and 

enhance 'the knowledge and understanding of a foreign people and their land'. 78 One 

of Stanislavski's social goals is universal tolerance. The second aspect of 

Stanislavski's approach to truth deemed problematical was the way he regarded truth as 

absolute when in fact there could be only societal truths. 79 Stanislavski's attitude is 

reflected in his exposition of the laws of nature as incontrovertible. In a Stanislavski 

discussion at the Ensemble held in April 1953, the participants criticised his tendency to 

regard 'society and humans as a piece of Nature' because this removed society from the 

realm of the alterable. 80 Philosophically, Stanislavski's teleological approach to 

Nature, with its fatalist overtones, could not be reconciled with Brecht's Marxist 

dialectics of change. 

1.3 Mimik vs Gestik 

As the discussion of analytical segmentation testified, Brecht and Stanislavski's 

divergent gists are reflected in the structural contrast between consecutively flowing 

actions and leaping interruptive gestures. They are also embodied in the two 

practitioners' divergent treatment of the actor's corporeal gestures. As Brecht himself 

argued, the theatre he was struggling against tended to prioritise Mimik over Gestik. 

75Peter Palitzsch, 'Diskussion mit Brecht über Stanislawski', BBA 2130/51. 
76Stanislavski, AAP, pp. 16,290. 
77Stanislavski, CAR, p. 5; 'A Theatre for All', 1924 and 1917, in Stanislavski, SL, pp. 198-199. 
78Stanislavski, BAC, p. 288; 'A Theatre for All', April 1926, in Stanislavski, SL, pp. 200-201. 

79Peter Palitzsch, 'Stanislawski-Brecht (Besprechung am 1. Juni)', 1953, BBA 551/136. 

80Ruth Berlau, 'Stanislawski-Besprechung 10.4.53', BBA 1898/5. 
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Given his emphasis on emotional expression it is not surprising that 
Stanislavski prioritised facial movement. For him, together with vocal intonation, it 

was the best means of conveying 'the delicate shadings of emotions and the inner life of 

a part'. 81 In the manner of the authors of acting manuals in eighteenth-century Europe, 

he referred to the eyes as the mirror of the soul and the tips of the fingers as the eyes of 

the body. 82 By contrast, gestures and movement were viewed as providing 'vivid 

illustration' of thoughts and feelings rather than as a direct path to inner impulses. 83 

While Stanislavki admitted that the attempts he had made to do away with gestures and 

movements in the rehearsal of Knut Hamsun's symbolist play The Drama of Life had 

been disastrous, a transgression of nature's law of organic unity between soul and 

body which led to muscular cramp and emotional hysteria, he never relinquished his 

emphasis on the head - and finger tips! - of the actor, the seat of the psyche. 84 In 

addition to prioritising the site of inner impulses Stanislavski promoted the spontaneous 

creation of gesture through those impulses. The practice of quoting, the raison d'etre 

of the gestic actor, was to be strictly avoided. 85 

The two practitioners' divergent approaches to the actor's corporeal work are 

reflected in their reactions to the role of the mirror during rehearsal. Stanislavski 

cautioned that an actor had 'to be very careful in the use of a mirror' as it taught the 

actor 'to watch the outside rather than the inside of his SOU11.86 Brecht by contrast 

encouraged an actor to rehearse with a mask in front of the mirror so that non-facial 

gestures could be selected and presented in a vivid manner. While the Stanislavskian 

performer's corporeal work is oriented around the idiosyncratic and subtle display of 

the actor/character's inner life through an un-masked face, the gestic actor is concerned 

8'Stanislavski, BAC, p. 75; AAP, p. 86. 
82Stanislavski, AAP, pp. 74,184,198; Dene Barnett, 'The Performance Practice of Acting: The Eighteenth 
Century. Part IV: The Eyes, the Face and the Head', Theatre Research International, vol. 5, no. 1 (1979-80), 
1-36. 
83Stanislavski, MLIA, p. 171; CAR, pp. 101,227. 
84Stanislavski, MLIA, pp. 472-476. 
85Stanislavski, AAP, p. 25; MLIA, pp. 506-507. 
86Stanislavski, AAP, P. 19. This is not to suggest that Stanislavski condemned the use of the mirror 
outright. Indeed, in BAC he describes an episode in which the student Kostya transforms himself into the 
character of the critic by observing himself in the mirror as he applies make-up. To some extent Stanislavski 

reverses his earlier mirror statement - now the actor is encouraged to stimulate the inner soul from the outside. 
However, what is retained is the emphasis on the face and the stimulation of inner impulses. See 
Stanislavski, BAC, pp. 16-17; Mitter, op. cit., pp. 17-18. 
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with the clarifying projection of the customs and habits of the socialised body and 

offers the face as a blank sheet to be inscribed upon by the GestuS. 87 

Stanislavskian Techniques Transformed in Accordance 
with the Gestic Principle 

2.1 From Nature's Contradictions and Details to Dialectical Materialism 

In his analysis of Brecht's relation to Stanislavski, Dieter Hoffmeier suggests 

that the most productive aspects of Stanislavski's work for Brechtian performance are 

those which can be classified as dialectical and materialist elementS. 88 Indeed the 

aspects which particularly drew Brecht's attention, and in some cases a favourable 

response, can be categorised as such. For Brecht the element of Stanislavski's work 

which appeared conducive to a climate of dialectical thinking was the conscious 

incorporation of contradictory behaviours. With regard to the materialist elements, 

Stanislavski's careful incorporations of concrete details and actions were the likeliest 

marks of a materialist leaning. However, a closer examination demonstrates that even 

the potentially productive aspects can be incorporated into Brecht's theatre only after 

they are radically transformed in accordance with the gestic principle. 

When reassessing the usefulness of Stanislavski's theatre in the fifties, Brecht 

repeatedly admired Stanislavski's receptiveness to the contradictory nature of people's 

actions. He noted Stanislavski's ability 'To show a miser in the moment where he tries 

to be generous' or to introduce a petit-bourgeois character who murders for the love of 

it by showing how he eats his meal at night, buys a paper and so on. 89 Brecht also 

praises Stanislavski's ability to create a contradiction or tension between the familiar 

and unfamiliar. That is, his ability to generate V-effects by subverting cliches and 

producing the moment of the unexpected, such as when the joy of a crowd is 

demonstrated by having an old woman give a little dance of joy. 90 In this case the 

87Brecht, 'Verfremdungseffekte in der chinesischen Schauspielkunst', 1936, and 'Hervorbringen des V- 

effekts', c. 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 201,355-356. 
88Hoffmeier, 'Studium keine Geschmacksfrage: Streiflichter zu Stanislawski und Brecht', p. 7. 
89Brecht, 'Klassische Ratschläge Stanislawskis', February 1953, BFA, vol. 23, P. 224. 
9oBrecht, 'Einige Gedanken zur Stanislawski-Konferenz', April 1953, BFA, vol. 23, p. 238; 'Stanislawski- 
Konferenz', February-May 1953, BFA, vol. 25, p. 454. 
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affinity between the two practitioners rests on their mutual interest in the close 

observation of concrete life. Stanislavski expresses this interest when he urges the 

actor to observe closely an object in nature in order to recognise the way each 

phenomenon, be it a flower or the slime of the sea, harbours both loveliness and 

unloveliness. 91 In a similar fashion, Brecht encourages the actor to approach their 

character by searching for contradictions, 'for the deviations from the typical, for the 

ugly in the beautiful, for the beautiful in the Ugly'. 92 

However, on closer analysis Stanislavski's employment of contradictions, at 

least in the theories about acting, can be seen to embody his teleological approach to 

nature and an emphasis on emotional arousal rather than Marxist dialectics. 

Stanislavski's pronouncement in An Actor Prepares that the clash between the main 

action and its counteraction constitutes the basis of theatrical art has a definite Brechtian 

ring to it. Yet he formulates the contradiction as a 'clash of purposes' and goes on to 

describe it, again using Ibsen's Brand to illustrate his point, as a collision between the 

teleological trajectories of two characters: 'Brand's duty wrestles with mother love; an 

idea struggles with afeeling; the fanatic preacher with the sorrowing mother; the male 

principle with the female'. 93 What is not clear is how these trajectories and the 

contradictions they generate are determined by social forces - they seem to be naturally 

given and predestined. This notion of a character's life as predestined surfaces in 

Stanislavski's instruction to the actor to follow the 'inner lines of the characters, their 

criss-crossing and diverging, as each aims toward his particular goal in life'. 94 

Stanislavski's nature-oriented approach to contradictions is manifest in his attribution of 

abrupt changes in behaviour to physical or spiritual forces, and simultaneous neglect of 

the possibility of social forces. 95 For him, at least prior to his experiments in the 

Soviet Union, contradictions are founded on the laws of nature, not the forces and 

relations of production. 

91Stanislavski, AAP, p. 87. 
92Brecht, 'Stanislawski-Studien [3]', March/April 1953, BFA, vol. 23, p. 227. 
93Stanislavski, AAP, p. 263. 
94Stanislavski, CAR, p. 42. 
95Stanislavski, 'Types of Actors', p. 15. 
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Moreover the function of contradictions and V-effects, according to his 

theorising about acting, is not to precipitate socio-economic enlightenment but to extend 

the emotional range of the actors and spectators. When explaining why an actor 'when 

he is playing a good man, ' should 'seek out what there is of evil in him', Stanislavski 

speaks of the importance of enlarging a human passion by presenting the variegated and 

contradictory emotions involved: 'Extremes extend the gamut of human passions and 

enlarge the palette of the actor'. 96 Similarly when he speaks of the role of 

'unexpectedness' -a version of the V-effect - he describes its purpose as making 

feelings stand out on stage, the defamiliarisation of emotional life, so that a new 

understanding of the meaning of the text is realised. 97 

Brecht's scepticism about the political foundations of Stanislavski's 

contradictions is captured in his description of a scene from Stanislavski's 1927 

production of The Sisters Gerard - adapted from the melodrama Two Orphans by 

Adolphe Dennery and Eugýne Cormon - as described by Gorchakov. The scene 

depicts the behaviour of decadent aristocrats at an orgy organised by the Chief of 

Police, Marquis de Prael, in Paris 1789: 

Boredom is shown by having people begin many things and carry little 
through to the end - not by doing nothing. But then Stanislavski stops. 
He does not ask, why this is so. You have to try to bring out why that 
is the Haltung of social parasites, and you must show the social 
background. 98 

The problem with the depiction of the contradiction and the Haltung is that they are 

presented as simply given, or natural. It is for similar reasons that Brecht appears to 

criticise the portrayal of contradictions in the Moscow Art Theatre staging of 

Ostrovski's The Ardent Heart which he witnessed in 1955, a production staged in 

accordance with Stanislavski's original 1926 version. The focus of Brecht's criticism 

was the scene in which the corrupt property owner Khlynov and his drunken 

companions dress up in old theatre costumes and pretend to be a band of robbers in the 

96Stanislavski, CAR, pp. 68-69. 
97Stanislavski, AAP, p. 220. 
98Brecht, -Zu Stanislawski', p. 224. 
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wood. Stanislavski had attempted to offset the sympathetically humorous nature of the 
drunken band by giving Khlynov a huge train of servants which followed him like the 

tail of a comet, serving his every wish and whim. Brecht praised the contradiction 

achieved between 'the uselessness and endearing behaviour of the hero' for showing 

'how something so creative as fantasy and humour can make a person even more 

parasitic when he lives or must live from exploitation'. 99 However, he felt that the 

contradiction had been compromised by a lack of attention to the class struggle. Brecht 

suggested that the contradiction could have been heightened if, for example, during the 

moment when the servants drag the drunken gentlemen out of the park, one of the 

servants had dropped the man he was carrying out of pure exhaustion. How exactly 

this would contribute to the main contradiction remains unclear but it is evident that 

Brecht is trying to de-naturalise the event. The servant is not eternally capable of duty 

but unable to continue; the imperious demanding gentleman is not always in the 

position of power but unceremoniously dropped from his position of power to the 

ground. What Stanislavski's contradictions lack is the demonstration of social 

inscription and the gestic Not-But which challenge the incontrovertible laws of nature. 

Just as Stanislavski's emphasis on observation had led him in the direction of a 

dialectical perception of human behaviour, so it was also at the root of his seemingly 

materialist emphasis on concrete details. Brecht praised both Stanislavski's careful 

delineation and differentiation of the behaviour of members in a crowd scene, and his 

attention to props. Brecht's positive response to Stanislavski's treatment of crowd 

scenes, an approach initially inspired by the Meininger company, is recorded in his 

unpublished description of the way the Ensemble utilised. Stanislavski's techniques for 

the crowd scenes in the 1952 production of The Trial of Jeanne d'Arc of Rouen 1434. 

One technique employed was the use of lead actors, instead of supernumeraries, to play 

crowd members so that the accuracy of the character's behaviours and interactions 

would be heightened. 100 In a published fragment Brecht also commented on the 

"Brecht, '[Widerspriichel', 1955, BFA, vol. 23, p. 342. 
10OBrecht, 'Einige Gedanken zur Stanislawski-Konferenz', BBA 1852/18-19. This version of Brecht's 

reflections on the Conference is not published in BFA. In his speech for the Stanislavski Conference, Brecht 

mentions that the technique of having lead actors play members of a crowd was common practice at the 
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usefulness of carefully working out the relations between the character types in the 

crowd scenes, a method he also used in the finale of Katzgraben, 101 but cautioned that 

the individualising of each character should not extend to the point where the scene 

would be in danger of becoming an overly detailed naturalistic reproduction of life-102 

With regard to props, Brecht was impressed by the their provision at an early stage in 

the rehearsals, and in the case of period pieces, of authentic footwear. 103 

However, according to the System, as opposed to the later experimental 

rehearsals, Stanislavski's attitude towards the function of props was vastly different 

from Brecht's. For him the properties and setting had to take on 'an inner relationship 

with the soul of the actor' by providing a stimulus for and a reflection of the 

actor/character's inner life. 104 The believability and sensuality of the mise en scene and 

costumes were stimuli for the emotion memory and helped precipitate believable 

psychophysical actions. The purpose behind the museum visits and archival research 

trips was also to find material evidence which would demonstrate how the outer life of 

men characterised. their inner spirit. 105 Though renowned for his stress on authenticity 

of props and setting, Stanislavski nevertheless entertained the notion that simply the 

idea of a material object was sufficient to stimulate inner life. This attitude is reflected 

in the following advice to actors: 

What counts in the theatre is not the material out of which Othello's 
dagger is made, be it steel or cardboard, but the inner feeling of the actor 
who can justify his suicide.... Of significance to us is: the reality of the 
inner life of a human spirit in a part and a belief in that reality. We are 
not concerned with the actual naturalistic existence of what surrounds us 
on the stage, the reality of the material world! 106 

This attitude also underpins several 'System' exercises, such as that described by 

Rapoport -a student of the S tanislavskian-in spired Vakhtangov school - whereby an 

Berliner Ensemble. See Brecht, '[Rede ftir die Stanislawski-Konferenz]', p. 234. For further details on the 
approach to crowd scenes for the 1952 production of The Trial of Jeanne d'Arc of Rouen 1434 see Benno 
Besson, Jahre mit Brecht, ed. Christa Neubert-Herwig (Willisau: Theaterkultur, 1990), pp. 143-162. 
10lBrecht, BBA 1852/18. 
102Brecht, 'Stanislawski-Studien [2]', March/April 1953, BFA, vol. 23, pp. 226-227. 
103Brecht, 'Stanislawski-Studien [4]', c. 1953, BFA, vol. 23, pp. 229-230. 
104Stanislavski, MLIA, pp. 291,350. 
105Stanislavski, AAP, p. 173; MLIA, pp. 291,420. 
106Stanislavski, AAP, p. 122. 
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actor behaves towards a cap as if it were a rat, an exercise forcefully criticised by 

Brecht in 1937.107 While this attitude may have altered during his life in the Soviet 

Union, even in 1934 Stanislavski was advocating the rehearsal of actions without props 
for the purpose of stimulating inner life. 108 Even in the fifties Brecht remained 

cautious about Stanislavski's use of material objects, observing in a discussion with 

Palitzsch that it would disappoint him if the exercises with props undertaken in 

Stanislavski's theatre merely served the purpose of stimulating inner circumstances. 109 

One of Brecht's most critical commentaries on Stanislavski's approach to 

concrete details is to be found in the document, 'The Actor as Ox Expert' which 

describes a rehearsal of a scene from Katzgraben. The article begins by stressing the 

common ground, the mutual attention to detail. Parallels between Brecht's directing 

methods in Katzgraben and Stanislavski's approach during rehearsals for Eugene 

Onegin are drawn. Intent on ensuring verisimilitude Brecht here called upon the author 

Strittmatter, familiar with agricultural life, to instruct the young city actor playing 

Hermann. At one point in the play Hermann displays his knowledge of farm animals. 

He describes the ox, given to the Kleinschmidts by the state, as 'pointy-arsed', that is, 

as too thin and undernourished. Strittmatter repeatedly demonstrated to the actor 

exactly how to depict such an ox with the assistance of hand gestures. The attention to 

detail here reminded Brecht of the Eugene Onegin rehearsals, as described by Antarova, 

when Stanislavski had demanded that the actor playing Onegin 'should know what a 

maple leaf looks like because when he visits the Larins he has to come through an 

avenue of maples'. 110 After mentioning similarities in approach, Brecht then shifted to 

this observation on divergent practice: 

1071. Rapoport, 'The Work of the Actor', in Toby Cole (ed. ), Acting: A Handbook of the Stanislavski 

Method, 2nd. ed. (New York: Bonanza Books, 1955), pp. 44-45; Brecht, 'Zu Rapoport "ne Work of the 

Actor"', March 1937, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 282. 
108Stanislavski, CAR, p. 230. 
109Brecht, 'Stanislawski-Konferenz', p. 454. 
11ORuth Berlau, 'Nichteinmisc hung spo li tik des Bauem Mammler', BBA 949/37. In the archive catalogue 

the text is attributed to Ruth Berlau. However, the editor Werner Hecht has incorporated it in the recent 

revised edition of Brecht's writings. See Herta Ramthun (ed. ), Bertolt-Brecht-Archiv: Bestandsverzeichnis 

des literarischen Nachlasses (Berlin and Weimar: Aufbau, 1969), vol. 4, p. 87; Brecht, 'Der Schauspieler als 

Ochsenkenner', 1953, BFA, vol. 23, pp. 488. 
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It did not please Stanislavski that the actor had never observed what a 
maple leaf looks like and the discussions at Stanislavski's rehearsals 
must have been more heated than at ours. The actor allowed himself the 
reply: 'I have no intention of becoming a gardener at the Larins. 'l 11 

Stanislavski's request is revealed as slightly ludicrous. He does not explain the 

significance in terms of the super- super-objective of either knowing a maple leaf or of 

the walk through the alleyway. By contrast, it is crucial to the Katzgraben fable that 

both Hermann's expertise with regard to oxen and the emaciated condition of the beast 

be established. Hermann's appraisal of the animal emphasises the vulnerable economic 

situation and desperate need for tractors of the Kleinschmidts in particular and of the 

small farmers in the young GDR in general. Brecht detects in Stanislavski an interest in 

naturalistic detail for its own sake, which in turn reflects a fascination with nature rather 

than the realist's desire to find the socially useful gesture. 

The materialist element of Stanislavski's work, which Brecht lauded as 

Stanislavski's most significant contribution, was the method of physical actions. 112 

Just as the Grundgestus can be likened to the super-objective, parallels can be drawn 

between the physical action and the individual Gestus. 113 In comparison to techniques 

such as emotion memory -a procedure which involved the arousal of emotions 

analogous to those of the character through the mental recall of past events in the actor's 

life, experienced or observed, which had precipitated similar emotionsl14 - the 'new' 

method prioritised somatic stimulation through the performance of simple but 

nevertheless purposeful physical acts. Brecht regarded the method as a reversal of the 

original approach to a role from the point of view of psychology. To him it appeared 

that Stanislavski was now focusing on the actions that constituted the fable. He 

claimed that the new approach was exemplified in Stanislavski's rehearsal of a scene 

from Mikhail Bulgakov's Days of the Turbins (often translated as The White Guard), a 

rehearsal recorded by the actor Toporkov and a 1926 production intended to bring the 

11 libid. 
112Brecht, -[Stanislawskis Theorie der physischen Handlungenf, p. 228. 

113Mittenzwei, op. cit., p. 264. 
114Stanislavski, AAP, pp. 154-181. 
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Moscow Art Theatre into line with socialist realism. 115 The setting for the play is the 

civil war in the Ukraine in the winter of 1918-19, and the event the performers were to 

rehearse was the carrying in to the Turbin's Kiev apartment of Nikolka Turbin, a young 

officer cadet of the White Guard wounded in the Hetmanate's battle against the Petlyura 

nationalist forces. Stanislavski was annoyed by the slow way the actors carried the 

wounded, using the event for emotional acrobatics, when in reality they would storm 

in, frantically trying to hide him and tend to his injuries. 116 Brecht interpreted 

Stanislavski's new-found attention to the fable as meaning that Stanislavski not only 

understood the indivisibility of emotion from action but realised that it was the actions 

of the fable from whence the character's emotions stemmed and not the other way 

around. 117 

What appears to excite Brecht is the way Stanislavski veers towards a 

materialist and interactionist conception of the relation between mind and body, one 

compatible with Brecht's outlook. Stanislavski's interactionist approach did not simply 

develop in the Soviet Union. Throughout the work prior to his 'behaviourist' practical 

experiments, he had always stressed the psychophysical nature of human action, 

asserting that body and soul were indivisible, the one giving life to the other: 'In every 

physical act there is a psychological element and a physical one in every psychological 

act'. 118 As the discussion in Chapter Two of this thesis has indicated, Brecht also 

maintained a notion of the psychophysical nature of behaviour. In his studies during 

the 1950s he described Stanislavski's recognition that emotions could be produced 

within the self by expressing all the external manifestations associated with those 

115Brecht, 'Einige Gedanken zur Stanislawski-Konferenz', BFA, p. 238; Gray, op. cit., p. 29. For comments 
on the censorship of the production in accordance with socialist realism see Lesley Milne, 'Introduction', in 
Mikhail Bulgakov, The White Guard [The Days of the Turbins], trans. by Michael Glenny (London: Eyre 
Methuen, 1979), pp. vi, x. Although the play was actually premiered in October 1926, Brecht here appears to 
be referring to a rehearsal note - translated into German and available in the Bertolt Brecht archives - which 
gives 1927 as the rehearsal date. See 'Bericht von einer Probe zu "Tage der Turbins" mit Stanislawski - 
1927', BBA 45/51. Neither the archive document nor the archive catalogue give an author for the fragment. 
According to the editorial commentary in BFA, vol. 23, pp. 539-540 the author is Toporkov. However, I 
have been unable to locate the rehearsal note material either in the English translation of Toporkov's book 
Stanislavski in Rehearsal: The Final Years, or its translation into German, K. S. Stanislawski bei der Probe: 
Erinnerungen (Berlin: Henschel, 1952). 
116'Bericht von einer Probe zu "Tage der Turbins" mit Stanislawski - 1927', BBA 45/51. 
117Brecht, '[Die Methode der "Physischen Handlungen" am Berliner Ensernble]', March/April 1953, BFA, 

vol. 23, pp. 229; 'Stanislawski-Konferenz', p. 454. 
118Stanislavski, AAP, pp. 132,136. 
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emotions as a 'classical piece of advice'. 119 According to Simonov's behaviourist 

argument, Stanislavski's conceptualisation of human behaviour as psychophysical 

proves that he cannot be charged with psychological idealism because such a view 

excludes the possibility of subjective experience without physical expression. 120 

However, despite the insistence on indivisibility, Stanislavski repeatedly 

referred to mind and body as separate and distinct entities. He claimed that this 

distinctness manifested itself particularly during either moments of high passion, which 

caused the subject to become oblivious to their physical objectives, or during routine 

activities such as walking, opening a door, and so on: 'The body lives its own habitual, 

motor existence and the soul lives its deeper psychological life'. 121 That Stanislavski 

did on occasion entertain the possibility of subjective experience without physical 

expression, is also apparent in his notion of communion between people as occurring 

6mainly through the invisible radiations of will, vibrations which flow back and forth 

between two SOUIS1.122 While it has been argued by Grigori Kristi, a 'close disciple of 

Stanislavski', that Stanislavski ultimately abandoned this mystical concept of 

communion, his method of acting - espoused in his writings - is nevertheless based on 

the concept of a hierarchical mind/body split in which the body has the subordinate 

position and predestined purpose of externalising invisible feelings. 123 While Brecht 

also regarded emotions and other 'internal events' as distinct from their physical 

expression, as a socialist he never entertained a notion of a mystical realm of subjective 

experience beyond physical expression. On occasion Brecht also challenged the 

hierarchy enshrined in the mind/body dichotomy. For example, in a letter to Helene 

Weigel in the early thirties, he stated that the body should not be attuned to the mind 

and praised it for its 'more naive and more carefree reconciliations'. 124 Moreover, in 

119Brecht, 'Klassische Ratschldge Stanislawskis', p. 224. In AAP Stanislavski actually condemns this 

method. Stanislavski, AAP, p. 25. 
120Simonov, op. cit., p. 36. 
121Stanislavski, CAR, pp. 66,102-103. 
122Stanislavski, AAP, pp. 200,223; CAR, pp. 29,106. 
123Grigori V. Kristi, 'The Training of an Actor in the Stanislavski School of Acting', in Moore (ed. ), 

op. cit., pp. 26-27; Stanislavski, AAP, pp. 15,55; BAC, pp. 276. 
124Brecht, 'An Helene Weigel', c. 1932, in Brecht, Briefe, pp. 157-158; translation taken from Brecht, 

Letters 1913-1956, trans. Ralph Manheim and ed. John Willett (New York and London: Routledge and 
Methuen, 1990), p. 130. 
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his theatre practice Brecht extended the function of the body to incorporate not only the 

externalisation of inner life but the display of its social determination by means of 

comportments and scenic Arrangements. 

As Geraldine Cousin cogently argues, Stanislavski's method of physical actions 

seems more an apparent than a real reversal. 125 Firstly, the emphasis on physical 

action is a constant feature of his work rather than a new emphasis. For example, one 

of the first chapters in An Actor Prepares is devoted to the subject. 126 Here a 

purposeful physical action based on a chosen objective is presented as the key to 

truthful psychophysical behaviour on stage, to the organic unity of thought, emotion, 

imagination and physical behaviour. And secondly, even in the 1930s Stanislavski 

described the purpose of physical actions as to 6coax out' the feelings of the part. The 

main shift is one of attitude towards the efficacy of physical actions. Whereas in An 

Actor Prepares it was regarded as an inferior method to the 'emotion memory' 

technique, 127 later it took on the status of a comparable if not more successful way of 

rousing emotion. This was because Stanislavski had discovered that focusing on the 

psyche inhibited its creative activity, leading to the cramping of mind and body, 

whereas actions rendered the unconscious free to act creatively precisely because they 

drew attention away from it. 128 The shift in attitude led to a significant methodological 

alteration which would no doubt have appealed to Brecht, viz. the minimisation of 

intense preparatory discussions at the table in favour of a system where the director 

narrated the plot to the actors and they then proceeded to use physical improvisations to 

act it OUt. 129 

Despite his defence of the method, Brecht recognised that it was intended to 

create a realistic characterisation whereas he wanted actions, in the shape of the fable, to 

125Cousin, op. cit., p. 243. 
126Stanislavski, AAP, pp. 31-50. 
127ibid., p. 157. 
128Stanislavski, CAR, pp. 237,240,245. 
129Stanislavski, CAR, p. 213; Sonia Moore, The Stanislavski System: The Professional Training of an 
Actor Digestedfrom the Teachings of Konstantin S. Stanislavski, 2nd ed. (New York: Penguin, 1984), pp. 
22-23. One of Stanislavski's pupils, Maria Knebel writes that Stanislavski never proposed to abolish the 

reading period but only wanted to suggest a new approach. Knebel, op. cit., p. 31. 
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become the main orientation point for the role. 130 The fable constituted a web of 

socially significant attitudes and social relations. In the rehearsal of Days of the 

Turbins Stanislavski's main problem with the actor's lack of attention to the fable was 

that the resulting behaviour lacked logic and truth - he made no mention of the social 

significance of the actions. 131 Brecht's reference to his own use of actions in Mother 

Courage illustrates the difference between physical actions and gestic actions. In the 

final scene, instead of depicting Courage in a Pietd-like pose, weeping over her child, 

Weigel placed a blanket over her daughter's body and gave the bystanding peasants 

money for the burial. These actions were governed by the Grundgestus: still blind to 

the fact that making business out of war has cost her all her children, Courage hurries 

away to get back into business. 132 It is not the law of logical psychophysical action 

which concerns Brecht so much as a complex of socially significant Haltungen. 

2.2 From Empathy to the Gestus of Empathetic Demonstration 

One of the main cornerstones of the Stanislavskian System, which Brecht 

regarded as historically progressive but potentially reactionary, was the empathetic 

identification between actor and character and the corresponding influx of empathy 

between actor/character and spectator. However, in Brecht's theatre empathy could be 

utilised productively only if it was combined with the actor's Gestus of critical 

showing. The ability to generate familiarity through empathy had to be placed in a 

dialectical relationship with the ability to defamiliarise. 

Both in the 1930s and the 1950s Brecht acknowledged the usefulness of 

empathy as a means of understanding character and milieu from the vantage point of 

subjective experience. 133 Empathy was recognised as an important phase in building a 

character and Stanislavskian techniques for facilitating the actor's identification with the 

character from resumes to the translation of verse into prose were all utilised by the 

IMBrecht, 'Das "Kleine Organon" und Stanislawskis System', p. 581. 
131'Bericht von einer Probe zu "Tage der Turbins" mit Stanislawski - 1927', BBA 45/51. 
132Brecht, 'Einige Gedanken zur Stanislawski-Konferenz', BFA, p. 237. 
133Brecht, '[Fortschrittlichkeit des Stanislawski-Systems]', pp. 284-285; Brecht, 11 January 1941, 

Arbeitsjournal, p. 224; 'Einfühlung', 1953, BFA, vol. 25, p. 439. 
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Berliner Ensemble. 134 One of the major sources of empathy's power, both negative 

and positive, was its ability to make something seem familiar. Brecht observed that, 

via empathy, progressive elements unfamiliar to the audience could be made 

comprehensible, such as the proletarian characters who began to appear on European 

stages in the late nineteenth century or the farmers in the young GDR depicted in 

Katzgraben and unfamiliar to the Berlin actors entrusted with playing them. 135 The 

process of identification also encouraged the actor to observe the contradictory and 

complex nature of human behaviour, ensuring that they create fully 'rounded' figures. 

Brecht was keen to stress that the characters in his plays and productions were such 

rounded exuberant people, bursting with vitality rather than 'pale retort creatures' or 

'schematic creations of the mind'. 136 What Brecht seems to mean by 'rounded', 

however, is not simply psychologically intricate but a complex product of the 

interaction between self and a field of environmental forces, contradictory and capable 

of alternative behaviours. 

During the Katzgraben production the actors were encouraged to use 

identification in order to avoid the pitfalls of stereotyping. In a discussion of empathy 

with some of the actors Brecht explained that he had urged Geschonneck, the actor 

playing the wealthy farmer GroBmann whose attitude provides the major obstacle to 

progress within the Katzgraben community, to empathise with the character. 

Apparently the actor had been giving only the criticism of the character and not the 

character itself. By exposing Grof3mann to constant ridicule, Geschonneck actually 

undermined the farmer's credibility as a threatening opponent in the class struggle. 

Brecht suggested Geschonneck work on subjectively justifying his character by 

regarding him as an intelligent man and crafty negotiator who is only overturned by the 

new situation [see Plate IV, ii]. 137 

134Brecht, 'Stanislawski-Studien [2]', pp. 226-227; 'Stanislawski-Studien [4]', pp. 229-230; 'Vorbereitung 

zur Stanislawski-Konferenz', pp. 232-233; '[Rede für die Stanislawski-Konferenz]', p. 234. 

135Brecht, lFortschrittlichkeit des Stanislawski-Systemsl', p. 285; Brecht, 'mit studium begonnen', BBA 

44/7. 
136Brecht, 'Das "Kleine Organon" und Stanislawskis System', p. 581. 

137Brecht, 'Einfühlung', p. 439; T, 3 [Preisgabe und Rechtfertigung]% 14 April 1953, BFA, vol. 25, pp. 

435-436. 



Plate IV, ii Herr and Frau GroBmann working harmoniously together, 
Katzgraben. 
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Brecht also exploited the way empathy assisted actor and spectator alike to 
identify with socially progressive behaviour. In the case of the play's socialist hero, 

the miner and Party Secretary Steinert, an empathetic understanding was utilised to 

distinguish him from the traditional fixed mythical hero type with a priori character 

traits. Brecht rejected what he classified as the capitalist or feudalist ideal of a man, the 

poker-faced stoic who stands aloof from the mass, arguing that the capitalist hero was 

actually the ideal businessman in disguise, a person who could survive in a dog-eat-dog 

world of business transactions owing to his skill at hiding thoughts and emotions. By 

contrast Steinert stood amidst the people and shared their interests. He had less need to 

conceal vulnerability. 138 When coaching Kleinoschegg, the actor playing Steinert, 

Brecht worked against the construction of a faultless exemplary figure. Moments of 

uncertainty were to be brought out, one such occurring when Steinert discovers that the 

village suffers from ground water deprivation, due in great part to the mines. Faced 

with this situation, the farmers become reticent about continuing work on Steinert's 

project, the street. In turn, without the street the machinery that would help provide a 

new water source cannot be transported into the village. Kleinoschegg resisted the 

direction to express the secretary's feelings of total helplessness: 'What use is a 

secretary who is at a loss? That is hardly a good model! ' he retorted. However, Brecht 

insisted that a man untouched by the crumbling of his political work would be merely a 

6 numbskull'. He also added that the 'human face under socialism must again be a 

mirror for feelings'. 139 

Timothy Wiles and Philip Auslander have suggested that Brecht also 

encouraged the spectator's identification with the most socially progressive figure on 

the stage, the actor in his/her role as socialist society's representative. 140 This is not to 

say that the performer in 'real life' was an exemplary socialist - some of the Ensemble 

actors, such as Regine Lutz, remained uninterested in socialist politics. Rather it is to 

point to the phenomenon that, on the stage, the gestic performer is split at least 

138Brecht, 'HI, 2 [Aufbau eines Helden]', 1953, BFA, vol. 25, pp. 419-420. 
139ibid., p. 420. 
140Wiles, op. cit., pp. 77-78; Philip Auslander, "'Just Be Your Self": Logocentrism and Difference in 
Performance Theory', Art and Cinema, vol. 1 (1986), 10. 
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threefold: the performer as historical subject, the gestic demonstrator, and the character 

- viewed by the performer from both objective (defamiliarising) and subjective 

(empathetic) angles. What is distinct about the process of empathy in gestic theatre is 

that the spectator's empathy is directed more towards the performer's social role as a 

critical observer and demonstrator than towards the performer's psychological self. 

Through identifying with society's representative, the spectator learns to adopt the 

Gestus of showing. 

Despite his incorporation of empathy, Brecht remained very cautious about the 

way it generated familiarity, as he believed the latter could restrict the impulse to 

analyse and discover and therefore easily become a means to a politically reactionary 

end. From Brecht's point of view, one of the restricting aspects of total empathy was 

the way it limited actor and spectator to the character's perspective alone, and a 

subjective perspective at that. 141 Throughout his career he also repeatedly commented 

on the way familiarity could make the character, milieu and course of events appear 

self-evident and natural, encouraging the spectator to accept them passively as 'given' 

rather than regarding them with the scientific attitude of critical enquiry so crucial to the 

estrangement and historicisation process. One of Brecht's major criticisms of 

Stanislavski's work was that it reiterated the familiar: 'What he cared about was 

naturalness, and as a result everything in his theatre seemed far too natural for anyone 

to pause and go into it thoroughly'. 142 Moreover, empathy could create a sense of the 

inevitability of a character's actions and was therefore best suited for those productions 

in which characters were assumed to be governed by fate, or in Stanislavski's eyes, by 

Nature's telos. Brecht argued that it was far more difficult to empathise with 

changeable characters whose actions and suffering are presented as avoidable. 143 In 

some of Brecht's more polemical articles and fragments from the mid 1930s, he even 

141Brecht, 'Ober Experimentelles Theater', March/April 1935, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 552; 'Zu Rapoport "The 
Work of the Actor"', p. 282. 
142Brecht, 'B2 Naturalismus', 1939-41, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 704. For Brecht's comments on empathy as a 

naturalising force and as an acting technique which is not conducive to scientific inquiry see: 'Dialog ijber 
Schauspielkunst', January/February 1929, BFA, vol. 21, pp. 280-281; We m0gung s theater oder 
Lehrtheater? ', 1935, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 110; '[Verfremdung statt Einfiffilung]', c. 1937, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 
270; 'Gespriich Ober die N6tigung zur Einfiffilung', 1953, BFA, vol. 23, p. 413; 'Der positive Held', 1953, 

BFA, vol. 25, p. 456. 
143Brecht, 'Ober Experimentelles Theater', p. 552. 
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went so far as to equate an emphasis on the arousal of empathy with hypnotism and the 

suggestive techniques of businessmen and mystical cults. The basis for this 

comparison appears to be Brecht's perception of the process of empathy as involving 

an abdication of intellectual control on the part of both actor and spectator which in turn 

makes both parties vulnerable to external suggestion. 144 

While initially Brecht had attempted to assert a new approach to characterisation 

and to restore the role of social criticism through the abandonment of total empathy, in 

the fifties he spoke about and practised a dialectical combination of empathy and 
distance-145 What he began to assert more clearly was that the practice of 

defamiliarisation depended on the interplay between the familiar and the making 

strange. The major tools of the estrangement process were the gestic Not-But 

technique and the Gestus of Showing. The Not-But principle is embodied in what 

Brecht termed the first phase in the creation of a character, which involved the seeking 

out of contradictions, the moment when the character deviates from the typical. The 

second phase, empathy, was to be succeeded by a third, the critical demonstration of 

the character from society's point of view. Brecht remarked that the phases need not 

occur in that order. 146 It was the dialectic created by their simultaneous presence not 

the logical sequence that was significant. 

The combination of Stanislavskian with gestic techniques is exemplified in the 

way Weigel and Brecht worked towards the characterisation of Frau Grol3mann in 

Katzgraben. Weigel's socially critical demonstration of the character's behaviour was 

occasionally faulted by Brecht for having an overwhelmingly alienating effect. The 

actress used an approach similar to the 'emotion memory' technique to criticise rather 

than empathise with her character. Weigel's memory of the bad treatment she had 

suffered as a child on a farm fuelled her negative caricature of Frau Grol3mann as a 

144Brecht, '[Aufgeben der Einfühlungl', c. 1935, '[Magie und Aberglaube]% 'Stanislawski [1]', March 1937, 
'[Suggestive Technik]', March 1937, BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 174,177-178,280-281,283. 
145Brecht, 'Einfühlung', p. 439; 'Stanislawski und Brecht', pp. 461-462; '[Nachträge zum "Kleinen 
Organon"I', 1954, BFA, vol. 23, p. 291. 
146Brecht, 'Stanislawski-Studien [3]', p. 228. 
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shrill-voiced woman with a goitre. 147 The physical impairment was a socially 

significant sign. It helped suggest that Gro6mann had selected her not on the basis of 

physical attraction but for economic reasons. To expose the woman's false piety and 
hypocrisy Weigel selected a sanctimonious sing-song tone, whose tedious and 

mechanical nature alienated the listener. Brecht directed her to establish a more natural 

speech. 148 As far as I am aware, Brecht did not elucidate his reasons for making Frau 

Grol3mann less reprehensible. Perhaps Weigel's 'sham' was simply not pleasing to the 

ear. Yet political concerns may have played a significant part. During rehearsal he 

consciously attempted to bring out the various moments in the script where female 

emancipation was highlighted. 149 Brecht also spoke of Frau Gro8mann's more 

assertive and aggressively domineering behaviour towards her husband in the play's 

second half as 'perverse emancipation'. 150 She too was to be regarded as a victim of 

the patriarchal economic system. It is conceivable that at times this point could best be 

elucidated by arousing an empathetic response to her predicament. Nevertheless, 

unlike Stanislavski, Brecht remained wary of pinpointing the psyche as a major 

determinant of behaviour, warning that the wife's participation in the class struggle 

must not be seen as rooted in the psychological, a chip on the shoulder. 151 She was to 

be depicted as working harmoniously with GroBmann in all attempts to ensure financial 

profits, even by means including the oppression of the villagers [see Plate IV, ii]. At 

all times the use of empathy was to be carefully balanced with the Gestus of showing. 

The contrast, between Stanislavski's moulding together of actor and character 

through empathy and Brecht's insistence on the dialectic between empathy and socially 

critical demonstration, vividly illustrates the way the gestic gist and gesture divide the 

two approaches. In terms of the gist, Stanislavski presents Nature, by which he mainly 

147Kiithe Rifficke-Weiler in interview with Matthias Braun, 'Brecht and Weigel at the Berliner Ensemble', 
trans. Karen Littau, New Theatre Quarterly, vol. 7, no. 25 (1991), 8. 
148Brecht, '1,4 [Anlage der GrossbAuerin [sicfl', 9 April 1953, BFA, vol. 25, p. 427. 
149For example, Brecht paid much attention to a scene in which some village women, the wives of small 
farmers, deliberately defy tradition and drink alcohol, unaccompanied by their husbands, at the pub. Carl 
Weber, Katzgraben rehearsal notes, 14 May 1953, BBA 551/6; Katzgraben rehearsal notes from 15 April, 9 

and 13 May 1953, BBA 551/39. 
1500riginal Ruth Berlau, Katzgraben rehearsal notes, 16 April 1953, BBA 948/82. In the new edition of 
Brecht's writings this note is attributed to Brecht and appears as 'H, 2 [Neues Arrangement der Grossbauerin 

[sicfl', 1953, BFA, vol. 25, p. 438. 
15IKatzgraben rehearsal notes, 30 April 1953, BBA 963/68. 
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understands biology and psychology, as determining existence. By contrast Brecht is 

concerned with the way social existence determines consciousness. The differing 

philosophies are embodied in antithetical emphases: while the System focuses on the 

soul governed by fate's teleological arrow, Brecht's work is oriented around the 
depiction of a series of contradictory gests conditioned by a field of forces. That the 

gestic principle is the distinguishing feature of Brecht's theatre is also reflected in the 

two practitioners' approach to methods, even in those cases when acting techniques 

appear to converge. Stanislavski's manipulation of the given circumstances for the 

purpose of enhancing metamorphosis and truthful feeling is replaced by Brecht's use of 

circumstantial material to create the Gestus; psychological objectives give way to 

socially significant relations; the superstructure and social gist supersede the soul; 

Stanislavski's emotive contradictions, the 'unexpectedness' of Nature's laws, and the 

eternal conflict of predestined trajectories are challenged by the dialectical gestic Not- 

But; the focus in the method of physical actions on the organic unity and logical 

consecutiveness of psychophysical actions is transformed into a consideration of the 

social causality behind actions. Structurally, the stream created by the Stanislavskian 

through-line, which dovetails parts into a coherent whole, contrasts markedly with the 

knotting of interruptive gestic segments. And finally, in terms of gesture, while the 

System orients the body around the externalisation of emotion and directs attention 

towards the head, the site of mental states, gestic theatre organises all the limbs around 

the display of comportments and the Arrangements of the fable. 

Brecht and Britain: Gestus vs The Mainstream 'System' 

3.1 Rejecting the Gist and Interruptive Gesture in Favour 
of Fate and Flow 

Based on the assumption of naturally given character and focused towards inner 

determination and personal expression, the System lends itself to a liberal humanist 

emphasis on the individual and to the capitalist myth of individual enterprise. This is 

feasibly one of the reasons why the philosophical and structural implications of the 

System, as well as its stress on emotional arousal, tend to be more smoothly 
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accommodated within British mainstream theatre than the Marxist gist. In the case of 

both the RSC and the Citisens' productions of Mother Courage, the pervasiveness of 

the 'System' - or at least of the premises of psychological realism upon which it is 

based - within mainstream British theatre, and the rejection or misunderstanding of the 

interruptive Gestus was reflected in both the critics' interpretations of the play and the 

directors' approach to staging. 

Generally, the critics' reviews betrayed a resistance to the gestic gist. Even in 

those cases where the critics did not express an aversion to Brecht's politics, their 

interpretations of Mother Courage reflected an inability to perceive the work from 

Brecht's Marxist perspective. Many chose to view the characterisation of Anna Fierling 

as embodying a pessimistic or tragic outlook rather than an empathetic but nevertheless 

condemning portrayal of political apathy and petit-bourgeois narrow- mindednes s. 

Commenting for the New Statesman on the RSC version, Benedict Nightingale 

described Courage as variously representing 'geopolitical opportunism, the capitalist 

ethic and petty-bourgeois greed', but attributed her 'hold' over spectators, even those 

tresistant to Brechtian philosophy', to the fact that she is 'also a modem tragic heroine, 

or, at least, an archetype of suffering, enduring humanity'. 152 Ros Asquith in City 

Limits praised Dench for her 'moving portrayal of the will to survive against 

insuperable odds'. 153 In a review of The Citizens' 1990 production, Paul Taylor of the 

Independent likened Courage to Sisyphus, the mythical figure trapped by forces 

beyond his control in a life of fruitless circular repetition. 154 John Gross from the 

Sunday Telegraph maintained that audiences have 'always seen her primarily as a 

symbol of resilience', for she is 'partly a hymn to Brecht's own cunning and capacity 

to survive' and the only thing which 'gives the play lasting interest'. 155 The critics' 

stress on archetypal qualities and the strength of the will recalls Stanislavski's notion of 

eternal emotions and psychic movers. Gross's centralisation of Courage rather than the 

152Benedict Nightingale, 'On the Warpath', New Statesman, 16 November 1984, in London Theatre Record, 

vol. 4, issue 23 (November 5-18,1984), 1018. 
153Ros Asquith, City Limits, 16 November 1984, ibid., p. 1022. 
154Paul Taylor, Independent, 6 July 1990, in London Theatre Record, vol. 10, issue 14 (2-15 July, 1990), 

879. 
155John Gross, Sunday Telegraph, 8 July 1990, ibid., p. 880. 
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fable, and his suggestion that Courage embodies Brecht's spirit, closely resembles 
Stanislavski's initial tendency to equate the super-objective with the playwright's 

personal objective. 
I--- 
From the critics' comments on the RSC staging of the play, it would appear that 

the cumbersome constructivist set design and use of lighting and music for the purpose 

of generating a mysterious atmosphere rather than clarity, tended to generate a fatalistic 

ethos antithetical to Brecht's interventionist drive. Napier's set design not only proved 

a 'technical nightmare'156 but created, in the manner of Piscator's more unwieldy 

experiments, an image of human vulnerability in the face of technology. The set 

resembled 'an enormous piece of clockwork or some diabolic machine'. 157 It consisted 

of a huge rotating cogged wheel suspended above the stage to which an axle on the 

stage floor was linked vertically. Attached to one end of the axle was a caravan-cum- 

canteen representing Courage's wagon while connected to the other was a wheeled cart- 

like object described by one observer as a 'machine of war'. 158 A weather vane with a 

constantly spinning arrow positioned centre stage was another notable feature [see Plate 

IV, iii]. The design conveyed an absurdist image, presenting humans as manipulated 

by forces beyond their reach and trapped within the multivarious rotating wheels of 

industry and war and the spinning weather-vane of chance. Brecht's vision of the way 

Courage sets her own fate in motion by deciding to participate in the war was conveyed 

in the German productions by having the actors playing Anna and her children pull a 
. C-- - free-rolling unattached wagon on a revolve. In the RSC version the Marxist dictum that 

'the fate of man is man' was suppressed. As Sheridan Morley writing in Punch 

commented 

... 
it is one thing to have Mother Courage pulling a cart. It is quite 

another to have a cart the size of a Sherman tank pulling Mother 
Courage, especially when (as on the first night) it doesn't actually 
work. 159 

156Suzie Mackenzie, Time Out, 15 November 1984, in London Theatre Record, vol. 4, issue 23, p. 1020. 
157Carlson, op. cit., p. 89. 
158Michael Coveney, Financial Times, 8 November 1984, in London Theatre Record, vol. 4, issue 23, p. 
1019. 
159Sheridan Morley, Punch, 21 November 1984, London Theatre Record, vol. 4, issue 23, p. 1022. 



Plate IV, iii A diabolic machine, the Royal Shakespeare Company's set 
design for their production of Mother Courage and Her 
Children, London 1984. 
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It may seem irrelevant to mention first night fumbles, yet the 'death by scenery' nature 

of the production continued to prevail and made a significant contribution to the image 

of humans governed by forces beyond their control. 

This leaning towards fatalist rather than interventionist thought also 

characterised the prologue inserted by the Citizens' company into their production. 

Devised by Prowse, the prologue depicted a poppy-filled cornfield being gleaned by 

peasants who were gradually joined by a group of soldiers. The idyll, complete with 

bird and sheep noises, was then abruptly shattered by an enormous explosion and the 

aggressive flashing of lights in the audience's eyes. The field 'vanished' and in its 

place blackened walls, ruined buildings and rubble stretched out across the backstage. 

Like a natural event, an unexpected earthquake or tornado, war in this prologue 

assumed the appearance of an unpredictable phenomenon impervious to the 

interventionist efforts of humans. 160 

The Marxist interventionist view of social existence was also drowned out in the 

RSC production by the use of lighting and music effects in such a way that they created 

a sense of the unknowable. For the Berlin production Brecht insisted on clear bright 

white lighting with which he hoped to illuminate, in scientific fashion, a series of 

events and their causes. 161 The RSC, by contrast, veiled their performance in a 

smoke-like substance which Maarten Dijk wittily described as 'covering the stage, 

literally and metaphorically, with clouds of unknowing'. 162 That the lighting, 

especially on the periphery, was murky in quality, is possibly suggested by the fact that 

objects at the back of the stage where the musicians appeared could not easily be 

identified by all audience members. One observer described them as 'brutalist totems 

(or are they music stands? ) of conflict' while another critic believed they were tall lamps 

standing like armoured guards-163 In the Berlin production Brecht's musicians were 

highly visible due to their location in one of the auditorium boxes next to the 

160See Fogg, op. cit., p. 80. 
l6lBrecht, 'Couragemodell 1949: Anmerkungen', p. 174. 
162Dijk, op. cit., P. 121. 
163Coveney, op. cit.; Michael Ratcliffe, Observer, 11 November 1984, in London Theatre Record, vol. 4, 

issue 23, p. 1020. 
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proscenium arch. Each song, in gestic fashion, interrupted the stage events for the 

purpose of commentary. The musicians presented mini concerts as opposed to merely 

supplying background music. 164 The RSC instrumentalists, however, did not interrupt 

the proceedings but blended in with the billowing smoke. Like eery Mafia sentinels, 

their faces shadowed by Homburg-style hats, they played atmospheric music which 

created a feeling of desolation and ominousness, 165 turning the songs into 'a seamless 

part of the action'. 166 Gestic tableaux and caesuras were replaced by a blurring of the 

gestures into an indeterminate mysterious whole. This leaning towards fatalist rather 

than Marxist interventionist thought was also reflected in the way both the RSC and the 

Citizens' productions did not project the play's scene titles. While it is conceivable that 

the directors wished to avoid techniques which have now become Brechtian cliches, 

they made no attempt to replace them with equivalent interruptive devices. 167 

In the Citizens' version, Prowse's staging of the play was more in keeping with 

the System's emphasis on the continuity, logical flow and expressiveness of physical 

actions than with Brecht's interruptive Gestus. This was reflected in the way he 

inserted an emotive and excessively detailed parade of war victims - goose-stepping 

soldiers, a woman carrying a child, another crawling on all fours, a corpse being 

dragged - who traversed the backstage area at regular intervals while the scripted events 

occurred downstage. The contrast between Prowse's chain of emotive physical actions 

and Brecht's careful organisation of gestic tableaux is exemplified in their divergent 

treatments of Scene 5. Theaterarbeit provides the prompt-book version of Brecht's 

staging, outlined here below: 

Key: 0 large pause in action 
0 pause in action 

larger action insert 

164Brecht, 'Couragemodell 1949: Anmerkungen', p. 173. 
165Christopher Edwards, Spectator, 17 November 1984, in London Theatre Record, vol. 4, issue 23, p. 
1018. That the lighting was dim and mysterious is also suggested by the fact that the critics gave different 
versions of the hat style. Edwards plumped for a bowler, Billington for a trilby and Ratcliffe for a Homburg. 
See London Theatre Record, vol. 4, issue 23, pp. 1018,1017,1020. 
166Dijk, op. cit., P. 121. 
167Dijk, op. cit., P. 125; Edwards, op. cit. In Richard Schechner's 1975 Performance Group production of 
Mother Courage, the 'clich6d' captions were replaced by having performers enter the central acting area and 
present the titles verbally, a technique which preserved the interruptive function of the titles. See Paul Ryder 
Ryan, 'The Performance Group's "Mother Courage"', The Drama Review, vol. 19, no. 2 (1975), 84. 
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action insert 
music 
noise 
vocal emphasis 

Chaplain: Where's linen? (0 All actors look at Courage who fights with herself over whether she should give out the bandaging material or not. ) 

Courage: I can't give any away. What, with all the customs duty, taxes 
and bribes! (o Kattrin, emitting throat noises, rips a plank from the 
wagon and threatens her mother with it. The Chaplain tears the board 
out of her hands. ) 

Have you gone crazy? Put that board down or I'll give you one, 
you lunatic. I won't do it, I have nothing, I have myself to think of. 
(M Music stops) (o The Chaplain lifts Courage down from the wagon 
steps and seats her on a chest near the wagon, climbs into the wagon, 
comes back out and rips a couple of shirts into strips. Courage, at first 
keeping a firm grip on the Chaplain, then runs over to the farmhouse, 
turns around and sees the Chaplain ripping her shirts. ) 

My officers shirts! (H Courage runs back to the Chaplain. ) 
Half a Gulden for each one! (N A child's voice) 

Farmer: The child is still inside. (/) Kattrin runs into the farmhouse. 

Courage: Kattrin! The roof might fall in. Hold her back. (/ Kattrin 
appears on the stage with the child. ) (N The child's voice StopS. )168 

Here movements and pauses are arranged so as to isolate each response, particularly the 

contradictory attitudes of the major protagonist. According to the Citizens' 

promptbook, Prowse replaced pauses with emotive pieces of business and thereby 

weakened the portrayal of the mother-business dilemma by diverting attention away 
r-- - from Courage's reactions. For instance, her defence of the shirts and protest at their 

treatment was obscured by a steady stream of activities: the rescuing of peasants out of 

a trap door positioned upstage centre; the ceremonial laying of bodies on the ground 

and a husband's grieving by the side of his wife; a tour of inspection by soldiers; and 

Kattrin's attempt to rescue the child down the trap, cheered on by a crowd of 

onlookers. As Eddershaw puts it, 'a socio-political demonstration of a dilemma thus 

became a sentimental triumph of the heart'. 169 Rather than a section of separate 

incidents, significantly arranged, Prowse created a football crowd scene with all its 

168Berliner Ensemble and Weigel (eds. ), op. cit., pp. 259-260. Owing to the technical difficulty of 

reproducing the symbols used in the key of the original version I have supplied equivalents. 
169Margaret Eddershaw, 'Echt Brecht? "Mother Courage" at the Citizens, 1990', p. 312. 
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heightened excitement. A preference for the stream of consecutive and emotive 

physical actions was evident. 

3.2 The Performers" Elision of Socially Determined 
and Contradictory Comportments 

A recurring phenomenon in both of the productions was the way the performers 

tended neither to employ 'progressive' Stanislavskian techniques nor to transfon-n them 

in accordance with the gestic principle. Given that most of the performers mentioned 

below were either students of major theatre training institutes within Britain or attended 

acting courses throughout their career, it can be assumed that they were to a greater or 

lesser extent exposed to some aspects of Stanislavski's teachings or at least the 

premises of psychological realism upon which the System is based. 170 Their 

performances reflect an emphasis on those elements concerned with the psyche and 

emotions, such as the stress on teleological trajectories, inner truth, emotional arousal 

and the character-oriented approach to the super-objective, rather than those belonging 

to the realist strain: the careful delineation of the given circumstances, concrete details 

and contradictory behaviours. 

Through her contribution to Prowse's reduction of historical references and 

circumstantial material in the Citizen's production, Jackson turned Courage into a tragic 

heroine with a fatal flaw rather than a petit-bourgeois sutler during the Thirty Years 

War, torn between business and motherhood. When asked in interview whether the 

production's textual elision of the historical background to the action of war had put 

Jackson at a disadvantage, by removing vital knowledge about who Courage is and 

where she comes from, Jackson replied: 

No! Because the thing I find particularly interesting about the play is 
that there is really no through-line as such. Each scene is a new play in 

170GIenda Jackson was trained at the Royal Acadamy of Dramatic Art, London, Judi Dench and Roberta 
Taylor at the Central School of Speech and Drama, London, and Laurance Rudic at the Royal Scottish 
Academy of Music and Drama, Glasgow. In a brief telephone conversation on 17 December 1996 Lesley Duff 

informed me that she had not received training at a school of performance but had started as a child actor, later 

attending various acting courses and coming across both Stanislavskian and Brechtian techniques. She also 

observed that within acting schools that she was familiar with, the orientation seemed to be towards 
Stanislavski, although once actors were in the profession their approach tended to be eclectic and pragmatic. 
Unfortunately I have been unable to access either Trevor Peacock or any information on his training 

background. 
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a way and each time she comes on, it is for the first time, so that kind of detailed background is irrelevant. 171 

Here the actress - who openly remarked that she had avoided reading Brecht's dramatic 

theories as she considered them 'an excessive kind of baggage' that would help turn the 

production into 'a museum piece'172 - problematically associates the text's episodic 

structure with an ahistorical. disregard for contextual background details. Weigel, by 

contrast, utilised her awareness of Courage's historical background to make socially 

significant points in each episode from the moment of Courage's entrance. According 

to Brecht's text, in Scene 1 Courage announces to the soldiers in Dalarna that she has 

come all the way from Bamberg to find the war. This information underlines the point 

that Anna is responsible for her own fate insofar as she actively seeks out war, taking 

the long journey from Southern to Northern Europe. Weigel emphasised the lengthy 

nature of Courage's travels by depicting her atop the wagon, lolling against the canvas 

flaps, one arm resting along the roof, a comportment which reflected how Courage had 

relaxed into the routine of travelling. 173 Jackson's disregard of historical 

circumstances was also reflected in her voice work and appearance. Many critics found 

her theatrical delivery confusing with regard to class delineation, and one pointed out 

that her accent moved 'arbitrarily between snooty, middle-class swoop and a kind of 

flat, classless, northern gentility'. 174 While the appearance of her face and hands 

looked 'as if they have been braving the musty innards of a Glasgow theatre, not 

tempests in Mid-Europe"175 her costume - hobnail boots, a flowing black dress, 

lipstick, vast gold fairground earrings and a red-coloured headscarf - conjured up the 

image of the ubiquitous gypsy figure (or a woman from middle-class Hampstead) 

rather than a petit-bourgeois sutler [see Plate IV, iv]. 

Moreover, while Weigel sought to alter Courage's appearance in accordance 

with the passage and events of the twelve years which the play spans, Jackson was 

171GIenda Jackson in interview with Derek Fogg, in Fogg, op. cit., p. 83. 
172Eddershaw, 'Echt Brecht? "Mother Courage" at the Citizens, 1990', p. 309. 
173Brecht, 'Couragemodell 1949: Arumerkungen', p. 178. 
174john Peter, The Sunday Titnes, 6 May 1990 as quoted in McDonald and Schumacher (eds. ), The Citizens' 

Theatre Season: Glasgow 1990, p. 96. 
175Benedict Nightingale, The Tirnes, 6 July 1990, in London Theatre Record, vol. 10, issue 14, p. 877. 



Plate IV, iv Images of an eternal gypsy traveller, Glenda Jackson as Courage 
in The Citizens' production of Mother Courage and Her 
Children, Glasgow 1990. tn 
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proud of the fact that her Courage was just as youthful at the end as at the outset. This 

was because she felt it helped to capture Courage's essence, her everlasting 
confidence. 176 Jackson's interpretation of Courage in terms of eternal and 'given' 

traits was symptomatic of her tendency to view Courage as a flawed heroine: 'I think 

she has no imagination and that is her great strength and weakness'. 177 That Jackson 

gave a performance which closely accorded with her ahistorical essentialist 

interpretation is suggested by the way critics described her characterisation as 'dark, 

doomy, hewn of rock" and a grey theatrical sculpture 'fashioned in granite, grit and 
flint', descriptions which conjure up an image of fixed rigidity rather than the dynamics 

of contradiction. 178 Jackson's interpretation of Courage was consistent with her 

interpretation of the play as a timeless work about 'the people who were caught up in 

the war' and the way their 'attitudes as human beings have not changed. Human nature 

hasn't changed and that is where its strength is 1.179 In addition almost to equating the 

super-objective of the character with that of the play, Jackson affirms a philosophy of 

character much more in line with Stanislavski than Brecht. Ultimately, her attitude 

towards the value of cirumstantial details is closely related to her emphasis on politically 

reactionary elements of psychological realism, such as the notion of eternal qualities 

and predestined trajectories. 

Jackson's character-oriented approach to the super-objective stemmed from her 

unwillingness to sever herself from the character and play the Gestus of showing. 

Jackson claims that to act she needs to construct the fourth wall. That is, she prefers 

being in an isolated situation, her concentration centred totally on the merging of actor 

and character. She is also renowned for the way she makes little effort to change 

herself physically for a role, tending instead to draw the character towards herself. 180 

In the case of Mother Courage, the actress openly stated that it was her job to 'play the 

176GIenda Jackson in interview with Derek Fogg, op. cit., p. 83. 
177ibid., p. 85. 
178Ros Asquith, City Limits, 12 July 1990, in London Theatre Record, vol. 10, issue 14, p. 876; Nicholas 
de Jongh, Guardian, 6 July 1990, in London Theatre Record, vol. 10, issue 14, p. 878. 
179GIenda Jackson in interview with Derek Fogg, op. cit., p. 88. 
180Eddershaw, Performing Brecht, p. 130-131. 
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world as she [Courage] sees it'. 181 One of the non-gestic elements of this approach 

was the way it inhibited her from going outside her character's vantage point in order to 

explore the play's superstructure. That this was the case is suggested by the fact that 

she could not explain a puzzling element in the major protagonist's behaviour. When 

asked if there were surprising features in the characterisation of Courage, Jackson 

replied: 

Hm! One line that caused me, the first time I read it, to say 'Oh! ' was 
when she says that her son Eilif was her pet. That surprised me. Yes! 
I wouldn't have thought she would have voiced it even if she'd felt 
it. 182 

Why did Jackson find this line jarring? Perhaps it did not accord with her notion of 

Courage as essentially a mother, and one who indulged neither in favouritism nor 

outbursts of affection. Rather than seeking to resolve the issue by referring to the 

superstructure, she remains within the bounds of characterisation. In the manner of a 

Method actor, Jackson emphasises the act of metamorphosis, and the importance of the 

actor's life in this process, rather than choosing to use the Stanislavskian super- 

objective to create the critical Gestus of showing. 

When Therese Giehse took on the role in Munich 1950, she decided to play 

Courage's favouritism to the hilt, a choice based on her exploration of the contribution 

of the mother-son relationship to the play's central thematic - capitalism is war. Giehse 

attributed Courage's favouring of Eilif to the fact that initially he seems the most likely 

of her children to be a survivor and good businessman. 183 Not only does he have 

warrior abilities, but according to his mother, he 'certainly has his father's brains: 'that 

184 man could whip the breeches off a fanner's backside before he could turn round'. 

Swisscheese, on the other hand, is dangerously honest and lacks craftiness, while 

Kattrin is suicidally compassionate. The favouritism exposes Courage's belief in the 

'survival of the fittest 9 principle which Brecht saw as underpinning war and capitalism. 

181GIenda Jackson in interview with Derek Fogg, op. cit., p. 85. 
182ibid., p. 79. 
183Egon Monk, 'Sie spielte die Fabel und die Rolle: Therese Giehse probte 1950 "Mutter Courage" unter 
Brecht in MUnchen. Notate von Egon Monk', Theater Heute, vol. 16, no. 5 (1975), 34. 
184Brecht, Mother Courage and her Children, p. 6. 
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Courage's response to Eilif also helps bring out the manner in which she encourages 
traits compatible with battle and business. Had Jackson gone beyond the soul of her 

character and considered the Brechtian super-objective, she might also have arrived at a 

response to Courage's 'un-motherly' behaviour which was more in accordance with the 

gestic principle. 

In the RSC production, Judi Dench combined an attitude similar to Jackson's 

towards the given circumstances, with a neglect of the potential of concrete details as a 

means of externalising contradictory comportments and social functions. Thanks to the 

pinning of the wagon to the treadmill-style contraption, which meant the actors had to 

set up each scene themselves on stage as quickly as possible, there was little 

opportunity either for costume changes or for altering the stock and appearance of the 

wagon. Consequently, Dench was unable to depict Courage's ageing through costume 

and was forced to mime much of the businesswoman's stocktaking. 185 With one of 

the few costume pieces available to her, an oversize coat, Dench created a piece of 

business which illuminated her character in terms of eternal qualities rather than 

contradictory comportments. The motivic detail consisted of a small shrug as if 

hitching the oversize coat up onto her shoulders so as better to face misfortune's slings 

and arrows. 186 Likened by one reviewer to a 'nervous tick% 187 which suggests a 

personal neurosis, it centred attention on the quality of Courage's psyche, her 

indomitable will to survive. The rest of her costume added further weight to the display 

of the victimised struggler. An orange punk-hairdo wig and the sight of the small 

actress in a large coat conjured up the image of a street urchin or of a tramp from a 

Beckett play. In terms of visual imagery it would seem that Dench tended to emphasise 

human fragility more than Courage's contribution to her misfortunes [see Plate IV, v]. 

By contrast, Weigel developed a motivic detail - the purse-snapping after every 

financial exchange - to mark Courage as both the victim and creator of her 

circumstances. The sharp audible purse click conveyed her need continuously to 

185Dijk, op-cit., PP. 124-125. 
186Carlson, op. cit., Jack Tinker, Daily Mail, 8 November 1990, in London Theatre Record, vol. 4, issue 23, 

p. 1021. 
187Ratcliffe, OP-cit- 



Plate IV, v Judi Dench as a Beckettian tramp facing the 'slings and arrows 
of outrageous fortune' in the Royal Shakespeare Company's 
Mother Courage and Her Children. 
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ensure the means of economic subsistence for her family and the pleasure she derived 

from business deals. Her costume further reinforced the mother- businesswoman 

comportment in the way it juxtaposed the spoon, signifying the social role of mother, 

and the sutler's large leather purse strung around her waist. Dench's utilisation of 

concrete details was more in line with an expression of eternal inner qualities than a 

gestic display of contradictory social comportment. 

While Dench's miming of the properties in the stocktaking scene may have been 

in keeping with Stanislavski's notion that simply the idea of a material object can 

stimulate inner life, Trevor Peacock's enactment of the Cook preparing a meal in the 

RSC production betrayed both Stanislavski's attention to detail and Brecht's use of 

props to highlight social function. According to an observer, Peacock's preparation of 

the meal was based on neither observation nor an awareness of the episode's social 

significance. The episode in question demonstrates how the Cook must prepare a meal 

for the General and his guest, Courages son Eilif. He has nothing left to serve up but 

a stinking piece of meat, until Courage arrives with a capon for sale. One of the 

episode's ironies, that a cook is hungry and his kitchen bare, contributes to the 

presentation of war (and capitalism) as turning the world upside down. 

One way of generating this gestic irony is to establish the tone of hunger and 

deprivation by handling food with care. Peacock however enacted the meal preparation 

in a flippant manner. Not only were the carrots of an unbelievably fine quality, given 

siege conditions: Peacock also dropped the chopped pieces into a large iron pan full of 

water with a careless gesture, so careless that on one occasion the pieces of carrot 

missed the pot and bounced off the stage into the audience. 188 His perfunctory wiping 

of the table during Eilif's scene with the General was also very different in nature and 

intent to Bildt's 'theatrically elegant' preparation of the capon in the Berlin production 

in 1949. Moreover, Bildt intensified the gestic quality of the piece of business by using 

it to initiate and externalise his attitude towards Courage: his masterful actions were 

intended to impress! 189 In the Citizens' version, Laurance Rudic also displayed a lack 

188Meech, op. cit., p. 182. 
18913recht, 'Couragemodell 1949: Anrnerkungen', p. 190. 
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of attention to significant detail. After buying the capon, he simply tossed the old meat 

away, 190 rather than heightening the scene's irony by keeping it in reserve. In what 

seems to have been an attempt to woo the audience and arouse laughter through an 

immediately accessible farcical moment, both British actors failed to utilise relevant 

Stanislavskian techniques to display the types of social functions and relations which 

this scene comically defamiliarises. 

As the attire of Mother Courage and the Cook's preparation of the meal testify, 

the inattention to circumstantial material and concrete details made it difficult for the 

performers involved to demonstrate contradictory behaviours and events. Dialectical 

contradictions were further inhibited in both productions by the tendency to replace 

them with, firstly. 
) continuity of character and, secondly, an expression of monolithic 

and generalised emotions. Roberta Taylor's portrayal of Yvette in the Citizens' 

production exhibited the tendency towards continuity. As the discussion of Lutz's 

portrayal in Chapter Three revealed, Brecht was extremely keen to intensify the 

contradiction between Yvette, the young prostitute, and Yvette, the wheezing widow 

Starhemberg. The social purpose of the grotesque contradiction was to show the price 

Yvette pays for selling herself to war. Brecht was also interested in the way Lutz used 

the Not-But technique to preserve remnants of the child-like creature within the 

widow. 191 The contradictory mix reminds the audience that Yvette could have 

developed differently, given different choices and circumstances. Both of the 

contradictions are embodiments of the philosophy that character arises out of the 

interactions between an individual and its environment and that, consequently, human 

behaviour is characterised by leaps and abrupt transitions rather than an inevitable 

unfolding towards a given end. 

Certain aspects of Taylor's portrayal negated this philosophy of character. As 

the young prostitute, Taylor projected an image of the conventional late twentieth- 

century stage tart, tottering and flouncing around in King's Cross style platfonn shoes, 

190Eddershaw, 'Echt Brecht? "Mother Courage" at the Citizens, 1990', p. 312. 
l9lBrecht, 'Couragemodell 1949: Anmerkungen', p. 222. 
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exotic make-up (amid the privations of war) and ripped tights. 192 As widow 

Starhemberg she remained the same trollop except for the addition of a fur coat and toy 

poodle. This costume change provided little sense that the profits of war had brought 

great loss. Had Stanislavski's technique of close observation been put to judicious use, 

the actress might have been able to explore more fully some of the alterations in 

Yvette's behaviour and then transform the moments of contradiction into a socially 

significant gesture. Instead she emphasised the maintenance of continuity to the point 

where character almost metamorphosed into stage stereotype. 

In the RSC version, Lesley Duff's presentation of Yvette in Scene 3 exhibited 

the tendency towards the expression of generalised emotions. Scene 3 depicts the 

Catholic invasion of the Lutheran camp in which Yvette has been touting her business. 

In response, Yvette hastily powders and preens herself. According to Brecht's text, 

Yvette is excited by the prospect of new customers who are unaware that she suffers 

from a venereal disease. Owing to her illness, business has declined and she now 

anticipates a change in her dire financial situation. Yvette's bearing towards the 

Catholics could therefore be described as one of joyful welcome. It contradicts most of 

the anxiety-ridden attitudes held by the other members of the Lutheran camp. In turn 

the contradiction comically illustrates the extent to which Yvette's behaviour is 

economically determined. Duff, however, failed to rouse a laugh on the line 'Did I hear 

the Catholics are coming? ' as she concentrated on expressing fear. 193 The emphasis on 

emotional expression suppressed the more 'progressive' Stanislavskian emphasis on 

details, contradictions and logical physical actions. While Maarten van Dijk attributes 

Duff's interpretation simply to the way directors still tend to 'go for the jugular', it also 

displays a familiarity with a method of acting based on the expression of emotions 

rather than gests-194 

192Jenni Frazer, Jewish Chronicle, 13 July 1990 in London Theatre Record, vol. 10, issue 14, p. 878; Jim 
Hiley, Listener, 19 July 1990, in London Theatre Record, vol. 10, issue 14, p. 877. 
193Dijk, op. cit., P. 131. In the aforementioned telephone discussion, Lesley Duff briefly informed me that 
in the characterisation of Yvette the aim had been to 'give her an inner life' rather than to play a stereotypical 

whore and during this process particular emphasis was given to Yvette's vulnerability. This emphasis would 

seem to be reflected in Duff's concentration on Yvette's fear. 
194ibid. 
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3.3 Suppressing the Gestus of Showing 

The lack of attention to circumstantial detail in both productions is no doubt 

partly attributable to the fact that, unlike the Berliner Ensemble, neither of the British 

companies could enjoy the luxury of lengthy subsidised rehearsal periods. 
Nevertheless, it also betrays an uncertainty about how and to what extent the actor in 

Brecht's theatre should become familiar with the character. One of the aspects of that 

familiarising process is empathetic identification. Both the critics' responses and the 

actor" s performances are in different ways typical of a general confusion about the role 

of empathy in Brecht"s theatre and the way empathy must be combined with the Gestus 

of showing. 

In his comment on the Citizens' production, Derek Fogg characterises 

Jackson's conscious decision to approach the role from the character's perspective as 

antithetical to the acting techniques of epic theatre. Fogg labels her approach 

'unbrechtian': 'Brecht would say that an actor ought to play a character as he sees it 

himself, from the outside and not from the insidel. 195 Dijk makes a similar comment at 

the end of his analysis of the RSC's production, stating that theatre institutions 'do not 

need the perfumed incense of Stanislavskian motivation and psychologising as much as 

the plain nuts and bolts of Brechtian social gesture'. 196 Both commentators either 

underplay or misunderstood Brecht's interest in a dialectic between internal empathetic 

experience, subjective social experience in particular, and the external Gestus of 

showing. The fact that Jackson received criticism for the 'relentless super-rationalism' 

and emotionally monochrome nature 197 of her performance may in part suggest that 

she also remained unaware of the importance in gestic theatre of combining 

familiarisation with defamiliarisation. 

Weigel's presentation of the lullaby Courage sings over the body of her dead 

daughter exemplifies the gestic split between actor- as-c haracter, on the one hand, and 

actor-as-demonstrator of the superstructure, on the other. In the song-text the mother 

195Fogg, op. cit., p. 88. 
196Dijk, op-cit., P. 134. 
197Jim Hiley, op. cit; Irving Wardle, Independent on Sunday, 8 July 1990, London Theatre Record, vol. 10, 
issue 14, p. 878. 
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persona compares her own child's state of material comfort to that of the impoverished 

neighbour's child. The two verses project a sense of self-satisfaction. The mother is 

pleased that her offspring is comfortable and cares little for the unfortunate counterpart. 
One way of presenting the song would be to elicit sympathy for Courage, to show 

tenderly the desperate strength of her desire to protect and nurture Kattrin when, 

tragically, it is too late. However, a commentary accompanied by an illustration in 

Theaterarbeit warns that the creation of a sentimental Pietd tableau would serve to 

present Courage as a tragic Niobe character, helpless in the face of the biological fact of 
death. The aim of the gestic performer, by contrast, would be to show Kattrin's death 

as a 'social fact', the result of human actions including those of Mother Courage herself 

[see Plate IV, Vi]. 198 

In Weigel's presentation, a particular reading of the lullaby together with a use 

of interruptive word-emphasis created the Gestus of critical showing. In keeping with 

Brecht's warning that the lullaby was to be regarded not sentimentally but as based on a 

murderous outlook, 199 Weigel used the song as a vehicle to criticise the narrow- 

mindedness, the concern for one's own family regardless of the cost to society at large, 

which had precipitated Courage's prolonged profit-seeking participation in the war. 

One device she employed to bring out Courage's selfishness was the light emphasising 

of the word 'you' in lines such as 'Neighbour's babes walk in rags/And you wear silk 

cut from an angel's skirt' or 'Neighbours don't have a crumb/ And you have a cake'. 

Brecht argued that this emphasis helped to defamiliarise Courage's 'treacherous hope' 

that she could bring her child, and perhaps only her child, safely through the war. 200 

According to the 1960 film version, Weigel also played Courage as blindly obtuse, 

with her lower lip pushed out in a stubborn expression, bending over Kattrin on several 

occasions as if to check whether she is breathing. 201 Brecht helped reinforce the 

198Berliner Ensemble and Weigel (eds. ), op. cit., p. 286. 
199Brecht, 'Couragemodell 1949: Anmerkungen', p. 238. Laureen Nussbaum skilfully negotiates the 
sarcasm of the lullaby, pointing out that it is a 'bitterly ironic variation to a well-known cradlesong, in 
which the bereft mother tries to justify her materialistic pursuits by her exclusive love and a fine example of 
Brecht's irreverent demystification of clich6s'. See Laureen Nussbaum, 'The Evolution of the Feminine 
Principle in Brecht's Work: Beyond the Feminist Critique', German Studies Revue, vol. 8, no 2 (1985), 244. 
20OBrecht, 'Couragemodell 1949: Anmerkungen', p. 239. 
201MUtter Courage und ihre Kinder (GDR: Berliner Ensemble and DEFA S pielfilm studio, 1960). 



Plate IV, vi Tragic Niobe and a sentimental Pieta' tableau, photo from 
Theaterarbeit. 
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critical commentary by instructing the peasant farmers in the scene to show they 

regarded Courage with animosity as the person responsible not only for damages 

inflicted on their property but for Kattrin's death. 202 Nevertheless the presentation 

contained numerous empathetic details - the image of Kattrin's head in her mother's 

lap, Courage's gentle and sporadic stroking of her daughter's cheek and her small 

rocking movements were identifiably gestures of a specific type of grieving mother. In 

Weigel's hands the lullaby became a display of contradictory gests, combining empathy 

with the critical Gestus of showing. 

According to several accounts, Dench's version of the song slipped into 

sentimentalism. A 'primal, rasping lullaby, 203 one witness observed while Dijk 

claimed she 'milked the final lullaby for all it was worth, ending in sobs'. 204 Jackson 

also paid little attention to the critical Gestus underlying the musical event. When asked 

in interview how she viewed the singing of the lullaby, the actress replied by pointing 

out that Brecht's performance instructions 'stemmed as much as anything from his own 

distaste for the prevailing theatre fashion of his time' and as such were limited. 205 She 

went on to stress that the scene is a moving one and that it is impossible for Courage to 

be 'unsympathetic in the way that he [Brecht] ideally would like her to be,. Given 

these remarks and Jackson's statement 'My job is to see the world though her eyes, not 

through mine, 206 it is highly likely that her focus was 'a mother's pain'. Jackson 

certainly does not mention the politically unsound implications of the song. In 

addition, her statements about Brecht's attitude towards the lullaby and Courage 

embody a tendency within the Anglo-American realm to suppress Brecht's interest in 

dialectics, particularly the dialectic between empathy and demonstration. This dialectic 

is crucial to the gestic portrayal of Courage, for if no sense of agony and loss is 

created, Courage ceases to be an oppressed figure and the audience is plunged into a 

world of indifference where there is no need to inquire into the causes of human 

202Brecht, 'Couragemodell 1949: Artrnerkungen', p. 238. 
203Coveney, op-cit. 
204Dijk, op-Cit., P. 120. 
205GIenda Jackson in interview with Derek Fogg, op. cit., p. 84. 
206ibid., p. 85. 
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suffering. While in Stanislavski's theatre, insight comes from the expression of the 
soul and eternal emotions like mother love, in Brecht's theatre social insight is 
dependent upon the clash of both empathy and criticism. 

As both of the productions testify, in contemporary British mainstream theatre 
the prioritisation of the politically most conservative premises of the System contributes 

greatly to the suppression of gestic acting. At the level of the gist, Marxist 

interventionism is replaced by an individualist philosophy and a stream of predestined 
forces, ranging from the psychological to the unknown. The ideological impact of the 
System is reflected in the presentation of the play's major protagonist and her context. 
While Dench's twitching archetype of vulnerable humanity is swamped in an 

atmosphere of technological supremacy, meaningless rotation and the smokiness of the 

unfathomable, Jackson's flawed mythical gypsy heroine is caught frozen amid the 

endless parade of war's horrors. In terms of gesture, interruptive captions and 

caesuras vanish, usurped by the RSC's smoky rotating set, or the Citizens' stream of 

emotive physical actions. Those features of the System relevant to the presentation of 

social comportment, the concrete details of the sutlerls stock and the cook's meat, are 

tossed away with a gesture of carelessness. The dynamism of contradictory gests, 

based on careful observation and logical actions, is replaced by the sculpturing in 

granite of eternal traits, non-dialectical stereotypes and generalised emotions. Unable to 

transform the character-oriented super-objective into the socialist superstructure, the 

performers drown out the Gestus of empathetic demonstration with a sentimental 

lullaby. Paradoxically, the gloomy fate of the Gestus in the mainstream affirms its 

revolutionary potential. In the case of establishment theatre, gestic acting continues to 

offer a much needed challenge to the omnipotent System and its individualist ethos. 

Whether gestic acting will be given the opportunity to assert its 'otherness' will depend 

no doubt on the resilience of the System and the cultural tendencies of the society in 

which it is fostered. Nevertheless, understanding the nature of Gestus and its centrality 

to the divergence between Brecht and Stanislavski's methods of acting is one step 

towards the assertion of an alternative. 
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Brecht's theorization of the social gest, ... provides 
the means to reveal material relations as the basis 
of social reality, to foreground and examine 
ideological Iy -determ in ed beliefs and unconscious 
habitual perceptions, and to make visible those 
signs inscribed on the body which distinguish 
social behavior in relation to class, gender, and 
history. For feminists, Brechtian techniques offer a 
way to examine the material conditions of gender 
behaviour... [Janelle Reinelt, 1986]1 

CHAPTER FIVE 

'Dragging' Gestus Onwards: 
A Feminist Challenge 

In contemporary Western culture, the potential of gestic acting as a subversive 

alternative to the individualist and essentialist assumptions of the 'Stanislavski System' 

has been recognised most fully in the work of materialist feminist critics and 

practitioners. Characterised by their tendency to adopt a social constructivist approach 
2 to gender issues, materialist feminists share with Brecht an emphasis on the way social 

events are determined by historically specific material and ideological factors. 

Therefore, it is hardly surprising that theatre critics aligned with this feminist group 

have responded positively to Brecht's theory of Gestus, regarding it as a useful method 

for deconstructing gender, sexuality and race systems and the dominant modes of 

representation in which they are embodied. 3 With regard to theatre practice, the 

materialist feminist approach, represented in particular by Anglo-American and French 

practitioners in the 1970s and 1980s, has 'appropriated' many of the principles 

associated with Brecht's theatre. Here the term 'appropriated' signifies that such work 

directly or indirectly draws upon techniques within the framework of subversive 

political theatre popularised by Brecht, one based on a materialist and historicising 

defamiliarisation of social relations. 

IJanelle Reinelt, 'Beyond Brecht: Britain's New Feminist Drama', Theatre Journal, vol. 38, no. 2 (1986), 
154. 
2Rosemary Hennessy, Materialist Feminism and the Politics of Discourse (New York and London: Routledge, 
1993), p. xxiv. 
3See Reinelt, Op-cit., PP- 154-163; Elin Diamond, 'BTechtian Theory/Feminist Theory: Toward a Gestic 
Feminist Criticism', The Drama Review, vol. 32, no. 1 (1988), 82-94. 
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To date scholarship has focused on three areas relevant to the feminist 

appropriation of Gestus: the efficacy of gestic theory as a model for feminist 

performance; 4 the issue of whether and how feminist issues were treated in the 

playscripts by the Brecht Collective; 5 and the modification of Brechtian techniques by 

contemporary feminist writers and performance groups. In the case of the Brecht 

Collective's approach to gender issues, its playscripts have been variously interpreted, 

with responses ranging from accusations of sex-gender blindneSS6 to commendation of 
its relatively sensitive and complex presentation of such issues both within their own 

and the contemporary historical context. 7 In the following chapter, these three areas of 

consideration are brought into a synthesis which extends the analysis of the relation 
between Gestus and materialist feminist theatre in several ways. Firstly, the extent to 

which Brecht utilised Gestus to highlight feminist issues is demonstrated, the 

exploration of his gestic practice being based not only on playscripts and theoretical 

writings but on original research into his performance practice at the Berliner Ensemble. 

Secondly, his usage is examined in terms of its relation to Marx and Engels's 

comments on the roles and (negative) experiences of women in society, and the extent 

4ibid. 
5Most of Brecht's plays are the product of his collaboration with other female and male playwrights and 
translators. That Brecht worked collaboratively is a well-known fact - one acknowledged in the published 
playtexts - although it is only recently that the nature of the collaborative work, especially in terms of roles 
and power relations within the group, has become a source of much debate. John Fuegi's The Life and Lies of 
Bertolt Brecht (London: HarperCollins, 1994), presents the argument that the contribution of the co-workers 
to all the creative written material - that of Elisabeth Hauptmann, Margarete Steffin and Ruth Berlau in 
particular - is much more significant than previously recognised. While the factual and interpretative 
inaccuracies and racy populist anti-Brecht tone of Fuegi's work has been heavily criticised, it has 
nevertheless precipitated further reflections on the nature and implications of the Brecht Collective. For a 
criticism of Fuegi's book, see John Willett, James K. Lyon, Siegfried Mews, Hans Christian Norregaard, 'A 
Brechtbuster Goes Bust: Scholarly Mistakes, Misquotes, and Malpractices in John Fuegi's Brecht and 
Company', The Brecht Yearbook. Brecht Then and Now, vol. 20 (1995), 259-367. For further commentary 
on Brecht's collaborative practices see Theater, vol. 25, no. 2 (1994), 37-41. 
6This strain of thought is most strongly represented in works such as the following: Sara Lennox, 'Women 
in Brecht's Works', New German Critique, no. 14 (1978ý, 83-96; Mark Pizzato, 'Mourning at a Distance: 
Brecht's Repression of the Chora', Essays in TheatrelEtudes thecitrales, vol. 11, no. 1 (1992), 41-67; 
Elizabeth Wright, 'The Good Person of Szechwan: discourse of a masquerade', in Peter Thomson and Glendyr 
Sacks (eds. ), The Cambridge Companion to Brecht (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), pp. 117- 
127. 
7See, for example, Stephen Heath on Kuhle Wampe in the discussion preceded by James Pettifer's paper 'The 
Limits of Naturalism (on Mutter Krausens Fahrt ins GNck and Kuhle Warnpe)', Screen, vol. 16, no. 4 (1975- 
6), 13-15; Sieglinde Lug, 'The "Good" Woman Demystified', Communications from the International Brecht 
Society, vol. 14, no. 1 (1984), 3-16; Laureen Nussbaum, 'The Evolution of the Feminine Principle in 
Brecht's Work: Beyond the Feminist Critique', German Studies Revue, vol. 8, no. 2 (1985), 217-244; Sabine 
Kebir, 'Die feministische Brechtkritik', Weimarer Beitrdge, vol. 34, no. 2 (1988), 297-302; Alisa Solomon, 
'Materialist Girl: "The Good Person of Szechwan" and Making Gender Strange', Theater, vol. 25, no. 2 
(1995), 42-55. 
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to which, from a materialist feminist perspective, Brecht's usage embodies both the 

progressive and reactionary tendencies of the approach they established. Henceforth 

this approach will be referred to as the 'classical' or 'traditional' Marxist position. 

The main source of material for this analysis is Brecht's post-1926 work, for 

this is the period in which Brecht had fully formulated the theory and practice of 

Gestus. In keeping with the focus of the thesis at large, the main topic of exploration is 

the performer, and in accordance with the feminist project of defamiliarising traditional 

representations of female subjects, the exploration centralises the characterisation of 

women and their social relations, particularly through the Gestus of showing. One of 

the limitations of these emphases is that other issues of relevance to the discussion of a 

feminist appropriation of Gestus, such as interruptive narrative structures and linguistic 

concerns, are relegated to the periphery of the discussion. 8 Furthermore, the 

characterisation of men and male performance is somewhat marginalised. 

Consequently, the discussion of Brecht's application of Gestus to feminist issues does 

not claim to be a comprehensive discussion so much as one which points to some of the 

potentials and parameters of Brecht's application. 

In the second part of the chapter, the analysis of Brecht's gestic approach to 

feminist issues is further extended through a concentration on his manipulation of the 

female-to-male drag figure, a recurring phenomenon both in his own work and in 

feminist theatre. Not only is the drag figure a significant manifestation of the Gestus of 

showing; but the way Brecht manipulated it to display the social construction of gender 

behaviour has much in common with that of the materialist feminist approach. The two 

transvestite displays selected for examination, on the basis that they constitute the most 

sustained and developed instances of female drag in Brecht's work for the theatre, are 

the Victoria/Squire Wilful figure in Trumpets and Drums and Shen Te/Shui Ta in The 

Good Person of Sezuan. An adaptation of Farquhar's The Recruiting Officer, the play 

8These issues are treated in an introductory fashion elsewhere. See Jill Dolan, The Feminist Spectator as 
Critic (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1988), pp. 106-111; Sue-Ellen Case, 'Brecht and Women: 

Homosexuality and the Mother', The Brecht Yearbook. Brecht: Women and Politics, vol. 12 (1983), 69-73; 

and Reinelt, op-cil., PP. 161-162. 
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Trumpets and Drums was co-written by Brecht, Elisabeth Hauptmann and Benno 
Besson in the mid 1950s and performed by the Berliner Ensemble in 1955, with Regine 
Lutz in the role of Victoria. Although the production was directed by Besson, Brecht 

was involved in an advisory capacity. Owing to a dearth of rehearsal material on the 

production in both of the Berlin archives, I have drawn upon Lutz's memoirs and my 
own written correspondence with Carl Weber, one of the directorial assistants for the 

production, in order to examine the approach to the transvestite display. 9 

If there is a minimum of historical performance material available for Trumpets 

and Drums, there is even less in the case of The Good Person of Sezuan, a play which 

was neither directed by Brecht nor performed by the Ensemble before his death. 10 

Hence the analysis of the gestic drag figure, co-written by Brecht, Margarete Steffin 

and Ruth Berlau, and 'completed' in 194 1, is drawn from material within or implied by 

the text. While the work on Victoria in Trumpets and Drums opens up a new field of 

exploration, The Good Person of Sezuan has already received much critical attention. 11 

The analysis of the play provided in this chapter adds a new perspective to the 

established debate through its focus on the application of Gestus to the cross-dressed 

protagonist and the extent to which that application was in line with traditional Marxist 

thought on the so-called 'woman's question'. 

The final way in which the relevance of Gestus to materialist feminist theatre is 

extended, is through the comparison of Brecht's drag figure with that of contemporary 

feminist practitioners. The comparative approach adopted in the third and final part of 

the chapter illuminates the manner in which both the gist and the gesture of gestic 

performance must be modified in order to accommodate feminist issues which have 

9Carl Weber, letter 12 November 1995. There are no rehearsal notes for Trumpets and Drums at the Bertolt- 
Brecht-Archiv and the material on the production at the Berliner-Ensemble-Archiv consists mainly of 
production photos and newspaper reviews and clippings. 
loThe play was first performed in Zurich 1943 and in Germany, Frankfurt on Main in 1952. In a letter to 
Elisabeth Bergner in 1955, Brecht mentions his role in the Frankfurt production, claiming that he was 
involved in some of the Arrangements, the planning of the actress' dual role and the style of her musical 
recitation. Brecht, 'An Elisabeth Bergner', I February 1955, in Brecht, Briefe, vol. 1, ed. Gfinter Glaeser 
(Frankfurt on Main: Suhrkamp, 1981), p. 731. In her memoirs, Regine Lutz mentions that Brecht had 
intended to direct a production of the play for a guest appearance of the Ensemble in Hannover, and that he 
had rehearsed the central role with her in preparation. However, this production was never realised. See 
Regine Lutz, Schauspieler - der schönste Beruf (Munich: Langen Müller, 1993), pp. 246-249. 
II Lug, Op. cit; Wright, op-cit; Solomon, op. cit. 
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developed since the late sixties. Caryl Churchill's play Cloud Nine, written in 1979 

and performed by Joint Stock Theatre Company in the same year forms the heart of the 

comparative discussion. Situated within the framework of post-Brecht British theatre, 

the play not only draws on a wealth of Brechtian gestic techniques but also centralises 

the gestic device of transvestite display. That Cloud Nine provides a feminist 

counterpart to Sezuan and a useful starting point for discussing Churchill's adaptation 

of Brechtian theatre has been recognised in previous scholarship. 12 However, none of 

these studies have focused on the extent to which Churchill challenges the Marxist 

tradition through her use of gestic transvestite display to expose imperial and gender 

ideology. The chapter also incorporates a consideration of Joint Stock's approach to 

the rehearsal work for Cloud Nine in its concluding analysis of whether gestic training 

can accommodate the post-Brecht demands of sexual politics. 

Brecht's Gestus and Materialist Feminism 

1.1 A Feminist Appropriation of Brecht's Gestus Theory 

Proclaiming their sensitivity to the sex-gender blind spots in Brecht's theatre 

practice, 13 Janelle Reinelt and Elin Diamond have nevertheless both upheld the radical 

potential of his performance theory for feminist theatre. Writing in the 1980s, they 

were not only among the first to promote the usefulness of Brecht's theories for 

feminist theatre but pinpointed the gestic principle as the storehouse of its potential. 

Both characterised Gestus as a method of making visible the material existence of 

gender ideology and the ensuing power relations which exist within the environment of 

the text or performance. While Reinelt tended to describe Gestus as merely one of 

several important techniques, Diamond characterised it as 'the explosive (and elusive) 

12Anne Hermann, 'Travesty and Transgression: Transvestism in Shakespeare, Brecht, and Churchill', in Sue- 
Ellen Case (ed. ), Performing Feminisms, Feminist Critical Theory and Theatre (Baltimore: John Hopkins 
University Press, 1990), pp. 294-315; for an analysis of the relation between Brecht's theatre and 
Churchill's Cloud Nine see Janelle Reinelt, 'Elaborating Brecht: Churchill's Domestic Drama', 
Communications ftom the International Brecht Society, vol. 14, no. 2 (1985), 49-55. For a discussion that 
is more sceptical about that relation see Loren Kruger, 'The Dis-Play's the Thing: Gender and Public Sphere in 
Contemporary British Theater', in Sue-Ellen Case (ed. ), Performing Feminisms, Feminist Critical Theory and 
Theatre, pp. 33-34. 
13Reinelt, 'Beyond Brecht: Britain's New Feminist Drama', p. 185; Diamond, op. cit., pp. 83-84. 
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synthesis of alienation, historicization, and the "not, but" [SiC]1.14 Diamond's 

description is more in keeping with Brecht's tendency to present Gestus as the 

synthesis of various aesthetic strategies, 15 a tendency foregrounded in this thesis. 
The elements of gestic theory that have been singled out as of particular 

relevance to the performer are, firstly, the adoption of historically contextualised 

comportments and, secondly, the Gestus of showing. With regard to comportment, 

Diamond notes that Gestus constitutes the enactment of cultural inscription on the body 

and this, she suggests, makes it the ideal medium for highlighting gender, the mapping 

of ideology - of a system of beliefs and behaviour - across both male and female 

bodies. 16 Reinelt observes that Gestus is a means of demonstrating not only 

inscription but interaction in that it offers 'a physical correlative of relations between 

genders' (the strategy could just as well be applied to racial and ethnic interactions). 17 

Drawing on Reinelt's discussion, Jill Dolan has also suggested that Gestus is an ideal 

tool for showing how these interactions and even theatrical representation itself are 

govemed by ideology. 18 

Indeed, if there is one aspect of Brechtian acting theory which is retained and 

exploited in the feminist theatre it is the Gestus of showing. Diamond singles out this 

Gestus as a strategy of great importance in the struggle against what has been 

interpreted as 'the male gaze'. Drawing upon Laura Mulvey's feminist film theory of 

the 1970s, she describes this gaze as the product of representational forms which 

construct 'a specifically male viewing position by aligning or suturing the male's gaze 

to that of the fictional hero, and by inviting him thereby both to identify narcissistically 

with that hero and to fetishize the female (turning her into an object of sexual 

stimulation)'. 19 This gaze can be dismantled, Diamond suggests, by the creation of 

14Reinelt, 'Beyond Brecht: Britain's New Feminist Drama', p. 154; Diamond, op. cit., p. 89. 
15See, for example, Brecht, 'Kurze Beschreibung einer neuen Technik der Schauspielkunst, die einen 
Verfremdungseffekt hervorbringt', c. 1940, BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 646. 
16Diamond, op. cit., p. 85. 
17Reinelt, 'Beyond Brecht: Britain's New Feminist Drama', p. 158. 
18DOlan, Op. cit., pp. 108,106,112. 
19Diamond, op. cit., p. 83. See also Laura Mulvey, 'Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema', Screen, vol. 16, 

no. 3 (1975), 11-13. 
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multiple subject positions generated by the Gestus of showing: an historical subject - 
Helene Weigel, for example, plays the role of an actor/gestic demonstrator who in turn 

narrates and embodies the behaviour and gestures of a character before a spectator. 
Conventional iconicity, which laminates the subject's body to the character, is broken. 

The female body on stage becomes difficult to fetishise as there is no longer a fixed and 

stable identity controlled by one authority. Furthermore, the female subject/actor is no 

longer merely the object of the gaze but asserts her own gaze as she looks back directly 

at the spectator. She connotes not 'to-be-looked-at-ness' (the perfect fetish) but 

'lookin g- at-being- looked- at-ne ss'. 20 According to the theory, the one-way nature of 

the male gaze that specularises the female body is replaced by several separate subject 

positions including that of the spectator. 21 

Diamond's claim that the gestic subject/actor-character- spectator triad is non- 

authoritarian is based on the argument that, while the actor is 'presumed to have 

superior knowledge in relation to an ignorant character from the past', the subject 

'herself remains as divided and uncertain as the spectators to whom the play is 

addressed'. 22 Here Diamond is referring to the way the subject is divided into the roles 

of actor and character, both of which remain 'historical, processual and incomplete', 

rather than simply disappearing behind one or the other. 23 However, I would argue 

that in both theory and practice, Brecht's gestic triad tended to assert the gestic 

demonstrator as the figure of authority. On the theoretical side, this positioning is 

manifest in the way Brecht emphasises the importance of the actor's responsibility to 

society which, in turn, is embodied in the moment when the actor supplements the 

empathetic approach to the character with the Haltung of social criticism, the Haltung 

the spectator is to learn. 24 In addition, Brecht has little to say about the subject's 

display of those aspects of self which contradict or are different from those of the 

20Diamond, op. cit., p. 89. 
2'Dolan, op-cit., P. 114. 
22Diatnond, op. cit., pp. 87-88. 
23ibid., p. 88. 
24Brecht, 'Stanislawski-Studien [31', 1953, BFA, vol. 23, pp. 227-228; 'Einfiffilung', 1953, BFA, vol. 25, 

p. 439. 
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socialist commentator. The discussion of empathy recorded by Brecht during the 1953 

Katzgraben rehearsals exemplifies this point at the practical level. During the 
discussion Helene Weigel explained that when playing Courage in the final scene, 

particularly on the fine 'I must get back into business', her empathetic relationship with 
the character would be disrupted not simply by her awareness that she was a performer 
in a theatre but also by the fact that, personally, Weigel would be shocked that the 
human being she was depicting did not have the ability to learn. 25 In this case Weigel's 

response as an historical subject neatly corresponds with that of a socialist 

commentator. At no other point in the discussion are subject positions incompatible 

with a socialist outlook raised. 

Nevertheless, I would agree with Diamond when she asserts that the Gestus of 

showing can provide a very useful method for breaking down the remnants of 

conventional iconicity. The convention of iconic identity entails the practice of viewing 

the actor's body as a sign which represents its object - the character - through innate 

rather than constructed similarity. 26 In its lamination of the performer's body to that of 

a character of the same sex, traditional iconicity can perpetuate the naturalisation and 

fixing of socially constructed gender roles. The gestic performer's historicising display 

of comportment, most fully expressed in the configuration of the complexly split 

transvestite figure, not only opens up the possibility of multiple subject positions but 

facilitates the denaturalisation of oppressive ideological systems. 

1.2 Materialist Feminist Modification of the Marxist Gist 

Thus far the accommodation of Gestus into a social constructivist feminist 

theatre has been presented as relatively unproblematical. However, in actuality the 

appropriation process necessitates two modifications: firstly, the readjustment of the 

gestic eye so that it focuses on a new 'gist' in accordance with feminist interpretative 

strategies and, secondly, the modification of the performer's training and performance 

25Brecht, 'Einfiffilung', p. 440. 
26Michael Selmon, 'Reshuffling the Deck: Iconoclastic Dealings in Caryl Churchill's Early Plays', in 
Phyllis R. Randall (ed. ), Caryl Churchill. - A Casebook (New York and London: Garland, 1988), pp. 59-60; 
Keir Elarn, The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama (London and New York: Routledge, 1980), p. 21. 
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gestures. While the alteration of artistic gestures is given consideration in the latter half 

of the chapter, the following discussion concentrates on the potential and limitations of 
Brecht's gist. After comparing traditional Marxist and materialist feminist paradigms, it 

relates Brecht's gestic presentation of female oppression to the Marxist metanarrative, 
indicating those areas where, from a feminist perspective, Brecht's interpretative 

approach must be revised. 

Emerging out of feminist debates within Marxism in the seventies, materialist 
feminism has been characterised by its positive response towards the Marxist attack on 
idealism and ahistorical essentialiSM. 27 In Britain in particular, where materialist 

feminists are strongly represented and where the first network of feminist dramatists 

was drawn in great part from socialist agit-prop groUpS'28 many of the plays written by 

women, including Caryl Churchill, draw to some extent upon historical materialism. 

One of the main features of such work has been the attempt to apply the Marxist 

insistence on historical specificity and alterability to subjects such as gender, race and 

discourse. This outlook often has been regarded as contesting the universalist model of 

liberal or bourgeois feminism which tends to regard the status quo as a timeless norm, 

and female emancipation as dependent on parity with men within the existing social 

structures. Materialist feminists also criticise the essentialism of radical or cultural 

feminism, manifest in its tendency to uphold femininity as an expression of women's 

(biologically) innate essence and superiority. From the materialist point of view, this 

interpretation can lead to a destructive gender polarisation and fails to accommodate 

adequately the fact that women are of different epochs, class, race and sexuality and 

that their experiences vary accordingly. 29 This is not to suggest that materialist 

feminists abandon the problematical area of biological difference. Indeed, as the 

27Hennessey, op-cit., pp. xi-xii. 
28Michelene Wandor, Understudies: Theatre and Sexual Politics (London: Eyre Methuen, 1981), pp. 16,21; 
Helene Keyssar, Feminist Theatre: An Introduction to Plays of Contemporary British and American Women 
(London: Macmillan, 1984), pp. 15-16,21; Sue-Ellen Case, Feminism and Theatre (Basingstoke: 
Macmillan, 1988), pp. 84-85. 
29Dolan, op. cit., pp. 3-15. A similar taxonomy of feminisms is used by Sue-Ellen Case in Feminism and 
Theatre, pp. 62-94 and Michelene Wandor, Carry on, Understudies: Theatre and Sexual Politics (London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1986), pp. 130-139. 
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feminist sociologist Michele Barrett has pointed out, to do so would be to adopt an 
idealist position. 30 However, in the past their emphasis on social construction has 

often been combined with a tendency to reduce sexual difference to a recognition of 

women's reproductive capacities. More recently the preferred strategy has been to 

acknowledge the difficulties of defining the boundaries between the biological and the 

social. 31 

While historical materialism has provided a theoretical base for many feminists, 

its classical Marxist formulation has also required modification. In particular, the 

naturalist and essentialist attitudes embedded in Marx and Engels's approach to the 

sexual division of labour, and their emphasis on the forces and relations of production 

have been heavily criticised by contemporary feminists and Marxists alike. Nineteenth- 

century naturalist assumptions about biological difference and heterosexuality haunt 

Marx and Engels's claim in The German Ideology (1845-46) that the original sexual 

division of labour was nothing but the division of labour in the sexual act which in turn 

led to the 'natural' division of labour within the family, women being designated to 

household work and men to the gathering, hunting and cultivation of the means of 

subsistence. 32 In The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State (1884), 

which continued to dominate the European socialist understanding of gender relations 

well into the middle of the twentieth century, Engels reiterated the division of labour 

argument. 33 Upon this assumption he constructed a theory about the oppression of 

women, attributing it to changes in the mode of production which led to the usurpation 

of the dominant household means of subsistence and to the ascendancy of the male 

sphere of production, private property, class relations, patrilineal inheritance and the 

30Mich6le Barrrett, Women's Oppression Today: The MarxistlFeminist Encounter, 2nd ed. (London: Verso, 
1988), p. 74. 
3libid., 

pp. xxiv-xxviii. 
32Marx and Engels, Collected Works, vol. 5, pp. 33,43,44,46 as quoted in Lise Vogel, Marxism and the 
Oppression of Women: Toward a Unitary Theory (London: Pluto, 1983), p. 50. 
33Frederick Engels, The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State, trans. Alec West (London: 
Lawrence and Wishart, 1972), pp. 113,119. Engels combines a condemnation of female subordination in 

patriarchal marriage with an archaic and negative vision of homosexuality: ' ... 
but this degradation of the 

women was avenged on the men and degraded them also, till they fell into the abominable practice of sodomy 
and degraded alike their gods and themselves with the myth of Ganymede'. ibid., p. 128. 
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subordination of women within the patriarchal family. 34 In the 1980s feminists were 

still challenging the notion of a 'natural' division of labour, not only pointing to the 

anthropological inaccuracy of the description of gender roles and its heterosexual bias 

but criticising the Marxist vision of history as exclusively oriented around production, 

the so-called male sphere of activity. 35 

For feminists, one of the negative implications of the classical Marxist 

onentation around production is the prioritisation of forces and relations of production 

over the mode of reproduction of labour power and a concomitant stress on class 

struggle at the expense of gender relations. While Marx and Engels described social 

life as dependent both on production and procreation, 36 they appear to have regarded 

procreation as a timeless natural process, totally subordinate to the mode of production, 

rather than a social structure subject to conscious intervention. 37 By contrast, feminists 

have insisted on the historical specificity and alterability of reproduction and the way its 

social management creates and reproduces the familial and gender ideology so crucial to 

the maintenance of production relations. Moreover, they have asserted the 'relative 

autonomy' of these ideologies, the fact that even when the mode of production is 

altered, as in the case of the Soviet Union, Cuba and China, patriarchal relations and 

forms of sex-gender discrimination invariably prevail. Barrett has suggested that while 

4 relative autonomy' as a concept requires further exploration and definition, it does 

involve 'the specification, for a given social historical context, of the limits to the 

autonomous operation of ideology'. 38 

The feminist assault on classical Marxism has contributed to the post-Brecht 

revision of what constitutes the material base of society and a re-emphasis on the 

determining power of superstructural elements. The dualism of the base/superstructure 

34ibid., pp. 117-120. See also Vogel, op. cit., pp. 82-83. 
35Moira Maconachie, 'Engels, Sexual Divisions and the Family', University of Kent at Canterbury, 
Women's Studies Occasional Papers, no. 1 (1983), 10-12. 
36Engels, op. cit., pp. 71-72; Vogel, op. cit., p. 63. 
37Vogel, op. cit., p. 90; Susan Himmelweit, 'Reproduction', in Tom Bottomore (ed. ), A Dictionary of 
Marxist Thought, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991), p. 471. 
38Heidi Hartmann, 'Summary and Response: Continuing the Discussion, in Lydia Sargeant (ed. ), The 

Unhappy Marriage of Marxism and Feminism: A Debate on Class and Patriarchy (London: Pluto, 1981), p. 
364; Barrett, op. cit., p. 97. 
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model has been challenged through assertions that gender, familial and racial ideology 

are significant determinants of the capitalist division of labour and, as such, cannot be 

isolated from the relations of production. 39 Marx himself insisted on the reciprocal 

influence between base and superstructure and acknowledged the relative autonomy of 

the latter. Indeed as Raymond Williams has emphasised, the notion of reciprocity was 

central to Marx's materialist campaign against the separation of consciousness from 

material social procesSeS. 40 However, his characterisation of productive forces as the 

dominant determinant and his 'undeveloped' discussion of ideology has often obscured 

this reciprocal assertion. 

What is meant here by 'undeveloped' discussion of ideology is the tension in 

Marx and Engel's work between different conceptualisations of ideology. On the one 

hand, they presented it negatively as a distortion of thought which stems from and 

conceals contradictory and inverted reality for the benefit of the dominant class, helping 

to maintain current relations of production. Yet there are also traces of a more neutral 

concept of ideology in their work, one manifest in those moments where ideology is 

presented as an all-encompassing superstructural sphere. In these instances, ideology 

appears to be the totality of forms of social consciousness, including the general 

process of the production of meanings and ideas. 41 Feminists and contemporary 

Marxists have highlighted this interpretation of ideology, stressing that sense-making 

practices constitute central and material social processeS. 42 Lenin's economistic 

presentation of ideology has also been challenged by feminists. Not unlike Brecht, 

Lenin emphasised the way ideas are connected with a particular class, both the ruling 

class and the proletariat. The feminist reply to this class focus has been to expose ideas 

connected with gender and race divisions. Influenced by Althusser's notion that all 

ideology has the function of 'constituting' concrete individuals as subjects ready to play 

39Barrett, op. cit., pp. 98,99; Mich6le Barrett and Anne Phillips, 'Introduction', in Michele Barrett and 
Anne Phillips (eds. ), Destabilizing Theory: Contemporary Feminist Debates (Cambridge: Polity Press, 

1992), p. 4. 
40Raymond Williams, Marxism and Literature (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), pp. 78,59. 

4lWilliams, op. cit., p. 55; Jorge Larraine, 'Ideology', in Bottomore (ed. ), op. cit., pp. 249-250. 
42Hennessey, op. cit., p. 14; Williams, op-cit., p. 70. 
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their role within the system of production relations, feminists have also stressed that 

reproduction should not be understood simply as relations of maintenance and 

procreation but as the reproduction of submission to the rules of the established 

order. 43 

More recently materialist feminists have acknowledged that even a revised 

theory of ideology may not satisfactorily accommodate psychic determinants involved 

in the formation of sexual difference and gender identity. 44 Consequently some 

feminists have attempted to combine psychoanalytical with social constructivist 

strategies or simply to accept psychic explanation as an 'alternative system of 

determination 1.45 Sandra Harding, for example, combines a critique of the material 

conditions of infant care with a psychoanalytic explanation for the undervaluing of 

women, attributing it to the fact that women are invariably the first person from whom a 

child separates and individuates itself. 46 

If materialist feminists have appropriated the Marxist stress on the contribution 

of material conditions to the constitution of oppressed and marginalised subjects, they 

have also sought to revise the Marxist prioritisation of certain determinants. New 

emphases have been placed on reproduction, domestic labour, gender and race 

relations, while the base/superstructure dichotomy has been challenged by a feminist 

insistence on both the relative autonomy of gender ideology and its interconnection with 

the relations of production. As their response to psychoanalytic strategies suggests, 

some feminists have also criticised the Marxist tradition for treating subjectivity in 

behaviourist fashion as simply the product of socialisation. 47 

43Louis Althusser, 'Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses (Notes towards an Investigation)% in Louis 
Althusser, Essays on Ideology (London: Verso, 1984), pp. 6,45; Larraine, op. cit., p. 251; Barrett, op-cit., 
pp. 37-38. 
44Barrett, op. cit., p. xxx. 
45Jill Dolan, 'Personal, Political, Polemical: Feminist Approaches to Politics and Theatre', in Graham 
Holderness (ed. ), The Politics of Theatre and Drama (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1992), p. 49; Barrett, op. cit. 
46Sandra Harding, 'What is the Real Material Base of Patriarchy and CapitalT, in Sargeant (ed. ), op. cit., pp. 
139,146. 
47Barrett, op-cit., P- xxv. 
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1.3 Brecht's Application of Gestus to Gender Issues 

Brecht's presentation of female roles and relations cannot be reduced simply to 

a reflection of the Marxist tradition. Debates continue to rage over the extent to which 

not only Brecht's life but his creative writings, especially prior to 1926, also reflect a 

complicity with the misogynistic and homoerotic Wilhelminian status quo, an 

interpretation recently advocated most vigorously - if with a generally acknowledged 

lack of scholarly rigour - by John Fuegi. 48 However, after 1926 Brecht's writings and 

his application of Gestus to the presentation of women in performance are undeniably 

pervaded by Marxist notions about the subordination and emancipation of women. ne 

appearance of this strain of thought is attributable to numerous influences, especially 

the impact of Brecht's sustained interaction and collaborative work with three female 

socialist writers - Ruth Berlau, Margarete Steffin and Elisabeth Hauptmann, all of 

whom combined an interest in gender issues with a notion that female emancipation 

was connected to the advent of socialism. 49 

Brecht's writings on politics reveal a theoretical allegiance to the Marxist 

explanation of the sexual division of labour and to the notion that economic and 

technological change is the key to the liberation of humankind. Engels's argument that 

the patriarchal pairing marriage is the product of private property relations echoes 

throughout Brecht"s negative portrayals of bourgeois wives, fiances, weddings, 

marriages and family life. 50 In 1926 Brecht claimed that his main concern in the 

48Fuegi, op-cit., pp. 25,172. For a different presentation of similar issues see Case, 'Brecht and Women: 
Homosexuality and the Mother', pp. 62-74. See also footnote 5. 
49Ruth Berlau was an active campaigner for both socialism and women's rights. According to Fuegi, her 
indictment of male-dominated society and her understanding of socialism as a pathway to equality in love and 
work are represented in her novel Videre (1935) and her volume of stories Every Animal Can Do It (1940). 
See Fuegi, op. cit., pp. 331,367. From Brecht's record of his involvement in the completion of Every 
Animal Can Do It, it is apparent that he interpreted aspects of its subject matter - such as widespread frigidity 

amongst women - in Marxist fashion as a critique of the bourgeois destruction of sexuality. See Brecht, 13 
August 1938 in Brecht, Arbeitsjournal, vol. 1, ed. Wemer Hecht (Frankfurt on Main: Suhrkamp, 1973), p. 
20. Margarete Steffin also promoted women's rights, translating Videre into German and openly questioning 
Brecht's interest in Confucius, whose attitude towards 'the woman's question' she described as extremely 
reactionary. See Brecht, 14 January 1941, in Brecht, Arbeitsjournal, p. 227; Fuegi, op. cit., p. 366. 
According to Fuegi, Elisabeth Hauptmann upheld the socialist credo of equality for all, regarding it as the 

means to the end of not only class boundaries but gender and racial divisions. Fuegi, op. cit., p. 336. 
50Laureen Nussbaum argues that while in the early plays such as Baal, The Wedding and Drums in the Night 

these negative portrayals of bourgeois fianc6, bride and wife figures reflect a 'horror of bourgeois family 
life', the criticism of bourgeois marriage and sex relations increasingly becomes sharpened by his Marxist 

perspective. See Nussbaum, op-cit., pp. 221-231. 
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depiction of the 'love story' between Kragler and Anna in Drums in the Night had been 

the issue of property, a concern reiterated years later in his 1953 reference to the 
relation between Othello and Desdemona. 51 In his short pieces 'On the Art of Sexual 
Intercourse' and '[On the Wife's Adultery]% both written in the 1930s, he presents 
marriage as a contract for mutual exploitation of genital organs but stresses that women 
are in the more vulnerable position. Not only must poorly paid saleswomen and 

secretaries sell their sexuality in order to maintain their jobs, if not literally, then 

through the costume of sexuality, the painted lips and high-heeled shoes; even within 

marriage a woman must prostitute herself if she is to secure the means of subsistence. 52 

That woman has been the sex most frequently reduced to a commodity is explained as 

the result of her position within property relations. Brecht's repeated use of the 

prostitute figure in 'his' plays as an embodiment of exploitation is similar to Marx's 

treatment of prostitution as 'a specific expression of the general prostitution of the 

laborer'. 53 At the theoretical level, the alternative model Brecht offers is that of greater 

sexual freedom for both women and men and a non-possessive and productive 

partnership based on a shared interest. Brecht often referred to this interest as the 'third 

thing', by which he meant socialism, proclaiming that everything personal and private 

should be subordinated to it. 54 

The essentialist assumptions behind the traditional notion of a 'natural' division 

of labour surface most obviously in Brecht's response to child-rearing and female 

homosexuality. While Brecht and his co-workers may have subverted the notion that 

the ability to nurture is pre-given in the female sex, most notably through the contrast of 

Grusha and the Governess in The Caucasian Chalk Circle, their inability to question 

5'Brecht, 'Vorwort zu "Trommeln-, c. 1926, BFA, vol. 24, pp. 18-19; 'Stanislawski-Studien [6]', c. 1953, 
BFA, vol. 23, pp. 230-231. 
52Brecht, 'B 47 Über die Kunst des Beischlafs', from the 'Tuitraktate', c. 1933-35, BFA, vol. 17, pp. 145- 
147; 'Über Kants Definition der Ehe in der "Metaphysik der Sitten`, c. 1938-40, BFA, vol. 11, p. 270; 'Me- 
Ti Wurde gefragt, ob es gegen die gute Sitte verstosse', from 'Buch der Wendungen', c. 1934-40, BFA, vol. 
18, pp. 126-127; '[Bert Brechts Meinung über Eifersucht]% Novernber/December 1928, BFA, vol. 21, pp. 
258-259. 
53Marx and Engels, Collected Works, vol. 3, p. 295 as quoted in Vogel, op. cit., p. 44. 
54Brecht, 'Die dritte Sache', c. 1937-8 in Tuch der Wendungen', BFA, vol. 18, p. 173; Brecht, 'An Ruth 
Berlau', 10 March 1950, in Brecht, Briefe, p. 637. 
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sexist arrangements of childcare has repeatedly drawn the attention of feminist critics. 55 

Alisa Solomon has presented the counter-argument that it is ludicrous to look to Brecht 

for 'desirable behaviors modelled on stage' which the feminist spectator can identity 

with as his 'challenges to social arrangements come through epic process, not through 

traditional dramatic show-and-tell' or identification with heroes/heroines. 56 However, 

this argument does not account for the fact that Brecht did employ reconstructive 

strategies, exemplified, in its crudest form, in the depiction of the female tractor driver 

in the utopian prologue to the Chalk Circle, but simply did not apply them to the 

demonstration of male involvement in childcare. The sorts of male nurturing behaviour 

demonstrated in the Brecht Collective's works, such as agricultural cultivation in the 

Chalk Circle prologue or educational instruction in the case of Galileo and young 

Andrea, do not challenge the traditional division of labour. 57 The association of women 

with the ability to nurture the future and the positive reinforcement of this ability is also 

manifest in the Brecht Collective's string of communitarian mothers, from Pelagea 

Vlassova and Sehora Carrar, to Kattrin and Grusha. 58 With regard to sexuality in the 

theatre, while hornoeroticism was briefly addressed in some of the plays and 

productions, the Brecht Collective tended to present female heterosexuality as given. 59 

The potential and limitations of Brecht's gestic treatment of motherhood in 

performance are illustrated in his rehearsal during 1954 of the episode in the Chalk 

55Lennox, op. cit., p. 92; Case, 'Brecht and Women: Homosexuality and the Mother', p. 66. 
56Solomon, op. cit., pp. 52-53. Sabine Kebir argues in a similar vein that critics have ignored Brecht's use 
of the pedagogical technique of forceful negative examples. See Kebir, op. cit., p. 298. 
57Brecht's tendency to regard childcare as a natural female role, pervades his suggestions for the world peace 
conference in 1954 which, in keeping with the stance of the Communist Party in the Soviet Union in the 
1940s, contain the assumption that it is women who are responsible for ensuring the education of their 
children. Brecht, 'Gerede Brecht (gehalten auf dem WeItfriedenskongress in Berlin, am 28. Mai 1954) Ein 
Vorschlag', BFA, vol. 23, p. 280; Women and Communism: Selections from the Writings of Marx, Engels, 
Lenin and Stalin (Westport Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1973), p. 85. 
58Bemard Fenn, Characterisation of Women in the Plays of Bertolt Brecht (Frankfurt on Main: Peter Lang, 
1982), pp. 140,145,149,175; Case, 'Brecht and Women: Homosexuality and the Mother', p. 73; Lennox, 
op. cit., p. 86. Lennox characterises the ability to nurture the future as a negative willingness to be 
instrumental ised. 
591n interview with John Fuegi, the lesbian actress Angelika Hurwicz reputedly stated that neither Brecht nor 
Weigel were able to deal openly with homosexuality. See Fuegi, op. cit., p. 539; Case, 'Brecht and Women: 
Homosexuality and the Mother', p. 67; Darko Suvin argues that the male relationships in Brecht's early 
plays cannot be interpreted as erotic, and hence they are not homosexual. For him erotics is bisexual in 
Brecht's works. Unfortunately Suvin states rather than supports his argument. See Suvin, 'Brecht: Bearing, 
Pedagogy, Productivity', Gestos, vol. 5, no. 10 (1990), p. 24. For reference to homoeroticism in Trumpets 
and Drums see section 2.2 of this chapter. 
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Circle where the Governess flees from the palace after her husband's regime is 

overthrown. According to Hans Bunge's rehearsal notes, the episode in question was 
given the gestic title 'The Governess leaves her child behind'. 60 Brecht spent 
considerable time deliberating over the type of gesture which could be used to create the 
Gestus of abandonment. When asked whether the Governess should be carried away 
by the Adjutant after fainting - which would minimise her responsibility for abandoning 
Michel - Brecht replied by referring to the point of the fable, the fact that it was not a 

moral tale about the punishment of a bad mother but was designed to show that a child 

should be kept by the mother that is better for it. The fable presents Grusha as the 

better mother because she is creatively productive, not only caring for the child's 

material needs but teaching him how to communicate and interact in a non-hierarchical 

friendly manner. As Suvin puts it, Grusha does not simply love with the Haltung of a 

biological producer but with that of a social enabler. 61 Referring to the fable, Brecht 

stated that it was relatively unimportant whether the Governess fled of her own 

initiative or was carried away. Three weeks later he altered his position, suggesting 

that the fainting option was preferable as it placed less emphasis on the guilt of the 

Governess, making judge Azdak's decision to award the child to Grusha more 

unexpected and interesting. However, Bunge notes, surprisingly Brecht again changed 

his mind, finally opting for the gesture of flight. Bunge criticised this choice of gesture 

as he felt it turned the issue into a psychological decision between good and bad. For 

him, the gesture of fainting was more suitable for illuminating the class struggle issues 

at hand. 62 It could be argued, from one angle, Brecht's final decision is more 

subversive of gender roles as it does help to make a clear distinction between the 

Governess as biological woman and the myth of the innate mother. Nevertheless, in 

this scene the disruption of the notion of female mothering behaviour as innate is 

somewhat overshadowed by Brecht's major concern: his criticism of the class- 

determined individualist and non-productivist behaviour of the Governess. 

60Hans Bunge, Der kaukasische Kreidekreis, diary of a production, 29 April 1954, BBA 944/98. 
61 Suvin, op. cit., p. 24. 
62Bunge, Der kaukasische Kreidekreis, diary of a production, 19 May 1954, BBA 945/19. 
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The recurring phenomenon of the Gestus of biological submission to 
heterosexual desire is one vivid manifestation of the way the Ensemble tended to 

naturalise heterosexuality. The erotic relations involving Matti the Chauffeur in Puntila 

and his Servant Matti are typical of this phenomenon. His Casanova overtures to Fina 

the parlourmaid when they are alone together in the kitchen are met with immediate 

acquiescence. According to the rehearsal notes for the 1951 production, after Matti 

motioned her to come and sit on his knee, patting his knee twice with the Gestus 'I 

won't ask twice, only once', the actress playing Fina was directed to follow his 

command automatically. After drying her hands she walked stiffly, as if 

unintentionally, over to 'her fate'. One anonymous rehearsal note described Fina's 

behaviour as being attributed to the power of the male Casanova: 'she goes because she 

MUSt'. 63 Later the tables are reversed when Matti finds himself briefly in the thrall of 

the landowner's daughter, Eva, who entices him to join her on a romantic evening of 

crab fishing. Matti was to be depicted as aroused by her seductive vamp Haltung and 

the actor was instructed to show clearly the moment when Matti goes weak at the knees 

[see Plate 11, i in Chapter One]. 64 It could be argued that in both instances the Gestus 

functions as a humorous defamiliarisation of exploitative sexual relations: Matti's 

patronising chauvinism on the one hand and Eva's manipulation of her class-based 

dominance on the other. 65 Yet while hierarchical and exploitative sexual relations may 

be held up for scrutiny, the underlying heterosexual stimulus-response model appears 

to be given 'natural' status. 

Not only the essentialist assumptions but the economistic tendencies within the 

Marxist tradition leave their mark on Brecht's work, especially in the way he and his 

63Herr Puntila und sein Knecht Matti, rehearsal notes by Berliner Ensemble co-workers, 13 September 1951, 
10 October 1951, BBA 1599/34,86. 
64Egon Monk et al. Herr Puntila und sein Knecht Matti rehearsal notes, 26 October 1949, BBA 1598/64; 
Herr Puntila und sein Knecht Matti, rehearsal notes by Berliner Ensemble co-workers, 29 September 1951, 
1599/59. 
65The directorial interpretation of this scene laid emphasis on the way Eva uses Matti for her own 
amusement. Eva's exploitative behaviour was described as typical of the propertied classes who want to take 
from the propertyless without giving anything in return. The actor playing Matti was instructed not to create 
any sense of erotic tension during the scene, but to respond with the servile Gestus 'I'll even sleep with you if 
it's an order. Ruth Berlau, Puntila notes, BBA 1950/16; Egon Monk et al., 27 September 1949 and 26 
October 1949, BBA 1598/50,65. 
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Co-workers repeatedly subordinated gender and race issues to the class struggle. In his 

writings on the base/superstructure model and economic determination, Brecht hovers 
between asserting reciprocal influence and a mechanical materialist notion of 
determination. Traces of the concept of reciprocity are to be found in his insistence that 
dialectical thinking should be regarded as part of technology and hence as a productive 
force. 66 However, in his eagerness to avoid the pitfalls of idealism, Brecht often went 
to the opposite extreme, upholding the notion that an individual's ideas were 
'essentially determined by the economic situation and by the class he belongs to, 67 and 

maintaining that economic circumstances were the key to freedom, all aspects of 

culture, and even personal health. 68 

Brecht openly asserted the necessity of subordinating gender relations to class 

relations in a statement of 1928 where he proclaimed that the emphasis in bourgeois 

theatre on the contest between men over a woman was to be replaced by a more 

important conflict - the class struggle. 69 The treatment of race relations in Round 

Heads and Pointed Heads (1933/1938), the only play by the Brecht Collective in which 

(Nazi) racial theory is given a central position, also prioritises the class struggle. After 

depicting racial categories as a social construct, the play then reduces them to a tactic for 

diverting attention away from the real conflict, between peasant leaseholders and 

wealthy landowners, and a strategy for uniting a community into an imperialist war 

machine whose purpose is to ensure the world-wide hegemony of capitaliSM. 70 That 

66Brecht, 'Thesen zur Theorie des Oberbaus (Zweck: Die revolutiondre Bedeutung der Oberbauarbeit)', c. 
1932, BFA, vol. 21, p. 571. 
67Brecht, 'An Johannes R. Becher', early 1935, in Brecht, Briefe, p. 232; Brecht, Letters 1913-1956, trans. 
Ralph Manheim, ed. John Willett (New York and London: Routledge and Methuen, 1990), p. 192. 
68Brecht, '[Abhiingigkeit der Kritik]', c. 1929, '[Verantwortlichkeit 6konon-iischer Zustiinde]', c. 1932 and 
'Ober die Freiheit', c. 1932, BFA, vol. 21, pp. 334,569,580; '[Der geistige Hunger]', c. 1937 and 'Der 
Faschismus und die Jugend', c. 1937, BFA, vol. 22.1, pp. 346,349; 'An Karl Korsch', January 1934, in 
Brecht, Briefe, pp. 195-196. Brecht's antipathy towards the psychoanalytic business generated his crudest 
polemics on economic determination, leading him to suggest that employment rather than psychoanalysis 
was the solution to the neuroses of the poorer classes. See 'Briefe an einen erwachsenen Amerikaner', c. 
1944, BFA, vol. 23, p. 47. 
69Brecht, Tijr das Programmheft zur Heidelberger Auffiffirung', 24 July 1928, BFA, vol. 24, pp. 27-28. See 
also Brecht's comments to Stemberg in the winter of 1926-7 as quoted in Fuegi, op. cit., pp. 171-172. 
70Brecht, '[Zur Kopenhagener Auffiffirung]', November 1936, BFA, vol. 24, p. 204; Brecht, Hanns Eisler, H. 
Emmel, Elisabeth Hauptmann, Margarete Steffin, 'Die Rundk6pfe und die Spitzk6pfe oder Reich und Reich 

gesellt sich gem', 1938, BFA, vol. 4, p. 259. In an essay on Fear and Misery of the Third Reich Brecht 

characterises the metamorphosis of class struggle into racial warfare as the Fascist's slogan. See Turcht und 
Elend des dritten Reiches', autumn 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 474. 
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Brecht, during his exile in America, again wished to tackle racial issues is suggested by 

his letter of 1945 to the German designer and director, Leo Kerz, in which Brecht 

encourages Kerz to organise a production of Sezuan, suggesting a negro cast and a 

Jamaican setting. 71 However, from this brief letter it is impossible to ascertain whether 

Brecht would have approached the relation between race and class any differently. 

At the Berliner Ensemble the economistic nature of the company's approach to 

the determinants of female behaviour and patriarchal relations is exemplified in the 

recurring Gestus of submission to the religious ideology of the dominant class. The 

characterisation of Galileo's daughter Virginia, during the Life of Galileo rehearsals in 

1956, and of Frau Grol3mann, in the 1953 Katzgraben production, not only constitute 

vivid denunciations of patriarchal oppression but illustrate how Gestus was used to 

indict ruling class ideology. When rehearsing the scenes between Galileo and his 

daughter, played by Ernst Busch and Regine Lutz, respectively, Brecht was keen to 

show that Galileo had contributed to Virginia's demise into a bitter nun-like spinster 

and spy for the Inquisition by denying her a scientific education and turning her to the 

church instead. 72 In Scene 3 where Virginia asks her father whether she can look 

through his telescope, Brecht instructed Busch to show genuine interest when he asks 

'WhyT and then, after she can find no answer, to literally 'write her off' (Brecht uses 

the verb abschreiben) as a typically superficial girl and to send her on her way to early 

morning mass. Brecht interpreted the episode as the moment Galileo loses an 

opportunity to gain a co-worker. 73 Busch found it extremely difficult to respond to 

Virginia's request in this way; luckily his task was made easier by Lutz who showed 

that Virginia was merely feigning an interest in the telescope. 74 In other words, she 

presented Virginia as lacking in genuine inquisitiveness. I would suggest that the 

71Brecht, 'An Leo Kerz', January 1945, in Brecht, Briefe, p. 498. According to the end notes in the English 

translation of Brecht's letters, prior to joining Piscator in New York in 1942, Leo Kerz had been active in 
South Africa, working with the Bantu People's theatre of Johannesburg. Perhaps his experience of race 
relations there may have made him an eligible candidate for Brecht's Sezuan project. See Brecht, Letters 
1913-1956, pp. 636-637. 
72Transcription of tape-recording of Leben des Galilei rehearsals, 16 March 1956, BBA 2187/235; Brecht, 

'Aufbau einer Rolle: Laughtons Galilei', 1947-48, BFA, vol. 25, p. 33. 
73Transcription of tape-recording of Leben des Galilei rehearsals, 15 January 1956,16 March 1956, BBA 

2187/216-217,235. 
74KAthe Rtilicke, 'Der Galilel von Ernst Busch', BBA 609/112. 
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combination of Galileo's genuine interest in Virginia's request and her non-genuine 
interest in the telescope contributed to the way the episode focused more on Galileo's 

inability to foster revolution and his consequent acquiescence to the church-dominated 

status quo, than on the critique of relatively autonomous gender relations. Had Lutz 

played inquisitive intelligence, and Busch scepticism or lack of interest in her request, 

the defamiliarisation of patriarchal gender relations would have been heightened, with 
Galileo's behaviour assuming the shape of a patriarchal attempt to preserve male control 

of the (telescopic) gaze. 

After the telescope incident, and the scene in which Galileo's heretical pursuit of 

science brings an end to her engagement to Ludovico, Virginia's Haltung was to be 

presented as increasingly dominated by the Gestus of devotion to God and a lack of 
interest in the sensual world. Brecht developed this Gestus by helping Lutz to create a 

display of self-denial and puritanical repression: unkemptness, sloppy consonants and a 

shuffling gait in flat-soled shoes, each step taken only for God, were combined with 

sullen moroseness and open contempt towards her father's sinful carnality and greed. 75 

One rehearsal method which Lutz used to create Virginia's comportments and 

transition, was to study the body language of the mute female figures - the Madonna in 

particular - depicted in religious paintings. For the final entrance Brecht encouraged her 

to explore the 'wrath, the greed and the malice' found in the portraits of Breughel and 

Bosch. 76 Virginia's subjection to the role of the mute Madonna, sanctioned by 

Christian religious ideology, had precipitated her deformation. Virginia's gests present 

her as the victim of ideology. However, thanks to the combination of the telescope 

episode and Virginia's Gestus of submission to religion, that ideology was not 

presented as a relatively autonomous gender ideology so much as the outcome of 

Galileo and Virginia's acquiescence to a church-dominated ruling class. 

In the Katzgraben production, Weigel's depiction of Frau GroBmann's 

subordinate position within the household of a wealthy farmer in the young GDR, also 

75Transcription of tape-recording of Leben des Galilei rehearsals, 21 January 1956, BBA 2191/158-164. 
76Lutz, op. cit-, pp. 262-263. 
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emphasised the Gestus of submission to religious morality. She explained her 

character's subservience towards her husband as the result of a religious upbringing. 77 

In agreement with this interpretation, Brecht described Frau Grol3mann as hanging on 
her husband's every word when he spoke, for 'God has appointed him executive of the 

household management'. 78 In Act One, Weigel demonstrated the inscription of 

religious indoctrination by adopting a pious sing-song voice and by showing Frau 

GroBmann standing next to her seated husband or running around to service hiM. 79 In 

the second act of the play Weigel and Brecht altered the Gestus of subservience to one 

of 'perverse emancipation'. Frau Gro8mann no longer waited upon her husband in 

servile fashion, but sat huddled next to the oven, speaking to him in a bickering tone 

[see Plates V, i-ii]. 80 The transition was attributed to economic circumstances. Firstly, 

the fact that the GroBmanns' farm had been built on the wealth she brought to the 

marriage gave her a modicum of power. And secondly, economic changes in the GDR, 

such as the assignment of oxen to the poor farmers, had weakened her husband's 

power and status within the community, causing 'the marital shackles to give way and 

in her case let an obsession for power and revenge take its course'. 81 Brecht was also 

adamant that her miserly behaviour towards the villagers should not be rooted in a 

psychological 'chip on the shoulder' but always display her class allegiance. 

Consequently, in those moments when her husband was attempting to gain an 

advantage by duping the villagers she was to be shown united with him in 'the well- 

oiled ensemble playing of two robbers'. 82 Economic situation and class ideology were 

forcefully presented as the determinants of gender relations. 

These selected incidents from Berliner Ensemble productions testify that Brecht 

and his co-workers used Gestus in a subversive way to address gender roles, sexual 

relations and patriarchal ideology in a manner that is of continuing relevance to 

77Brecht, 'Die Weigel', 1953, BFA, vol. 25, p. 464. 
78Brecht, '1,4 und 11,3 [Die Figur der Grossbduerinl', 30 April 1953, BFA, vol. 25, p. 457. 
79Brecht, 'IL2 [Neues Arrangement der Grossbauerin]', 1953, BFA, vol. 25, p. 438. 
80ibid. 
8libid.; Brecht, 'Die Weigel', p. 464. 
8230 April 1953, BBA 963/68 (author not given); Brecht '1,4 und 11,3 [Die Figur der Gros sbduerin]', pp. 457- 
458. 
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Plate V, i Frau Gro8mann's Gestus of subservience, Katzgraben, Act 
One. 

Plate V, H Frau GroBmann's 'emancipation', Katzgraben, Act Two. 
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materialist feminists. Nevertheless, the company's employment of Gestus was limited 

by the traditional Marxist assumptions and prioritisation of certain determinants. The 

Governess's Gestus of flight may have contributed to the presentation of nurturing 

behaviour as a social construct rather than an innate characteristic of the female sex, but 

it served more to indict a class-based non-productive individualist behaviour than to 

disrupt gender roles. In the depiction of Matti's erotic behaviour, the gestures of the 

Casanova and Eva's vamp Haltung did (or feasibly could) contribute to the 

defamiliarisation of exploitative sexual relations, but in the hands of the Ensemble they 

reasserted rather than deconstructing the position of heterosexuality as the norm. 

Perhaps the gestic display which most powerfully affirms Diamond's argument that 

Gestus is an ideal medium for highlighting the mapping of ideology across both male 

and female bodies, is the presentation of Virginia and Frau Grol3mann's subordination 

to religious ideology. However, from the perspective of a contemporary materialist 

feminist, even these exemplary displays are limited by the reduction of ideology to class 

ideology. 

Brecht's Gestic Drag Figure: Showing 
Economic Determination 

2.1 The Transvestite Figure in Brecht's Work 

Having explored the potential and limitations of Gestus in terms of its gist for 

materialist feminists, I intend now to consider the subversive gestures of the female 

drag figure in Brecht's theatre. My focus is how, in their presentation of the cross- 

dressed female, Brecht and his co-workers anticipated the materialist feminist 

employment of both socio-historical comportments and the Gestus of showing. The 

gestic cross-dressed female performer provides a vivid example of the synthesis of 

these two aesthetic strategies. Her theatrical masquerade and quotation of masculinity 

and femininity highlights gender as construct rather than 'natural', and creates a sense 

of the 'pastness' of the matter being re-presented. 83 The masquerade presents gender 

83DOla. n, op. cit., p. 116. 
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conventions as 'man-made' and historical rather than eternal. The following section 

considers both the potential and lin-fitations of the employment of this exemplary gestic 
figure in Brecht's theory and practice, attending also to the issue of whether it disrupted 

conventional modes of iconicity and actor-audience relations. 

Before examining Brecht's use of female cross-dressing it is necessary to 

clarify the distinction between gestic and non-gestic transvestite display. The 

transvestite figure per se is not an exclusive feature of either Brechtian or materialist 
feminist theatre. Actors playing characters of the opposite sex, and all the other 

permutations of the transvestite figure, are a recurrent feature in theatre history. What 

distinguishes the gestic transvestite figure is its function as a critical Marxist display of 

social construction. The display incorporates a materialist feminist perspective when it 

also involves a deconstruction not only of class but gender and race systems. The 

gestic feminist drag figure is by and large a phenomenon of the twentieth century. 

Prior to this, theatre history is dominated by male impersonations of women that often 

perpetuated patriarchal hegemony. For example, on the all-male stage of the ancient 

Greek, Elizabethan, and Asian theatres, male drag figures signified women's exclusion 

from the acting profession and the public realm. 

Sue-Ellen Case has interpreted the Elizabethan use of adolescent boys to play 

female roles as a contribution to the societal denigration of women, both through the 

discrepancy in status of the young boy and his adult male counterpart and via the 

creation of an air of homoeroticism - the depiction of men making declarations of love 

to boys thinly disguised as women. Case argues that, while this eroticism may have 

challenged the heterosexual 'norm', it nevertheless upheld the homosocial code. 84 

Lorraine Helms has pointed out that it is actually very difficult to pin down the effect of 

this cross-casting. Referring to the fact that 'the convention of the boy actor has vexed 

critical speculation', Helms argues that the ideological valence of the convention is 

84Case, Feminism and Theatre, p. 22. Case acknowledges the work of Lisa Jardine in Still Harping on 
Daughters (Totowa, NJ: Barnes and Noble, 1983), p. 20 as one of the reference points for her argument. 
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actually quite ambigUOUS. 85 Although the cross-dressed boy may mark the exclusion 

of women from theatrical activity, and while in some instances it can be interpreted as 

reducing women's social roles to caricatures, it could equally be read as a celebration of 

female heroism or as a strategy for foregrounding the social construction of gender 'by 

imposing femininity on male bodies'. 86 Those instances of double cross-dressing on 

the Elizabethan stage, when the boy actor plays a female character who in the course of 

the performance disguises herself as a man, are similarly ambiguous: a case of overt 

homoeroticism, as Case suggests, or a moment in which both genders are posited as 

constructs? However, while Helm emphasises the ambiguity and elusiveness of the 

theatrical effect of transvestism on the Elizabethan stage, she concludes, in line with 

Case, that the androcentric boy actor convention 'resonates with the cultural practices of 

a patriarchal society in which women shared their children's disenfranchisement'. 87 

Another cross-dressing tradition within European theatre regarded with some suspicion 

by feminist critics, has been the male impersonation of women for the purpose of overt 

comic ridicule. For example, the nineteenth-century English panto Dame, a male actor 

dressed as an old and ugly woman - has been described as a method of containing 

female rebellion by ridiculing departures from the acceptable. 88 

When women have been allowed onto the mainstream European stage, their 

impersonations of men, such as in the 'breeches parts' of Restoration theatre and boy 

roles on the Victorian stage, have tended to offer an opportunity for versatility of acting 

style and the performance of masculinity and power rather than for sustained social 

analysis and criticism of traditional hierarchical systems. 89 Here I do not wish to 

85Lorraine Helms, 'Playing The Woman's Part: Feminist Criticism and Shakespearean Performance', in Case 
(ed. ), Performing Feminisms, Feminist Critical Theory and Theatre, p. 197. 
86ibid. 
87ibid. A similar instance to that of Elizabethan theatre is the replacement of women by castrati in European 

opera, a replacement which occurred as a result of the church's ban on women performing in public. Lesley 
Ferris has pointed out that most of the boys who became castrati were of poor backgrounds, their parents 
being forced for economic reasons to 'sell' them to the musical academies. See Lesley Ferris, 'Introduction: 
Current crossings', in Lesley Ferris (ed. ), Crossing the Stage: Controversies on cross-dressing (London and 
New York: Routledge, 1993), pp. 15-16. In this instance, class and gender relations are intertwined, both 
being the product of the cultural hegemony of empowered males. 
88Wandor, Carry On, Understudies, p. 25. 
89Lesley Feff is, Acting Women: Images of Women in Theatre (Basingstoke: Macmillan Education, 1990), 

pp. 150-152. 
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suggest that female cross-dressing has never functioned as a subversive critique of the 

dominant gender system. To do so would be to assert in ahistorical fashion that 

patriarchy and heterosexual monogamy in Europe have been and will remain eternal 

immutable monoliths. Indeed recent analyses of female cross-dressing suggest a more 

complex scenario. For example, in her article on both male and female cross-dressing 

in Renaissance theatre, Jean Howard observes that while the 'thrust' of many of the 

plays examined by her 'is toward containing threats to the traditional sex-gender 

system, this is not uniformly so'. 90 Howard describes the ideological implications of 

these plays as varying markedly and attributes this to the fact that they 'are themselves 

sites of social struggle conducted through discourse, ... produced in a cultural 

institution that was itself controversial and ideologically volatile'. 91 My main point is 

that while on occasion female, and to a lesser extent male, cross-dressing in mainstream 

theatre may have been transgressive, it generally did not function as part of a sustained 

critique of the status quo. What marks the Brecht Collective's use of the female drag 

figure as gestic is the way it systematically denaturalises numerous material conditions 

and ideological systems oppressive to women. 

Transvestism is an intriguingly recurrent feature in the work of the Brecht 

Collective. As far as I am aware, the first instance of cross-gender play in Brecht's 

theatre was in the 1924 Munich production of his and Lion Feuchtwanger's adaptation 

of The Life of Edward H of England where, much to the horror of the Chamber 

Theatre's Management, he cast the Latvian Asja Lacis as young Edward. Lacis claims 

that the casting decision was based on her appearance. 92 In his memoirs the theatre 

manager, Rudolf Frank, described Lacis's performance as that of a 'non-actress', and 

one characterised by the type of comical defamiliarising effect created when Lacis 

pointed her finger at Mortimer and said M6rder ('murderer') with such a heavy accent 

90See Jean E. Howard, 'Cross-Dressing, The Theater, and Gender Struggle in Early Modem England', in Feff is 

(ed. ), Crossing the Stage: Controversies on cross-dressing, p. 30. 
91 ibid. 
92Heinz-Uwe Haus, 'In Memoriam Asja Lacis', The Brecht Yearbook. Brecht: Women and Politics, vol. 12 

(1983), p. 143. 
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that it sounded like merde! 93 Unfortunately, Brecht does not seem to have recorded the 

reasons for his decision in detail. Yet given that the play does indeed confront aspects 

of sex-gender construction through its presentation of Edward and Gaveston's butch- 

femme role playing, 94 it is possible that Brecht's use of cross-casting had greater 

resonance in terms of gender ideology than simply being an amusing shock effect. 

After his immersion in Marxism, Brecht's employment of the drag or cross- 

gender figure is typified by a keen awareness of its potential as a defamiliarising effect 

and gestic tool for highlighting gender as social construction. His post-1926 oeuvre 

contains a long string of female protagonists and performers who display the ability to 

mimic masculine comportment and skills. These characters include: the prostitute who 

assumes the persona of a male tobacco dealer and is given the status of the central 

protagonist in Sezuan; 95 the actress Helene Weigel dressed in jackboots and trousers 

for the role of Widow Begbick in the 1928 Berlin premiere of Man Equals Man; the 

woman who masquerades as her husband after he has died in order to take the job 

promised to him in Brecht's short story c. 1933 The Job, In the sweat of thy brow shalt 

thoufail to earn thy bread; the female member amongst the four Communist Agitators 

in The Measures Taken who is involved in re-enacting the behaviour of the male Young 

Comrade; and Victoria from the Berliner Ensemble's Trumpets and Drums production 

in 1955, who, when denied access to Captain Plume due to her father's financial 

concerns, dresses as a man and successfully gains entrance to the British army in order 

to be closer to her 'beloved'. 

2.2 Trumpets and Drums: The Gestus of the Coloniser 

In addition to revealing gender as an artificial construct, Brecht and his co- 

workers often used the transvestite figure in gestic fashion to expose the restrictive and 

undesirable nature of this construct, particularly with regard to conventional notions of 

93John Fuegi, Bertolt Brecht: Chaos, According to Plan (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 

pp. 29,22-23. 
94Case, 'Homosexuality and the Mother', pp. 70-71. 
95The prostitute figure is central to the earlier fragments upon which the play is thematically based - 'Fanny 
Kress' or 'The Prostitutes' only Friend', c. 1927, and Love is the Goods (Die Ware Liebe), c. 1930. See 
Brecht, BFA, vol. 6, pp. 280-281. 
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masculinity. Carl Weber has pointed out that in the Ensemble's production of 
Trumpets and Drums, one of the drag role's main functions was to problematise 
habitual and 'customary' male behaviour. An aspect of this behaviour foregrounded in 

both the playtext and the production is the tendency of males, particularly those 

connected with the army and law, to treat women as exploitable commodities to be 

colonised. The sexual abuse of women by members of the army is comically 

defamiliarised when Victoria, dressed as Sergeant Wilful, fails to 'sleep' with the 

gullible peasant Rose she has 'ensnared'. That sexually aggressive masculinity is a 

socially acquired rather than innate trait was perhaps reinforced by the fact that Lutz 

played Wilful as a 'quite attractive, slightly funny teenage boy'. 96 The comportment of 

the male teenager can be interpreted not only as a device for showing how Victoria 

gradually acquires male behaviour and gait but for illuminating how a young man, too, 

will learn this behaviour under the influence of a society which encourages male 

colonising tendencies [see Plate V, iii]. 

The transvestite figure in Trumpets and Drums not only exposes colonialist 

behaviour but contributes to the Brecht Collective's presentation of women as a group 

repressed by a society which empowers the coloniser. Instances of female cross- 

dressing in the Brecht oeuvre invariably demonstrate how women of different historical 

periods and classes - from Shen Te, the Chinese prostitute, to Victoria, the daughter of 

a judge in Shrewsbury - require the status of an empowered male, either at the basic 

level of economic survival or in order to pursue their sexual desires. This function of 

the cross-dressed female becomes more apparent when compared with its male 

counterpart. In the case of Sergeant Kite in Trumpets and Drums, a rare instance of a 

male drag figure in Brecht's work, the transvestite 'disguise' does not unmask a 

gender-based vulnerability. 97 Sergeant Kite's decision to dress as a flower woman- 

96This was one of the descriptions Carl Weber offered me in his written response of 12 November 1995 to 
some of my questions about the cross-dressed figure in the production. I am grateful to Weber for drawing my 
attention to this much neglected instance of transvestism. 
97The same could be said for the cross-dressed male in the 1933 production of The Seven Deadly Sins, for 

which Brecht cast a bass in the singing part of the Mother. Klaus V61ker, Bertolt Brecht: Eine Biographie 
(Reinbek near Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1976), p. 197; Solomon, op. cit., p. 51. As the mother (along with the 
other members of the family, the father and two sons) is responsible for burdening Anna I and H with 



Plate V, Hi Victoria/Sergeant Wilful learns how to smoke from Captain 
Plume, Trumpets and Drums, Berlin 1955. 
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cum-fortune teller is necessitated by his obligation to recruit soldiers for the British 

army rather than a need to escape sex-gender oppression. According to photos of the 

production held in the Berliner Ensemble archive, Kite constructed a comic pantomime 
figure of an obese ageing woman, clutching a walking stick, with her clothing 
billowing out in the grotesque fashion of Madame Starhemberg in Mother Courage and 
her Children. Flis face was barely concealed by a large-brimmed hat. Weber points out 

that Kite's drag-role fails miserably 'not merely because it is clumsily performed but 

also because it isn't motivated by sexual or any other strong desire' [see Plate V, iV]. 98 

The radical potential of the Brecht Collective's female drag figures is somewhat 

tempered by an essentialist assumption of heterosexuality as the norm for women. This 

is not to say that Brecht as a playwright totally failed to question the sexual norm. In 

Edward H, for instance, the norm is estranged through the depiction of Edward and 

Gaveston's homosexuality, while in the performance of Trumpets and Drums a 'subtle 

homoerotic undercurrent' was generated in the early encounters between young Wilful 

(Victoria in disguise) and Plume, perhaps as a commentary on a male-centred 

imperialist society. 99 Yet while male hornoeroticism is problematised, the same cannot 

be said for lesbian desire. Victoria as Wilful certainly has an opportunity to 'sleep' 

with Rose, but she never practises a sexual alternative herself, remaining instead 

steadfastly heterosexual. 

Although the presentation of Victoria/Squire Wilful fails to defamiliarise female 

sexuality, it does exemplify how radical the Brecht Collective was in its attempt to 

subvert the traditional mode of representation. This attempt already contains many of 

the features promoted by Diamond in her 1988 proposal for a theatre- specific feminist 

disruption of conventional iconicity. In her memoirs, Lutz provides a graphic 

illustration of how Brecht multiplied the subject positions she was to play through a 

costuming strategy. Initially she was instructed to consider four positions: that of 

bourgeois morality and financial demands, the casting would seem to underline the patriarchal nature of the 
petit-bourgeoisie and their capitalist aspirations rather than emphasising male vulnerability. 
98Weber, op-cit. 
99ibid. 



Plate V, iv Sergeant Kite recruits soldiers in panto Dame attire, Trumpets 
and Drums. 
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Victoria, of the narrating actress, and Squire Wilful and the young woman who plays 
Wilful. The split between Victoria and the actress was achieved, for example, by the 

alteration between Lutz showing Victoria behaving as the perfect innocent towards her 

father and then having Victoria, while remaining at her father's side, face the audience 
r__ - front on and silently express her real feelings. In similar fashion, Lutz would show the 
Squire listening appreciatively to Captain Plume's tales about his sexual exploits, and 

then turn aside to the audience in order to reveal Victoria's anger at her beloved's love 

affairs. In the early days of the rehearsal, the costume prepared for the Squire role 

consisted of a fitted suit in gleaming white with gold trim, a white rococo wig and 

tricom, and tall top boots [see Plate V, v]. When Brecht first saw Lutz in this carnival 

prince costume he was aghast, shocked by its fairytale Rosenkavalier overtones. His 

first criticism was that it was simply not realistic - how could a young woman in that 

period come by such a tailor-made costume? Instead he suggested clothing which 

could feasibly be that of Victoria's brother, ill-fitting in all respects. Subsequently Lutz 

was given huge felt knickerbockers, an expansive coat and overly large buckled shoes, 

a broad-brimmed felt hat, and a comic pirate moustache [see Plate V, vi]. 

Brecht's alteration was not based simply on the impulse towards realism. 

Rather, he saw the change as a productive opportunity to multiply the various subject 

positions. The costume not only enhanced the clumsy awkwardness of a woman who 

is learning to impersonate a male but demonstrated that the young Squire had not yet 

become a self-assured man of the world. When the Squire received the fitted uniform 

of the British army - depicted in the play as forcefully recruiting soldiers for their 

imperialist involvement in the American War of Independence - 'his' Haltung changed 

accordingly, shifting from clumsy to brash. Victoria become increasingly skilled in the 

display of superior masculinity while the military costume had given the Squire the self- 

confidence of a dare-devil philanderer [see Plate V, vii]. 100 The multiple subjects 

contributed not only to the display of gender as social costume, but also to the linking 

of imperialist politics with male colonising behaviour. 

10OLutz, op. cit., pp. 259-261. 



Plate V, v The implausible Rosenkavalier, Trumpets and Drums. 



Plate V, vi Victoria/Squire Wilful as awkward beginner, Trumpets and 
Drums. 

Plate V, vii Sergeant Wilful's display of superior masculinity 
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That Brecht was interested in disrupting the type of traditional performance 
iconicity which laminated gender to biological sex is also suggested by the fact that he 

regarded cross-gesturing as an important acting exercise. In one of Der Messingkauf 
dialogues from 1939-41, he upholds the efficacy of having a female performer play a 

man and vice versa so that behaviour which may appear common to all humans is 

revealed instead as typical of a certain gender. Brecht also adds that an actor who is not 

cross-dressed should incorporate the defamiliarised gender gestures of the cross- 
dressed performer into their presentation. 101 Brecht's development of his V-effect 

theory may in part be attributed to his own experience of cros s- gesturing, for it was 

after he witnessed a performance in 1935 by the Chinese actor Mei Lan-fang, which 
involved the enactment of women's roles in male attire, that Brecht made his first 

reference to the theory in the seminal essay 'Defamiliarisation Effects in Chinese 

Acting'. 102 

2.2 The Good Person of Sezuan: Cross-Dressing and Capitalism 

Perhaps traces of Mei Lan-fang's performance are to be found in the cross- 

dressed protagonist of Sezuan. Shen Te, a compassionate prostitute in the province of 

Sezuan, is forced periodically to adopt the persona and attire of a male businessman, 

the cousin Shui Ta, in order to ensure her survival in a capitalist market economy. 

Shen Te's act of cross-dressing shows that gender is a socially constructed costume. 

On the second occasion that Shen Te must arm herself with the trappings of Shui Ta, 

the notion of artificial construction is emphasised when the change of clothing and 

gestural codes and the assumption of the cousin's mask is enacted before the audience. 

When disguised as Shui Ta, both the female character and the actress playing her role 

demonstrate their ability to embody a powerful businessman, the epitome of 

masculinity in capitalist society [see Plate V, viii]. While Shen Te is characterised by 

her lover, Sun, as 'thickheaded"103 she also proves capable of being highly rational, 

lol-Brecht, 'B66' from 'Der Messingkauf', 1939-41, BFA, vol. 22.2, pp. 740-741. See also '[Wenn Kinder 
Erwachsene spielenl', c. 1936, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 223. 
102Editorial notes in BFA, vol. 22.2, p. 959 and John Willett's editorial notes in Brecht, BT, p. 99. 
103Brecht, Ruth Berlau, Margaret Steffin 'Der gute Mensch von Sezuan', 1938-40, BFA, vol. 6, p. 220. 



Plate V, viii Kdthe Reichel as Shen Te/Shui Ta in the Berliner Ensemble 
production of The Good Person of Sezuan in 1957 directed by 
Benno Besson. 
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calculating, and a stern figure of authority in matters of law and business. In keeping 

with Brecht's belief that humans are identities in flux rather than static entities, the text 
seems to open up the possibility that a female's destiny is not necessarily fixed by her 

anatomy. Moreover, gender polarisation is disrupted through the presence of a double 
figure who simultaneously displays both masculine and feminine physical gestures and 
behavioural traits, a display which Brecht described as the 'continual fusion and 
dissolution of two characters'. 104 

Lutz's description of the way she and Brecht approached the characterisation of 
Shui Ta during private rehearsals (for a production which was never realised), 
demonstrates the manner in which Brecht approached the construction of gender. Lutz 

writes that both she and Brecht wanted to create a believable embodiment of a man 

rather then a comical ham version. As Lutz was of small stature she suggested that 

Shui Ta always be played seated. Inspired by her idea, Brecht began to envisage the 

Haltung of a male Sitzriese, a short man with a long body who uses the posture of 

sitting - which makes him appear taller - to bolster his sense of self-importance. 

Thanks to the Chinese setting, the posture and its implications could be heightened with 

the help of a sedan chair or rickshaw. The seated position also gave the actress many 

possibilities for using her lower body to create masculine Haltungen - stretching her 

legs out, casually crossing them, placing the right foot on the left thigh, bouncing and 

stamping the feet. 105 Most of Lutz's brief description focuses on the way she and 

Brecht used gestic devices to defamiliarise the masculine behaviour of a capitalist 

businessman. For example, they decided upon a Humphrey-Bogart hat and a pair of 

sun glasses in order to show how he masters the gaze by concealing his own. Shui's 

class status was suggested by the use of a cigarette which Lutz clamped in the comer of 

her mouth, never removing or lighting it. The cigarette prop not only helped Lutz to 

effect the transition, giving her voice a nasal and at times a staccato commandeering 

104Brecht, 20 June 1940, in Brecht, Arbeitsjournal, p. 116; Brecht, Journals 1934-1955, trans. Hugh 
Rorrison, ed. John Willett (London: Methuen, 1993), p. 70. 
105 Significantly, Lutz described the Sitzriese idea as a solution to what she regarded as the 'disastrous comic 
effect' that could arise from mimicking masculine gait and stance. Her attitude suggests that she was not 
totally confident about her ability to effect the transition convincingly. Lutz, op. cit., p. 247. 
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quality, but marked Shui Ta as the tobacco king. Attention was drawn to the wealth- 
determined nature of Shui's self-confidence through the possessive polishing and 
intermittent display of a large diamond ring worn on his little finger. 106 While the 
rehearsal of the role testifies that Brecht wished to expose gender as costume it also 
shows how, as in the case of Victoria/Squire Wilful, Brecht tended to focus on the link 

between domineering masculine behaviour and the ruling class. 
The factor that limits the obviously radical potential of the gestic transvestite 

figure in Sezuan is the one-sided emphasis on economics and ruling class ideology as 

the paramount source of hierarchical gender polarisation. There is much in the text to 

support the argument, presented by Sarah Lennox, that 'the women's issue' is treated 

in one-sided fashion as 'a "secondary contradiction" within capitalism'. 107 Indeed it is 

the capitalist system which generates the necessity of the split figure in the first place. 

Shen Te creates the disguise of a male businessman so that in the dog-eat-dog world of 

the market economy she can successfully effect the transition from prostitute to petit- 

bourgeois small-time shop owner and maintain at least a subsistence level. The play 

depicts the 'achievers' in capitalist society as dependent on character traits associated 

with masculinity, such as egoistic aggressivity and rationality. These are traits 

displayed by the other successful businesswoman in the play, Mrs Mi Tzu. The Gestus 

of the bipolar character in Sezuan, and of Mrs Mi Tzu, demonstrates how patriarchal 

behaviour is born of and therefore secondary to a capitalist economic system. 

Alongside the tendency to present capitalist economics and capitalist ideology as 

the primary cause of female oppression, the use of the drag figure in Sezuan 

occasionally falls into the trap of affirming the essentialist argument that gender 

behaviour is based on innate biological and psychological traits. For example, Shen 

Te's gender behaviour and appearance is simply not subjected to the same sort of 

estrangement applied to her male counterpart. Where is the dress scene comparable to 

Shui Ta's in which her 'feminine' emotionally expressive and nurturing behaviour, gait 

106ibid., pp. 247-248. 
107Lennox, op. cit., p. 92. 
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and movements are also theatrically displayed as a construct rather than as 'natural"? 
Another technique that might have helped to defamiliarise the notion that femininity is 

'natural' in a manner equivalent to the play's theatrical estrangement of masculinity, 

would have been the casting of a male - or a number of actors of different sexes - in the 

double role or, alternatively, to have given the female performer not only a Shui Ta but 

a Shen Te mask, options the Brecht Collective do not seem to have considered. This is 

not to suggest that Shen Te's behaviour is never defamiliarised. Indeed, as Alisa 

Solomon argues, during the scene in which Shen Te changes on-stage into Shui Ta's 

costume, the actress creates an additional Gestus of showing by moving from the plane 

of speech to the more overtly artificial plane of song. In so doing the actress clearly 

demonstrates that she is impersonating both Shui Ta and the female Shen Te. 108 

However, it would seem to me that while this defamiliarising device may expose Shen 

Te as an historical and fictional construct, it does not fully disrupt essentialist 

assumptions about her gender. This is because an element of traditional iconicity is 

preserved: the resemblance between the actor's (female) body and the female character 

to which it refers is not as overtly interrupted. Furthermore, there is no indication in 

the text at this point that the estrangement of femininity itself is the focus of the display. 

Generally speaking, whenever Gestus is employed in Sezuan to demystify roles 

and institutions oppressive to women, it tends to serve the illumination of their 

economic and class implications rather than relatively autonomous gender ideology. 

One such role whose cultural connotations are scrutinised in Sezuan is that of 

motherhood. Sentimental images of the selfless and tender mother are corrected by 

showing how ruthless the petit-bourgeois Shen Te must become to protect her unborn 

son in a hostile environment. That under capitalist conditions the nurturer must of 

necessity commit acts which contradict the essence of nurturing behaviour - acts of 

deceit and selfishness - is exemplified when Shen Te, her stomach extended by the 

advanced stages of pregnancy, presents the ever-widening girth of Shui Ta as he falls 

108Solomon, op. cit., p. 45. 
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prey to his gluttony. 109 At the same time, dressed in her male disguise, Shen Te 
declares that she never wants her child to see his uncle (260). 110 The merging of Shen 

Te with Shui Ta links motherhood with business and geed and the desire to deny the 

child access to a part of his mother demonstrates the deception involved in maintaining 
the myth of the gentle Madonna. 

Yet while the Gestus of the divided persona defies the notion of an eternal 

mother, it places emphasis on the economic reasons for Shen Te's inability to live out 

the myth of the gentle Madonna rather than exploring reasons why females should be 

cast in the role of selfless child-rearers in the first place. In a speech to the audience 

Shen Te makes it quite clear that she will be forced to protect her son like a tiger 

because of the hostile environment he will enter. Moreover, the speech is prompted by 

the sight of the unemployed carpenter's son as he fishes for food in a rubbish bin. 

Solomon has pointed out that this 'tigress' speech problematises another motherhood 

myth, that of the protective animal who tenaciously defends its own offspring. The 

defamiliarising presentation of Shen Te's tigress sentiments, their placement in a speech 

written in verse form and intended as a direct address to the audience, suggests that her 

sentiments are to be critically assessed rather than wholeheartedly affirmed. "' 

Obviously the historicising Gestus is being applied to the Madonna and tigress images 

to expose them as contradictory myths fostered by capitalism, the former an ideological 

vehicle for concealing the harsh reality of the latter, itself a product of the survival-of- 

the-fittest ethos-112 However, to demystify some oppressive aspects of motherhood 

and to attribute their presence to a particular economic system is not to disrupt the 

'naturalist' assumption of a connection between the female sex and child-rearing. 113 

109Lug, op. cit., p. 8; Iris Smith, 'Brecht and the Mothers of Epic Theater', Theatre Journal, vol. 43, no. 4 
(1991), 498. 
1 1OFurther page references to 'Der gute Mensch von Sezuan', BFA, vol. 6, will be incorporated in brackets in 
the body of the text. 
III Solomon, op. cit., p. 48. 
112See also Lug, op. cit., p. 8. 
113Elizabeth Wright argues that in this episode, the bourgeois discourse of the maternal is further reinforced 
by the way Shen Te presents her unborn child to the audience. She assumes the child to be male and envisages 
his social role as that of an airman, conqueror of 'unknown mountains, inaccessible countries' and postman 
of the world. See Wright, op. cit., p. 122. As in other plays by the Brecht Collective, the proletarian woman 
- the Mother, Sefiora Carrar, Grusha - is presented as the nurturer of the revolutionary vanguard. Given this 
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The institution of marriage and the concept of romantic love receive similar 
treatment in the play to that of motherhood: all are exposed as distorted by capitalism. 
The trick of juxtaposing the more romantically inclined and sentimental Shen Te with 
the competitive survivalist attitude of Shui Ta, reveals the type of marriage sanctioned 
by capitalist society as not only a business deal but one oppressive to women. Wives 

are likened to prostitutes, saleable commodities. These themes are clarified by the 
Gestus of absence. That is, in a situation where one side of the split figure is not 

present, the true nature of such a marriage becomes particularly apparent. The episode 
in Scene 2, involving a discussion between Shui Ta and a Policeman about an arranged 

marriage for Shen Te, is one example of how the Gestus of absence functions 

throughout the play. According to the Policeman 'the authorities' have regarded the 

opening of the tobacco store with unease because they are concerned that a former 

prostitute may disrupt order. Prostitution is unacceptable, he explains, because sex is 

bought and sold. Marriage is respectable because sex is with the one you love. The 

Policeman then proceeds to suggest an arranged marriage and enthusiastically pulls out 

a notebook and pencil with which to map out the newspaper advertisement for a 

husband. To coax a 'buyer' he describes Shen Te as a profitable object: owner of a 

blooming business, attractive and pleasant (202-204). His actions negate all he has 

said about marriage: it is only to be differentiated from prostitution in that it is a socially 

sanctioned eternal slavery which more successfully veils the mechanics of property 

exchange and profit-oriented acquisition. 114 Shen Te's absence during the discussion 

of her marriage - she is obscured behind Shui Ta's mask - is noticeable and significant. 

It helps convey how in this exchange the woman is muted and manipulated by the 

power brokers. 115 Yet while the episode with the Policeman serves to demonstrate 

recurrent pattern, is it likely that the traditional gender roles presented in Shen Te's address to the audience 
were also intended for critical assessment? 
114Helmut Jendreiek, Bertolt Brecht: Drama der Verdnderung (Diisseldorf: Bagel, 1969), p. 226; Peter 
Christian Giese, "'Der gute Mensch von Sezuan". Aspekte einer Brechtschen Kom6die', in Jan Knopf (ed. ), 
Brechts 'Guter Mensch von Sezuan'(Frankfurt on Main: Suhrkamp, 1982), p. 226. 
115Shui Ta's absence at the wedding ceremony for Shen Te and Sun illuminates how the myth of romantic 
love conceals the distasteful exploitative aspects of marriage in the market economy. Convinced that she 
can redeem Sun from his selfish desire to buy a career as a pilot at the expense of herself and the family man 
he will put out of a job, Shen Te tells her guests with delight that Sun is prepared to marry her for love and 
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how the ideology of love conceals the profit motive behind marriage and the 
exploitation of women, at no stage is the historical development of the woman's 
position as the mute commodity addressed. As Wright puts it: 'What is missing from 
this analysis is an examination of the material conditions of gender behaviour outside its 

relation to class'. 116 

With regard to sexuality no alternatives to monogamous heterosexuality are 

seriously suggested. Shen Te/Shui Ta, for instance, never embodies bi-or polysexual 

yearnings. The closest the play comes to exploring Shui Ta's sexuality is when Sun 

catches him in the arms of his housekeeper Mrs Shin. Sun assumes Shui is having a 
heterosexual affair but the audience are aware that Mrs Shin knows about Shen Te's 

disguise and is merely comforting a tired and distressed pregnant woman. Sun's 

heterosexual expectations may be presented in an amusing light as the source of 

misunderstanding but they are never seriously challenged. And the prostitute Shen Te, 

who initially threatens the monogamous order by sleeping with many men, shows her 

distaste for this life, firstly, by resolving that after she has bought the tobacco shop she 

will be independent and sleep alone with no man for one year; and secondly, by stating 

and acting on her desire to devote herself to the one man she loves (207,184). While 

the play may deconstruct the bourgeois institution of monogamous marriage and 

ideology of 'true love 311, it does not disrupt the heterosexual norm for women. 

Coming to grips with the complex and perhaps contradictory presentation of 

gender and sexuality in Sezuan would require a more extensive examination of the 

entire fable and all its characters. However, an analysis of the central transvestite image 

suggests that the Marxist gestic strategy is relevant to the materialist feminist project 

settle down to a modest life in the tobacco shop. However, Sun and his mother will not let the ceremony 
begin until her cousin arrives with his 'gift'. Shui Ta has agreed to sell his cousin's shop and bring the 
proceeds to the wedding so that Sun can buy the position as a mail pilot. Shui has made this agreement on the 
understanding that the new job will give Sun the means to support Shen Te. The absence of the cousin -a key 
figure in the commodity exchange - is foregrounded by the presence of Shen Te in a wedding dress, a far 
remove from the businessman's suit. Shui's absence has great effect on the pictorial arrangement of the 
scene causing a reduction in the number of those on stage; the official paid to preside over the ceremony 
departs; the guests trickle out; only Sun, his mother and Shen Te are left sitting. Two of the remaining three 
watch the door, waiting in vain for the impossible entrance. What the gestic play with presence and absence 
physicalises is the interrelationship of economics and the ideology of romantic love. 
116Wright, op. cit., p. 121. 
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insofar as it concretises the process by which reprehensible gender systems are 
generated by bourgeois institutions and ideology. On the other hand, the application of 
the gestic display is again shown to be limited by traces of the essentialist assumptions 
and economistic tendencies of traditional Marxism. The Gestus of Shen Te/Shui Ta 

contains a contradiction between, on the one hand, observing female gender behaviour 

as socio-economic construct and, on the other, as the innate product of her biological 

role as reproducer. Moreover, the Brecht Collective's approach to the mode of 

representation, of gestural expression, also needs to be modified. For while the 

transvestite figure, both in Trumpets and Drums and Sezuan, can be viewed as a 

revolutionary subversion of traditional iconicity, the disruption is only partial. For 

even when Lutz presents Squire Wilful and the actress in Sezuan presents Shui Ta, the 

female performer remains clearly connected with the character of her own sex and 

ascribed gender, especially during her first entrance and the final 'unmasking' - the 

abandonment of the male 'disguise' and reassertion of female identity which occurs in 

both plays. Traces of the traditional lamination between actor's body and character 

prevail. 

The Feminist Gestic Performer: Showing the 
'Politics of the Personal' 

3.1 Modifying the Gestic Body 

Contemporary feminist theatre presents striking modifications in its use of 

Gestus. The broadening of the subject matter of the Gestus is accompanied by the 

exploitation of the Gestus of showing to such an extent that the lamination of the female 

body to the female character is seriously disrupted. This combination results in 

performance methods which critically expand Brecht's system of representation. 

In The Singular Life of A lbert Nobbs (197 8) by the French playwright S imone 

Benmussa, the transvestite display concretises not only the economic determinants of 

gender construction but the operation of patriarchal ideology through male control of 

representational discourse. One of the motivating forces behind the major protagonist's 

adoption of 'drag I is economic security. Albert, waiter in a Dublin hotel during the 
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second half of the nineteenth century, is the persona one woman constructs in order to 
survive in a world where her sexual desire, social status and economic means are 
restricted. Waiting offers better pay than her previous job as a chambermaid and a 
more exciting and highly regarded position. 117 As Sue-Ellen Case has stated, 
Benmussa's presentation of pay discrepancy makes gender appear 'a socio-economic 

role which determines the access one has to money'. 118 The subservient position of 
the female in a male-dominated economy is vividly captured in a gestic tableau which 

provides the final stage image of Albert. The tableau depicts Albert in 'her' death 

posture, fully attired in the costume of a waiter and frozen in the act of polishing shoes, 

a routinised work task which connotes her life-long servitude. 119 

That Albert's repression is attributable not only to an economic system but a 

patriarchal discourse is clarified by adding to the drag an omniscient and disembodied 

male voice. Her voice is repeatedly replaced by the commentary of George Moore, the 

narrator of her tale. Not only does the invisible Moore introduce and close her story 

but he invades Albert's mind-space by articulating many of 'her' replies and thoughts. 

The drag, in combination with this narrative device, physicalises the exclusion of 

females from the discourse which supposedly tells their tale. 120 The gestic eye is re- 

focused on narrative strategies which embody patriarchal relations, and the lamination 

of actor to character is radically disrupted by the audial device of the invisible 

controlling voice. 

The efforts of Sande Zeig and the French critic Monique Wittig to create a 

lesbian acting-style in which the performer combines and blurs butch and femme 

gestures is another modification of gestic acting. In her performance of Wittig's The 

Constant Journey, a depiction of a female Don Quixote toured in 1984, Zeig was 

commended by feminist critics for creating a non-gendered lesbian actor on stage. This 

117Simone Benmussa, 'The Singular Life of Albert Nobbs', in Benmussa Directs (London: John Calder, 
1979), p. 86. 
118Case, Feminism and Theatre, p. 90. 
119Benmussa, op. cit., p. 26; Diamond, 'Refusing the Romanticism of Identity: Narrative Interventions in 
Churchill, Benmussa, Duras', in Sue-Ellen Case (ed. ), Performing Feminisms: Feminist Critical Theory and 
Theatre, P-100. 
120Dolan, The Feminist Spectator as Critic, p. 103. 
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achievement was attributed to her intertwining of the gestures of slaves (women) and 
those of their slavemasters (men). While parallels can be drawn between Zeig and 
Wittig's experimentation at New York University with 'the other sex class gesture 
system'121 and the gestic gender exercises advocated by Brecht, the difference lies in 
how the two women not only problematise gender polarisation but attempt to dissolve it 

through shifting from a clarifying defamiliarisation to a blurring of the separate gesture 
codes. 

Butch-femme role-playing, a materialist feminist aspect of lesbian theatre, 
incorporates Gestus in its theatrical exaggeration of the feminine and masculine and 

then modifies the gist of gestic acting through a primary focus on sexuality and 
femininity. The cross-dressing of the lesbian performer who plays the butch presents 

penis-related posturing as a social role and not a biological birthright, and affords 

female appropriation of the male gaze for her own pleasure. 122 The femme portrays 

female gender as a masquerade, by overloading the characterisation with gestures and 

dress conventionally categorised as feminine, and through playing to a woman (the 

butch) as if she were a man, confounding the assumed heterosexuality of conventional 

'Woman' [see Plate V, iX]. 123 The notion that gender is a masquerade is underscored 

in the work of the American lesbian group, Split Britches, when they identify their 

butch-femme roles with fictionalised rather than 'real' people or literal images of 

gender. The masquerades in their Beauty and the Beast production also function to 

expose sexuality as a social construct. One feasible subtext of the fairytale - the 

repression of 'abnormal', that is, non-heterosexual sexuality and role-playing - was 

brought out by having the lesbian performer, Peggy Shaw, masquerade as the butch 

Beast while her off-stage partner, Lois Weaver, 'dolled-up' as Beauty. At a gestural 

level, the butch figure also extends the Brecht Collective's disruption of iconicity in that 

it involves not simply cross-dressing but cross-casting. 

121Case, Feminism and Theatre, p. 80. 
122Sue-Ellen Case, 'Toward a Butch-Femme Aesthetic', in Lynda Hart (ed. ), Making a Spectacle: Feminist 
Essays on Contervorary Women's Theatre (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1989), p. 291. 
123Dolan, The Feminist Spectator as Critic, p. 116. 



Plate V, ix Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw from Split Britches and butch-fernme role 
playing in Anniversary Waltz, 1989. 
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The materialist feminist performer follows in the footsteps of the gestic actor to 
the extent that s/he uses the Gestus of showing to defamiliarise reprehensible social 
relations. However, the feminist modification of interpretative strategies also 
necessitates the extension of Brecht's gestic theatrical forms. For example, the 

expansion of the Marxist metanarrative so that it incorporates an exploration of 

patriarchal signification processes, female sexual desire and the dissolution of polarised 
gesture systems necessitates a more extensive play with traditional iconicity. Clarifying 

gestic defamiliarisation is challenged by the necessity of 'blurring' devices which 

generate multiplicity and ambiguity, and the gestic disruption of the actor/character unit 

is intensified by the addition of disembodied invisible audial effects and cross-casting. 

Caryl Churchill's work takes the 'play' further, combining cross-casting with role 

doubling. 

3.2 Cloud Nine: Cross-Casting and Ideology 

Cloud Nine was written by Caryl Churchill after a period of involvement in the 

workshops organised by Joint Stock theatre company around the theme of sexual 

politics. During the workshop sessions one of the areas explored was Genet's idea that 

colonial oppression and sexual oppression are similar. When Churchill began to write 

the script the 'colonial or feminine mentality of interiorised repression' became a major 

issue. 124 While the play deals with the relation between human emancipation and 

economics, its prominent concern is the impact of imperialist gender, race and familial 

ideology on the formation of the subject, especially with regard to psychological and 

sexual behaviour. 125 Churchill employs the gestic cross-cast figure and role-doubling 

to embody personal struggles with genderisation, sexuality and racial discrimination. 

The characters in the play who are both cross-cast and cros s- generational also 

124Caryl Churchill interviewed by John Simon, 'Sex, Politics, and Other Play Things', Vogue, August 1983, 
in Linda Fitzsimmons (ed. ), File on Churchill (London: Methuen Drama, 1989), p. 46; Caryl Churchill, 
'Introduction to "Cloud Nine"', in Caryl Churchill, Plays: One (London: Methuen Drama, 1985), p. 245. 
1251n her interpretation, Itzin emphasises the play's linking of sexual repression with capitalist 
oppression. See Catherin Itzin, Stages in the Revolution: Political Theatre in Britain Since 1968 (London: 
Eyre Methuen, 1980), p. 287. 
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demonstrate how oppressive empire ideology is reproduced through apparatuses of 
control such as child-rearing. 

In her discussion of the way Churchill adds empire to the 'causal chain of 

oppression endured by sexual and political others', 126 Elin Diamond cogently argues 
that Churchill's approach in several of her plays has much in common with feminist 

theory about imperial ideology and its naturalisation of bipolar divisions. Diamond 

draws upon French feminist thought of the 1970s and its condemnation of the 

metaphorics of binary opposition which ideologically fuel empire - 'autonomous self 

and inferior other, inclusion and exclusion, power and subjection, voice and silence' 
127 and the way such binaries also uphold gender ideology. One of Diamond's 

reference points is Luce Irigaray and her theory that binary divisions constitute the 

regime of the 'self-same', a regime which takes no delight in dissimilarity and 

instability, and one which fixes the biological male and female, and the cultural 

masculine and feminine, into unchanging symmetrical opposition. Diamond notes that 

this concept is closely related to Helene Cixous's hypothesis that the man/woman 

binary forms the base of all hierarchical metaphysical oppositions - such as that 

between culture/nature, head/heart, and mind/body - dichotomous pairings in which the 

first term is privileged. Maintaining these types of opposition involves placing the 

imperial autonomous 'Self' against an 'Other' and the presentation of the Other as a 

timeless fixed entity. 128 In the case of the British Empire in Africa, which provides the 

setting for Act One of Cloud Nine, the supreme white European male constitutes the 

Self while the Blacks are marked as the inferior colonised Other. Groups oppressed by 

the white male have also included oriental people, Indians and, last but not least, 

women. 

It is particularly through the Gestus of cross-gender and cross-race casting that 

Churchill explores the connections and parallels between imperial and gender ideology, 

126EIin Diamond, 'Closing no Gaps: Aphra Behn, Caryl Churchill, and Empire', in Randall (ed. ), op. cit., p. 
169. 
127ibid., p. 163. 
128ibid., pp. 162-163; see also Toril Moi, Sexual/Textual Politics: Feminist Literary Theory (London and 
New York: Routledge, 1985), pp. 104-105. 
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between the colonised and the feminine subject. The impact on women of such 
connections is vividly demonstrated through the portrayal of Betty, the wife of a British 

colonial commissioner in Africa during the reign of Queen Victoria. In Act One Betty is 

played by a male who, in the first scene at least, wears a virginal white dress. Not only 
the casting but the manner in which s/he is introduced to the audience by 'her' husband, 
Clive, clarifies the extent to which Betty is a 'man-made' construct: 

Clive: I am a father to the natives here, 
And father to my family so dear. 
[He presents BETTY. She is played by a man] My wife is all I dreamt a wife should be, 
And everything she is she owes to me. 

Betty: I live for Clive. The whole aim of my life 
Is to be what he looks for in a wife. 
I am a man's creation as you see, 
And what men want is what I want to be. 129 

While cross-dressed Shen Te/Shui Ta is the product of economic relations, Betty is a 

figment of the male colonising mind. That the female is an object and a projection of 

this mind is conveyed by the physical absence of a woman. The extent to which Betty 

has been robbed of a subjecthood is expressed in the 'passionate' adulterous scene with 

the explorer Harry Bagley, who, unbeknown to her, is homosexual: 

Betty: Am I dangerous? 
Harry: You are rather. 
Betty: Please like me. 
Harry: I worship you. 
Betty: Please want me. (261)130 

Betty's question indicates that she looks to the male for confirmation of her existence 

and her other comments show how she subsumes her desire under his. The woman's 

role in a love scene is the passive one of being the object sought after by the male. As 

Betty and Harry are both played by men, when they embrace the narcissism and male 

homoeroticism. of the self-same is further foregrounded. Here the Gestus of the cross- 

129r.,, i Churchill. 'Cloud Nine' in Churchill. Plavs: One. a 251. 
130Further page references to Caryl Churchill's 'Cloud Nine' from Plays: One, will be incorporated in 
brackets in the body of the text. 
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cast figure physicalises the extent to which Betty is oppressed by the colonial mentality 

of white male commissioners and explorers. 

In Trumpets and Drums, Lutz's display of the transition from Squire to 

Sergeant Wilful also concretises the negative effects of colonialism. However, that 

transition attributes male colonising behaviour to economic relations - the militaristic 

activities of a capitalist society involved in a war of aggrandisement - rather than 

relatively autonomous gender ideology. Churchill, by contrast, focuses more on how 

colonising behaviour is perpetuated by the enshrinement of imperial/gender ideology in 

discourse. This emphasis is especially apparent in her gestic presentation of Betty and 

Clive's language patterns. Many of Betty's phrases echo those of Clive to the point 

that it almost seems as if he rather than she is speaking. A theme common to several of 

the repeated phrases is the opinion that desire must be suppressed for the sake of the 

empire and male conquest. Clive's stoic reply, 'We are not in this country to enjoy 

ourselves', when his wife insists on making a fuss over his blistered foot, is reiterated 

by Betty only a few minutes later when she tries to suppress feelings of loneliness by 

viewing her isolation as a form of service (253-254). The incident can also be read as a 

critique of the mind/body opposition which feminists have interpreted as central to 

Western society's dominant (patriarchal) ideology of the body. According to critics 

such as Elisabeth Grosz, this ideology is distinguished by the way it marginalises and 

fixes the body as non-historical nature and as brute animality which requires (mental) 

transcendence. Moreover, in the tradition of patriarchal binary thought, the mind is 

frequently coupled with maleness and the body with femaleness. This bifurcation 

rests, in part, on the essentialist assumption embodied in the characterisation of women 

as more corporeal and 'natural' than men because they are more visibly affected by the 

biological requirements of reproduction. 131 Clive's stoic attempt to subordinate 

corporeality to rationalist plans of conquest, just at the very moment when his blistered 

foot speaks of the interdependence of body and mind, demonstrates the operation of 

131 Elisabeth Grosz, Volatile Bodies: Toward a Corporeal Feminism (Bloomington and Indianopolis: Indiana 
University Press, 1994), pp. 4,14. 
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such binary thought. Churchill's gestic use of dialogue not only links male discourse 

with Betty's suppression but connects that discourse to an oppressive ideology of the 
body. 

'Duty' is another term and concept much bandied about by Clive which filters 

into Betty's conversation. When she encourages her governess, Ellen, to think more 

positively about marriage it makes its appearance in the following piece of advice: 
(women have their duty as soldiers have. You must be a mother if you can' (28 1). 

Besides illuminating how the family and children buttress imperial conquest, the phrase 

also reveals a blindness towards Ellen's lesbian interest in Betty, a sexual desire which 

has already been expressed very openly. The male voice of the actor playing Betty 

underlines the extent to which she is indoctrinated by man's language. Here the 

combination of gestic cross-casting with a gestic language, which foregrounds the 

suppression of women, bodily needs, and sexual desire through the binary regime, is 

used to foreground the colonisation of consciousness. 

Cloud Nine's use of Gestus to highlight colonialist ideology constitutes a 

broadening rather than a rejection of the Marxist approach to patriarchal society. 

Churchill does not altogether neglect, for example, to consider possible economic 

determinants of imperialist ideology and how they contribute to Betty's subordinate 

position. In Act Two set in London 1979, where the characters from Act One reappear 

having aged miraculously only by twenty five rather than approximately one hundred 

years, Betty decides to leave Clive and realises that in order to do so she must find a job 

and become financially independent. Her daughter, Victoria, now a middle-class wife 

and young mother, subscribes to the Marxist-inspired notion that patriarchy resulted 

from changes in property relations. However, the play does not suggest that a 

colonising mentality can simply be dispelled through the abolition of the capitalist 

private property relations which sustain it. Rather, it explores the tenacity of imperialist 

ideology in terms of its interrelationship with the psychological fear of the unknown 

Other, perpetuated by the logic and language of binary thought. Clive's attitude 

towards both women and the indigenous population of Africa is characteristic of this 
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fear. When explaining the flogging of his African stable boys to Betty in Act One, he 

speaks of his anxiety that the natives and the continent are his enemy, dangerous and 
implacable forces against which he must pitch his 'whole mind and will and reason and 

spirit' (277) in order to tame them. He goes on to describe women in a similar vein, 

referring to the family as his shield against the treacherousness of the Other sex who 
'are darker and more dangerous than men' (277). Given Clive's mindset, any 

alteration to the imperialist status quo must proceed on two fronts simultaneously: the 

economic and the ideological. Rather than presenting these two determinants in binary 

opposition to one another, with economics in the position of privilege, Cloud Nine 

attempts to demonstrate their reciprocity. 

The psychological desire to tame the dark Other and its causal relationship to the 

'colonial or feminine mentality' is expressed through the cross-race casting of Clive's 

African servant, Joshua. Genet's comparison of colonial and sexual oppression finds 

its expression in the pairing of Joshua and Betty. Both are to be played by white male 

actors, a device which signals that they are the constructs of the European male. When 

the play opens they are presented consecutively and in an equally paternalistic manner 

by Clive. Joshua's introductory patter parallels that of Betty in that it expresses total 

devotion to the master: 

My skin is black but oh my soul is white. 
I hate my tribe. My master is my light. 
I only live for him. As you can see, 
What white men want is what I want to be. (252-253) 

Class and gender are the sites of difference between the two characters. On a class 

level Betty is superior to Joshua. Yet her class-bound superiority is often undermined 

by her gender inferiority. When she complains to Clive that Joshua had responded 

rudely to her request for a book by replying that she had legs 'under that dress' and 

could fetch it herself, Clive does admonish Joshua but not without giving the person he 

refers to affectionately as 'my boy' a conspiratorial wink before he exits (2559 251). 

Above all else mateship between the men must be maintained. 
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That the creation and maintenance of bipolar gender divisions and homosocial 

society is attributable to aspects of socialisation such as child-rearing, is demonstrated 
through the cross-gender casting of Clive's son Edward. Having a woman play nine- 
year old Edward gestically physicalises how repressive gender training can be. When 
Edward is banned from indulging in behaviour categorised as feminine, the artificiality 
and reductiveness of the gender mould imposed on him is made strikingly apparent by 

the fact that the figure on stage is of course not simply one gender or the other but a 
complex hybrid. The colonial family's response to Edward's interest in his sister 
Victoria's doll concretises the process of gender construction. When Clive's children 

are paraded before him to say their good-nights, Edward carries the doll. His mother 

advises him to give it to the Governess Ellen at once, before 'Papa' notices. Later 

when the flogging takes place, Edward escapes the violent scene his father has 

encouraged him to witness by retiring indoors to play 'clap hands' with the doll. 

Aghast, his mother insists that he 'must never let the boys at school know' about his 

fetish or he will neither get into the cricket team nor grow up to be a man like his father 

(275). For this misdemeanour he is slapped by both his mother and his governess and 

then locked in the nursery until supper time. The only way Edward can defend his 

desire is to claim that he is simply 'minding' the doll for his sister. 'Minding', with all 

its overtones of controlling life and property, is regarded in Clive's world as far more 

acceptably masculine behaviour than affectionate 'playing 

In Act Two the single instance of cross-casting which occurs is also utilised to 

highlight the impact of gender training. Churchill explains her casting of a male adult in 

the role of four-year old Cathy 'to show more clearly the issues involved in learning 

what is considered correct behaviour for a girl'. 132 Cathy, the daughter of the lesbian 

Lin, is presented as the product of a transitional period in child rearing. The image of a 

little girl in a pink dress and wielding a toy gun gestically conveys the tension between 

Victorian heritage and a contemporary revolt against the strictures of traditional 

femininity. Cathy's desire to wear frocks and dress her mother in a skirt and tights is 

132Caryl Churchill, 'Introduction to "Cloud Nine"', p. 246. 
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explained by Lin as a response to peer pressure: Cathy's friends called her a boy for 

wearing jeans. In Joint Stock's first production of the play in 1979, the vestiges of the 
Victorian period were suggested not only by the dress but by giving the role to the actor 

who played Clive in Act One [see Plate V, x]. While Churchill leaves the organisation 

of the role-doubling between the two acts to the individual theatre company, she has 

mentioned her delight in this casting decision. 133 What it certainly preserves is a sense 

of the omniscience of Clive, and all he represents, during the process of subject 
formation. Cathy's gun with its loud red caps is a noisy protest against the 

victimisation of women and their relegation to the domestic sphere. One aspect of 

gender roles which the cross-cast children highlight is that the repression of 
'femininity' in both nineteenth and twentieth-century child-rearing problematically 

results in the triumph of masculinity. 

Joint Stock's casting of Cathy illustrates how Cloud Nine explosively combines 

the theatricality of cross-casting, transvestism and role-doubling to reveal gender 

constructs. Doubling is a very prominent feature of the play; from the cast list and 

Churchill's introductory notes it is clear that no change to the size or composition of the 

cast is to be made between the two halves of the play and this, combined with the 

cross-casting instructions, makes role doubling necessary. Some of the political and 

philosophical implications of doubling make it a particularly relevant vehicle for a play 

which deals with transgression of gender divisions and experimentation with different 

types of sexuality. Doubling can convey, for example, that the 'body is not a fixed 

essence but a site of struggle and change', capable of transformation. 134 A body need 

not necessarily be regarded as naturally and eternally heterosexual and monogamous. 

The pairing Betty-Edward in Joint Stock's production, for instance, required the actor 

playing both to transform himself from a wife and mother, who practices 

heterosexuality, to a young male gardener and homosexual who becomes involved in a 

133ibid., p. 247. 
134Diamond, 'Brechtian Theory/Feminist Theory. Toward a Gestic Feminist Criticism', p. 89; Helene 
Keyssar, 'Doing Dangerous History: Caryl Churchill and "A Mouthful of Birds"', in Randall (ed. ), Op. cit., p. 
142. 



Plate V, x Anthony Sher as Cathy in Joint Stock's production of Cloud 
Nine, London 1979. 
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bi-sexual triangle. By not specifying exactly how the casting is to be organised, 
Churchill creates a situation where the play of possibilities is increased, for productions 
may vary in their choice of pairings. 135 

At the Berliner Ensemble, Brecht also used role-doubling, though he tended to 
employ it mainly as a functional device for filling all the minor roles in his large cast 
plays, as in the case of Mother Courage and The Caucasian Chalk Circle, rather than as 

a disruption of the signification process. 136 Frequently these doublings were 
'disguised' either directly, through the masks in Chalk Circle, or 'smoothed over' by 

creating a narrative link between the minor roles in the different scenes. For example, 
in Mother Courage, the actor who played the young angry soldier in Scene 4, who on 
Courage's advice abandons his protest against mistreatment, was to appear later as the 

Lieutenant who spearheads the attack on the city of Halle, the promotion in rank 

indicating the 'successfulness' of his capitulation to the status qUo. 137 Moreover, even 

in the one case where Brecht applied role-doubling to a major role - the casting of Ernst 

Busch as both the singer narrator and judge Azdak for the 1954 Chalk Circle 

production - it was not used in conjunction either with cross-casting or gender 

issues. 138 

Contrasting Brecht and Churchill's approach to character portrayal through 

devices such as cross-casting and role doubling illuminates how feminist theatre 

135Doubling occurs not only between acts but also within them. In the first act, one female performer plays 
both the lesbian Governess Ellen and the widowed but adamantly independent Mrs Saunders, with whom Clive 
has an affair. Churchill insists that the doubling here 'is not intended to make a point so much as for sheer 
fun'. Yet, as Diamond points out, it resonates with the theme of female subjugation. Both women are 
versions of female marginality - one a frustrated lesbian, the other a sexually aggressive widow - and the fact 
that they share the same body and therefore can never meet suggests that women in patriarchy are divided 
both from each other and from themselves. See Churchill, 'Introduction to "Cloud Nine"', pp. 246-247; Elin 
Diamond, 'Refusing the Romanticism of Identity: Narrative Interventions in Churchill, Benmussa, Duras', p. 
97. 
136Erich Engel, directorial notes on the first Berlin performance of Mutter Courage und ihre Kinder, 1949, 
BBA 484/180. 
137Brecht, 'Couragemodell 1949: Anmerkungen', 1949, BFA, vol. 25, p. 236. 
138John Fuegi, Bertolt Brecht: Chaos, According to Plan, p. 134. Fuegi argues that in addition to 
capitalising on the singing and acting talents of Ernst Busch, one of the functions of the doubling is to link 
the first part of the 'Caucasian Chalk Circle' tale with the second, in which Azdak makes his first appearance. 
Instead of a 'new' character appearing halfway through the play, he is 'foreshadowed from the first line on by 
the voice and gestures of the charismatic Ernst Busch'. While I am not totally convinced by Fuegi's 
argument, nor his assertion that Brecht's casting ensures the primacy of the dramatic over the epic, the 
implications of this role-doubling in terms of the socio-political commentary of the play is not immediately 
clear to me. 
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extends and, in some cases, even rejects aspects of the Gestus of showing. With 

regard to points of overlap, both practitioners insist on the historicisation of the 

character and the showing of transformational possibilities, employing the Not-But 

principle and related devices such as contradictory gests, anti-type, cros s- generational 

and cross-sex casting in order to do so. However, Churchill goes beyond Brecht's 

gestic disruption of the unified subject and the unitary viewpoint of spectator and actor 
in at least two respects. Firstly, her insistence on the transformational possibilities of 

the subject is more pronounced, wide-ranging and theatrically experimental. And 

secondly, the unitary viewpoint of the authorial voice, embedded in the gestic actor's 

role as the dialectical materialist narrator who controls and objectifies the character, is 

replaced by a greater polyphony of perspectives. 

Churchill's more pronounced emphasis on the transformational possibilities of 

the subject is embodied at the basic level of the sheer volume of role doublings and 

cross-castings that occur in her plays. Since 1972 all Churchill's stage plays have, to a 

greater or lesser extent, incorporated doubling, a technique either inscribed in the text or 

applied during the rehearsal period. 139 The polymorphous nature of these doublings 

and cross-castings also further distinguishes her usage from Brecht's. As Amelia 

Howe Kritzer intimates in her study of Churchill's work, the doubleness between actor 

and character in Brecht's gestic theatre gives way to diffusion. 140 For example, in the 

Joint Stock production of Fen in 1983 one female performer played both a 

contemporary Japanese businessman, a forty year old female fen worker, a woman in 

her thirties at a Baptist women's meeting, and a grandmother, while another actress 

played a boy from the late nineteenth century as well as three other female roles. 141 

Having actors play characters from different time periods is one of the many temporal 

139Even in the small-cast play Owners, written and performed in 1972, a role doubling is inscribed in the 
cast list: two different customers are to be played by the same actress. Churchill describes 1972 as a turning 
point as previously her plays had been written for student productions and radio or had remained unperformed, 
whereas after Owners she worked almost entirely in the theatre and with professional theatre groups. See 
Caryl Churchill, 'Owners' and 'Introduction', in Churchill, Plays: One, pp. 5, xi. 
140Amelia Howe Kritzer, The Plays of Caryl Churchill: Theatre of Empowerment (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 
1991), P. 99. 
l4lCaryl Churchill, 'Fen', in Caryl Churchill, Plays: 2 (London: Methuen Drama, 1990), p. 146. 
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devices which adds to the polyphonous nature of Churchill's doublings. Another 
common spatio-temporal device is implosion, such as occurs in the opening scene of 
Top Girls (1980-82) where mythical and historical female characters from different 

epochs, countries and cultures are presented dining together. After this scene, all bar 

one of the performers involved go on to play contemporary fictional characters. 142 

The temporal devices not only contribute to the play of transformational 

possibilities but throw into question the authority of literal and linear time. This 

questioning directly contrasts with Brecht's faith in the continuum of a contradictory 
historical process and its apprehension by the rational mind. In some cases, such as 
Cloud Nine, it also appears to reflect a post-Brecht scepticism about linear and 

predictable historical progress. Churchill disrupts linear time in Cloud Nine by having 

the characters from Act One who reappear in Act Two, age only by twenty five years, 

although something closer to a century has passed between the two acts. One effect is 

that both performers and spectators experience the power of ghosts, the way past habits 

and institutions maintain their hold on the supposedly reformed present. By combining 

polyphony and diffusion with the disruption of linear time by experiential or even 

mythical time, Churchill challenges the authority of the rational historical materialist 

gestic performer-143 

As Kritzer suggests, Churchill's greater play with signification 'theatrically 

deconstructs the hierarchized opposition between player and role by demanding a 

reciprocity in their doubleness'. 144 Whereas in Brecht's theatre the authorial gestic 

demonstrator tends to be a unified commentator, pointing to the contradictory gests of 

the fragmented Other, the player in Churchill's work is often as fragmented as the 

character. This is due not only to the polymorphous casting combinations, which draw 

attention to the transformative chameleon-like ability of the performer, but to the way 

Churchill opens up the possibility for a theatrical merging of binary opposites, as in the 

142Caryl Churchill, 'Top Girls', in Churchill, Plays: 2, p. 53. 
143Here I have drawn upon Lisa Merrill's idea that Churchill's work is frequently experiential rather than 
literal and linear. See Lisa Merrill, 'Monsters and Heroines: Caryl Churchill's Women', in Randall (ed. ), 
op. cit., p. 88. 
144Kritzer, Op-cit., P. 13. 
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example of a male performer playing heterosexual Betty in Act One and homosexual 

Edward in Act Two. This use of role doubling to create resonances between so-called 

polar opposites is a recurrent phenomenon in performances of her work, featuring, for 

example, in the 1984 production of Softcops at the Barbican, where most performers 

took on both 'cop' and 'robber' roles, and one actor played both a man on the rack and 

a warder. 145 

By contrast, role doublings at the Berliner Ensemble generally served to 

develop rationally explicable character contradictions - as in the case of the young angry 

soldier in Mother Courage - or to emphasise the defamiliarising and historicising 

Gestus of showing - as exemplified by the use of masks and the casting of Busch in 

The Caucasian Chalk Circle. Busch's shift from singer narrator and director of the 

Chalk Circle play to Azdak, the people's judge who presides over the organisation of 

the community's future, is not a doubling which heightens the transgression of binary 

opposites. Rather, it has more in common with what Kritzer describes as an aspect of 

Brecht's gestic work - the way he tended to use authorial voice and 'traditional male 

authority figures to resolve the dilemmas he had set up' - which is forcefully abandoned 

in Churchill's feminist theatre. 146 

Cloud Nine extends the Brechtian Gestus of showing exemplified by the central 

transvestite figure of Sezuan both at the level of subject matter and on the level of 

theatrical form. Brecht directs the gestic eye to the economic and class structures of the 

world and their causal relationship to the oppression of women via, for example, the 

institutions of patrilinear marriage, religion and imperialist militarism. Churchill adds 

to Brecht's presentation of imperialist ideology a fuller consideration of its 

interrelationship with patriarchal binary thought and its enshrinement in language, male 

control of discourse and corporeality, child-rearing and race relations. Imperialist 

145Caryl Churchill, 'Softcops', in Churchill, Plays: 2, p. 2; Kritzer, op. cit., p. 107. In Lives of the Great 
Poisoners performed at the Bristol Arnolfini in 1991, the baritone JOzic Koc played police inspector Dew, 
Chief of Police Desgrez, Exili -a professional poisoner, and the novelist Lequeux. See Caryl Churchill, 
Orlando Gough, and Ian Spink, Lives of the Great Poisoners: A Production Dossier (London: Methuen Drama, 
1993), p. 2. 
146Kritzer, op-cit., P. 12. 
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ideology is presented as neither totally explicable in terms of economics nor as a 
secondary factor in the oppression of women. Churchill's refocusing of the gestic eye, 
as exemplified by her use of transvestism, demands an intensification of Brecht's 
interruption of iconic signification, a further development of the non-representational 
approach to the body on the stage. Whereas the actress playing Victoria or Shen Te 
intermittently interrupts traditional iconicity by cross-dressing, the cross-cast performer 

playing Betty or Edward in Act One of Cloud Nine sustains the interruption, both of 
iconicity and the assumption that gender traits are biologically innate. Churchill's 

combination of multiple forms of cross-casting with a thoroughgoing role-doubling 

policy represents a more radical rejection of the fixity of iconic signification and the 

hierarchical opposition between the knowing authorial actor and objectified fragmented 

character. 

3.3 Representing the Personal: Beyond Gestic Acting? 

By extending ideology so that it embraces not only class but gender and racial 

ideology, Churchill expands the Brecht Collective's innovative but nevertheless 

rudimentary exploration of the politics of the personal. The motto 'the personal is 

political' was an early slogan of the women's movement in the 1970s, and a correction 

to the assumption that social revolution and female emancipation would follow on 

automatically from economic change. 147 In feminist theory the concept of the personal 

is an expansive category which accommodates political structures usually viewed as 

public. Rather than simply reversing the hierarchy of the public/private binary, the aim 

is to stress reciprocity and a dialectical expansion of both categories. 148 While Brecht's 

employment of Gestus powerfully demonstrates the way some aspects of subjective 

experience are structured by existing political arrangements, and to a lesser extent the 

way subjective experience in turn moulds politics, his approach to both subjective 

experience and social structure is limited by economistic, essentialist and behaviourist 

147Michelene Wandor, Understudies: Theatre and Sexual Politics, p. 16. 
148Judith Butler, 'Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenomenology and Feminist 
Theory', Theatre Journal, vol. 40, no. 4 (1988), p. 523. 
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tendencies. These limitations are to some extent mirrored in the way gestic acting 

prioritises objectification of the social significance of personal experience over the 

exploration of the subjective experience itself. Consequently, critics have argued that 

gestic acting must be supplemented by strategies outside its realm. 

In her discussion of the potential and limitations of Brecht's Gestus for feminist 

theatre, Janelle Reinelt contends that the feminist breakdown of the public/private 

distinction 'demands the dramatisation of personal, emotional life' and therefore must, 

to some extent, draw on the techniques of traditional bourgeois realism. 149 She refers 

to a statement made in the late seventies by the actress Gillian Hanna of the British 

feminist Monstrous Regiment company, in which Hanna claims that the 'new' plays 

necessitate a hybrid style of acting, one which combines the emphases of Brecht and 

Stanislavski's theatre. 150 Critics such as Sue-Ellen Case have regarded the usefulness 

of Stanislavskian acting and bourgeois realism for dealing with feminist concerns with 

greater scepticism. Case argues that applying techniques for the inner construction of 

character to female figures in pre-feminist male-authored texts, merely teaches the 

performer to view her inner life as characterised by fragility, passivity and a lack of 

sexual desire. 151 Case argues that the emotion memory technique reinforces the status 

quo - even in the case of contemporary plays, for when the female performer applies 

the technique she is involved in recreating (rather than criticising) past experiences 

heavily influenced by patriarchal society. Furthermore, the iconicity associated with 

bourgeois realism merely reproduces the lived stereotypes of gendered behaviour. 152 

Glenn D'Cruz posits instead the combination of the Brechtian Gestus with the 

development of a psychoanalytically informed semiotics as a viable alternative. In his 

criticism of the way psychoanalysis is frequently represented as an indulgent, 

subjective form of speculation, D'Cruz refers to an article written by the British art 

critic Victor Burgin in which Burgin presents psychoanalysis as 'a theory of the 

149Reinelt, 'Beyond Brecht: Britain's New Feminist Drama', p. 162. 
150Gillian Hannah in interview with Peter Hulton, London, December 1977 and Exeter, January 1978, 
'Feminism and Theatre', Theatre Papers, The Second Series, no. 8 (1978), pp. 6-7. 
151Case, Feminism and Theatre, pp. 122-123. 
152SMith, op. cit., p. 495. 
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internalisation of the social as "subjective'". 153 D'Cruz goes on to suggest that the 

psychoanalytically informed performer can draw out 'socially inscribed image- 
fragmentsi - through the careful selection of props, articles of clothing and pieces of 
business - which effectively personalise the political. 154 While D'Cruz also refers to a 
Brecht/Stanislavski combination, Stanislavski's rudimentary psychologising and the 
behaviourist notions of both practitioners would have to be adapted radically if they 

were to accommodate such a social constructivist psychoanalytical strategy. 

Several of the workshop techniques employed by Joint Stock during the 

rehearsals for Cloud Nine exemplify how the group attempted to illuminate the politics 

of the personal by both modifying gestic acting techniques and then combining them 

with non-gestic approaches. As in the Berliner Ensemble, the actors were treated as 

political commentators. The agenda was merely shifted from lessons in Marxism to 

lessons in sexual politics. One actor in the workshop described the atmosphere as 

relatively studious due to consciousness-raising activities, such as reading feminist 

texts - including The Female Eunuch and With Downcast Gays - conducting 

discussions and interviewing people from older generations not represented in the 

group. 155 In Brechtian fashion, particular emphasis was also given to the political 

nature of the character's Haltung. The director of Cloud Nine, Max Stafford-Clark, 

alerted the performers' attention to gender by creating status games such as 'acting by 

numbers'. One version of this game entailed drawing a card from a pack numbered 

two to ten and then attempting to enter a room or greet someone in accordance with the 

social power the number signified. A 'two' indicated the shy and retiring behaviour of 

a person with low status in current society such as a black, lesbian, single mother 

working as a prostitute. A character which matched the number 'ten' stood for a bold 

and confident figure of power like a white, heterosexual, married, successful 

153Victor Burgin, 'Diderot, Barthes, Vertigo' in The End of Art Theory: Criticism and Postmodernity 
(London: Macmillan, 1986), as quoted in Glenn D'Cruz, 'Illuminating Gestus: Towards a Political Theatre', 
Antithesis, vol. 4, no. 2 (1991), p. 70. 
154D'Cruz, op. cit., pp. 71-72. 
155Anthony Sher, self-report notes in Rob Ritchie (ed. ), The Joint Stock Book: The Making of a Theatre 
Collective (London: Methuen, 1987), p. 139. 
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businessman. The impact of the environmental context on status was also rehearsed 
by, for example, staging how a married businessman's shamefaced entrance into the 
prostitute's territory may well cause the status of each person to fluctuate and perhaps 
even be reversed. 156 

However, when Joint Stock tackled the psychological side of interiorised 

gender roles they drew upon techniques outside the realm of the Gestus of 
demonstration. These included the so-called 'truth sessions' which involved one 

person narrating their lives to the rest of the group with particular regard to sexual 

experiences, lifestyles and insecurities. 157 The casting policy, a conscious bringing 

together of performers with different sexual desires and gender experiences, ensured 

the polyphonic nature of the 'truth sessions'. 158 While the creation of a character in 

Brecht's theatre entailed the use of empathetic techniques, such as the private recall of 

socially relevant emotional experiences, the distinguishing feature of gestic portrayal is 

the way the socially critical performer theatrically objectifies those experiences through 

a process of historicisation and quotation. 

The Joint Stock actors, by contrast, were encouraged to carry the aura of the 

truth sessions' over into the performance. Aware of the farcical nature of the first act, 

Churchill nevertheless stressed that the characters' feelings 'should be played for real, 

so that we do care about them as people'. 159 She has stated that the male actor playing 

Betty should not try to imitate a woman but just play 'that person in that situation', 

keeping the psychological objective 'I want to be dangerous' always in mind. 160 On 

the one hand this approach more successfully highlights the social significance of 

Betty. It exposes the notion of her weak, poetic and hysterical nature as merely a 

fiction of Clive's imagination. 161 On the other hand it is in line with feminist theatre's 

attempt to reconstruct direct (as opposed to objectified) emotional experience, one area 

156Sher, op-cit., P. 140. 
157ibid., p. 139 and Miriam Margolyes, self-report notes in Rob Ritchie (ed. ), op. cit., p. 138. 
158Sher, op-cit., P. 139. 
159Cajryl Churchill in a letter to Richard Seyd during rehearsals for his production of Cloud Nine in San 
Francisco, 10 May 1983, as quoted in Fitzsimmons (ed. ), op. cit., p. 48. 
160ibid., p. 49. 
161ibid. 
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in which the impact of patriarchal ideology on women is at its most destructive. 
Churchill's transvestite figure provides one model for the synthesis of gestic and 

psychologising emphases. 

One defining feature of Brecht's Gestus - the process of clarifying 

objectification - may make it an unsuitable vehicle for embodying polygendered 

subjects-in-process and complex subjective and corporeal experiences. Recent criticism 
has problematised the impulse towards scientific objectification in Brecht's theatre, 
interpreting it as an Enlightenment desire to control and master. For example, in his 

article Tost-Brechtian Anatomies' Stanton B. Garner singles out objectification of the 

body as central both to Gestus and to contemporary criticism of Brecht's theatre. He 

describes the aim of those moments in which the actor expresses awareness of being 

observed as 'an acute visibility, in which the body stands clarified as a nexus of social 

gestures and relationships, becoming, through the resemanticizing of Brecht's theater, a 

sign of itself'. 162 Garner argues that much post-Brecht theatre has rejected the gestic 

replacement of the embodied subject with 'an objectified body displayed to the scientific 

eye' - by the authorial gestic demonstrator, proffering instead an almost polemic 

incorporation of the physically suffering, desiring subject. 163 

Iris Smith has suggested that Brecht's Gestus can only 'open the subject to 

feminist pleasures' if it is adapted to incorporate both female desire and 'indeterminacy 

in signification rather than a kidnapping of conventional images for political ends'. 164 

One of the conventional images Smith criticises is that of the Madonna-like Shen Te. 

She provides an illustration of how an air of sexual indeterminacy surrounding Shen 

Te/Shui Ta might be created in gestic fashion: 

162Stanton B. Garner Jr., 'Post-Brechtian Anatomies: Weiss, Bond, and the Politics of Embodiment, 
Theatre Journal, vol. 42, no. 2 (1990), 149. One of the most vocal critics of the 'classic' Brecht, the parable 
playwright concerned with rational clarification and enlightenment, has been his successor Heiner MOller. 
See for exarnple, Heiner Müller, Krieg ohne Schlacht: Leben in zwei Diktaturen, Eine Autobiographie, 2nd ed. 
(Cologne: Kiepenheuer and Witsch, 1994), p. 225; Heiner MOller, 'Fatzer + Keuner', 1979, in Heiner MUller, 

Material: Texte und Kornmentare, ed. Frank H6migk (G6ttingen: Steidl, 1989), pp. 30-36. 
163Gamer, OP-cit- 
164Smith, op. cit., p. 501. 
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Shen Teh reappearing on stage; each time her skirt shorter, the cross around her neck larger, heavier. Bits of Shui Ta seeming to 'stick' to Shen Teh: a single pants leg appearing under the skirt. 165 

Yet to posit Gestus as a possible site of 'multiple meanings or unlimited semiosis"66 is 

to alter radically one of its definitive features: the tableau-like freeze-framing of the 

socially significant. Although Zeig and Wittig's project to create the poly or non- 

gendered performer contains gestic elements, such as the study of socially determined 

comportment, the emphasis on blurring masculine and feminine gestures is foreign to 

the clarifying Gestus. The shifting actor and character figures in Cloud Nine, with their 

pluralist multisexual overtones created through a myriad of cross-casting devices and 

role-doubling, may not only be beyond Brecht's practice of Gestus but push the theory 

to its very limits. 

The relationship between traditional Marxism and materialist feminism provides 

a necessary starting point for analysing the extent to which Gestus has been both 

promoted and problematised by feminist theatre. When these two political outlooks 

converge, Gestus proves a useful deconstructive strategy. One obvious point of 

contact is the historical materialist approach to the subject. In terms of Brechtian and 

feminist acting this affinity is manifest in the mutual desire to make visible the social 

construction and alterability of a character. The gestic techniques which can serve this 

purpose include: historically contextualised comportments, defamiliarising physical 

correlatives of power relations, theatrical displays of role-playing and the generation of 

multiple subject positions through the Gestus of showing. Feminist theatre reaches 

beyond gestic theatre at the moment where an economistic base/superstructure model 

fails to accommodate the politics of the personal and its dissolution of binary 

oppositions. In order both to deconstruct the importance of patriarchal imperialist 

ideology, psychology and discourse as causal factors in the oppression of women and 

other similarly marginalised groups, and to reconstruct a subjective experience which 

165ibid., pp. 504-505. 
166ibid., p. 501. 
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incorporates shifting and multiple desires, feminists experiment with performance 

methods which depart from even the theory of gestic acting. Brecht- Stanislav ski 

hybrids, Psychoanalytical strategies, 'truth sessions 9, disembodiment, disruption of the 

actor/character hierarchy and indeterminacy in signification are some of the methods 

which supplement or replace gestic acting in materialist feminist theatres. Perhaps the 

most radical alteration of Brecht's practice of Gestus is the more subversive treatment 

of the body through the combination of cross-casting and role-doubling, a subversion 

which challenges the traces of essentialism and/or economism in his approach to gender 

and race, and the authorial voice of the gestic demonstrator. The feminists' more 

extensive disruption of the mechanics of iconic signification marks both an extension 

and a departure from the theory and practice of gestic acting. 
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The contradiction between acting (demonstration) 
and experience (empathy) is interpreted by the ignorant as if only one or the other appeared in the 
actor's work (as if the 'Short Organum' 
concentrated entirely on acting and the old tradition 
entirely on experience). In reality it is naturally a 
matter of two mutually antagonistic processes 
which unite themselves in the actor's work; ... Out 
of the struggle and tension between the two 
opposites ... the actor draws his real strength. The 
style in which the 'Short Organum' is written is 
partly to blame for this. It is misleading often 
thanks to a possibly over-impatient and over- 
exclusive concern with the 'principal side of the 
contradiction'. [Brecht, 195411 

CONCLUSION 

Gestic Acting: Playing with Contradictions 

In tracing the potential and parameters of gestic acting in both theory and 

practice, this study has shown the extent to which the concept of Gestus is central to 

Brecht's deconstructive reversal of the empathy/demonstration and MimiklGestik 

oppositions within bourgeois liberal humanist theatre. In the exploration of unresolved 

tensions and suppressive emphases, I have also pointed to some of the instances in 

which gestic acting transgresses and/or is restricted by its realist, historical and 

dialectical materialist framework. In the first section of the conclusion, I summarise the 

various emphases, transgressions and restrictions encountered, and argue that they 

mark not only the limitations of Brecht )s Marxist frame of reference but the way gestic 

acting is founded on a system of hierarchical binary oppositions. I also outline the 

various reasons posited within the thesis as to why the foundation of gestic acting has 

become problematical for post-Brecht theatre practitioners and refer to some of the 

strategies they have developed in order to supplement or challenge gestic theatre's 

system of oppositions. The limitations of gestic acting and its framework are then 

briefly accounted for in terms of their historical specificity and shifts in the political and 

performance paradigms of Western theatre since Brecht's death. Here the post-Brecht 

lBrecht, '[Nachtrdge zurn "Kleinen Organon"]', 1954, BFA, vol. 23, p. 291; Brecht, 'Appendices to the 
Short Organum', BT, pp. 277-276. 
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response is related to recurrent postmodern topoi, especially the disillusionment with 
monolithic totalising metanarratives which fail to accommodate the complexity of the 

multiple interpenetrating micropowers operating within society and a parallel move 
away from polarised class politics to a pluralist politics of identity and performance. 2 

In the second section of this conclusion, I turn to the issue of the radical potential of 

gestic acting, to the question of whether it continues to provide useful impulses and 

aesthetic strategies for a political theatre positioned within the postmodern context. 

Gestus as a Site of Hierarchical Oppositions 

When Brecht wrote the appendices to his 'Short Organum' in 1954, he stated 

is interest in a dialectical approach to acting, one which would generate a productive 

tension between demonstration and empathy. This statement, which I have given as an 

epigraph above, is of particular relevance to the arguments of this thesis on two counts. 

Firstly, it contains an acknowledgement on Brecht's part that his earlier theorising had 

tended to prioritise demonstration, the mode of acting embodied in the Gestus of 

showing. Therefore, the acknowledgement reaffirms the centrality of the gestic 

demonstrator within his theatre. Secondly, it shows that despite Brecht's interest in the 

interplay between demonstration and experience/empathy, he nevertheless maintained a 

hierarchical approach to the binary opposition, insisting on a prioritisation of 

demonstration as the 'principal side of the contradiction'. 

Brecht footnotes Mao Tse-tung's article 'On Contradiction' as a reference point 

for the notion of a 'principal side'. 3 According to Mao's essay, the 'quality of a thing 

2My 
summary of post-Brecht topoi is drawn in part from the following sources: Marc Silberman, 'A 

Postmodernized Brecht? ', Theatre Journal, vol. 45, no. 1 (1993), 2,11; Baz Kershaw, 'The politics of 
performance in a postmodern age', in Patrick Campbell (ed. ), Analysing Performance: A critical reader 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1996), pp. 139,151; Donna Landry and Gerald MacLean, 
Materialist Feminisms (Cambridge Mass. and Oxford UK: Blackwell, 1993), pp. 74-75. 
3Brecht, '[Nachtrdge zum "Kleinen Organon"j', p. 291. According to the editorial notes in BFA, Brecht had a 
copy of the edition of Mao Tse-tung's article 'On Contradiction' that was first published in a German 

translation in the GDR in 1954. See BFA, vol. 23, p. 568. However, Brecht's notion of the 'principal side' 
of a contradiction can be found in an earlier theoretical work on theatre, his 1930 notes to The Rise and Fall 

of the City of Mahagonny. Here Brecht appended a footnote to his schematic opposition of Dramatic and 
Epic theatre in which he explained that the scheme did not show absolute antitheses but mere shifts in accent. 
While Brecht wished to maintain a dialectical play between opposing forms of theatre practice, he 

nevertheless was involved in establishing a new theatre which gave greater emphasis to the previously 
neglected side of the antithesis. See Brecht, 'Anmerkungen zur Oper "Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt 
Mahagonny"', 1930, BFA, vol. 24, p. 78. 
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is determined mainly by the principal aspect of the contradiction that has taken the 
dominant position'. 4 Referring to the example of the contradiction between economic 
foundation and its superstructure, Mao cautions that the dominant position is not to be 

regarded as a fixed state, for the principal and subordinate aspects of a contradiction 
'transform themselves into each other', often leading to a reversal in status. 5 While the 

binary opposition Mao describes is characterised by interplay, fluid power relations, 

and transformability, it is nevertheless a structure which enshrines a notion of 

transhistorical dominant- subordinate relations. In a manner similar to that of 

poststructuralist theoreticians of the 1970s, post-Brecht theatre practitioners have begun 

to question whether the deconstruction of binary oppositions requires not merely a 

reversal of the privileged term but a displacement of the hierarchical opposition itself 

through a recognition of the mutually constructive nature of the opposing terms. 6 

This study has examined some of the deliberately constructed and seemingly 

unintentional contradictions which are embodied in gestic theory and practice and the 

way they both involve a tendency towards an exclusive emphasis on 'the principal side 

of the contradiction'. At the ideological level, Chapter One focused on how gestic 

theory manifests an uncertainty about the relation between public and private gestures, 

and on the way gestic practice tends to assert the public and societal realm as the 

dominant side of the contradiction, an argument which also informs Chapter Five. In 

Chapter Two the hypothesis was presented that behaviourist and economistic 

tendencies sometimes tip the balance between agency and societal inscription in favour 

of the latter term and at the expense of the dialectical materialist framework. With 

regard to representational strategies and style, Chapter Four in particular highlighted the 

way demonstration and defamiliarisation are overtly given priority over experience and 

empathy, while at the same time maintaining that the act of 'giving priority over' is not 

to be confused with the non-dialectical act of totally expunging experience and 

empathy. In the case of the flux/stasis opposition, Chapter Two presented the 

4Mao Tse-tung, On Contradiction (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1953), p. 41. 

5ibid. 
6LandrY and MacLean, op. cit. 
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argument that despite the interplay between a dynamic montage of contradictory 

cOmPortments and the stasis of a gestural tableau, the all-pervasive activity of analytical 

picture-making and the scientistic project embodied therein sometimes seem to 

overwhelm the dynamism of juxtaposed contradictions. In the stylistic synthesis of 
deictic and empiricist tendencies with avant-garde experimentation, Chapter Three 

explored the way the latter term is given high status but remains in the last instance 

subordinate to the exigencies of a materialist and populist praxis. 

1.1 Public and Private 

According to the findings of this study, it would seem that while gestic acting 

strives to embody an interplay between socio-economic structures and subjective 

experience, it tends to prioritise the first term in the public/private opposition, a 

weighting which in part reflects an uncertainty about the interpenetration of the societal 

and the psychic. This uncertainty is manifest at the theoretical level in the struggle to 

establish the relation between an expressive system of gesture and a communicative 

rhetorical model, and also in the ambivalence concerning the relation between on the 

one hand, physiological reflexes and so-called 'private' gestures like prayer, and on the 

other hand contextualised social bearings, an ambivalence captured in the differentiation 

between Gestus and 'social Gestus'. The emphasis on the 'principal side' is manifest 

in the subordination of Mimik to Gestik and the mimische to the gestische principle. In 

the practice of the Berliner Ensemble, the emphasis (in terms of both focus and 

attribution of determining power) on the socio-economic, the realm regarded as more 

overtly public, is to be found in the behaviourist elision of the unconscious or its 

reduction to the material manifestations of class ideology. During the Katzgraben 

rehearsals, the reduction of the psychological to the ideological was exemplified in the 

presentation of Frau GroBmann's attitude towards her husband as primarily the product 

of her submission to patriarchal bourgeois religious ideology, while the prioritisation of 

economic determinants of behaviour was clearly demonstrated when her class-bound 

econonlic allegiance to Herr GroBmann was presented as overriding her experience of 

gender oppression. The characterisation of Lavrenti and Aniko during The Caucasian 
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Chalk Circle rehearsals moved in the direction of a more complex interplay between 

psychosexual and economic determinants, yet even here the hierarchical model of 
opposition asserted itself in the moment when the couple's sexual relations were 
presented as subordinate to their economic concerns. 

Post-Brecht theatre practitioners, materialist feminists in particular, have sought 
to modify the public/private dichotomy by challenging the assertion of a 'principal side' 

and through expanding the two terms. In her discussion of Heiner MUller and Robert 

Wilson's 1986 production of Hamletmachine, Elizabeth Wright comments that 'unlike 

Brecht's external social gestus' MOller deals with 'ambiguous representatives of things 

in the psyche which control US1.7 By way of exemplification she refers to the 'three 

zombie-like women, latter-day Three Witches' in the Hamletmachine production who, 
heavily made-up and in the identical attire and coiffure of office women from the 

forties, perform inane rituals in unison, such as rhythmically scratching on a table or 

slowly plucking at their hair on the top of their heads. Seated at their work in a semi- 

heroic sculptural pose, they achieve an automated harmony that recalls the antics of 

synchronised swimmers. Wright argues that the women are more than mere 

4 representatives of the reification of the world of things, of bureaucracy and economy' 

for the reification is internalised in the minds of these ambiguously comic and majestic 

fury-like or crazed superego-figures. Miffler's shocking defamiliarisations of the 

psyche and unconscious fantasies through dream-like figures provide a supplement to 

Brecht's demonstration of social bearing and bear testimony to the post-Brecht project 

of reclaiming subjectivity as a significant factor in politiCS. 8 Feminist practitioners have 

also insisted on a reassertion of psychological and subjective experience together with a 

broadening of what constitutes the socially significant to incorporate sex-gender, race 

and familial ideologies and other cultural discourses which cannot be subsumed under 

the concept of class ideology. The postmodern topoi of overdetermination, of complex 

intersections between multiple deten-ninants9 and of identity politics begin to replace the 

7Elizabeth Wright, Postmodern Brecht: A Re-presenlation (London: Routledge, 1989), p. 134. 
8ibid, pp. 124,134; Elizabeth Wright, 'Psychoanalysis and the theatrical: analysing performance', in 
Carnpbell (ed. ), op. cit., p. 184. 
9Landry and MacLean, op-cit., p. 4. 
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class-based hierarchical public/private binary which Brecht's theory and practice of 
Gestus tended to assert. 

In contemporary materialist theatre, the reassertion and expansion of the 

category of the psychological and private has generated diverse strategies which 

supplement or in some cases replace gestic acting. 10 Gestic visibility and 

objectification is modified by instances of invisibility and subjectivity. In The Singular 

Life of Alfred Nobbs, Simone Benmussa presents the invasion of Albert's mindspace 
by patriarchal discourse through the audial device of an invisible controlling male voice 

which articulates many of Albert's replies and thoughts. The private is also 
increasingly theatricalised and made public by supplementing gestic exercises in social 

comportment with personalised 'truth sessions'. The union of gestic with 
Stanislavskian acting is another posited method of displacing binary oppositions, 

though this study has suggested that such a union is likely to generate an ideological 

tension between a historicising and an essentialist approach to human behaviour. Some 

materialist feminists remain wary of this tension, seemingly fearful that it might 

reinforce oppressive societal structures rather than presenting them as alterable 

constructs. Miche'le Barrett, for example, upholds certain aspects of psychoanalytical 

theory as relevant to a historicising materialist analysis - Freud's presentation of 

heterosexuality as the non-natural 'product of a tortuous progress of development from 

an initial perverse bisexuality' in particular - but cautions that the psychoanalytical 

model is founded on essentialist assumptions about the nuclear family and therefore 

cannot be incorporated in its entirety. I' For those materialist practitioners who wish to 

avoid essentialist overtones, any union of gestic and Stanislavskian acting must be 

based on careful selection and elision processes. 

101n her introduction to the first collection in English translation of German women's plays, Sue-Ellen Case 
also speaks of strategies employed by female playwrights which reassert the category of the private. For 
example, she refers to the 'proximity effect', a method she describes as a reversal of the V-effect insofar as it 
moves inwards rather than outwards to the public realm of labour conditions and is structurally characterised 
by contiguity, disorderliness and accelerated scenarios, a type of 'in-the-midst-of' or 'close-up' dramaturgy. 
See Sue-Ellen Case, 'Introduction' and her introduction to the work of Else Lasker-Schiller in Sue-Ellen Case 
(ed. ), The Divided HomelLand. Contemporary German Women's Plays (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 
Press, 1992), pp. 21,135. 
IlMichý, le Barrett, Women's Oppression Today. The MarxistIFeminist Encounter, 2nd ed. (London: Verso, 
1988), pp. 80-83; Landry and MacLean, op. cit., pp. 170-172. 
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However, some contemporary practitioners exploit rather than negate the 
historicist/essentialist tension, creating a form of theatre which revels in unresolved 
ambiguity and multiplicity. In his commentary on Pina Bausch's dance theatre, David 
Price observes that the combination of Brechtian and Artaudian principles in her work, 
and their application to the issue of gender constitution, results in an oscillation between 

a materialist critique of patriarchal social structure and an essentialist feminist 

presentation of men and women as inherently irreconcilable. 12 The purposeful union 
of gestic acting with ideologically divergent performance methods constitutes an 
intriguing instance of a contemporary resistance to monolithic systems based on the 

exclusion of difference. Michael Vanden Heuvel describes this phenomenon as a recent 
move within both the arts and sciences towards 'dialogic' thinldng, that is the interest in 
dialogue or association between different logics - for example, determinism and 

randomness - based on a recognition of their complementarity. 13 The recent 
incorporation of gestic acting into such dialogical unions and the ideological 

ramifications of the ensuing combinations remains a relatively uncharted area worthy of 
further inquiry. 14 

1.2 Societal Inscription and Human Agency 

A further transgressive contradiction generated by the emphasis in gestic acting 

on the socio-economic, as opposed to the psychological, determinants of human 

behaviour is the way in which, at the level of character, societal inscription is 

sometimes emphasised at the expense of the portrayal of subjective agency. In these 

1213avid W. Price, 'The Politics of the Body: Pina Bausch's Tanztheater', Theatre Journal, vol. 42, no. 3 
(1990), p. 324. 
13Michael Vanden Heuvel, 'Complementary Spaces: Realism, Performance and a New Dialogics of Theatre', 
Theatre Journal, vol. 44, no. 1 (1992), 52-4,58. Steven Connor has identified the dialogical strategy of 
'coincidence and competition of mutually exclusive ways of being in or ordering the worlds' as a recurrent 
strain within postmodernist performance, and one which typifies an attempt 'to resist the containing, 
stabilising effect of any single perspective by multiplying different frames of understanding and levels of 
performance'. See Steven Connor, 'Postmodern performance', in Campbell (ed. ), op. cit., pp. 110,114. 
14While the points of contact between the seemingly oppositional theatres of Brecht and Artaud have 
frequently been explored by post-Brecht scholars, to my knowledge no in-depth analysis of dialogue between 
gestic and Artaudian acting as it is achieved by actors and directors in actual practice has yet been undertaken. 
For examples of post-Brecht research into the relation between Brecht and Artaud's work see Rainer Nigele, 
Reading After Freud (New York: Columbia University Press 1987), pp. 111-134; Rainer Friedrich, 'The 
Deconstructed Self in Artaud and Brecht: Negation of Subject and Antitotalitarian ism', Forum for Modern 
Language Studies, vol. 26 (1990), 282-297. Friedrich in turn refers to Reinhold Grimm's chapter 'Brecht, 
Artaud und das moderne Theater', in Reinhold Grimm, Nach dem Naturalismus - Essays zur modernen Dramatik 
(Kronberg, 1978), pp. 185-201. 
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instances Brecht's conception of the actor's face as a blank sheet ready to be written on 
by the Gestus of the body seems to transmute into a metaphor for human behaviour at 
large, with the subject becoming a tabula rasa written upon by social customs. Gestus 

operates as a vehicle not simply for illuminating inscription but for showing humans 

locked within social rituals and economically determined social roles. In those 

moments of historical practice at the Berliner Ensemble when the presentation of 

comportment was not supplemented by dialectical strategies such as the Not-But, the 

result was often a one-sided functionalist presentation of character. The Chaplain in 

Mother Courage and her Children who is so conditioned by the habits and comforts of 

his authoritative social position that he is totally incapable of humanitarian gestures, and 

the mind-less Attache in Puntila and his Servant Matti who remains locked within the 

posture of the polite diplomat until he is conditioned by Puntila's boot to respond 

otherwise, both exemplify the pitfalls of a non-dialectical stress on function and 

comportment. These instances of mechanistic materialism transgress the dialectical 

model and suppress both the possibility of overdetermination and a sense of the 

characters' agential ability to control the societal processes by which they are 

constructed. 

A common post-Brechtian response to the inscription/agency dichotomy has 

been to broaden each of these categories. In order to avoid the monochrome 

stereotypes which can result from an exclusive emphasis on class-determined 

inscription, the gestic synthesis needs to embrace the principle of multiple interactive 

determinants and dialectical contradictions. In an examination of a feminist 

appropriation of Shen Te, Iris Smith suggests how these strategies can be applied so 

that a character remains visible as an active subject. Drawing inspiration from Love is 

the Goods (Die Ware Liebe) c. 1930, one of the early fragments upon which The Good 

Person of Sezuan is thematically based and the one in which Shen Te continues to work 

as a prostitute even when not forced to do so, Smith posits a subject who is more than 

the product/victim of economic conditioning and whose desires are socially 
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subversive. 15 Rather than advocating a new fixed stereotype or positive role model, 
Smith insists that Brecht's notion of the contradictory subject-in-process must be 

maintained. 16 In addition to multiplying determinants, Smith attributes agency not only 
to the actor but to the character. This attempt to broaden the nature and location of 
agency so that it is no longer vested mainly in the hands of the analytical actor- 
demonstrator and the intellectually reflective spectator, is a recurrent form of modified 

gestic practice in contemporary Western theatre. In its discussion of the techniques 
involved and difficulties encountered in balancing societal inscription and agency within 
the framework of gestic acting, this study raises the issue of how such an interplay is to 
be defined and maintained in contemporary materialist theatres with an agenda of social 

change. 

1.3 Demonstration and Experience 

The hierarchical opposition between demonstration and experience which 

Brecht refers to in the 'Short Organum' appendices is another contradiction 

fundamental to gestic acting. In her/his preparation of a role, the gestic actor is 

encouraged to draw upon empathetic, dialectical Not-But and defamiliarising 

demonstration techniques, as Helene Weigel's presentation of Courages lullaby and 

Carola Braunbock's portrayal of the peasant woman's prayer both testify. 

Nevertheless, the demonstration of social criticism is the final goal which governs the 

contradictory process. The emphasis on the Gestus of showing has been criticised as a 

source of suppression within Brecht's theatre on the grounds of its authoritarian 

pedagogical and scientistic overtones. 

The authority vested in the actor-demonstrator who points to the contradictory 

gestures of the Other and whose deictic gestures are tied to an external and authoritative 

frame of reference is disrupted in post-Brechtian theatres, as represented by Caryl 

Churchill and Heiner Mfiller, through the combination of multiple role-doublings and 

151ris Smith, 'Brecht and the Mothers of Epic Theater', Theatre Journal, vol. 43, no. 4 (1991), 502. 
16ibid., pp. 499-500. 
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POlYrnorphous cross-casting with the disruption of a linear historical continuum. 17 
These techniques contribute to the presentation not only of the character but of the 

actor/subject as a transformable and fragmented site of possibilities. While Brecht's 

use of cross-casting was a step in this direction, his emphasis on the Gestus of critical 

showing stabilised rather than disrupted the role of the privileged contemporary social 

commentator, empowered by his/her historical position and socialist insights. As part 

of his attempt to dissolve the 'presence' of the privileged commentator who in turn 
defers to the external authority of the Marxist metanarrative, Mfiller encouraged actors 

to develop instead non-explanatory manners of delivery and choreographed polyphonic 

deliveries of text. Both Churchill and MUller have experimented with the replacement 

of analytical picture-making and its exclusion of scenarios beyond the clarifying frame 

in their production of fantastical space-time implosions. Through their suggestion of 

the proximity or simultaneity of past and present, these implosions also throw into 

question the notion of historical progress upon which the actor/demonstrators 

tsuperior' position to the character is partly based. 

In Pina Bausch's dance theatre, as in much postmodern performing art, the 

authority of the tableau maker who clarifies and centres socially significant 

contradictions is challenged by the tendency towards semiotic 'openness'. In Bausch's 

case this 'openness' takes the form of a 'surplus of signifiers', a 'confluence of 

disparate images, objects, signs'. 18 In his discussion of the positive political aspects of 

the postmodern, Baz Kershaw refers to the way semiotic 'openness' allows the 

audience to construct their own 'interpretative schema', thereby providing a potential 

source 'for democratic empowerment through enhanced control over the politics of 

171n the 1982 production of Miffler's Macbeth adaptation, which he co-directed with Ginka Tscholakowa, the 
title role was represented by three actors who often appeared on the stage simultaneously. A critic described 

this splintering of the character as a division of the role into: Macbeth, the man of the state; Macbeth the 
private man and his sexuality; and Macbeth the murderer and candidate for death. See Hans-Thies Lehmann, 
'Das Ende der Macht - Auf dem Theater: Heiner Mifflers "Macbeth" - Text 1972: Inszenierung 1982', Theater 
Heute, no. 12 (1982), p. 24. For further information on MUller's use of role-doubling and cross-casting see 
Henning Rischbieter, 'Die W6rter + die Zeichen: Heiner Miffler, Nina Ritter und Erich Wonder inszenieren 
Heiner MOllers "Auftrag" in Bochum', Theater Heute, no. 4 (1982), p. 12; Andrzej Wirth, 'Erinnerung an eine 
Revolution: sado-masochistisch. Heiner Mfiller inszeniert seinen Text "Der Auftrag" in Ostberlin', Theater 
Heute, no. 2 (1981), pp. 7-8. 

18price, op. cit., p. 328. 
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representation'. 19 By means of polyphonic collage, post-Brechtian performance strives 
to replace deictic authorial gesture with theoretically non -hierarchical decentering 
devices, thereby encouraging all producers within the theatre event to 'feel the force of 
his/her own determining fantasies'. 20 

Another feature of the gestic actor's emphasis on demonstration that has become 

a recurrent problematic - particularly since the emergence of theatre practitioners in the 
1960s such as Richard Schechner and Peter Brook working under the influence of 
Artaud and Grotowski - is the way the Gestus of analytical showing tends to 

subordinate sentience and appetite to their clarifying illustration and to suppress 

unobjectified suffering and desire. 21 As Stanton Garner puts it, a prominent signature 

within post-Brechtian political theatre is the replacement of gestic performance's 

analytical disclosure of power relations in favour of 'representing this power through 

its often visceral registers in human tissue'. 22 This polemical rejection of Gestus is 

reflected in an almost obsessive concern with the body in extremity. Greater 

consideration is also given to the dialectic between the potential and limitations of the 

body as the material base of revolutionary thought and practice, the way it provides 'a 

locus of desire' which can generate social transformation and yet is an obstacle to that 

process, especially when pain cancels the subject's revolutionary vision and ability to 

humanise the space it inhabits. 23 In an historical and serniotic study of Western acting, 

Erika Fischer-Lichte argues that the revival of the sensual nature of the body, together 

with its 'liberation' from meaning which was vigorously promoted by the 1960s neo- 

avant-garde and has left its traces on much post-Brechtian work, reflects an attempt to 

'free the human body from the pressures brought about by the Western civilizing 

process'. 24 As such, it constitutes a backlash against gestic acting and other forms of 

19Kershaw, op. cit., p. 149. 
20Wright, Postmodern Brecht: A Re-presentation, p. 118. 
2'Elinor Fuchs, 'Presence and the Revenge of Writing: Re-thinking Theatre After Derrida', Performing Arts 
Journal, vol. 9, nos. 2&3 (1985), 164; Stanton B. Gamer, Jr., 'Post-Brechtian Anatomies: Weiss, Bond, 

and the Politics of Embodiment', Theatre Journal, vol. 42, no. 2 (1990), 149. 
22Garner, op. cit., p. 147. 
23ibid., pp. 153-155,160. 
24Erika Fischer-Lichte, 'Theatre and the Civilizing Process: An Approach to the History of Acting', in 
Thomas Postlewait and Bruce A. McConachie (eds. ), Interpreting the Theatrical Past: Essays in the 
Historiography of Performance (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1989), p. 34. 
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early twentieth-century avant-garde approaches to acting whose semiotisation of the 
body, their distancing of its immediate sensual nature, and the tendency to regard it as a 

mouldable instrument, reflected and supported the civilising process which was 

occurring within their increasingly scientific and technological society-25 
In much post-Brecht theatre, the body in pleasure and pain becomes not only a 

new subject-matter but contributes to a different actor/spectator relationship, one in 

which learning is facilitated through an Artaudian policy of sensory experience rather 

than an Apollonian explanatory demonstration. Edward Bond initially described his 

policy of assault as an 'aggro-effect', a title which implies not only emotional 
involvement but physical discomfort. 26 in her recent study of British epic theatre after 

Brecht, Janelle Reinelt explains that Bond has retitled this policy 'Theater Event' and 

refined it to mean a defamiliarisation effect that goes 'beyond objectivity to interpret 

passion and complacency, to show the social processes of subjectivity'. 27 Bausch and 

MUller both replace explanatory demonstration and its appeal to reason with experiential 

learning, employing what Elizabeth Wright refers to as 'subjective' rather than 

historical time. Performers are engaged in activities requiring immense physical 

exertion; frenzied or arduously repetitive gestures are no longer quotations but 

embodiments of frenzy and exhaustion which generate analogous visceral experiences 

in the spectator's body. 28 Miller argues that experiences which produce shock and 

fear rather than appeals to reason are the prerequisites of recognition and the birth of the 

new. He upholds Brecht's Lehrstiick theory as a model of experiential theatre whose 

incorporation of terror and fear has been much neglected. 29 However, Miller attempts 

to create a new version of the model, one that is not 'simply explanatory' but which 

25ibid., pp. 32-33,22. 
26Garner, op. cit., p. 161. 
271n theory 'Theater Events' also replace the gestic demonstrator's appeal to an external authority with a 
'democratic' co-production of meaning between actor, character and spectator which is not bound to a 
particular ideological reference system. Janelle Reinelt, After Brecht: British Epic Theater (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 1994), p. 78. 
28Wright, Postmodern Brecht: A Re-presentation, p. 116. 
29Heiner Willer, 'Viv(r)e la contradiction. Jacques Pulet s'entretient avec Heiner MOller', France Nouvelle, 

29 January 1979, pp. 43-50, German translation by Marliese Sondermann under the title 'Es lebe der 

Widerspruch - den Widerspruch leben! ', as quoted in Andreas Keller, Dratna und Dramaturgie Heiner MUllers 

zwischen 1956 und 1988 (Frankfurt on Main: Peter Lang, 1992), pp. 65-66. 
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from the very start wrenches people into the events. 30 The trend in such work is 
towards the supplementation of Gestus by Artaudian principles and a concomitant 
replacement of the deictic and scientistic qualities of gestic acting with the indeterminacy 
of the experiential. Whether such a trend simply reverses rather than displaces the 
demonstration/experience binary remains open to question. 

The gestic demonstrator's analytical control over not simply the character but 

the character's objectified body also raises the issue of whether gestic acting reinforces 
the mind/body dichotomy associated with patriarchal traditions of thought. On the one 
hand, the theory and practice of Gestus strives towards an interplay of the two terms 
through the reassertion of the body. For instance, the face - the mirror of the psyche - 
is no longer the prime focus to which the rest of the body is subservient. According to 

the actress Regine Lutz, the motto 'Gestus, Gestus fiber alles' aptly describes the way 
Brecht's staging practices at the Berliner Ensemble prioritised the embodiment of 

comportment over the linguistic system of signification, 31 the major vehicle of 

ratiocination. Through the portrayal of the mapping of ideology across the body, gestic 

acting also makes an important contribution to the politics of embodiment in its 

assertion that the body is not essentially brute animality but an everchangeable historical 

phenomenon. On the other hand, the character's body is an object controlled by the 

rational demonstrator, bound to the Apollonian techniques of tableau and 'speaking to 

the point'. Moreover, this body is often locked into the economically determined rituals 

of everyday mundanity. At the Ensemble rehearsals the actor was trained to 

defamiliarise historical comportments - often marked by signs of political repression - 

rather than develop subversive and/or celebratory forms of corporeality such as 

nakedness, pleasurable or painful convulsion, abstract dance and acrobatic extension in 

space and time. 32 Whether the gestic body disrupts and/or affirms a patriarchal 

30Heiner Müller, 'Literatur muß dem Theater Widerstand leisten. Ein Gespräch mit Horst Laube über die 
Langweiligkeit stimmiger Stücke und eine neue Dramaturgie, die den Zuschauer bewußt fordert', in Heiner 
Müller, Gesammelte Irrtümer: Interviews und Gespräche (Frankfurt on Main: Verlag der Autoren, 1986), p. 19. 
31Regine Lutz, Schauspieler - der schönste Beruf (Munich: Langen Müller, 1993), pp. 176-177. 
32With regard to the spectator's body, Stanton Garner argues that Brecht was not particularly interested in a 
theatrical experience grounded in corporeality. He supports this claim by referring to Brecht's campaign 
against so-called 'culinary theatre', a theatre associated with bodily appetite and oriented around the 
fisuffender to empathy conceived in physiological terms, a mimetic engulfment in the body's life', See 
Garner, OP-cit-, P. 150. Elin Diamond argues in a similar vein to Garner when she observes that in Brecht's 
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mind/body opposition remains a neglected area of particular relevance to the feminist 

examination of the politics of the body, and one worthy of further debate. 

1.4 Static Tableau and the Flux of Collision Montage 

With regard to representational strategies, in the structural tension between 

stasis and flux in gestic performance, the interruptive gestural tableau is in danger of 
overwhelming the very object it frames - the dynamics of contradiction and change. 
While, as Peter Brooker suggests, the dialectic may resume its own momentum beyond 

the exclamation mark of the enclosed Gestus through the principle of montage, 33 the 
impulse towards retardation and freeze-framing is a dominant element in the deictic 

gesture system of gestic acting. This dicoupage impulse characterises numerous gestic 

staging methods, from the masked performer in rehearsal who selects and isolates non- 
facial gestures in a mirror to the Schaustikk actor who refrains from talking while 

walking from one position or grouping to the next, careful not to disrupt the 

Stellproben and choreographed Arrangement which illuminate socially significant 

contradictions within the frame of the proscenium arch. Heiner MUller criticises the 

tableau orientation in Brecht's theatre as a manifestation of a scientistic desire to fix or 

master the complexity of contradiction through a classical form, a form which threatens 

the play of contradictions itself. Instead of the scientists' 'peepshow"34 MUller aims 

for the multiplication of contradictions through the techniques of 'painting over' and 

polyphonous overload. In much contemporary Western theatre the gestic principle is 

supplemented in a similar manner with a postmodernist pastiche style, characterised by 

what Sue-Ellen Case refers to as the 'accumulation and acceleration of elements, rather 

theatre theory he does not 'apparently release the body, either on stage or in the audience. The actor's body 
is subsumed in the dialectical narrative of social relations; the spectator's body is given over to rational 
inquiry (unless there's pleasure to be had with the Brechtian cigar)'. See Elin Diamond, 'Brechtian 
Theory/Feminist Theory: Toward a Gestic Feminist Criticism', The Drama Review, vol. 32, no. 1 (1988), p. 
88. While Garner and Diamond's arguments do not adequately account for the Lehrstücke of the 'Major 
Pedagogy' model, they do have some explanatory power with regard to the Schaustück theatre of the Berliner 

Ensemble and its tendency to prioritise the act of intellectually guided reflection over other forms of 

corporeal experience. 
33Peter Brooker, Bertolt Brecht: Dialectics, Poetry, Politics (London and New York: Croom Helm, 1988), p. 
57. 
34Heiner MOller in a discussion at the Wisconsin Workshop in Madison/USA, 1976, 'Einen historischen 

Stoff sauber abschildern, das kann ich nicht', in Heiner Müller, Gesammelte Irrtümer: Interviews und 
Gesprdche, p. 42. 
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than their isolation and careful iteration'. 35 Brecht's interest in the framing gesture is 

the counterpart to his critical attitude towards certain forms - such as a type of anarchist 
montage - which he believed merely reflected the symptoms of the surface of things 

without revealing underlying social causality. 36 As gestic acting embodies Brecht's 

scepticism towards a form of montage not overtly tied to a revolutionary social praxis, 
it seems unlikely that it can be accommodated without some form of modification into a 

theatre characterised. by overload, pastiche and serniotic 'openness 

1.5 Populist Materialist Art and Avant-Garde Experimentation 

The transgressive contradiction which this study has suggested is embodied in 

the stylistic nature and parameters of the gestic gesture can be described firstly, as the 

conflict between Brecht's insistence on the importance of artistic experimentation and 

the possibility of transformatively utilising 'old' art forms, and secondly, as his 

tendency to treat some forms as having a transhistorical ideological valency which 

makes them irretrievably unsuited for a populist and Marxist materialist praxis. This 

conflict is embodied in the combination of stylistic multiplicity with the suppression of 

some technical devices and styles - formalism, abstractionism and certain types of 

symbolism in particular - and in the subordination of artistic experimentation to the 

intelligible presentation of the concrete, the flux of the socio-historically specific. In 

terms of acting styles, the result of the suppression is the minimalisation of the 

fantastical, absurd, surreal, symbolically stylised, and acrobatic in favour of comedic 

and communicative mime, grotesque distortions and caricature, metonymy, and stylised 

naturalness. While the socialist realist agenda encourages a synthesis between populist 

forms, verisimilitude, and experimentation, as well as the ensuing interplay between 

literal and non-literal mimesis, naturalness and stylisation, familiarisation and 

defamiliarisation techniques, these binary oppositions are governed by the earth-bound 

tendency. Consequently the experimental gesture at the centre of the second term in 

these stylistic dichotomies must point to, or analogically relate back to, historical and 

35Sue-Ellen Case, introduction to Else Lasker-Schifler, op. cit., p. 135. 
36Brecht, 'Ober den formalistischen Charakter der Realismustheorie', 1938, BFA, vol. 22.1, p. 440. 
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phenomenal reality. This earth-bound interplay is vividly illustrated by those monxnts 
of practice which combine, firstly, gestic play with iconic signification through cross- 
casting and quotational acting - as in the case of Lutz's performances as Yvette/Madame 

Starhemberg - and secondly, the limitation of this play by an insistence on the moulding 

of masks and costumes to the actor's body together with the selection of historically 

authentic props and gestures. 

As a combination of contradictory stylistic impulses governed by the populist 

realist agenda, gestic acting would seem to embody what Ronald Taylor describes as 

the fragility of Brecht's synthesis between an art 'uncompromisingly advanced in form, 

yet intransigently popular in intention'. 37 Referring to Theodor Adomo's criticism of 

the populist strain in Brecht's plays, Taylor acknowledges the way the aesthetic 

synthesis is threatened by a 'theoretical slippage into a kind of left-utilitarianism' in 

Brecht's writings, a slippage which suggests 'unresolved difficulties of a specific 

aesthetic character'. 38 I have argued that the utilitarian impulse, manifest in the striving 

for intelligibility and concreteness, constitutes both a theoretical slippage and the 

'principal side of the contradiction' in the practice of gestic acting, one responsible for 

the transgressive contradiction between a belief in the relative autonomy of artistic 

forms from ideology and the notion of transhistorical ideological valency. The 

exploration of aesthetic contradictions underpinning gestic acting, undertaken in this 

thesis, raises not only the issue of the difficulty of achieving an interplay between 

formal experimentation and a populist materialist praxis, but also asks whether the 

deictic concretising gestures of gestic acting can be utilised in a contemporary political 

theatre which seeks to generate an indeterminacy of signification, especially through the 

use of the very forms - abstract, surrealist and symbolist - suppressed by the socialist 

realist agenda. 

In my analysis of transgressive contradictions and one-sided emphases which 

underpin the theory and practice of Gestus, especially in the Schaustiick theatre of the 

Berliner Ensemble, I have touched on the parameters of gestic theatre's ideological and 

37Ronald Taylor (ed. ), Aesthetics and Politics (London: NLB, 1977), pp. 66-67. 
38ibid., p. 148. 
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aesthetic framework and the historical specificity of those parameters. Gestus carries 

numerous traces of Brecht's interaction with the force-fields operating in central Europe 

between the 1920s and 1950s. For instance, it embodies his response as a thinker 
interested in social change to a political situation in which emergent communism was 

struggling to assert itself against both liberal bourgeois politics and Nazism. In this 

context pedagogics and practicability were understandably prominent concerns, 

concerns that leave their mark on techniques such as the pictorial and anti-formalist 

clarification of contradictions as well as the rational demonstrator's appeal to external 

authority. Gestus is also the product of Brecht's enthusiastic celebration and promotion 

of the scientific age and the forces and relations of production as a motive force behind 

human progress, an attitude embedded in Marx and Engels' utopian vision of historical 

development and shared by many in the rapidly industrialising European countries of 

the early twentieth century. The importance to Brecht of scientific methods, the 

findings of new sciences such as behaviourism, and the determining power of 

productive forces within the economic base are reflected in the gestic actor's 

objectification and serniotisation of the body, and the mechanistic materialist overtones 

of the portrayal of socio-economic conditioning. In terms of cultural aesthetics, gestic 

acting literally 'carries the signs' of Brecht's early affinity with the Neue Sachlichkeit 

movement and his polemical response to bourgeois realism and the histrionics of both 

expressionism and Nazism, a response characterised by the firm rejection of art 

oriented around empathy, emotional arousal, idealism and a type of subjectivity which 

minimalised the importance of collectivity. 

In the light of the problems and recent dissolution of institutionalised state 

communism, increasing world-wide bureaucratisation, multinational capitalism and the 

threat of nuclear catastrophes and global warming, contemporary theatre practitioners 

interested in social change are inclined to be sceptical about the power of science and 

reason and the efficacy of monolithic metanarratives to effect positive change. The 

spectre of totalitarian bureaucratic regimes has been linked to the impact of positivistic 

science on both Marxist and Capitalist industrialised societies. Not only has the 
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Positivist faith in human mastery over nature and society by means of instrumentalised 

reason become repeatedly subject to question but the ominous connection between the 

act of reasoning and modes of authoritarian oppression - such as patriarchal colonialism 

- is a current concern of some magnitude. 39 In theatre practice this reassessment often 

finds its expression in the replacement of d9coupage and the rational demonstrator by 

non-hierarchical decentring devices, indeterminacy of signification, multiple modes and 

sites of agency, polyphonic role-doubling and cross-castings, and the 'liberation' of the 

suffering/desiring body. The postmodern rejection of ma ster- narratives, which 

perpetuate models of power based on hierarchical binary oppositions and affirmation 

instead of the notion of the shifting multiplicity of micropowers, finds its theatrical 

expression in overdetermination stategies such as the attempt to merge ideologically 

divergent aesthetic practices, especially Brechtian and Artaudian principles of 

performance. 

Since Brecht's death Western politics have also been marked by what Marc 

Silberman refers to as the 'global expansion of capitalism and its more dispersed social 

struggles"40 a dispersal manifest in the proliferation and increasing political visibility 

of marginalised and minority groups not adequately represented within a Marxist class- 

oriented framework and in the shift towards pluralist politics. This shift, together with 

the development of feminism and the critique of reason, have contributed to the 

emergence of post-Brecht theatres which variously assert a pluralism of difference 

rather than bipolar oppositions, the politics of the personal, the value of emotional and 

visceral experience and an aesthetics of stylistic eclecticism. In his discussion of 

postmodernist aesthetics, Peter Brooker comments that the major challenge now facing 

postmodernists committed to the possibility and necessity of 'basic political change' is 

'how to articulate this commitment with postmodernist dislocation and difference; how 

to achieve common political aims compatible with diverse social groups and 

39Barry Smart, Foucault, Marxism and Critique (London and New York: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1983), p. 
70. 
40Silberman, op-cit., p. I I. 
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agencies'. 41 Baz Kershaw makes a similar point when he refers to the need for the 
fragmented politics of identity to create a unity of purpose among the various 
disempowered. groups, if it is to achieve the wider solidarity and egalitarianism it 

promotes. 42 Perhaps the major issue now facing gestic acting, is whether and how it 

can contribute to the articulation of a political theatre - that is, a theatre which resists and 

subverts oppressive hegemonic institutes and practices within a pluralist postmodern 

context. 

Gestus as a Source of Transformative Gestures 
In its discussion of the contradictions and limitations of gestic acting, this study 

has simultaneously charted those areas where the explosive gestic synthesis of 

defamiliarisation, historicisation and dialectics contains within itself useful strategies for 

a post-Brechtian and possibly a political postmodernist theatre intent on 'transcending' 

the parameters set by the authoritarian rational demonstrator. Throughout the various 

chapters, the radical potential of Gestus has been located in its strategies for 

denaturalising and contextualising the processes and products of ideology: Chapter 

Four highlighted the nature of Gestus as an historicising discourse by means of contrast 

with the essentialist universalising tendencies of the 'Stanislavskian System'; Chapters 

One and Five focused on its ability to show the constructedness of both class and 

gender comportment; and Chapters Two and Three emphasised its ability to 'unveil' the 

constructedness of representation and meaning through the stylised Gestus of showing 

and framing. Other aspects of the gestic synthesis, highlighted especially in Chapter 

Two and in the second section of this thesis - such as the Not-But principle of 

contradictory comportments, collision montage, the force-field approach and the 

actor/character split - also make gestic acting a phenomenon of relevance to a 

contemporary theatre which promotes a model of overdetermi nation, dialectical 

41Peter Brooker, 'Introduction: Reconstructions' in Peter Brooker (ed. ), Modern ism1P os tmodern ism 

(London: Longman, 1992), p. 13. 
42Kershaw, op. cit., p. 147. 
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interplay, democratic empowerment of actor/character/spectator and multiple subject 

Positions. 

2.1 Denaturalising the 'Natural' and Showing the Constructs 

Through the historicising defamiliarisation of comportment, gestic acting shows 
that an individual is not a fixed entity predestined by immutable natural laws and 
teleological trajectories but an entity in flux affected by specific forces and relations of 

production together with a historical ideological superstructure, all of which are subject 

to human intervention. The defamiliarisation process helps to denaturalise 

comportment, to illuminate its quality as a costume rather than an innate fixed essence, 

a costume which is specific to particular socio-economic relations and habitually worn, 

but also capable of being replaced or altered. Although Gestus could be applied to all 

forms of human relations, the findings of research into staging practices presented in 

this study testify that at the Berliner Ensemble, Brecht and his co-workers tended to 

denaturalise comportment mainly in terms of class relations and class ideology, and that 

when they did apply the historicising Gestus to sex-gender relations the presentation 

often contained the transgressive residue of essentialism, particularly in the case of 

female sexuality and the link between the female sex and the act of nurturing. 

However, in my exploration of transvestism in the Brecht Collective's texts and 

stagings, I have supplemented the recurrent focus in feminist circles on the way 

Brecht's work was limited by a patriarchal discourse43 with an examination of the 

radical potential of his application of Gestus to gender issues. I have suggested that 

Brecht was already starting to apply many of the strategies for problematising gender 

constitution which are outlined in Elin Diamond's proposal of 1988 for a gestic feminist 

criticiSM, 44 especially with regard to the reactionary codes of masculinity and 

homoeroticism perpetuated under capitalism. While the authoritarian and rationalist 

objectifying overtones of gestic demonstration may require further revision, the subject 

of that demonstration - the historicisation of ideologically inscribed comportments - 

43Reinelt, op. cit., p. 82; Diamond, op. cit., pp. 83,88-89. 
44Diarnond, op. cit., pp. 82-94. 
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continues to be of relevance to contemporary theatres which seek to challenge 

hegemonic modes of being. 45 

In a postmodern world characterised by the omniscience of communication 

technologies and the mass production of serniotic representations, the denaturalising 

power of Gestus can be utilised to show the constructed and ideological nature of these 

representations. The defamiliarising stylised gesture - exemplified in Helene Weigel's 

motivic purse-snapping and silent scream as Mother Courage - which frames, interrupts 

and freezes the stage action, may be problematical in terms of some of its scientistic 

overtones, but it does contain a model of self-conscious reflection which can be utilised 

to show that a representation is a construct and like all constructs has no absolute 

status. Marc Silberman describes Brecht's interest in the way facts are not given but 

produced by representation as radically postmodern in its 'antimetaphysical insistence 

that the truth cannot be uncovered, revealed or exposed behind the surface appearance 

but, rather, that the process of concealment itself is the structure of truth'. 46 Although I 

would dispute Silberman's claim, insofar as it does not sufficiently take into account 

the fact that Brecht does posit an underlying truth - that being the historical and 

dialectical flux of social laws as apprehended through Marxist analysis -I would agree 

that Brecht understood the idea of the construction of the subject and of representation. 

One 'process of concealment' he was especially interested in demystifying was the 

production process behind hegemonic bourgeois modes of representation. The Gestus 

of showing itself contributes to the denaturalisation and subversion of one hegemonic 

representational strategy 'concealed' within this theatre: iconic identity. The numerous 

manifestations of the Gestus of showing in Brecht's theatre - quotational acting, 

demonstration and direct address to the audience, cross-type, cross-gender and cross- 

generational casting - all disrupt the performance convention of iconicity which, by 

merging the character with the actor who lives in the present-time on the stage, 

suppresses the historicity of the character in favour of a policy of eternal sameness. As 

I have pointed out, contemporary theatre practitioners have taken this disruption even 

45Reinelt, op. cit., p. 83. 
46Silberrnan, op. cit., pp. 6,11. 
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further by heightening the play of difference through polymorphous cross-casting and 

doublings. 

In his proposal for a concept of the political in postmodern theatre, Philip 

Auslander argues that the actor/character split developed by Brecht can be appropriated 

for the purpose of disrupting another hegemonic representational strategy recently 

problematised in post-Brechtian theatre: that of the actor's presence. Auslander 

summarises the complex issue of presence as involving a relationship between actor 

and spectator which is based on the psychophysical attractiveness of the actor and the 

audience's projection onto a leader figure of 'secret images' -a concept closely related 

to that of charisma. He claims that a suspicion of the links between charisma, 

salesmanship and repressive power structures is embodied in postmodern theatre's 

attempt to resist the phenomenon of presence. 47 In contrast to Elin Diamond's 

presentation of the non-authoritarian actor/subject, character and spectator triad48and in 

accordance with the position taken in this thesis, Auslander argues that the Brechtian 

actor/character split constitutes only a partial disruption of presence, for the 'actor's 

persona as commentator [as 'actor' rather than 'subject'] on the character must be 

invested with the authority of presence in order for that commentary to carry more 

weight than the character itself'. 49 

Unfortunately, Auslander does not directly explain how the problematical 

aspects of presence embedded in gestic acting might be overcome. However, his 

reference to the Wooster Group's 1984/5 performance L. SD. ( 
... 

Just the High Points 

... 
) as an example of non-charismatic performance provides some clues. In the third 

section of the performance the company gave a minutely accurate recreation of their 

attempt to rehearse a reading - under the influence of L. S. D - of Arthur Miller's The 

Crucible, an attempt they recorded on video. In other words, the actors played 

themselves reading characters from The Crucible. Thanks to the effects of the drug, the 

actors were unable to use memory recall to recreate their experience during the reading 

47Philip Auslander, 'Toward a Concept of the Political in Postmodem Theatre', Theatre Journal, vol. 39, no. 
1 (1987), 24-26. 
48Diarnond, op. cit., p. 90. 
49Auslander, op. cit., p. 26. 
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and hence they had to rely on the two-dimensional video recreation. According to 

Auslander, the use of the hallucinogen 'widened the gap between the actors playing 

themselves and the selves they were playing'. Auslander concludes that the audience 

was thereby 'deprived of the ability to assume it could read the imprint of the actor's 

self back through her performance; this blurring of identity nullified the possibility of 

charismatic projection'. 50 The non-emphatic telephone-book reading style of delivery 

encouraged by MUller and the separation of actor from voice through the use of 

recorded speech, microphones and loudspeakers, which has now almost acquired the 

conservative status of a cliche within contemporary theatre, problematise presence in a 

similar way. 51 

In a response to Auslander's analysis of the Wooster Group's performance, 

Baz Kershaw voices his scepticism about the possibility and efficacy of eliminating the 

performer's presence. Firstly, he argues that in the case of those actors within the 

Group well known in the media, such as Willem Dafoe and Ron Vawter, the audience 

may well respond by overriding the deconstruction strategies by endowing the two 

actors with the charisma and presence of a film star. Secondly, he describes the 

tattempt to dispel 'presence' from the performative' as 'curiously eccentric, given that it 

is possibly the most powerful of all the theatre's attributes'. 52 However, while 

Kershaw's point about the role of the historical audience and cultural context is an 

important one, his criticisms seem to be based on the (mis)conception that Auslander is 

proposing a total elimination of presence when in fact he is referring to a critique of the 

authoritarian overtones of presence which rests on the cunning balance of charismatic 

performance with its own deconstruction. 53 The separation of the actor from character 

institutionalised in the Gestus of showing, can be interpreted as a preliminary 

deconstruction of the assumptions upon which the metaphysics of presence is based, 

especially the notion of a unitary, primordial and purified - as distinct from a 

reconstituted - present, and the 'natural' wholeness and centredness of a character. The 

50ibid., p. 30. 
51Fuchs, OP-cit-, P. 172. 
52Kershaw, op-cit., p. 143. 
53Auslander, op-cit., pp. 29-30. 
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authoritarian nature of presence stems from the way it conceals these assumptions and 
displays itself as a fixed unquestionable given. It is this concealment that much 

Postmodern performance seeks to problematise. 54 Even if the Gestus of showing only 

partially disrupts founding aspects of bourgeois representation - iconic identity and 

presence - it nevertheless has played an important historical role in 'demonstrating' how 

such hegemonic representational strategies might become the object of inquiry, and if 

necessary, subversion, through the playful quotational gesture. 

2.2 Dialogic Interplay, Dissimilarity and Transformability 

Despite the suppressive emphases which can be found in the historical theory of 
Gestus and the practice of gestic acting, the 'explosive gestic synthesis' is capable of 

becoming a vehicle not only for the deconstruction of cultural and serniotic discourses 

both within and beyond the parameters of Marxist analysis, but for a non- hierarchical 

dialogics. Indeed, as I stated in the introduction to this thesis, Gestus embodies a 

striving towards the artistic embodiment of a dialectic between bipolar categories. The 

exploration of gestic acting in this study has highlighted dialogic activity in several 

areas, in particular that between public and private realms, inscription and agency, 

demonstration and empathy, tableau and collision montage, populist materialist and 

avant-garde art. 

That gestic acting can provide a powerful means of embodying such dialogic 

activity is exemplified by instances of historical practice, such as the development of 

Virginia's Gestus of submission during the Ensemble rehearsals for The Life of 

Galileo, a Gestus which materialises an interplay between the public and the personal in 

its mapping of ideology across the body. In this case, gestic performance vividly 

presents a young woman's internalisation of the patriarchal Christian ideology and 

social relations she experiences within the Church and family, through the depiction of 

an increasingly self-denying and puritanically repressive body language and behaviour. 

Virginia's subjective experience, in turn, has ramifications for the existing political 

structure in that it contributes to her shift from a potentially revolutionary co-worker for 

54Fuchs, OP-cit-, PP. 164-165. 
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her father into a spy for the Inquisition. While I would argue that the rehearsal 
documentation of the Ensemble's work examined in this thesis provides much support 
for Janelle Reinelt's claim that Brecht tended to respond to the bourgeois occlusion of 
the political within the personal by reversing rather than transcending the occlusion 
process, 55 in this instance I would maintain that gestic acting demonstrated its ability to 

configure a dialogic interplay between subjective experience and ideological apparatuses 

of the state, even if this interplay was limited by the dictates of a class-based analysis. 
Not only the fact that it is informed by Brecht's interest in dialectics but its 

spatial orientation make gestic acting a potential vehicle for materialising dialogics and 

the principle of overdetermination. Once the emphasis on picture-framing is removed, 

the spatial and episodic orientation of the gestural tableau provides a useful starting 

point for a theatre interested in portraying the positioning of the subject within a 

complex network of micropowers. For this purpose the force-field model of the 

tableau, collision montage and episode seems better suited than the teleological arrow of 

the 'Stanislavskian System". In his discussion of a postmodernised Brecht, Marc 

Silberman argues that the privileging of spatial over temporal relations and of 

synchrony over history is a postmodern phenomenon and one that reflects 'a temporal 

consciousness pushed to the extreme at a time when electronic and communications 

technology has given new meaning to the notion of simultaneity'. 56 Silberman 

suggests that, in this postmodern context, one major concern has become the 'problem 

of positioning oneself as subject in radically discontinuous realities'. 57 With its focus 

on spatial arrangement, positionality and subject positions, gestic acting provides a 

starting point for the theatrical treatment of this concern, one that is manifest, even if in 

significantly modified form, in the collages of Heiner MUller and Pina Bausch. 

The ability of gestic acting to contribute to a dialogical theatre can be attributed 

to Brecht's interest in the principle of dialectical contradictions. In turn, this interest is 

closely related to his insistence on the importance of dissimilarity and difference, 

55Reinelt, op. cit., p. 124. 
56silberman, op. cit., p. 7. 
57ibid., pp. 7,11. 
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especially differences from the past - enshrined in the split between the contemporary 

gestic demonstrator and the character - and within the 'present' of the contradictory 
Not-But behaviour of the character. Elin Diamond observes that Brecht's 

conceptualisation of difference is not dissimilar to the Derridean notion of the way 

everything contains a trace of what it is not. 58 One of the revolutionary implications of 

this concept of difference is that it prepares the ground for the replacement of fixed 

identity with a contradictory subject-in-process capable of transformation. As Elin 

Diamond has argued, gestic acting involves keeping 'differences in view rather than 

conforming to stable representations of identity', and it therefore provides a useful 

technique for one of the recurrent concerns within the postmodern context, the 

disruption of a monolithic unitary self. 59 For this purpose, gestic acting again seems a 

more viable means than the 'Stanislavskian System' with its emphasis on the non- 

dialectical flow of psychophysical actions in accordance with a teleological trajectory. 

Brecht's use of Gestus to celebrate difference is memorably exemplified in the gestic 

drag figures of The Good Person of Sezuan and Trumpets and Drums. In particular, 

his work with the actress Regine Lutz on the role of Victoria, characterised as it was by 

the deliberate multiplication of subject positions - including that of the narrating actress, 

of the contradictory subservient and defiant daughter Victoria, and the Squire/Sergeant 

drag role - is testimony to Brecht's revolutionary interest in difference and the 

importance of multiple subject positions. 

The reconstructive and deconstructive showing of the Gestus undertaken in this 

study has drawn attention to the way gestic acting involves a deeply complex play of 

contradictions. Its transgressive contradictions contribute to an unresolved paradox 

within Brecht's Schaustiick theatre: the tendency to deny the very dialectic it strives to 

affirm. The transgressive impulses which contribute to this denial are embodied in 

static didactic and scientistic tableaux which frame carefully rationalised Arrangement 

and functionalist class-driven stereotypes. They are also located in the privileged actor- 

demonstrator who, speaking in accordance with the socialist gist, prevails over a 

58Diamond, op. cit., pp. 85-87; Fuchs, op. cit., p. 165. 
59Diamond, op-cit., pp. 86,90. 
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system of hierarchical oppositions which in some instances reverse rather than displace 

bourgeois theatre's prioritisations. This system, in turn, sets in motion a series of 

repressions, leading to the concealment of: psychosexual behaviours, the unobjectified 

body in pleasure and pain, experiential and serniotic indeterminacies and the 

uncertainties generated by fantastical and surrealist gestures. While most of these 

transgressions are a denial of the dialectical materialist framework, the historicising 

strategy is also infringed by essentialist tendencies occasionally manifest in the 

presentation of female sex-gender behaviour, the elision of some art forms on the 

grounds of their transhistorical. ideological valency and the incomplete disruption of 

iconic signification and presence. 

In typically dialectical fashion, however, these limitations presuppose the 

potential of Gestus as a vehicle for pointing to societal, behavioural and semiotic 

transformation. For they form the Other side of Brecht's struggle to create an 

experimental force-field wherein the fixity of hegemonic institutions and practices can 

be exploded. The defamiliarising, historicising and contradictory gestures developed 

within that space are of continuing relevance to a political theatre within the postmodern 

context which also seeks to subvert hegemonic cultural representations and unveil the 

traces of marginalised possibilities. The experimentation with masks, cross-casting, 

cross-dressing and cross-gesturing at the Berliner Ensemble provides a vivid example 

of how the Gestus of showing can produce a celebration of difference and 

transformability. While the theory of Gestus embodies Brecht's capacity to imagine 

change, this study of gestic acting at the Berliner Ensemble has demonstrated his 

concerted attempt to put this imagination into practice. 
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APPENDIX I 

Occurrences of Words Based on the Root 'Gest' in Brecht's 
Theoretical Writings 

The following table of word occurences based on the root 'gest' was inspired 

by the model Kenneth Fowler provides in his monograph Received Truths: Bertolt 

Brecht and the Problem of Gestus and Musical Meaning (New York: AMS Press, 

1991), pp. 57-58. Here I extend Fowler's table by incorporating references to the new 

edition of Brecht's writings as well as Brecht's Arbeitsjournale. The table is a useful 

by-product of my research and while it is a reasonably extensive survey it does not 

claim to be fully comprehensive. 

Italicised information pertains to the new edition of Brecht's writings, the 

Grofie kommentierte Berliner und Frankfurter Ausgabe (BFA), while information in 

Roman style indicates where the same material is to be found in the Geswnmelte Werke 

(GW). Occurrences of the root 'gest' in the Arbeitsjournal and letters are also given in 

Roman style but are clearly distinguished from GW through their titles. By date I mean 

the period in which the piece was written according to either the BFA and GW editorial 

notes or the article's chronological placement in GW. I have used an asterisk to mark 

those instances where I have been able to locate material only in one of the two 

editions. 

Date and Titie Volume Page Word 

early 1920 21 53 Geste 
c. 1920-26 15 47 
Ich im Theater' 

*21 August 1920 15 50 Geste 
`[Notizen ohne Titel] 

*l5 Sept 1920 18 10 Gestik 
6 [Notizen ohne Titel]' 
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Oct ober 1920 21 76 Gestik 
1920 15 20 
'Tasso' 

22 October 1920 21 78 Geste 
1920 15 22 
'Schiller's "Räube? 'irn Stadttheater' 

November 1920 21 84 Gestus 
1920 15 29 
'Strindberg's "Rausch... 

* 17 June 1921 15 58 Geste 
'[Notizen ohne Titel] 9 

c. 1927 21 214 Gestus 
c. 1929 15 187 
'Über einen Typus moderner Schauspielerin' 

c. 1928 21 267 gestisch 
c. 1930 18 87 
'Aus der Musiklehre [II' 

early 1929 21 278 Gestencharakter 
1 February 1929.. 15 185 
'Letzte Etappe: "Odipus... 

c. 1929 21 305-306 Gestische, gestische 
Gehalt, Gesten 

c. 1930 15 209 
'[Organisation und Kritik] 9 

April 1929 21 313,315 Gesten 
1929 15 181-182 gestischen Gehalt 
'Gesprdch Ober Klassiker' 
[N. B.: The phrase 'gestischen Gehalt' does not appear in BFA- In the BFA's historical 
commentary there is instead a reference on p. 724 to 'den gesicherten Gehalt'l 

*1929 21 
'[Plagiat als Kunst] ' 

318 Gestentafeln, Gesten 

1930 24 
1931 17 
'Anmerkungen zur "Dreigroschenoper 

65 Gesten 
997 
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1930 21 381 Gestus 1930 15 204 
lDer Weg zu großem zeitgenössischen Theater]' 

c. 1930 21 390 Gestus, Gestik 
c. 1935-41 15 408 
'Der Nachschlag' 

*c. 1930 21 395 Gesten 
'Der Schauspieler' 

c. 1930 21 397 Gesten 
c. 1930 17 1022 
'[Über die Aufführung von Lehrstücken]' 

*c. 1930 21 397 Gesten 
'Zur Theorie des Lehrstücks' 

c. 1930 21 398 Geste 
c. 1930 17 1023 
'Theorie der Pädagogien' 

1930 21 429 Gestische 
1930 18 79 
'[Über die Neuauflage der Villon-Nachdichtung von K. L. Ammerl' 

2nd half 1930 21 431 Geste(n) 
December 1930 18 78 
'[Über die Notwendigkeit von Kunst in unserer Zeifl') 

Autumn 1930 24 77 Gesäsche 
1930 17 1007 
'Anmerkungen zur Oper "Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny... 

end 1930learly 1931 21 435,442 Gestische, gestischen 
Gehalts 

1931 
'Die dialektische Dramatik' 

spring1summer 1931 
1931 
'Der DreigroschenprozeB' 

1931 

15 217,223 

21 474,489 
18 167,181 

Geste, Gestik 

24 47-49 Grundgestus, Gestische, 
Geste 

1931 17 983-984 
'Anmerkungen zum Lustspiel "Mann ist Mann... 
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springlsummer 1931 24 100 Gestische 
1931 17 1032 
'Zu: "Die Maßnahme": Anmerkungen' 

summer 1932 21 553 Geste 
1932 18 129 
'Der Rundfunk als Kommunikationsapparat' 

c. 1934 18 78-79 Gestus, gestische, Gesten 
c. 1929-30 12 458-459 
'Über die gestische Sprache in der Literatur' from 'Buch der Wendungen' 

AprillMay 1935 22.1 
c. 1935-41 15 
'Über das Theater der Chinesen' 

AprillMay 1935 22.1 
c. 1935-41 15 
'Die Beibehaltung der Gesten durcl 

1935 22.1 137 Geste 
c. 1935-41 19 374 
'Thesen über die Organisation der Parole "Kämpferischer Realismus` 

*c. 1935-41 19 423 Gesten 
Worbernerkungen zu Gedichten für ein Rezitationsprogramm [zu "Die Teppichweber 
von Kujan-Bulak ehren Lenin"]' 

Autumn 1935 24 221 Geste 
c. 1938 17 1097 
'Zu: "Die Horatier und die Kuriatier": Anweisung für Spieler' 

126 Gesten 
427-428 

127-128 Gesten 
425-426 

i verschiedene Generationen' 

late 1935 22.1 158-162 Gestus, Gestik, gestisch 
1935 15 474-479 
'Über die Verwendung von Musik für ein episches Theater' 

Autumn 1935 22.1 
c. 1935 15 
'[Das deutsche Drama vor Hitler] ' 

166 
238 

gestisch 

1936 24 

1936 17 

171-173, 
190 
1050,1053 
1070 

Gestus, Geste(n) 

'Ann-lerkungen zur "Mutter 
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1936 24 208,211 gesellschaftlichen Gestus, 
Gesten 

c. 1936 17 1083,1086 
'Anmerkung zu "Die Spitzköpfe und die Rundköpfe" 5 

2nd half 1936 22.1 201,206 Gestus, Gestik, Geste(n) 
c. 1939-40 16 620,626 

1) 'Verfremdungseffekte in der chinesischen Schauspielkunst 

* Autumn 1936learly 1937 22.1 231 Gesten 
'Über den Bühnenbau der nichtaristotelischen Dramatik' 

Autwnn 1936learly 1937 22.1 256 Geste 
c. 1935-41 15 461 
'[Besonderes Zeigen von Merkmalen]' 

Autwnn 1936learly 1937 22.1 264 Gesten 
c. 1935-41 15 452 
'Die Übersetzung der Wirklichkeit unter Vermeidung der restlosen Illusion' 

*March 1937 22.1 
'Stanislawski [1]' 

281 Gesten 

1937 22.1 
c. 1939-40 15 
'[Tiefstand der Sprachbehandlungl' 

JulylAugust 1937 22.1 

c. 1938 15 
'Über gestische Musik' 

c. 1937 14 
9 

'Schminke' 

c. 1938 22.1 
c. 1940 15 
'Hervorbringen des V-effekts' 

312 
321-322 

329-331 

482-485 

376 
784 

355-356 
369-370 

Gestische, gestisch 

gesellschaftlichen Gestus, 
gestisch, Geste 

Gestus 

Gestus, Gestik, Geste(n) 

March 1938 22.1 359-361 Gestus, gestisch 
1939 19 395,398-399 
'Über reimlose Lyrik mit unregelmäßigen Rhythmen' 

15 August 1938 1 22 
Arbeitsjournal 

Gestentafel 
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*c- 1938 22.1 398 Geste 
'[Die Übemahme des bÜrgerlichen Theaters]' 

1938 22.1 438 Gesten 
c. 1937-41 19 300 

9 'Über den forrnalistischen Charakter der Realismustheorie 

1938 22.1 458 
c. 1939-40 19 417 
'Beobachtung' 

MarchlApril 1939 22.1 543,556 
1939 15 289,303 
'Über experimentelles Theater' 

May 1939 22.1 565,567 
c. 1939-40 16 562,565 
'Über die Theatralik des Faschismus` 

7 November 1939 1 68 
Arbeitsjournal 

c. 1939 22.1 598 
c. 1935-41 15 421-422 
'Haltung des Probenleiters (bei induktivem Vorgehen)' 

Gestik 

Gestik, gestische Prinzip 

Gestik 

Gestus, Geste 

Gesten 

c. 1939 22.1 601-602 gestisch, Gesten 
c. 1935-41 15 394-396 
'RoHenstudium' 

c. 1939-41 22.2 728 Gestus, Grundgestus 
c. 1939-40 16 573 
T4 1' from 'Der Messingkauf 

c. early 1940 22.2 611 gestische Gehalt 

c. 1940 15 335 
'Titel' 

c. early 1940 22.2 615 Gestus 

c. 1935-41 15 424 
'Die athletische Ausbildung' 

c. early 1940 22.2 616-617 sozialer Gestus, 
Gestik, Geste(n) 

c. 1935-41 15 409 

, [Über den Gestusl` 
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c. early 1940 22.2 617 Gesten (Gestibus) 
c. 1935-41 15 375 
'Non Verbis, sed Gestibus! ' 

c. spring 1940 22.2 641,643, gesellschaftlichen Gestus, 
645-646, Gestik, Geste(n) 
652 

1940 15 341-346, 
353 

'Kurze Beschreibung einer neuen Technik der Schauspielkunst, die einen 
Verfremdungseffekt hervorbringt' and 'Anhang' 

c. 1940 22.2 671 
c. 1935-41 15 419 
'Über die epische Schauspielkunst. Der Wechsel' 

2 July 1940 1 128 
Arbeitsjournal 

24 September 1940 
Arbeitsjournal 

September 1940 24 
1940 17 
'Anmerkungen zum Volksstück` 

8 December 1940 
Arbeitsjournal 

c. early 1941 22.2 
c. 1935-41 15 
'3. Über die Auswahl der Zügeg 

c. April 1941 22.2 
c. 1941 19 
'Der regelmäßige Jambus im Drama' 

177 

296 
1166 

205 

686 
401 

692 
420 

Gesten 

Gestische 

Gestische 

Gestik 

Gestus 

Gesten 

Gestus 

4 April 1942 405 Gestus 
Arbeitsjournal 

AprillMay 1942 23 10 gestisch 
c. 1940-47 15 487 
, [Über Filmmusikl' 

3 September 1942 2 520 Grundgestus, Geste 

Arbeitsiournal 
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3 May 1945 2 739 
Arbeitsjournal 

10 December 1945 2 767 
Arbeitsiournal 

c. 1945 22.2 799 
c. 1939-40 16 602-603 
T 132' from ' Der Messingkauf' 

c. 1945 22.2 811 
c. 1939-40 16 606 
T 146' from ' Der Messingkauf 

c. 1945 22.2 821 
1939-41 16 522 
T 160' from ' Der Messingkauf' 

c. 1946 15 179 
10 938 

'Noch zerfleischten sich unsere Völker' 

*October 1946 24 340 
'Wie die "Duchess of Malfl" aufgeführt werden sollte' 

c. 1948 25 11-13,20 
48-49,52, 
62,64 

1947 17 1119-25 
'Aufbau einer Rolle: Laughtons Galilei' 

1948 25 76 
1948 17 1214 
'Antigonemodell 1948: Vorwort' 

*1948 25 90,124 
'Antigonernodell 1948: Antigone' 

summer 1948 23 83-84,89 
91-92,95- 
97 

1948 16 683,684, 
689-690, 
690-694, 
697-699 

'Kleines Organon für das Theater' 

Gestus 

Gestus 

Gesten 

Geste(n) 

Gestik, Gesten 

Gestus 

gestisch 

Gestus, Grundgesten 

Gesten 

Gestus, Geste 

Gestus, Grundgestus, 
gesellschaftlichen Gestus, 
gestisch, Geste 
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13 December 1948 2 873 Gestus, Gestische 
Arbeitsiournal 

*1949 25 186,210 Geste, gestisch 'Couragemodell 1949: Anmerkungen' 

September 1949 25 386 Gesten 
1949 16 713 
'Hemmt die Benutzung des Modells die künstlerische Bewegungsfreiheit? ' 

*c. 1948-55 22.2 847 Gestus 
Tin Hund ging in die Küche' 

*c. 1948-55 22.2 847 gestenreichen 
'Der Wettkampf des Homer und Hesiod' 

c. 1948-55 22.2 853 Gesten 
c. 1937-51 16 632 
'Rede des Stückeschreibers über das Theater des Bühnenbauers Caspar Neher (Aus: 
"Der Messingkauf ')' 

1951 23 
c. 1951-56 16 
Talsche Darstellung neuer Stücke' 

166 
934 

Grundgestus 

c. 1951 23 
c. 1949-55 16 
'[Ratschläge für Schauspieler]` 

c. 1951 23 
1949-55 16 
'Gestik' 

c. 1951 23 
c. 1949-55 16 
'Über den Gestus 1) 

1951 24 
c. 1948-50 17 
'Die Betrunkenheit des Puntila' 

184 
751 

187-188 
752-753 

188-189 
753-754 

308 
1174 

Gestus 

Gestus, Gestik, Gesten 

Gesamtgestus, Gestus 

Gestus 

1953 25 415,428, Gestus, Geste 
469 

1953 16 804 
... Katzgraben"-Notate 1953: 1,2 [Der Anbauplanl; 11, i [Über Paileisekretär Steinerfl, 2. 

Hauptprobel. 

*2nd half 1953 23 263 Gestus 
'An die Sektion für darstellende Kunst der Akadenüe der Künste' 
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APPENDIX Il 

Occurrence and Usage of the Word 'Gestus' at the Brecht 
Collective Rehearsals in Berlin 1949-1956. 

In this appendix I provide an introductory survey of the occurrence of the word 
'Gestus' in the rehearsal notes of five Brecht Collective productions during the period 
between 1949 and 1956. The productions have been selected on the basis that they 

constitute the most comprehensively recorded performance events in which Brecht was 

involved in a directorial capacity during his theatre career and as such have provided a 

major source of information for this thesis. In comparison with other available 

rehearsal documentation they are also a rich source of information on the practical 

application of Gestus in Brecht's theatre. 

Here the production rehearsal notes are arranged in chronological order and the 

excerpts - chosen for their clarity and vividness - indicate the manner in which the term 

'Gestus' was used either by Brecht and his fellow directors when instructing members 

of the company or by a co-worker reflecting on the rehearsal process. The referencing 

system I have used for the rehearsal material is taken directly from the Bertolt-Brecht- 

Archiv (BBA) catalogue: Herta Ramthun (ed. ), Bertolt-Brecht-Archiv: 

Bestandsverzeichnis des literarischen Nachlasses, 4 vols. (Berlin and Weimar: Aufbau, 

1969-73). For the sake of accuracy and authenticity the excerpts are presented as they 

appear in the archive documents, that is, written in German and complete with slang 

phrases, spelling and grammar errors. The only editorial intervention I have 

consciously made is to provide the full name of characters referred to in those cases 

where the original only gives their first initial(s) and to include Act and Scene details in 

those few instances where they are not mentioned. The survey is one of the by- 

products of my research in Berlin during 1992,1993 and 1996 and to the best of my 

knowledge much of the material it presents has not yet been published. 
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Mother Courage and her Children 
January 1949 and September 195 1, Deutsches Theater, East Berlin. Directed by Brecht and Erich Engel 
with Helene Weigel as Courage. 
October 1950, Munich Kammerspiele, Munich. Directed by Brecht and with Therese Giehse as Courage. 

BBA 674115, Scene 2, The Commander speaks to Eilif 
Bisher kam auch nicht raus, daß mit dem 'Du hast schon was von ihm' 
das Saufen gemeint war. Es war gestisch zu klein. Wir erhöhten den 
Gestus, indem der Becher durch die Kanne ersetzt wurde. 

BBA 674/18, Scene 8, The Chaplain 
Auf den Feldprediger wirkt 'Frieden' so, daß in ihm hier schon eine Verwandlung vor sich geht. Mit dem Gestus: Ich kann reden, daß 
ihren Hören und Sehen vergeht. 

BBA 907/19, Scene 6, The Chaplain and the Scrivener 
Trinken sie von Anfang an? 
Ja! Der Gestus mit dem Becher gibt dem Feldprediger etwas 'Eingeborenes'. Ihm geht's gemütlich. Ein Heimatphilosoph. 

BBA907/20, Scene 8, Old Woman 
Alte Leute gehen ganz besonders energisch. Vollkommen dünn und 
trocken, ohne jeden Gestus. Sie macht nur einmal beim Glockenläuten 
Ohr frei. 

BBA 907/27, Scene 3, Ordnance Officer 
Zum Zeugmeister: Immer noch nicht der Gestus: 'Die Herrn Offiziere' 
im Vertrauen. 

BBA 907/30, Scene 1, Mother Courage 
Beim Wegwerfen der Schnallen kam das Verfluchen der Schnallen als 
Hauptgestus nicht durch. 

BBA 907/37, Scene 2, Eilif's song 
'Sagte das Weib ... ' er kann hierbei überlegen, ob er auch alles richtig 
macht. 
Bei Luftmangel kann auch, ohne den Gestus zu verändern, atemlos 
gesungen werden. 
Wenn er nach dem leichtsinnigen Sprung auf den Hintern fällt, dumm 
grinsen. 

BBA 907/37, Scene 11, The Lieutenant 
Kann sich der Fähnrich am Schluß, auf den Arsch setzen ... mit den 
Fäusten trommeln? 
Schäfer zeigte am Schluß dann folgendes: Er warf den Säbel weg und 
versuchte ihn zu zertrampeln. Es sah sehr schön aus. 
Bei dem Versuch, sich hinzusetzen, war er noch etwas ängstlich, den 
Abstand zum Boden wahrscheinlich überschätzend, kam der verlangte 
Gestus zu klein oder gar nicht heraus. 
Brecht überließ es ihm selbst, zwischen den beiden Möglichkeiten zu 
wählen. 

BBA 907/43, Scene 3, to the actor playing Swisscheese 
Immer gegen Stimmung sprechen. 
6 ... nit mehr viele Tag' Gestus: Frag nicht. 
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BBA 907/43,45, Scene 3, Yvettes song 
Das Horenlied ist jetzt zu geruhsam. (Gestus: Nicht Kopfschütteln 
nach einer Strophe sondern Nicken. ) Kalt, ohne Illustration singen. Grundton: So verhalten sich die Leute! So ist es! 

Auch muß im Gestus herauskommen: Die Musik ist sehr schwierig. Ich überspringe sie manchmal, aber das ist nicht wichtig. 
BBA 908/112, Scene 1, Mother Courage 

Hier wurde die Frage gestellt, ob Mutter Courage selbst an ihre 
okkultischen Fähigkeiten glaubt. Sie mußte als zeitbedingt bejaht 
werden, da der Glaube an unerforschliche Kräfte zur Zeit des 30 
jährigen Krieges allgemein war. Für die Darstellung besagt das, daß die 
Courage dem Feldwebel seine schwarze Zukunft in vollem Ernst 
voraussagt, ihr Grundgestus ein beschwörerischer ist. 

BBA 1164f78, comment on Brecht's approach to the Mother Courage rehearsals in 
Munich, 1950 

Sofort, auf der Stelle, gab Brecht jede Modell-Lösung auf wenn er eine 
andere Lösung von Schauspielern geliefert bekam, die den Sinn der 
Sache, den Gestus, den Inhalt hergab und die Kronik weiter erzählte. 

BBA 1380/6, Mother Courage and her wagon 
Die Weigel zeigt, wie solche beruflichen Verrichtungen in lang 
ausgesprobten Phasen gemacht werden, erst dieser Handgriff, dann jene 
Bewegung usw. In ihrem Gestus tritt etwas von jener schrecklichen 
Unzerstörbarkeit des Menschen zu Tage, die so große Verbrechen 
anderer Menschen an ihm erlauben. 

BBA 1969/101, Scene 1, Eilif's response to the drawing of the black crosses in the 
1951 production 

Wenn man auch die Kinder die Vorbereiteten Kreuzezettel ziehen, dann 
wollten wir sichtbar machen, daß sie wie durch stillschweigende 
Übereinkunft das Spiel mitmachen, weil das Geschäft erhalten bleiben 
muss, d. h. weil die Arbeitskraft der beiden Söhne für die Existenz des 
Geschäfts ausschlaggebend ist. Aber der Einfluß der Kriegspartei hat 
bei Eilif so stark gewirkt, daß wir ihn nach der Provokation des 
Werbers ' ... werd ich mich an deinen Bruder halten' und der 
energischen Aufforderung der Courage darüber zu lachen, die Mutter in 
einem gemachten ironischen Lachgestus angrinsen liessen. 

Puntila and his Servant Matti 
November 1949, Deutsches Theater. First Berliner Ensemble production. Directed by Brecht and 
Engel with Leonard Steckel as Puntila. 
January 1952, Deutsches Theater. Directed by Brecht and Egon Monk and with Curt Bois as Puntila. 

BBA 1598/8,9,1949 rehearsals, Puntila and Matti 
Frage: Worin unterscheidet sich dann der betrunkene Puntila vom 
nüchternen, und welches sind seine neuen Bedürfnisse? 
Antwort: Der Alkohol erweckt in Puntila das Gefühl einer verzweifelten 
Verlassenheit und Einsamkeit. Bemüht, seine Isolation zu 
durchbrechen, wirbt er um Mattis Freundschaft. (Engel: diese Werbung 
ist der Grundgestus des Puntila im 1. Bild. ) 
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Was ist der Grundgestus des Matti im 1. Bild? 
Der Widerwille gegen die Vertraulichkeiten des betrunkenen Puntila. 
Die Darstellung des Matti muß erkennen lassen, daß Matti sich genau 
wie Puntila seiner Klasse bewußt ist, und daß ihn darum die 
Anbiederungsversuche des Puntila kalt lassen. 

BBA 1598/63, The Lawyer 
Anwalt [Advokat] : 'Es ist ein schöner Zug usw... ' Grundgestus: 
Verwunderung über die strafbare Leichtfertigkeit der Leute, daß sie sich 
von ihrer Sinnlichkeit zu Dummheiten verführen lassen. 

BBA 1598/68, Scene 7, The Telephonist's story 
... - damit neben der sachlichen Schilderung der mit der Verringerung 
der Gafahr immer kleiner werdenden Belohnung die Komik dieses 
Vorganges nicht zu kurz kommt, soll die Darstellerin der Telefonistin, in 
Grenzen natürlich und nicht unbetont, die eigene Stellungnahme 
mitspielen. 
Neuer Grundgestus: Die bittere Ironie der Erzählenden. 

BBA 1599/7,1951 rehearsals, Scene 1, Puntila 
Die Offenbarung der 'Krankheit' enthielt zu wenig jenen Gestus, den 
man bei Geschlechtskrankheiten nur beobachten kann. Puntila offenbart 
sich mit einer Angst, der Matti könnte ihm das Schrecknis siner 
Krankheit bestätigen. 

BBA 1598/10,13, Scene 4, Puntila 
Puntila kommt mit großen, schnellen Schritten und will jemanden zur 
Rede stellen. Kurz auf folgen Matti und Arbeiter. Es hat jemand ohne 
sein Wissen Surkkala entlassen. Mit dem Grundgestus streng aber 
gerecht steuert er sofort auf Laina los und stellt seine Frage. 

Der Zuschauer muß im Moment "... und die haben den einzigen Hengst 

... ' kurz sein Gesicht sehen können. Langsam nüchtern werdend, wirkt 
dies besonders ernüchternd. Dieser Gestus wurde von Bois noch 
durch kurzes Umsehen nach Matti, der ihn von hinten massiert, erhöht. 

Im Arrangement der Rede des Puntila ('Was? der Surkkala? ... ') muß 
als Hauptgestus herauskommen: Der Herr, der Besitzer, der 
Brotgeber operiert zwischen dem Gesinde (Gruppe - Fina - Matti). 

BBA 1599/14, Scene 5, Eva 
Dann sollte sie mit Gestus kommen: Ich habe geklingelt!! also ziemlich 
schnell und den wirkungvollsten Gang dann erst, als auf dem Wege zu 
Matti anbringen, da dieser jetzt hinschaut. 

Da Lutz sich beklagte, die Zigarette mache ihr viel zu schaffen, da sie 
Nichtraucherin sei, änderten wir es in einen neuen Gestus um: Sie 
verträgt das Rauchen zwar nicht. Muß sie aber deswegen auf die 
herrliche Spitze verzichten? Sie kommt also nur mit der Spitze. 

BBA 1599/15, Scene 6, Puntila 
Sein Grundgestus ist: Frisch rasiert - schlecht gelaunt. Gegessen hat 
er noch nichts, er ist verkatert und ohne Appetiet [sic]. 

BBA 1599/20, Scene 4, Matti 
'Sie haben keine schlechte Phantasie' mit dem Gestus: Apropos, was 
ist denn überhaupt los? 
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BBA 1599/22, Scene 3, to the actress playing the Telephonist 
Es ist zu undeutlich und zu unklar, weil zu deutlich und gestochen 
ausgesprochen wird. 
Man muß dem Gestus entsprechend verschlucken, überhaupt gestisch 
sprechen und nicht auf Verständlichkeit. 

BBA 1599/23, Scene 11, Puntila climbs Mount Hatelma 
Ein Gestus muß unbedingt herauskommen: Der erste Schritt ist 
Todesmut! Er weiß nicht, ob es halten wird. 

BBA 1599/29, Scene 4, Red-Headed Man 
Wenn er abgeht ('Ich muß ein Stell [sicl haben') mit dem Gestus: Ich 
scheiß auf ein Heim, ich brauch eine Stell. 

BBA 1599/34, Scene 5, Matti and Fina 
Matti klopft zweimal leicht auf Schenkel. Davon ist anderswo, im 
Gesicht oder in seiner Haltung, nichts zu bemerken. Das Klopfen hat 
den Gestus: Zweimal wird nicht aufgefordert! Nur einmal. 

BBA 1599/42, Scene 6, The Milkmaid, Matti, Telephonist 
Das Kühmädchen fällt aus Wut, dabei aber zart singend, mit hoher 
Stimme bei 'Von der Wälder grüner Freude' ein. Beim Lied muß man 
merken, daß etwas zitiert wird. Mit dem Gestus: War etwa kein Bier 
da? Sind keine Berge da? Keine Schlachtschüsseln? Keine Seen? 
Berg, Seen, Volk, all diese Wörter müssen allein, abgetrennt stehen. 

Nach Puntilas Stimme stützt sich Matti auf seinen Besen und sieht dabei 
die Apo [das Apothekerfräulein] mit dem Gestus 'Na? ' an. 

Die Telefonistin berichtet von der alten Einladung mit dem Gestus: 
Jetzt wirds vernünftig. Der Matti will jetzt den Mädchen helfen. 

BBA 1599/45, Scene 9, Puntila to Surkkala 
Auf 'minus zehn' gibt er dem Surkkala einen freundschaftlichen Klaps 
mit dem Gestus: Machs gut. Er tut es nach alter Gewohnheit. Schön 
ist die stille Rührung Puntilas bei der Verabschiedung des Surkkala. 

BBA 1599/47, Scene 3, Bootleg Emma 
Das Geschäft der Emma mit dem Puntila, was nicht zustande kommt, ist 
aud im Gestus ein Schwarzgeschäft. 

BBA 1599/50, Scene 5, Matti 
Ernst meint es Matti mit 'das wär nicht nach meinem Geschmack'. 
Dabei schüttelt er groß den Kopf mit dem Gestus: Neee! 

BBA 1599/52, Scene 7, Milkmaid 
In den Satz des Kühmädchen 'Der ist nicht für 5 Stunden ... ' wurde 
'auch' eingebaut. diesen Satz spricht sie aus der Betrachtung des 
Schuhes heraus mit dem Gestus: Ja, ja bitte! hier erfährt der 
Zuschauer, wie lange sie schon unterwegs sind. 

BBA 1599/53, Scene 4, The Weedy Man [Der Kümmerliche] 
Der Kümmerliche beginnt sofort, wenn Puntila erscheint zu lachen mit 
dem Gestus: Ist das aber lustig. Ja, wenn man da immer zurören [sic] 
könnte! 
Ist Puntila nicht zu sehen, kehrt der Kümmerliche sein Gesicht dem 
Publikum zu. Er ist zu müde und übergearbeitet. Das Lachen strengt 
ihn sehr an. 
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BBA 1599/55,57, Scene 8, Puntila 
Der Heuschrecken-Gang wurde zu einem schnellen Gang mit dem 
Gestus: Kann denn das möglich sein? 

Als Puntila von seinem Blick in die Verworfenheit der Welt spricht und das angehörige Verhalten des Probstes, der sich wegwendet, bemerkt, 
bekommt seine Rede ein klein wenig den Gestus: Aha, so sieht man das hierorts an! 

Puntila: Trederik, du nimmst die Spitze' Frederik reagiert nicht. Er 
sieht Puntila mit dem Gestus: Niemals! an. Dann findet ein Duell der 
Blicke statt. Frederik ist der schwächere und geht groß nach Canossa. 

Der Gestus des Puntila Trederik' ist jetzt: Kleinen Moment mal! 
BBA 1599/62, Scene 9, Puntila 

Anfangs hört er gar nicht zu. Das 'Ich hab gesagt, ich schmeiß ihn 
rau s 11 sagt er mit dem Gestus: Ist immer noch was. Das ist doch 
erledigt! 

BBA 1599/67,68, Scene 2, Puntila, Matti, Judge, Eva 
Der Versuch wurde gemacht, den Auftritt Puntilas ungeheuer schnell 
rasend zu nehmen. Wie etwa Leute verspätet kommen. Mit dem 
Gestus: da sind wir. 

Matti beantwortet alles mit dem Gestus: Ja, ja, so ist es. Dann führt er 
es aus. Dabei wird es ganz anders. 

Richter: 'Er ist zu gut' im Gestus: zu gut für euch! 

Eva: 'Der Attache ist sehr angesehen ... ' im Gestus: Apropos, wir 
sprachen vorhin von dem Herrn Attache. Das ist noch ein letztes Auf- 
den-Platz-Zurückweisen. Dann folgt der Übergang zum Träumen, der 
auch in der Haltung deutlich werden muß. 

BBA 1599/70, Scene 5, The Lawyer 
Er bringt "die finnische Sommernacht' jetzt als Uberschrift. Im 
Gestus: Ja, ja die finnische Sommernacht. 

BBA 1599/72, Scene 2, Matti 
Stark wurde hervorgehoben: Matti 'wenn ich mit der Herrschaft red' im 
Gestus: Niemals!! da kennen sie mich schlecht, daß ich mich hinreißen 
ließ! 

BBA 1599/76, Scene 1, Puntila and the Waiter 
In dieser Version muß das spätere Aufwecken des Obers anders gespielt 
werden. Im Gestus: Es hilft alles nichts, er muß ihn wecken. 

BBA 1599/82, Scene 8, Eva 
Eva: Tieber Matti' im Gestus: Bitte zuzugreifen, Gastgeberton. 

Die Serviette zusammengelegt übergeben mit dem Gestus: ich weiß 
schon, Matti. 

See also BBA 1824/45-56, 'Beispiele für die Darstellung des 
S0zia1en in Arrangement und Gestus' 
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Katzgraben 
Written by Erwin Strittmatter and directed by Brecht with the Berliner Ensemble. May 1953, Deutsches Theater 

BBA 551/14,18, Act One, Scene 4, Frau GroBmann 
'deren Kartoffeln' ist monoton, nicht beteiligt im Gestus, aber 'schielen allesamt nach links! ' ist ganz gehässig. 

Wenn sie noch neben dem Mann stehen bleibt, liegt im Gestus eine Desinteressiertheit, die sie nicht haben darf! 

'Ablieferungssoll! ': das setzt den vorigen Satz der Frau fort. 
Gestus: Man hat seine Schmerzen, die Gott uns sendet! Hier darf kein 
protest gespielt werden: Jeden Tag kommt ja wieder so etwas im Haus! 
Sie nimmt alles hin in gottergebener Art. 

BBA 55 If79, Act One, Scene 3, Hermann 
Hermann hat hier den Gestus, daß er wählen kann. Und er wählt die 
Dame nach Länge des Kleides. 

BBA 948/ 63, Act One, Scene 1, Kleinschmidt and Günter 
Das Verständnis des Beginns wird unterstützt, wenn Kleinschmidt und 
Günter den Gestus des Hinhörens haben, die Aufmerksamkeit wird 
stärker auf Klappes Text gelenkt. 

BBA 948/78-79, Act Two, Scene 2, Großmann and Hermann 
'Grade umgekehrt! '. Großmann wendet sich ärgerlich zu seiner Frau, 
mit dem Gestus: 'Dumma Kuh! ' 

[Hermann] dreht sich zu Großmann herum und zerrt wütend seine 
Hosentaschen heraus, mit dem Gestus: So lasst ihr mich herumlaufen! 

BBA 948/8 1, Act Three, Scene 2, Frau Kleinschmidt 
'Sag mal Günter, was macht ihr ... ' fragt Frau Kleinschmidt ganz 
einfach, nicht überlegt und dringend. Gestus: Was ist eigentlich los 
da? 

BBA 948/104, Act Three, Scene 3, Klappe reads a poem 
Trotzdem muß er den Gestus des Mannes behalten, der eine Sache 
zum hundersten Male verliest. 

BBA 948/15 1, Act Three, Scene 2, Günter 
'Wo ist Elli' (mit dem Gestus: 'Spaß beiseite. Zur Sache! ) 

BBA 949/48, commentary on Strittmatter's verse 
Es darf natürlich nicht sein, daß dem Rhythmus alles unterworfen wird: 
der Sinn ist und bleibt das Primäre. Der Schauspieler muß real - mit 
Gestus - sprechen und den Rhythmus mitschwingen lassen, dann 
besitzen die Sätze den Rhythmus, ohne ihm unterworfen zu sein. 

BBA 1513/72, comment on Frau Großmann's tone of voice 
Die Monotonie des Tonfalls soll frömmlerische Demut Zeigen, aber 
nicht den Sinn der Monotonie opfern! Tonfall dem Gestus anpassen, 
er muß die Fabel ausdrücken. 
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BBA 1513/114, Act Two, Scene 3, Steinert at the Kleinschmidts 
Er hat den Gestus: Nun mal los, ich habe nicht viel Zeit. 

BBA 1514/ 49,50,94, Act Three, Scene 2, Steinert, Großmann, Elli 
Wir probierten durch, fanden aber, daß der Gestus bei Großmann noch 
nicht stimmt. Vielleicht herübergehen zu Steinert? 

Steinert: Kein überlegener Gestus, etwas kummervoll, immerhin hat 
Großmann faktisch Überwasser. 

Steinert: Du mußt ihn umbauen - Mit dem Gestus, dem mußt Du selbst 
- verständlich! 

BBA 1897(1)/121, Act Two, Scene 3, Erna 
'Die holen mich doch ab! ': sagt Erna betont laut mit dem Gestus: man 
versteht sein eigenes Wort nicht! ... die haben längst frei, aber ich nicht! 'Ja, ': danach eine Zasür, Gestus: tatsächlich, die singen! 

BBA 1897(H)/175, Act One, Scene 1, Kleinschmidt 
Wenn Kleinschmidt am Herd Kohlen nachlegt, zeigt er deutlich den 
Gestus des hinhorchens. 

The Caucasian Chalk Circle 
Directed by Brecht and Manfred Wekwerth with the Berliner Ensemble. 
June 1954, premiere at Theater am Schiffbauerdamm 

BBA 2188/9, late 1953 rehearsals, commentary by Fred Düren 
Brecht erläutert den Gestus, um den sich die Darstellerin der 
Delegierten bemühen soll, wenn sie die Diskussion eröffnet. 

BBA 239/11, a comment by Brecht on Ekkehard Schall's portrayal of the 
Adjutant 

Er versucht den Gestus der Szene zu stilisieren, was ja ein durchaus 
legales Mittel ist, gelangt aber in das Bereich des Marionetten. 

BBA 943/85, rehearsals during 1954, Bunge's report on the Maid in the 
packing scene 

Die Magd (Barbara) hat allen Grund, das Kleid vorsichtig wegzulegen, 
wenn die Gouverneurin sie wegen des zerrissenen Ärmels beschimpft. 
Sie läßt das Kleid fallen und hat dabei fast den gleichen Gestus wie 
auch später, wenn sie wegläuft. 

BBA 944/92, Act Four, Azdak inütates the Grand Prince 
Zweimal wird im IV. Akt die Redeweise einer anderen Person 
übernommen: ... 

Brecht etabliert das in verschiedener Weise. Im ersten 
Falle läßt er die Szene des Azdak durch den Darsteller des Großfürsten 
vorspielen. Es kommt ihm auf den asthmatisch-kurzatmigen Gestus 

an. 

BBA 945/44, Scene 3, Grusha 
Man sollte nicht alles so auf Erschöpfung abstellen. Diese Erschöpfung 
zieht sich bis in den dritten Akt hinein. Es gibt dann kaum einen 
Wechsel im Gestus. Außerdem legt Grusche das Kind ja nicht aus 
Erschöpfung hin, sondern weil sie es hier in Sicherheit vermutet und 
weil sie nun wieder zurück will nach der Stadt, zu Simon, ihrem 
Verlobten, dem sie ihr Wort gegeben hat. 
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BBA 946/29, comment by Hans Bunge on the rehearsal process at the Berliner 
Ensemble 

Es kann immerhin ausprobiert werden, wie man den Grundgestus des 
zu probenden Aktes in Aktionen auf der Bühne umsetzt. 

Life of Galileo 
Directed by Brecht and after Brecht's death by Engel. 
January 1957, Theater am Schiffbauerdamm 

BBA 609/118, Kdthe Rifficke on Ernst Busch's portrayal of Galileo 
Bemerkenswert ist Buschs Haltung während der Ansprache den 
Eisengiesser Vanni. 
Er spielte nicht nur angst, gehört zu werden (von der Inquisition), 
sondern zeigte einen grimmigen Humor mit dem Gestus: aber Vanni, 
was machst Du denn da? 

Das Lachen war in der deutschen Ausgabe als Regie-Anweisung 
angegeben. Busch lachte mit dem Gestus: Das geschieht ihm recht, 
wer kein Latein kann, kann eben nicht studieren - aber er lacht nicht 
über Federzoni, sondern über eine Gesellschaft, in der solche 
ungeheuerlichen Dinge passieren können. Und er bringt die Komik 
heraus, die das vom Standpunkt unserer Gesellschaft bereits hat. 

BBA 1134/24, Scene 2, Brecht's comment to the actor playing Sagredo 
Gespräch zwischen Galilei und Sagredo. Brecht: Kamper, Sie werden 
bösartig, mit dem Gestus, spiel doch nicht den Unschuldigen. Du 
weiß doch ganz genau, was das heißt. Sehr böse. 

BBA 2187/43, rehearsal early 1956, Scene 1, Brecht's comments to the actor playing 
the Procurator 

Das ist noch nicht ganz natürlich. Das ist immer noch sehr 'Theater'. 
Der Hauptgestus ist, schauen Sie: Aber mein lieber Galilei, sehen Sie, 
wir schätzen Sie ja ungeheuer, aber es ist eben dieses Pech, daß Sie da 
Naturwissenschaften gerade als Fach haben; wenn Sie Theolog wären 

BBA 2190/5, Scene 9, Brecht's comments to the two actors playing the male and 
female ballad singers, Frau Gbrlich and Horst Kube 

Einen Moment. der Gestus ... das Musikalische ist ja kein Problem, 
das haben wir ja gelöst. Aber dieser, zum Beispiel der Gestus ist: Ja, 
was ist denn ... paßt mal auf (Brecht erklärt Frau Görlich leise und 
unverständlich die Stelle). Ich meine, das ist der Gestus. 

Ja! Nit wahr, der Gestus ist etwas ganz, schauen Sie, Sie decken auf 
die innersten Geheimnisse der Herrschaft der Kapitalisten. Jetzt wird 
(Brecht macht damit den Tonfall vor). 

BBA 2191/222, Scene 13, Brecht's comments to Ernst Busch on Galileo's attitude 
Das Ganze muß etwas den Grundgestus haben: Das ist ganz klar, 
darüber können natürlich nicht zwei Meinungen bestehen über meine 
Einschätzung und meine Person: Ich bin ein Lump, ein Judas ... Er gibt 
ihm [Andrea] den weisen Rat, zu trennen das Werk vom Verfasser. 
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BBA 2191/243,247, Scene 13, Brecht's comments to Ekkehard Shall on the 
Presentation of Andrea 

Der eine Satz, wo Sie einen anderen Gestus haben, nämlich der 'wie 
könnten Sie überhaupt schreiben? '. Das wenden Sie sich nicht gegen 
ihn, sondern bedauern ihn, das ist Ihr gutes Recht. 

Das ist wunderbar. Nämlich das hat den Gestus von: der war es, der 
war es, der, der ... 
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